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A Statement of Loyalty Issued by Members of the 
Society of Friends 

From "The New York Tribune," Maroh 28, 1918 

There are certain fundamental principles of right and humanity which, 
every man must feel called upon to defend, even to the extent of forcible resis¬ 
tance, if long-continued, intolerable conditions, caused by morally defunct people, 
are to be ended before the world is enslaved. For more than two centuries the. 
Society of Friends has stood steadfastly and consistently for peace to the limit 
of toleration. It is in matters of individual conduct, however, rather than in 
National Yfrongs, that those principles have proved effective. Many distinguished 
Friends in the past have realized that, in cases of great collective oppression, 
mere submission only renders the objects of the oppressor more easily attained. 

It is well for us to profit by the experience and judgment of those of 
proved attainments and acknowledged usefulness in the community, rather than by the 
views of those who have not those qualities. Thus we may well consider the exper¬ 
ience and judgment of William Penn, James Logan, John Dickenson, Nathaniel Greene, 
Israel Whelen, Thomas Mifflin, Jacob Brown, John Bright, John G. Whittier, and a 
number of Friends living to-day, of similar distinction and experience in the facts 
of life. 

Our foundation principle, and the excuse for our separate corporate ex¬ 
istence, is a belief in the Divine Immanence or a direct communion with God. The 
objeot of our Society, therefore, is to awaken every one to a consciousness of 
"that of God" within him which will "speak to his condition." Any particular testi¬ 
mony as to outward affairs must then be the statement merely of a particular person 
or group within the Society, unless approved by it. 

We believe that the Society of Friends is as earnestly opposed as any one 
to the enthrallment of the world by a military caste; to the human slavery and 
slaughter imposed upon Belgium, Poland, Armenia, and other countries; to the whole¬ 
sale destruction of innocent non-combatant women and children; to unparalleld atroc¬ 
ities and to the spread of unorganized barbarism. We think that a decent respect 
for the opinions of mankind makes it incumbent upon the Society of Friends to make 
such a statement. 

The principal thing which George Fox did was to break away bravely from 
the bondages of traditional dogma, and point from the slavery of the formal Church 
Discipline to the Authority Vfithin. Elias Hicks followed this principle in pro¬ 
claiming that no book or dogma should be adhered to, unless it met the Witness for 
Truth in the individual heart. 

We do not agree with those who would utter sentimental platitudes while a 
mad dog is running amuck, biting women and children; with those who would stand 
idly by, quoting some isolated passage of scripture, while an insane man murdered 
him, ravished his wife, bayoneted his babies or crucified his friends; nor with any 
person who would discuss with some well and contented stranger the merits of various 
fire extinguishers, while his wife and children are calling to him from the flames 
of his burning houso. 

We believe that wrong is relative and has degrees, that there are greater 
things than human life, and worse things than war. There is a difference between 
peace as an end, and peace as a means to an end. We do not want peace with dishonor 
or a temporary peace with evil. Wo will not equivocate with honor, or compromise 
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with wickedness. We must not only seek to save ourselves from war, but posterity 
as well, and we must not mistake piotures or names of things, for the things them¬ 
selves. It takes two to make peace, but only one to make war. 

Believing that it is not enough at this time to be neutral, and that the 
views of the Sooiety of Friends have not been adequately represented by the official 
statements of its executives, nor by the utterances of many of its publio speakers, 
we feel that we should follow the course of our brothers in England who both now, 
and in the past, have realized that there are unusual and extraordinary ciroumstances 
of infrequent occurenoe, which oannot be rigidly or fully met by any man-made churoh 
discipline. We, therefore, deem it consistent with our Quaker faith to act accord¬ 
ing to the dictates of our own consciences, and proclaim a unity with the teachings 
of Jesus Christ and the messages of the President of our country. 

As to the former, we believe the Master to have been a religious teacher 
in normal times, whose words were addressed to individuals living in those times. 
We oannot think that He would have remained neutral against organized savagery. In 
the political affairs of a nation we are to "render unto Caesar the things that are 
Caesar’s". Jesus made known this attitude by the questions His hearers asked Him. 
We oannot think, if the long history of Germany’s intrigue and barbarism were re¬ 
lated to Him, and the question asked- "Is it lawful for us to rise and resist the 
aggression of this mighty power by force of arms, or to covet bondage for ourselves 
and our children?" - that He would have answered- "Let the giant have his way, re¬ 
sist him not." Rather we believe He would have said; "They that take the sword 
shall perish with the sword and in such a cause whosoever shall save his life shall 
lose it, but whosoever shall lose his life, the same shall save it". We remember 

His words in the 23rd chapter of Matthew, and His armed, forcible driving of the 
money-changers from the temple, with the destruction of their property; His state¬ 
ment that He came "not to send peace but a sword;" His prophecy that wars "must 
needs be;" and many other sayings, that were not the language of slavish submission 
to aggression and evil, but of manly resistance. His teaohing that we love our 
enemies oan, wo think, be made to mean complete non-resistance to national aggres- 
sion ard evi 1 only by tearing them out from the rest of the New Testament, and 
their setting in Oriental thought andlifo, as well as by ignoring the conduct of 
the Master himsolf. 1 

It is, perhaps, reasonable to believe that God works through human instru¬ 
ments, and that He wishes us to be "His hands" for reward and punishment. This 
course has, we believe, been patiently and forcibly stated to us by the President 
of the United States, who has shown us that the "right is more precious than peace." 
We proclaim our loyalty to the cause of civilization, and to the President of the 
United States, and our willingness to help in all ways that may be opened to us by 
the Inward Light, which is the foundation of our faith. 

This statement is signed by representative Friends of Philadelphia, New Jersey, 
Delaware and Maryland. New York Friends have already issued a similar declaration. 
The signatures to the above were headed by the following nationally known Quakers: 
Isaac H. Clothier, Joseph Wharton Lippincott, Joseph W, Swan, W. Penn Hoopos, 
Robert M. Jarmey and William P. Haines. 

******** 
Believing that the foregoing is an aoourate presentation of the views most con¬ 
scientiously held at this time - now that our beloved country is, once more, fight¬ 
ing for noble principles and, indeed, its very existence - this statement has been 
reproduced and placed in circulation by certain Friends who feel that these 
courageous, noble and truly Christian words should be widely read, and earnestly 
and prayerfully pondered. 

/ 

June 3, 1942 
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Preparedness and Peace 

The controversy over preparedness for the national 
defense continues and has within the last few days de¬ 
veloped at least one new aspect. Emphasis has been placed 
hitherto upon the fact that the press of European nations 
has paid no attention to the plans for Defense Day. How¬ 
ever, the Christian Science Monitor for September 5 pub¬ 
lishes a communication from a special correspondent in 
Warsaw stating that few happenings since the armistice 
have “more directly helped the forces of European re¬ 
action and injured the cause of European liberalism” than 
the plans of the United States Government for a military 
demonstration on September 12. “This is evident in press 
comment, in the private declarations of government offi¬ 
cials and in the public declaration of militarists. On the 
one hand this military flourish of the United States is 
serving to set back the development of that international 
trust and good will which now, for the first time since 
the war, were appearing to furnish a basis for a genuine 
European settlement. Reactionary forces, on the other 
hand, are finding, in America’s military display, fresh 
ammunition for their fight to restore Europe to the old 
pre-war order of nationalistic diplomacy. ... In Ger¬ 
many the reactionary elements that have fought every step 
toward conciliation since the armistice hailed the mobili¬ 
zation plans of the United States with open satisfaction. 
Nationalistic papers declared that foundation for their 
arguments is now found in that nation which, of all others, 
has least to fear from invasion and in the past has most 
openly championed the cause of peace. German opinion, 
in many places, reflected the conviction that the United 
States came into the war ‘for its own good,’ as one Ger¬ 
man put it, ‘refused to stay for the peace and now indi¬ 
cates its belief that another war is to be expected.’ 

“Throughout Europe, also, the Mobilization Day activi¬ 
ties of the United States are linked up with the Japanese 
Exclusion Act. Not versed in the arguments which led 
Congress to pass that law, individuals with whom I have 
talked concerning it have, uniformly, concluded that its 
results will lead to the long-ago-prophesied conflict be¬ 
tween Japan and the United States. It is in anticipation 
of such a conflict, say these persons, that the military 
forces of the country are to be called to arms on Sep¬ 
tember 12. . . . That other such wars are inevitable 
between capitalistic nations is the conclusion of the Com¬ 
munistic press. As the freshest and most striking evi¬ 
dence of that fact, the papers point to the Mobilization 
Day of the United States. 

“ ‘If we had ordered such a general mobilization before 
1914, war would have come almost inevitably upon the 
heels of such a move/ one- Austrian said to me. ‘The 

United States is so situated that it can carry out a pro¬ 
gram of this nature without those dire consequences. 
The only point on which we can criticise your country is 
on that of the time selected for this pledging of allegiance 
to the gods of war.’ . . . 

“As between the proposed disarmament conference, 
however, and Mobilization Day, on September 12, Euro¬ 
pean opinion, apparently, is put to it to know which re¬ 
flects the real attitude of the American Government.” 

The statement of Rear-Admiral W. L. Rodgers, 
U. S. N. (retired), made at the Williamstown Institute 
of Politics, has drawn sharp criticism, particularly the 
prediction that when its population reaches 200,000,000 
the United States, “if there is any manhood left in the 
American people” will surely fight “in order to keep our 
place in the world, protect our population, and give it 
a place to go at the expense of other nations.” For this 
the contributing editor of the Methodist Christian Ad¬ 
vocate referred to him as “our own Von Tirpitz.” He 
says concerning the statement: “Not since the unabashed 
declaration of the Potsdam gang of militarists in Ger¬ 
many before and during the Great War has the saber 
been rattled more noisily or the spirit of the jingo been 
given franker utterance. . . . This is the kind of stuff out 
of which wars are made. The speech would have done 
credit to von Bernhardi. The retired Admiral’s position 
on international relations is very fittingly in accord with 
this primeval attitude.” 

A leading churchman, who is himself far from being 
a pacifist and who holds a commission in the army, said 
that the greatest harm which the army has suffered has 
come from the unrestrained utterances of military leaders, 
and that no severer blow had been struck at the War 
Department’s plans than that struck by Rear Admiral 
Rodgers. A well known political leader has also expressed 
the judgment that the question would have to be taken 
up how far military and naval men, retired or otherwise, 
should be permitted to interfere with the affairs of the 
Department of State which is charged with the duty of 
caring for our delicate foreign relations, and illustrated 
his comment by reference to the “vicious utterances” of 
Rear Admiral Rodgers and others. 

The same issue of the New York Christian Advocate 
which carried the denunciation of Rear Admiral Rodgers 
contained a declaration by Bishop R. J. Cooke that all 
who signed the pacifist pledge should also engage as 
follows: 

“That should the United States engage in any war 
of any kind we solemnly pledge ourselves individually 
and collectively to surrender and cancel all rights to 
American citizenship, our homes and possessions; all 
privileges and opportunities which have been made pos- 
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sible for us by the American people and secured to us 
by our government, our laws and our institutions, and 
for the defense of which others have suffered and died; 
and we furthermore solemnly pledge ourselves as the 
only honest and logical consequence of this pledge to 
seek some other country from which we may obtain some¬ 
thing for nothing, or at the cost of the blood and treasure 
of other people.” 

Bishop Cooke, while bitterly attacking the pacifists, 
proposed also, as a measure of justice and a means of 
preventing needless wars that a law should be passed 
by the Congress to this effect: “In the event of war the 
United States government shall conscript the life and 
freedom, the labor and wealth of every citizen of the 
United States.” 

The Congregationalist for September 4 contains a re¬ 
port of an address by Rev. J. H. M. Dudley, a pastor in 
Elizabeth, N. J., who seems to be also a lieutenant colonel, 
in which he denounced all opponents of Defense Day as 
“dirty,- pacifists, radicals and Communists.” On 
the same page appears a letter from Maxwell 
Chaplin, recently returned from the Far East and 
from China where he has been living for five years, 
heartily endorsing the stand which The Congregationalist 
has taken on the Defense Day issue and declares “this 
drive of the War Department will be interpreted as a 
threatening gesture by every native newspaper in the Far 
East. Its effect upon foreign opinion will be exactly what 
your editorial claims. It is a crime against international 
good will.” 

Rabbi Wise in his published letter to General Bullard 
declining cooperation in the observance of Defense Test 
Day concluded his statement as follows: 

“In all I have written I speak for myself alone, not 
for the Jewish Church or people. For, frankly, I fear 
that many rabbis and laymen of the Jewish household 
will be entirely ready to accede to your suggestion. Nor 
have I any quarrel with the eminent heads of the Roman 
Catholic and Protestant Episcopal churches of New York, 
who have seen fit to give their episcopal imprimatur to 
mobilization day. Though not a Christian, I am not ready 
to render to Caesar or to Mars the things that are God’s. 

“As an American, I am ready to have part in any 
genuine enterprise that shall make a demobilization day 
possible. As a religious and ethical teacher, I conceive 
it to be my duty not to assent to every unconsidered or 
ill-considered proposal of an overzealous War Depart¬ 
ment, but to do what in one man lies to bring home to 
his fellow-Americans the supreme opportunity and duty 
of the hour—which is to mobilize, as for one reason or 
another America has not yet done—earnestly, effectively, 
resistlessly, the forces of the world in behalf of the fel¬ 
lowship of abiding peace.” 

Gen. Bullard is reported in the press as dismissing Dr. 
Wise’s letter with a contemptuous comment. 

In his sermon on Sunday morning, September 7, Rev. 
Ralph W. Sockman of Madison Avenue Methodist Epis¬ 
copal Church, New York, expressed the fear “that the 
forthcoming Defense Day will be dangerously misinter¬ 
preted.” He disclaimed any objection to national defense, 
as such, but deprecated anything approximating a milita¬ 
ristic gesture at a time “when at least one nation feels very 
sensitive toward us and when the world is clamoring for 
peace as never before.” He vigorously attacked the 
militaristic philosophy and expressed his amazement that 
“good, orthodox Christian laymen who profess to believe 
in the Bible from cover to cover” will rebel when the 
minister comes forward with a great idealistic declara¬ 

tion, taken directly from the Scriptures, and urges them 
to accept it as inspired of God. 

A statement has been received from the International 
Federation of Trade Unions, with headquarters at Amster¬ 
dam, which includes the following: 

“In spite of the terrible economic sufferings which they 
are enduring, France and Germany are still seeking each 
other’s destruction. The United States and Japan are 
preparing to fly at each others’ throats. It would almost 
seem as if mankind has lost its instinct for self-preserva¬ 
tion. . . . 

“We must never cease to remember that militarism is 
a disgrace, that the training of soldiers is a preparation 
for murder, and that all murder is crime. ... 

“We must teach that the workers engaged in war in¬ 
dustries are equally guilty; those who forge weapons of 
murder are committing acts as reprehensible as those of 
the men who use them for their murderous purposes. 
All this we must cry aloud incessantly in the world. 

“And above all, we must try to use our influence in 
schools, which in their narrow patriotism foster national 
prejudice, and by celebrating the glory of victory, help 
to keep alive the hatred between the peoples.” 

It is, of course, not to be supposed that men like Rear 
Admiral Rodgers and other men who have spoken in 
similar vein represent the views of such men as the Com¬ 
mander in Chief of the Army and Navy or the Secretary 
of War, and certainly not the views of General Pershing, 
who himself made one of the first utterances urging the 
necessity for the reduction of armaments and who served 
as a member of the Washington Conference. It is in¬ 
teresting to note that the “Draft Treaty,” now being con¬ 
sidered by the League of Nations was sponsored by such 
men as Generals Harbord and Tasker Bliss. 

It appears, however, that the prediction made some 
weeks ago by a prominent newspaper is coming true, 
namely that the plan for Defense Day would occasion 
many unwise utterances which would misrepresent the 
attitude of the American people. A press report for 
September 9 contains the substance of a “mobilization 
order” published by the mayor of a New Jersey town in 
which that official “orders” every able bodied male citizen 
of the town between 18 and 45 to report at the borough 
hall on the evening of September 12. The Chief of Po¬ 
lice of the town volunteered the information that martial 
law would prevail on the night of September 12. “Any 
man seen on the street that night of draft age not in the 
parade will be taken to police headquarters and held there 
until the demonstration is over.” He stated afterward 
that this was announced merely to wake people up. There 
is no evidence that such demonstrations will be numerous, 
but where extreme measures are taken they, of course, 
attract a disproportionate amount of attention both here 
and abroad. 

Meanwhile, the church forces in an entirely construc¬ 
tive way are proceeding with their plans for Mobilization 
Day for Justice, Goodwill and Peace on November 11. 
The major denominations are cooperating in it and, in¬ 
terestingly enough, words of strong commendation have 
come from noted military leaders whose service in the 
last war was distinguished. General John F. O’Ryan 
writes: 

“I commend heartily the proposal of the Federal 
Council of the Churches of Christ in America to use Armi¬ 
stice Day to express to the people of the country the im¬ 
portance of stimulating understanding of the problem of 
securing world peace, so that the tragedies of war may 
be avoided. . . . 

“The Federal Council of Churches is conducting its 
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campaign in the interest of peace in accordance with 
correct strategic principles, for its real mission is to de¬ 
velop the understanding of the American people, capture 
their interest, insure their understanding and win their 
support. The mission is not to attack the strongholds of 
political opposition. These strongholds, where they exist, 
only serve to distract attention from the real objective. 
When the true mission is accomplished the political 
strongholds will capitulate as a matter of course.” 

General James G. Harbord writes concerning the plan 
for Armistice Day: “The anniversary of this memo¬ 
rable day should be the occasion for indelibly establishing 
in the minds of all Americans, the wastefulness, the 
horrors and the immeasurable destruction of wars.” 

Lieutenant Colonel Allyn, commanding 607th Coast 
Artillery, in a communication to the New York American 
of September 2, endorsed the Federal Council’s plan for 
observance of Armistice Day and added this comment: 
“The Veterans of Foreign Wars and the American 
Legion have both sought to make the day a holiday, but 
six years of strife have followed the armistice and it is 
about time the day is made a day of sober contemplation. 
In addition to the subjects suggested for study, I would 
suggest religious toleration, racial friendships, social 
justice and cooperative effort. We need to take reason¬ 
able precautions in defense plans, as on September 12, 
against international pirates, and we need to pray to be 
kept from the sins of our own selfish personal and na¬ 
tional desires.” 

It is apparent that there is a sharp difference among 
military men themselves on the subject of preparedness 
and defense. Apparently many of them, while they are 
by no means pacifists, are quite ready to align themselves 
with constructive efforts for world peace. 

“The Training of the Soldier” 

The current discussion of militarism, preparedness and 
military training makes timely a reprinting, for their 
informational value, of portions of an article 
which appeared under the above caption in the Amer¬ 
ican Mercury for June. The writer, Arlington B. Conway, 
served on the staff of a Canadian brigadier throughout 
the late war. He discusses the native equipment of a 
successful soldier and the essential elements of his train- 

i ng: 
“A strong sentiment of patriotism is popularly believed 

to ensure the warrier’s steadfastness and eventual triumph 
in the face of machine-gun fire, poison gas, trench feet, 
the stupidity of his superiors and the persecutions of 
Pediculus vestimenti, but this is obviously moonshine. 
The idea of patriotism itself is too recently acquired and 
still too superficial to have any effect on the action of 
the normal human being under the fear of immediate 
death. The incantations and spells of orators, the flash 
and flare of flags and uniforms and the barbaric rhythm 
of martial music may work a man up to enthusiasm while 
his feet are yet on the asphalt, but let him spend five 
minutes in a trench listening to the blurred wailing of 
a comrade shot through the belly, and if he thinks of 
patriotism at all it will only be to curse it. 

“A man fights well simply because he feels a superior¬ 
ity in himself, and in the collective mass of those like 
him which he calls his nation, over his enemies—those 
who would deny that superiority. He is compelled, under 
pain of admitting inferiority, to prove his strength. He 
knows only one way of making that proof: by killing a 
large number of his foes, causing the remainder to run 
away, and then going to their capital, stealing their valu¬ 

able property and carrying off the sightlier of their women. 
A man does not fight because he reasons, but because he 
does not reason. I rue enough, politicians, men of busi- 
ness, priests and the governing classes generally make and 
conduct wars for purposes that are more or less clear in 
their minds, but I am writing here of the man one en¬ 
counters as a common soldier, and trying to determine 
how to get him into the frame of mind that will make 
him an efficient instrument in the hands of his officers. 
Perhaps it will help to consider first what kind of man 
makes the best soldier. 

“It is sometimes assumed that, owing to the increas¬ 
ing complexity of war, the many semi-scientific appliances 
used and the great decentralization of command, the more 
individuality and education a soldier has the more use¬ 
ful he will be. He must be capable, it is argued, of com¬ 
prehending the moral justifications his nation has for 
seeking to impose its will on the enemy nation. My 
experience has been that this is not actually the case. In 
the late war, it was my job to run the signal communica¬ 
tions of a brigade. Among the men I had under me were 
five college students, neophytes of the Methodist ministry. 
They were full of the sense of duty and the righteous¬ 
ness of the cause for which they were fighting. They 
wrote interminable letters, which I had to censor, filled 
with the most elevated patriotic and humanitarian senti¬ 
ments. But when we started to fight and Fritz plastered 
the approaches with five-nines and eight-inch shells, break¬ 
ing all the wires, the men I depended upon to go out at 
all hours of the day and night, plough through the mud, 
and, under the menace of a sudden and sticky death, mend 
the cables (often an intricate and disheartening job in 
itself) were not the five theologians, but my red-headed 
Irish sergeant and two or three godless fellows who spent 
a great deal of their time in hospital recuperating from 
the wounds inflicted by lady snipers. The parsons found 
their true sphere of usefulness in acting as the army equiv¬ 
alent of hello-girls; their meekness enabled them to sup¬ 
port the blasphemous assaults of the staff when com¬ 
munication was not so prompt as in the big cities at home. 

“The best soldier, I believe, is a primitive, honest fellow, 
uncomplicated by elaborate thought-machinery or super¬ 
fluous ideas. He makes a simple and reliable tool which, 
though perhaps limited in its applications by its simplicity, 
will not get out of order at critical moments or commence 
to function erratically. . . . Ferocious, and at the same 
time willing to be led. A man who ‘just doesn’t care’— 
above all, who is not ‘tame.’ Such natural fighters, alas, 
do not come as often as once in a hundred men. The next 
best man is an unsophisticated, lusty fellow, not corrupted 
by notions of his own importance as a unit of the sovereign 
people or as the proprietor of an immortal soul—a fellow 
who will not unbalance, by faulty ratiocinations, the autom¬ 
atism in manoeuvre that has been drilled into him. 

“The way to develop such a man seems to me to be 
to train him to respond as automatically as possible when 
he is commanded to perform the few simple manual oper¬ 
ations connected with the employment of his arms in battle, 
to reduce his necessity for thought to a minimum, and to 
refrain from stuffing him with ideas except the simple 
idea that he had better kill his enemy quickly and ruth¬ 
lessly, lest he be killed himself. He must be wrought 
upon with all the devices which build up subordination 
and discipline. . . . 

“Before real improvements in military training are 
possible, there must be a scientific survey of the human 
material available for the manufacture of soldiers, and 
a great deal of investigation into the functioning of the 
brain and nerves under battle conditions. It may be pos- 
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sible, to some extent, to inculcate ferocity. The dem¬ 
onstrations of Colonel R. B. Campbell, Director of 
Bayonet Fighting for the British Army, were very in¬ 
structive. He would take a platoon of sheepish-look¬ 
ing, poorly developed youths, and, by the exercise of his 
extraordinary persuasioh, rapidly strip away the cover¬ 
ings of civilization from them, and turn them into fighting 
animals, eyes glaring, teeth bared, trembling, hating. He 
did not yell, or rant. He talked rapidly, evenly, in a 
low, confidential, compelling tone. ‘That’s where the 
liver is, if he runs away. . . . Two inches of steel, no 
more. . . . And mind you get the right place. . . . 
He’s a dirty, greasy German waiter. . . . You’ve often 
seen him scraping the dishes. . . . He’s raped your 
sister. . . . Don’t give him a chance. ... In the 
throat . . . right there . . . two inches . . . 
A-a-a-h-h. . . .’ At the word the boys charged down 
on the row of stuffed sacks, stabbing madly but not 
blindly. As they lunged together the yell went up. . . . 
‘A-a-a-h-h’ ... a snarling, bestial sound that struck at 
the jelly of the spine. . . . 

“On the whole, perhaps, it is an advantage for the 
private soldier to be able to read and write, but in war 
a little learning is a dangerous thing. The Germans, 
better educated than their enemies, were very susceptible 
to propaganda. The German soldiers I saw impressed 
me as rather moony and sentimental individuals. ...” 

The writer relates how officers “kidded” the troops to 
keep them in line and makes this forecast for the next 
war: “We’ll kid them with the news that they are to 
die for the Glory of the Flag, for the defense of de¬ 
mocracy, for their wives and firesides, to keep God’s 
country inviolate, to save humanity from militarism . . . 
with the promise of the forgiveness of their sins and 
the hope of a glorious resurrection.” 

Industrial Preparedness 

An illuminating article by Grosvenor B. Clarkson, 
former Director of the Council for National Defense, was 
published in the New York Times for August 31 in 
which a vigorous argument is made for industrial pre¬ 
paredness for war. The article includes the following 
excerpt from a statement which Mr. Clarkson refers to 
as “very courteously furnished me by the War Depart¬ 
ment” : 

“Our military men are being thoroughly indoctrinated 
with the relative importance of munitions and man power. 
The army is sending officers to business schools where 
they take courses in business administration and specialize 
in economics. There has been established in Washington 
an army school called the Army Industrial College, which 
is destined to be one of the main centres for higher educa¬ 
tion for army officers. Its prime mission is teaching the 
economics of war and the principles underlying sound 
industrial preparedness. The Navy Department is keep¬ 
ing step with all these methods. 

“Plans are now being prepared at the War Department 
by a selected group of officers for the most efficient utiliza¬ 
tion of America’s material resources in time of war. In 
this work assistance is being rendered by the foremost 
leaders of America’s industrial life. The mistakes and 
errors committed during the World War, as reported 
by former members of the War Industries Board and 
others with experience in the past conflict, have been 
analyzed and correct measures incorporated. Require¬ 
ments in shortage of raw materials have been studied 
and plans are being provided for the obtaining of this 

shortage. Over seven thousand factories have been listed 
for war production, with their consent, and have been 
assigned certain items which they are capable of manu¬ 
facturing for production in time of war. . . . 

“National, as well as State and local, Chambers of Com¬ 
merce are cooperating; trade associations are lending 
every assistance; and individual corporations are doing 
everything in their power to assist this planning. . . . 

“Normal business is not being interfered with, but 
there is being instilled in the minds of a thousand factory 
managers, superintendents and shop foremen the pos¬ 
sibility that some day the country might need their ser¬ 
vices and that they might be called upon to manufacture 
articles of military equipment. They know what will be 
expected of them, and they will have all the data on which 
to commence immediate production. This is industrial 
preparedness brought as far as possible in harmony with 
American institutions and the spirit of democracy.” 

Mr. Clarkson’s discussion concludes as follows: 
“If we wish for a balanced preparedness, it is to be 

hoped that some of these things will burn a little deeper 
into the country’s thought before next Defense Day. 
The first fact for the public to grasp is that from now on 
military preparedness without complete industrial pre¬ 
paredness is largely a wasteful gesture.” 

General Pershing’s Philosophy 

The following excerpts are from an interview with 
General Pershing featured in the New York Times for 
Sunday, September 7: 

“Let’s just look at this fact, you and I and all of us. 
Let’s not talk high-sounding phrases. Let’s not use old 
words, shop-worn words, words like ‘glory’ and ‘peace.’ 
without thinking just exactly what they mean. There’s 
no ‘glory’ in killing. There’s no ‘glory’ in maiming men. 
There are the glorious dead, but they would be more 
glorious living. . . . It is up to the citizen to be the 
soldier when occasion calls. I am speaking, of course, 
primarily of every man who is physically able to serve 
as a soldier. There are 20,000,000 such men—a third of 
the men in any community, be it large as New York or 
small as a country village. 

“These are the soldiers and these are the front-line 
citizens of America. Do we understand this? We must. 
They are one and the same. There can be no difference 
between soldier and citizen. 

“And side by side with the realization of this funda¬ 
mental truth we must realize that we have failed of our 
duty as citizens if we volunteer for service only when 
war actually arrives. Wars don’t wait. They come upon 
a nation with the suddenness of a thunderstorm in a 
clear day. Each man of us, young or old, who has not 
already made himself ready to do his full duty is answer- 
able for the needless suffering of his brothers and sisters. 

“People sometimes ask me how I think the next war 
will be fought—with what new weapons, in what new 
ways. I haven’t liked to answer them. That question is 
of no importance compared with the question of how to 
prevent wars. This question, so far more important, I’ll 
answer gladly. I want to prevent, with all my heart and 
soul, any war in which America might be involved. And 
because I want that, I advocate the present plan of citizen 
preparation. That is a soldier’s sole reason for advocat¬ 
ing it.” 

The wide difference between the views of General 
Pershing as here expressed and the utterances of Rear 
Admiral Rodgers at Williamstown is unescapable. 

Printed in the U. S. A. 
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Those Fifty-Four One-Time Nations 
Fifty-four so-called nations are meeting this 

month at Geneva. They still call themselves 
nations. They make noises like nations. They 
still seem to think they are nations. 

Tut of course they aren’t! They are like 
the man of fable who was decapitated by a 
Damascus sword of such keen blade that his 
head remained on his shoulders and he was 
unconscious of his sad predicament until he 
sneezed and his head fell off. 

These fifty-four one-time nations have been 
neatly decapitated! It was the League of Na¬ 
tions that did it! Although for four years 
they have been unconscious of the fact that 
they are no longer nations, one of these days 
something will happen, the delusion of sover¬ 
eignty will fall off with a sickening thud and 
they will discover that they were undone on 
that sad day when they became members of 
the all-devouring League! 

How do we know that all this is so? Be¬ 
cause President Coolidge says it is and Secre¬ 
tary Hughes says it is and Candidate Dawes 
says so too. 

Mr. Coolidge, in his letter of acceptance, 
says that “we have been unwilling to surrender 
our independence. We have refused to ratify 
the Covenant of the League of Nations.” 

Mr. Hughes, speaking of League member¬ 
ship, says that a determinative principle of our 
foreign policy is that of “independence.” 

Mr. Dawes, also speaking of the League, 
says that “whatever be our form of contact 
and conference with foreign nations, the inde¬ 
pendence and sovereignty of the United 
States, with the right to determine its own 
course of action, must at all times and under 
all circumstances not only be preserved by it 
but recognized by all other nations.” 

If joining the League would be for us a 
surrender of independence, a loss of sover¬ 
eignty and a parting with our right to de¬ 
termine our own action, it, of course, means 

the same to all the fifty-four nations now in 
the League. If independence, sovereignty 
and freedom of action would be lost to us if 
we were in, then they are lost to all these other 
nations that are in. It is clear that if these 
sad apprehensions have any substance at all, 
the fifty-four unsuspecting nations now in the 
League have parted with their nationhood 
and have established over themselves a tower¬ 
ing super-state. 

Did we say that Mr. Coolidge, Mr. Hughes 
and Mr. Dawes have declared that these coun¬ 
tries have ceased to be nations? A close exami¬ 
nation of their words will show that they have 
rather carefully refrained from saying so, or 
even from saying that this country wTould lose 
its independence if it too should join the 
League. They have only used language which 
is intended to carry this implication. They 
are simply, for some strange reason, repeating 
by rote or with sinister intent sentences they 
learned from isolationists like Lodge and 
Johnson and Shields and Reid and Moses and 
McCormick. Why anybody who wants to be 
called a leader, either by his contemporaries 
or by posterity, should today take anything 
out of the mouth of these men is indeed pass¬ 
ing strange! 

Do Messrs. Coolidge, Hughes and Dawes 
really believe that American citizens can be 
fooled and scared any longer by this bogie, 
this transparent lie? These three men know 
and all thoughtful Americans know that there 
isn’t anything in ? . But when shall we see an 
end to this childish effort to scare the American 
voter? How much longer must the American 
people submit to being made to appear like 
credulous and foolish children in the eyes of 
these fifty-four nations that know what the 
League really is and know that being members 
of it has deprived them of neither initiative, 
independence nor sovereignty? 

W. H. S. 
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Shall We Commit Suicide? 
By THE RT. HON. WINSTON S. CHURCHILL 
Reprinted from Nash’s Pall Mall Magazine of Sept. 24, 1924. 

(The writer of this article was First Lord of the British Admiralty at the outbreak of hostilities in 

1914, and later Secretary of War. He gvves a picture of zvhat future warfare will be that makes 

quite understandable the demands of European peoples for security against attack, and 

that furnishes a vivid background for the assertion in his closing paragraph that— 

“It is through the League of Nations alone that the path of safety and salvation can be found.”) 

The story of the human race is 
War. Except for brief and pre¬ 
carious interludes, there has never 
been peace in the world; and be¬ 
fore history began, murderous strife 
was universal and unending. But 
up to the present time the means 
of destruction at the disposal of 
man have not kept pace with his 
ferocity. Reciprocal extermination 
was impossible in the Stone Age. 
One cannot do much with a clumsy 
club. Besides, men were so scarce 
and*hid so well that they were hard 
to find. They fled so fast that they 
were hard to catch. Human legs 
could only cover a certain distance 
each day. With the best will in the 
world to destroy his species, each 
man was restricted to a very limit¬ 
ed area of activity. It was im¬ 
possible to make any effective prog¬ 
ress on these lines. Meanwhile one 
had to live and hunt and sleep. So 
on the balance the life-forces kept 
a steady lead over the forces of 
death, and gradually tribes, villages, 
and Governments were evolved. 

The effort at destruction then 
entered upon a new phase. War be¬ 
came a collective enterprise. Roads 
were made which facilitated the 
movement of large numbers of men. 
Armies were organized. Many im¬ 
provements in the apparatus of 
slaughter were devised. In particu¬ 
lar the use of metal, and above all, 
steel, for piercing and cutting hu¬ 
man flesh, opened out a promising 
field. Bows and arrows, slings, 
chariots, horses, and elephants lent 
a valuable assistance. But here 
again another set of checks began 
to operate. The Governments were 
not sufficiently secure. The Armies 
were liable to violent internal dis¬ 
agreements. It was extremely diffi¬ 
cult to feed large numbers of men 
once they were concentrated, and 
consequently the efficiency of the 
efforts at destruction became fitful 
and was tremendously hampered by 
defective organization. Thus again 

there was a balance on the credit 
side of life. The world rolled for¬ 
ward, and human society entered 
upon a vaster and more complex age. 

It was not until the dawn of the 
twentieth century of the Christian 
era that War really began to enter 
into its kingdom as the potential 
destroyer of the human race> The 
organization of mankind into great 
States and Empires and the rise of 
nations to full collective conscious¬ 
ness enabled enterprises of slaugh¬ 
ter to be planned and executed upon 
a scale with a perseygrance never 
before imagined. Aft the noblest 
virtues of individuals were gathered 
together to strengthen the destruc¬ 
tive capacity of the mass. Good 
finances, the resources of world¬ 
wide credit and trade, the accumu¬ 
lation of large capital reserves, 
made it possible to divert for con¬ 
siderable periods the energies of 
whole peoples to the task of Devas¬ 
tation. Democratic institutions 
gave expression to the will power 
of millions. Education not only 
brought the course of the conflict 
within the comprehension of every¬ 
one, but rendered each person ser¬ 
viceable in a high degree for the 
purpose in hand. The Press afford¬ 
ed a means of unification and of mu¬ 
tual encouragement; Religion, hav¬ 
ing discreetly avoided conflict on the 
fundamental issues, offered its en¬ 
couragements and consolations, 
through all its forms, impartially to 
all the combatants. Lastly, Science 
unfolded her treasures and her se¬ 
cret to the desperate demands of 
men and placed in their hands agen¬ 
cies and apparatus almost decisive 
in their character. 

In consequence many novel fea¬ 
tures presented themselves. In¬ 
stead of merely starving fortified 
towns, whole nations were methodi¬ 
cally subjected, or sought to be sub¬ 
jected, to the process of reduction 
by famine. The entire population 
in one capacity or another took part 

in the War; all were equally the ob¬ 
ject of attack. The Air opened 
paths along which death and terror 
could be carried far behind the lines 
of the actual armies, to women, chil¬ 
dren, the aged, the sick, who in ear¬ 
lier struggles would perforce have 
been left untouched. Marvelous 
organization of railroads, steam¬ 
ships, and motor vehicles placed and 
maintained tens of millions of men 
continuously in action. Healing 
and surgery in their exquisite de¬ 
velopments returned them again 
and again to the shambles. Noth¬ 
ing was wasted that could contrib¬ 
ute to the process of waste. The 
last dying kick was brought into 
military utility. 

But all that happened in the four 
years of the Great War was only 
a prelude to what was preparing for 
the fifth year. The campaign of 
the year 1919 would have witnessed 
an immense accession to the power 
of destruction. Had the Germans 
retained the moral to make good 
their retreat to the Rhine, they 
would have been assaulted in the 
summer 1919 with forces and by 
methods incomparably more prodi¬ 
gious than any yet employed. Thou¬ 
sands of aeroplanes would have 
shattered their cities. Scores of 
thousands of cannon would have 
blasted their front. Arrangements 
were being made to carry simul¬ 
taneously a quarter of a million 
men, together with all their require¬ 
ments, continuously forward across 
country in mechanical vehicles mov¬ 
ing ten or fifteen miles each day. 
Poison gases of incredible malig¬ 
nity, against which only a secret 
mask (which the Germans could 
not obtain in time) was proof, 
would have stifled all resistance and 
paralyzed all life on the hostile 
front subjected to attack. No doubt 
the Germans too had their plans. 
But the hour of wrath had passed. 
The signal of relief was given, and 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued from page 2) 

the horrors of 1919 remain buried 
in the archives of the great antag¬ 
onists. 

The War stopped as suddenly and 
as universally as it had begun. The 
world lifted its head, surveyed the 
scene of ruin, and victors and van¬ 
quished alike drew breath. In a 
hundred laboratories, in a thousand 
arsenals, factories, and bureaus, 
men pulled themselves up with a 
jerk, turned from the task in which 
they had been absorbed. Their 
projects were put aside unfinished, 
unexecuted; but their knowledge 
was preserved; their data, calcula¬ 
tions, and discoveries were hastily 
bundled together and docketed “for 
future reference” by the War Offi¬ 
ces in every country. The cam¬ 
paign of 1919 was never fought; 
but its ideas go marching along. In 
every Army they are being ex¬ 
plored, elaborated, refined under the 
surface of peace, and should war 
come again to the world it is not 
with the weapons and agencies pre¬ 
pared for 1919 that it will be 
fought, but with developments and 
extensions of these which will be 
incomparably more formidable and 
fatal. 

It is in these circumstances that 
we have entered upon that period of 
Exhaustion which has been describ¬ 
ed as Peace. It gives us at any rate 
an opportunity to consider the gen¬ 
eral situation. Certain sombre facts 
emerge solid, inexorable, like the 
shapes of mountains from drifting 
mist. It is established that hencefor¬ 
ward whole populations will take 
part in war, all doing their utmost, 
all subjected to the fury of the 
enemy. It is established that nations 
who believe their life is at stake will 
not be restrained from using any 
means to secure their existence. It is 
probable—nay, certain—that among 
the means which will next time be 
at their disposal will be agencies 
and processes of destruction whole¬ 
sale, unlimited, and perhaps, once 
launched, uncontrollable. 

Mankind has never been in this 
position before. Without having 
improved appreciably in virtue or 
enjoying wiser guidance, it has got 
into its hands for the first time the 
tools by which it can unfailingly ac¬ 
complish its own extermination. 
That is the point in human destinies 
to which all the glories and toils of 
men have at last led them. They, 
would do well to pause and ponder 
upon their new responsibilities. 
Death stands at attention, obedient, 

expectant, ready to serve, ready to 
shear away the peoples en masse; 
ready, if called on, to pulverise, 
without hope of repair, what is left 
of civilization. He awaits only the 
word of command. He awaits it 
from a frail, bewildered being, long 
his victim, now—for one occasion 
only-—his Master. 

Let it not be thought for a mo¬ 
ment that the danger of another ex¬ 
plosion in Europe is passed. For 
the time being the stupor and the 
collapse which followed the World 
War ensured a sullen passivity, and 
the horror of war, its carnage and 
its tyrannies, have sunk into the 
soul, have dominated the mind of 
every class and in every race. But 
the causes of war have been in no 
way removed; indeed they are in 
some respects aggravated by the so- 
called Peace Treaty and the reac¬ 
tions following thereupon. Two 
mighty branches of the European 
family will never rest content with 
their existing situation. Russia, 
stripped of her Baltic Provinces, 
will, as the years pass by, brood 
incessantly upon the wars of Peter 
the Great. From one end of Ger¬ 
many to the other an intense hatred 
of France unites the whole popula¬ 
tion. This passion is fanned con¬ 
tinuously by the action of the 
French Government. The enor¬ 
mous contingents of German youth 
growing to military manhood year 
by year are inspired by the fiercest 
sentiments, and the soul of Ger¬ 
many smoulders with dreams of a 
War of Liberation or Revenge. 
These ideas are restrained at the 
present moment only by physical 
impotence. France is armed to the 
teeth. Germany has been to a great 
extent disarmed and her military 
system broken up. The French 
hope to preserve this situation by 
their technical military apparatus, 
by their black troops, and by a sys¬ 
tem of alliances with the smaller 
States of Europe; and for the pres¬ 
ent at any rate (Overwhelming force 
is on their side. But physical force 
alone, unsustained by world opin¬ 
ion, affords no durable foundation 
for security. Germany is a far 
stronger entity than France, and 
cannot be kept in permanent subju¬ 
gation. 

“Wars,” said a distinguished 
American to me last summer, “are 
fought with Steel; weapons may 
change, but Steel remains the core 
of all modern warfare. France has 
got the Steel of Europe, and Ger¬ 

many has lost it. Here, at any rate, 
is an element of permanency.” “Are 
you sure,” I asked, “that wars of 
the future will be fought with 
Steel ?” A few weeks later I talked 
with a German. “What about Alu¬ 
minium?” he replied. “Some think,” 
he said, “that the next war will be 
fought with Electricity.” And on 
this a vista opens out of electrical 
rays which could paralyse the en¬ 
gines of a motor car, could claw 
down aeroplanes from the sky, and 
conceivably be made destructive of 
human life or human vision. Then 
there are Explosives. Have we 
reached the end ? Has Science 
turned its last page on them ? May 
there not be methods of using ex¬ 
plosive energy incomparably more 
intense than anything heretofore 
discovered? Might not a bomb no 
bigger than an orange be found to 
possess a secret power to destroy a 
whole block of buildings—nay to 
concentrate the force of a thousand 
tons of cordite and blast a township 
at a stroke? Could not explosives 
even of the existing type be guided 
automatically in flying machines by 
wireless or other rays, without a 
human pilot, in ceaseless procession 
upon a hostile city, arsenal, camp, 
or dockyard? 

As for Poison Gas and Chemical 
Warfare in all its forms, only the 
first chapter has been written of a 
terrible book. Certainly every one 
of these new avenues to destruction 
is being studied on both sides of 
the Rhine, with all the science and 
patience of which man is capable. 
And why should it be supposed that 
these resources will be limited to 
Inorganic Chemistry? A study of 
Disease—of Pestilences methodical¬ 
ly prepared and deliberately launch¬ 
ed upon man and beast—is certainly 
being pursued in the laboratories 
of more than one great country. 
Blight to destroy crops, Anthrax to 
slay horses and cattle, Plague to 
poison not armies only but whole 
districts—such are the lines along 
which military science is remorse¬ 
lessly advancing. 

It is evident that whereas an 
equally contested war under such 
conditions might work the ruin of 
the world and cause an immeasura¬ 
ble diminution of the human race, 
the possession by one side of some 
overwhelming scientific advantage 
would lead to the complete enslave¬ 
ment of the unwary party. Not 
only are the powers now in the 

(Continued on page 8) 
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Our Non-Partisan Political Campaign 
The Directors and Executive 

Committee of the League of Na¬ 
tions Non-Partisan Association have 
adopted a plan of non-partisan po¬ 
litical activity in which they ask 
the help of every member. This 
was decided on after months of 
careful consideration, during which 
the methods so successfully used by 
the League of Nations U nion of 
Great Britain were studied. In 
Great Britain, within a single par¬ 
liamentary campaign, the complex¬ 
ion of the House of Commons to¬ 
wards the League was so changed 
that from a majority either opposed 
or indifferent to it, there remained 
but a mere handful who were not 
warm supporters and advocates. 

The campaign has already been 
explained in a first page article in 
the Herald of September 1st— 
“Definite Political Work,” by Mrs. 
James Lees Laidlaw. It is a method 
of informing and questioning can¬ 
didates. 

Need for Informing Candidates 

The average Congressional can¬ 
didate and many, or most, Sena¬ 
torial candidates have little exact 
information regarding either World 
Court or League of Nations. The 
campaign of malicious misrepre¬ 
sentation has had far-reaching re¬ 
sults. Candidates do not under¬ 
stand such fundamental facts as 
that the League acts by unanimity 
and not by majority; that it is not 
a super-state, but a continuous sys¬ 

tem of international conferences; 
that it claims no power to require 
contribution of ships or troops for 
any purpose ; that League and Court 
are as firmly established as the 
Congress and Supreme Court at 
Washington, and no more likely to 
be abandoned; that the League is 
the principal world agency for car¬ 
rying on international business, and 
that a non-member nation has little 
influence in world councils; that 
the League’s International Labor 
Office is successfully reducing un¬ 
fair competition by the more popu¬ 
lous and low-wage nations with the 
better-paid labor of the United 
States. 

Our Officers and Board earnestly 
request our members in every state 
to inform their Senatorial candi¬ 
dates regarding these facts, and in 
every Congressional district to in¬ 
form Congressional candidates. 
Sufficient facts for use with the 
candidates are found in this issue 
of the Herald , under the head¬ 
ings : 

“Things That Have Not Hap¬ 
pened and Why.” 

“Things That ‘Have Happened 
and How.” 

“Things That Will Happen and 
When.” 

Congressional District 
Committees 

Our Board and Officers earnestly 
desire the formation in all Congres¬ 
sional districts in the United States, 

by early October, of non-partisan 
committees of our members and 
other pro-leaguers, for the purpose 
of interviewing, informing and 
questioning Senatorial and Con¬ 
gressional candidates. This Asso¬ 
ciation now has members in nearly 
or quite all of the 435 Congres¬ 
sional districts of the country. 
There are in each of them many 
other intelligent and informed pro¬ 
league men and women whom we 
have not yet been able to reach and 
enlist. We ask our present mem¬ 
bers to enlist them now, to form 
committees, and to carry out the 
program that has been explained. 

Existing branches of our Asso¬ 
ciation—State, City and Congres¬ 
sional—are asked to lead in this 
matter. But no friend of Court and 
League should wait for the initia¬ 
tive of others. If several commit¬ 
tees are formed in a single district, 
no harm is done. They should act 
immediately and vigorously, and 
can later be combined. Headquar¬ 
ters should be notified of action 
taken, but no permission needs to 
be asked for in advance. 

Those who wish to inquire re¬ 
garding committees that may al¬ 
ready be formed may write to State 
or National Headquarters. But, 
this means loss of time. It is bet¬ 
ter to act and write afterwards. 

(Continued on next page) 
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You can’t fool all the people all the time. 

Facts play havoc with fallacies. 
Regardless of party, the people are defeating those who deceived 

them. 
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Important 
Carrying out the policy announced in the HER¬ 

ALD of September first under the heading “We 
Plan for Larger Things,” three meetings, one 
of members, another of the Board of Directors, 
and another of speakers will be held in New York 
on Tuesday, October 7. 

The meeting of members will be for the purpose 
of making changes in the article of incorporation 
and by-laws, and of electing additional members 
of the Board. In fufilment of the requirements of 
the laws of New York the following notice is being 
published for three successive weeks in the Eve¬ 
ning Post and World: 

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS NON-PARTISAN 

ASSOCIATION 

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF MEMBERS 

Notice is hereby given that a special meeting of the mem¬ 
bers of the League of Nations Non-Partisan Association 
will be held at the Hotel Astor, Broadway and Forty-fifth 
Street, New York City, on the seventh day of October, 
1924, at twelve noon, for the purpose of considering and 
voting upon a resolution to amend and alter its certificate 
of incorporation so as to increase the number of directors 
of the association from thirty to one hundred and for the 
transaction of such other business as may properly come 
before said meeting. 

GEORGE W. WICKERSHAM, 

President of Council. 

Meetings 
Speakers Fresh from Geneva 

Following the twelve o’clock business meeting 
and a luncheon that will be served at a cost of 
$1.50 per cover, the President of the Association, 
Judge John H. Clarke, the President of the Coun¬ 
cil, Honorable George W. Wickersham, the Assis¬ 
tant-Director, Mr. Bauer and other officers and 
members who will just have returned from the 
meeting- of the League’s Assembly at Geneva, will 
report what they have seen and give their impres¬ 
sions and conclusions. 

Board Meeting 

At four o’clock a meeting of the Board, both old 
and new members, will be held for organization 
and any action necessary to give additional mo¬ 
mentum to the pre-election campaign explained 
elsewhere in this issue of the HERALD and by 
Mrs. Laidlaw in the issue of September first. 

Speakers’ Conference 

The Speakers’ Conference will take place at 10 
o’clock in the morning at the office of the Associa¬ 
tion, 6 East 39th Street, not at the Hotel Astor, 
where other meetings will take place. 

(Continued from page 4) 

Friendly Conference with 
Candidates 

There is no thought in the minds 
of our Officers and Board of in¬ 
augurating a campaign of threaten¬ 
ing or heckling candidates. It is a 
friendly and helpful conference of 
constituents and candidates that is 
asked for. Candidates should be 
made to know that in their dis¬ 
tricts are large numbers of intelli¬ 
gent, informed and earnest pro- 
Court and pro-League men and wo¬ 
men who wish their candidates also 
to be informed, and who demand 
that their representative shall deal 
with international affairs on the 
basis of fact and without partisan¬ 
ship. Our Officers and Board be¬ 
lieve, however, that every confer¬ 
ence with candidates should close 
with direct questions as to their at¬ 
titude towards World Court and 
League of Nations. They have, 
therefore, prepared the following 
questions, which it is hoped will be 
put to candidates: 

1. Are you in favor of the United 
States joining the Permanent 

Court of International Justice, 
situated at The Hague? 
(a) With the reservations sug¬ 

gested by Mr. Harding and 
Mr. Hughes? 

(b) With other reservations? 
If so, what? 

2. Are you in favor of the United 
States joining the League of 
Nations ? 
(a) Without reservations? 
(b) With the Lodge Reserva¬ 

tions ? 
(c) With such other reserva¬ 

tions as the Administration 
and Senate may deem wise, 
provided only that they be 
consistent with our Consti¬ 
tution and consonant with 
the dignity and honor, the 
moral responsibility and 
power of our Republic? 

Congressional Candidates 

It is of course understood that 
members of the lower house do 
not vote on such questions as our 
entrance into the World Court or 
the League of Nations. They do, 
however, have a marked influence 
with the Senators who represent 
their states at Washington, since 

Congressmen are in closer touch 
than Senators with the opinion of 
their districts. Congressional can¬ 
didates therefore should be asked 
whether, in case of election, they 
would represent to Senators the 
convictions of their constituents on 
international questions. Whatever 
their personal attitude towards 
Court and League may be, it is le¬ 
gitimate that their constituents 
should demand a pledge that they 
will do this. _-yy pj g 

List of Candidates 

To expedite the interviewing of 
candidates as requested by the 
officers and Board of the League 
of Nations Non-Partisan Associa¬ 
tion, the HERALD hopes to print 
in its next edition a complete list 
of Senatorial and Congressional 
candidates in all states. 

Names and addresses of candi¬ 
dates are being assembled as rapidly 
as possible after their nominations 
at primaries. 

The Secretaries will be grateful 
to members who can send this in- ! 
formation for their states or dis¬ 
tricts. 
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Things That Have Not Happened and Why 
The following nations have not joined the League of Nations: 
Afghanistan Ecuador Germany Mexico Turkey 
Dominican Republic Egypt The Hedjaz Russia United States 

Why did not the United States join the League? 
Because of statements made by some and believed by others, that the League: 

Would be a super-state having authority over our Government. 

Would call on American armies to settle quarrels between foreign nations. 

Would violate the Monroe Doctrine. 

Would give the British Empire six votes to our one. 

Would involve us in constant warfare. 

Would make the colored races supreme over the white race. 

Would legalize the immoral traffic in unfortunate women and children. 

Has Any of These Things Happened? 

If the objections to the League were founded on fact they would have been true with respect to 
nations which have been members of the League for four years. But in this period the League has not: 

Been set up as a super-state over any national government. 

Utilized the troops of its members for any purpose. 

Violated or sought to violate the Monroe Doctrine. 

Given Great Britain six votes to any nation’s one in any important matter. 

Involved any nation in foreign warfare. 

Brought the white and colored races into a moment’s opposition. 

Enslaved or harmed a single woman or child. 

Why These Things Have Not Happened 
None of these things has happened for the reason that they were neither possible nor even contem¬ 

plated under the Covenant of the League of Nations. 

Things That Have Happened and How 
Five-sixths of the nations comprising four-fifths of mankind have joined tire League. They are: 

Abyssinia 
Albania 
Argentina 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
British Empire 
Bulgaria 
Canada 

Chile 
China 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark 
Esthonia 
Finland 
France 
Greece 

Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Hungary 
India 
Irish Free State 
Italy 
Japan 
Jugoslavia 
Latvia 
Liberia 

Lithuania 
Luxemburg 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Nicaragua 
Norway 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Persia 
Peru 
Poland 

Portugal 
Rumania 
Salvador 
Siam 
South Africa 
Spain 
Sweden 

Switzerland 
LTruguay 
V enezuela 

In the four years that the League has been in existence it has, without using a single soldier or spend¬ 
ing a single dollar for military purposes, accomplished the following: 

Prevented Six Wars 
The League has handled this number of controversies, in which war was threatened or actually begun. 

They are as follows: 
Between Sweden and Finland over the Aaland Islands. 

Between Poland and Lithuania over the Vilna District. 

Between Poland and Germany over Silesia. 

Between Albania and Jugoslavia over Albanian boundaries. 

Rumania, Jugoslavia and Greece against Bulgaria over Bulgarian refugees. 

Between Italy and Greece over the murder of Italian officers. The League so suc¬ 

cessfully mobilized the opinion of the world that the trouble was settled within 

a month. (Continued on next page) 
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(Continued from page 6) 

Created the World Court 
In February, 1922, this Court was opened at The Hague, with a constitution drawn up by the League’s 

committee of jurists of which Elihu Root was an influential member. For twenty-five years our Govern¬ 
ment had tried to establish a World Court without success. 

Improved World Economic Conditions 
In the face of the difficulties which would have proved unsurmountable to any but a cooperating 

world, the League has given Austria, which was on the point of collapse, the opportunity to reconstruct its 
economic life. 

It is doing the same thing for Hungary. 
Practically all the methods of economic reconstruction that have helped to place Europe on its feet, 

including the basic principles of the “Dawes Plan” for reparation payments, were worked out by the League. 

Published Secret Treaties 
The League has established the rule of publicity for international agreements, by the registration and 

publication of seven hundred treaties made among its members. 

Supported Governments in Disputed Areas 
The League is the ultimate authority, until 1935, for the Government of the Saar Valley, with 650,000 

inhabitants; and the Free State of Danzig, with 200,000 inhabitants, is under the protection and guaranty 
of the League. 

Sought the Solution of Disarmament Problems 
The League has undertaken to create agreements among all the nations of the world for the reduc¬ 

tion of armaments. Two plans are now under consideration. 
The refusal of the United States Government to give adequate cooperation has greatly retarded this 

work. 

Administered Mandates 
The League considered and approved the terms of Mandates for the governing of former German pro¬ 

tectorates in the interest of the backward peoples that inhabit them. It constituted a Mandates Commis¬ 
sion which ensures the rightful carrying out of these “trusts.” 

Created Humanitarian Cooperation 

The League has organized an international campaign against the distribution of opium 
and other habit-forming drugs. 

It prevented the spread of typhus and cholera from Poland and Russia to the 
Western World. 

It has aided the distribution of medical knowledge and improved health conditions 
by obtaining the cooperation of medical experts and representatives of public 
health laboratories the world over. 

It lias organized an international campaign against the White Slave traffic. 

It restored to their homes 400,000 war prisoners who were in every sort of misery 
in Russia. 

It aided and succored almost countless refugees—one and a half million Russians, 
hundreds of thousands of Greeks, Armenians, etc. 

It founded a model settlement for 15,000 refugees in Western Thrace. 

It has created a Greek Refugee Settlement Scheme for the self-supporting settlement 
of one million Greeks expelled from Turkish territory. 

Is Reducing Unfair Competition 
The League is reducing unfair competition by the more populous and low-wage nations with the 

better-paid labor of the United States. This is done through an international labor organization com¬ 
posed of representatives of governments, of employers and of workers, which serves as a central agency 
for the study and improvement of labor conditions and of relations between employers and wage-earners, 
chiefly among the low-wage nations. 

How Have These Things Been Accomplished? 

By bringing the world together in continuous conferences to promote peace and maintain justice. The 
League of Nations is the first a'gency in history that has been able to do this. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Things That Will Happen and When 
The Government at first refused even to acknowledge communications from the League. It then 

denied that it would be legal to cooperate with it in any way. It has now begun to cooperate regularly 
in humanitarian projects, notably in the control of narcotics and the traffic in women and children. 

For three years the Administration had nothing to do with the World Court. In 1921 it restrained the 
American Hague judges from making nominations for judges of the World Court. It finally allowed our 
Hague judges to nominate a candidate to fill a vacancy. Both Republican and Democratic Parties have 
at last, in their national platforms, declared for American membership. 

Why this change in official attitude? 

Because the American people demanded it and the Government did not dare to 

continue its policy of isolation. 

But the Administration has not yet begun to cooperate with the League 
in its main task, which is the prevention of war. When will it begin? 

When the American people demand it with such vehemence that the 
politicians no longer dare to refuse. 

(Continued from page 3) 

hand of man capable of destroying 
the life of nations, but for the first 
time they afford to one group of 
civilized men the opportunity of re¬ 
ducing their opponents to absolute 
helplessness. 

In barbarous times superior mar¬ 
tial virtues — physical strength, 
courage, skill, discipline—were re¬ 
quired to secure such a supremacy; 
and in the hard evolution of man¬ 
kind the best and fittest stocks came 
to the fore. But no such saving 
guarantee exists to-day. There is 
no reason why a base, degenerate, 
immoral race should not make an 
enemy far above them in quality the 
prostrate subject of their caprice or 
tyranny, simply because they hap¬ 
pened to be possessed at a given 
moment of some new death-dealing 
or terror-working process and were 
ruthless in its employment. The 
liberties of men are no longer to 
be guarded by their natural qual¬ 
ities, but by their dodges; and su¬ 
perior virtue and valor may fall an 
easy prey to the latest diabolical 
trick. 

In the sombre paths of destruc¬ 
tive science there was one new turn¬ 
ing-point which seemed to promise 
a corrective to these mortal ten¬ 
dencies. It might have been hoped 
that the electro-magnetic waves 
would in certain scales be found 
capable of detonating explosives of 
all kinds from a great distance. 
Were such a process discovered in 
time to become common property, 
War would in important respects 
return again to the crude but 
healthy limits of the barbarous ages. 

The sword, the spear, the bludgeon, 
and above all the fighting man, 
would regain at a bound their old 
sovereignty. But it is depressing to 
learn that the categories into which 
these rays are divided are now so 
fully explored that there is not 
much expectation of this. All the 
hideousness of the Explosive era 
will continue; and to it will surely 
be added the gruesome complica¬ 
tions of Poison and of Pestilence 
scientifically applied. 

Such, then, is the peril with which 
mankind menaces itself. Means of 
destruction incalculable in their ef¬ 
fects, wholesale and frightful in 
their character, and unrelated to 
any form of human merit: the 
march of Science unfolding ever 
more appalling possibilities; and 
the fires of hatred burning deep in 
the hearts of some of the greatest 
peoples of the world, fanned by 
continual provocation and unceas¬ 
ing fear and fed by the deepest 
sense of national wrong or national 
danger! On the other hand, there 
is the blessed respite of Exhaustion, 
offering to the nations a final chance 
to control their destinies and avert 
what may well be a general doom. 
Surely if a sense of self-preserva¬ 
tion still exists among men, if the 
will to live resides not merely in 
individuals or nations but in hu¬ 
manity as a whole, the prevention 
of the supreme catastrophe ought 
to be the paramount object of all 
endeavour. 

Against the gathering but still dis¬ 
tant tempest the League of Nations, 
deserted by the United States, 
scorned by Soviet Russia, flouted 

by Italy, distrusted equally by 
France and Germany, raises feebly 
but faithfully its standards of sanity 
and hope. Its structure, airy and 
unsubstantial, framed of shining 
but too often visionary idealism, is 
in its present form incapable of 
guarding the world from its dan¬ 
gers and of protecting mankind 
from itself. Yet it is through the 
League of Nations alone that the 
path to safety and salvation can be 
found. To sustain and aid the 
League of Nations is the duty of 
all. To reinforce it and bring it into 
vital and practical relation with 
actual world-politics by sincere 
agreements and understanding be¬ 
tween the great Powers, between 
the leading races, should be the first 
aim of all who wish to spare their 
children torments and disasters 
compared to which those we have 
suffered will be but a pale pre¬ 
liminary. _ 

The Fifth Assembly 
Succeeding issues of the Her¬ 

ald will contain authoritative and 
analytical articles covering the 
meetings of the Assembly of the 
League of Nations that have been 
held at Geneva during the month 
of September. 

The discussions, on Security and 
Disarmament, which constitute the 
main features of this year’s As¬ 
sembly, make this the most impor¬ 
tant meeting that has been Held. 
We are fortunate that such authori¬ 
ties as Judge Clarke, Mr. Wicker- 
sham and Professor Hudson have 
been in attendance and will con¬ 
tribute articles to the Herald. 
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The League in Normal Action 
By JOHN PALMER GAVIT 

This article on the Opium Conferences that have been in progress during the past three months 

at Geneva, is the first of a series of two or more THE HERALD will present to its readers, that will 

cover the whole matter from the American standpoint. The writer, Mr. John Palmer Gavit, has been 

in Geneva during the entire period of the conferences and is well qualified to clarify and illuminate the 

subject for American readers. Since the importance of the matter is not ephemeral, there is no disad¬ 

vantage, but rather an advantage in having the articles appear after the event, rather than during the 

conferences, for, as Mr. Gavit says in a communication in the New York Times of February 19th, “from 
now on indefinitely Opium is a first-page story.”—Editor. 

The League of Nations function¬ 
ing normally as a forum and op¬ 
portunity and machinery for the 
discussion of matters of common 
interest to the Nations. Discussion 
which may or may not result in 
agreement or satisfactory action. 

And, best of all, the United States 
of America at last in dignified re¬ 
lations with the League, and par¬ 
ticipating with full and responsible 
membership in such discussion un¬ 
der the auspices of the League. 

These things seem to me out¬ 
standing in the great International 
Opium Conference, which has occu¬ 
pied the stage of Geneva since the 
middle of November and whose out¬ 
come is, at this moment of writing, 
to say the least uncertain. But 
whatever its outcome, the broad as¬ 
pects of it are full of significance. 

Strictly speaking, this Conference 
—much less the so-called First Con¬ 
ference- which immediately preceded 

1 it—is not a meeting of the League 
of Nations at all, even though it is 
held at the invitation of the League, 
in the League Building, and served 
by the League Secretariat. Never¬ 
theless, all but two or three of the 

I important members of the League 
are represented by their plenipoten¬ 
tiaries. So also are five of the 
eight Nations which are not mem¬ 

bers — United States, Germany, 
Turkey, Egypt and Ecuador. 

In other words, virtually the en¬ 
tire civilized world Is here by its 
legally appointed plenipotentiaries, 
to discuss and take new measures 
concerning a question of the gravest 
importance to the welfare of man¬ 
kind; namely, the control of the 
production, manufacture, distribu¬ 
tion and consumption of habit¬ 
forming drugs, particularly opium 
and its derivatives, and cocaine, in 
face of the fact that certainly not 
less than ten times as much of these 
is produced annually as is needed 
for the legitimate uses of medicine 
and science. 

Nobody proposes or supposes that 
by the action of even so represen¬ 
tative a body, any compulsion can 
be exerted, or even attempted, 
against any individual Nation con¬ 
trary to its will or in supervention 
of its sovereignty. Be the outcome 
in an agreed treaty as drastic and 
far-reaching (on paper) as it may; 
—any participating Nation in sign¬ 
ing the document may make such 
reservation as it will, for good rea¬ 
sons or for no expressed reason at 
all; or without explanation or apol¬ 
ogy may refuse to sign at all. And 
even after signing with or without 
reservation by its own plenipoten¬ 

tiary, any Nation may refuse or 
fail to ratify it. The Nations not 
participating in the Conference may 
sign or reserve or ratify, or not, 
exactly to please themselves. In 
this respect, moreover, Switzerland, 
Luxemburg or the Free City of 
Danzig, is as free to accept, reject 
or modify the findings of the Con¬ 
ference so far as concerns itself, 
as is Great Britain or the United 
States. 

The only Power superior to the 
Conference or to any Government 
participating or not participating 
therein is the power of the Public 
Opinion of the world and of each 
Nation separately, to pass judgment 
upon its work and to wreak ven¬ 
geance upon representatives or 
Governments false to that opinion. 

There is a tendency on the part 
of persons enthusiastic about the 
League of Nations to feel and talk 
as if the creation of the League had 
somehow suddenly installed the 
Millennium; as if under its aegis in 
Geneva had begun the sway of uni¬ 
versal brotherhood and unselfish¬ 
ness. As if racial and national jeal¬ 
ousies and ambitions and the herit¬ 
age of suspicion out of the centu¬ 
ries had been magically distilled out 
of the complex of international re- 

(Concluded on next page) 
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The League in Normal Action—Continued from page 1 

lations. As if mutual understand¬ 
ing and acquaintance had become a 
fact overnight. 

Would that it were so. Would 
that some machinery might be de¬ 
vised to save the time and labor 
of studying out the merits of ques¬ 
tions about which Nations differ, 
of composing ancient differences of 
mind and interest, of getting ac¬ 
quainted and learning how to ex¬ 
change points of view, see each his 
own case from the standpoint of the 
other, and together work out a 
world state of mind. There is no 
magic formula for such a bene¬ 
ficence. Remember that the League 
of Nations is not an organization of 
the super-men of altruism; but of 
the Nations as they are; the actual 
human beings who gather upon its 
occasions are officially-designated 
representatives of the actual Gov¬ 
ernments in power for the time be¬ 
ing. Even personally they vary like 
any other large group, in all the 
human qualities. 

That is precisely the point. It is 
an epoch-making — certainly an 
epoch-marking—thing that at last 
a device has been found, an oppor¬ 
tunity and a machinery, for getting 
together and discussing in public 
the very things which have hitherto 
kept the peoples apart and have 
been the occasions for the suspi¬ 
cions, the misunderstandings and 
the conflicts of interest that lead to 
war. 

Europe has had scores of con¬ 
gresses and conferences in which 
kings and their politicians have met 
in secret to divide the spoils of war, 
to distribute their jurisdictions and 
confirm or swap their fields of op¬ 
pression. This is obviously differ¬ 
ent. Already the practice of the 
League of Nations in its own meet¬ 

ings has created a new atmosphere 
of publicity, in which the night- 
crawlers cannot function either 
comfortably or efficiently. When 
you let in the light, you do not have 
to chase away or bother about the 
sow-bugs; they can’t stand light; 
automatically they go away in search 
of more congenial surroundings. 
Here at last is in operation a new 
technique of open discussion and 
recorded votes; in which at least 
ostensibly the smallest Power is on 
a par with the greatest in freedom 
of speech and voting-power. 

In this particular case, perhaps 
the most difficult, intricate and 
greed-besotted subject within the 
world’s concern (with the possible 
exception of the manufacture and 
traffic in arms) has been dragged 
out of the darkness and Oriental 
mystery which hitherto have sur¬ 
rounded it. Every Nation concerned 
in any phase of the business, 
whether as sinning or sinned 
against, or both, has been forced 
by the nature and logic of the oc¬ 
casion, and by the established at¬ 
mosphere of the League of Na¬ 
tions, to come into the open, explain 
its position, and if need be take the 
defensive on a moral issue. The 
gain is immense. 

The American people will have 
occasion on the whole to be proud 
of its own participation in this busi¬ 
ness. While not always tactful, 
while not always exhibiting full re¬ 
alization of the fact that it was not 
participating in a political conven¬ 
tion governed by majority vote; 
while leaving something to be de¬ 
sired in respect of diplomatic man¬ 
ners—nevertheless, its delegation 
has upheld and stoutly fought for 
the American standard. The stand¬ 
ard that any use of these habit¬ 

forming drugs not strictly medical 
or scientific is an abuse, and that 
fidelity to the pledges of the Hague 
Convention of 1912 requires drastic 
reform of the conduct of the Gov¬ 
ernments having possessions in the 
Far East, with reference to pro¬ 
duction and use of opium, as well 
as radical steps for the limitation 
of the manufacture and distribu¬ 
tion of the drugs which the West¬ 
ern Nations, including the United 
States, make in their pharmaceutical 
laboratories at home. The Ameri¬ 
cans have led, and have had fine 
support from many other delega¬ 
tions, in resistance to every effort 
to evade or becloud the issue. 

Such is the significance of this 
great Conference, and such is the 
illustration which America has 
given of its ability to help the world 
of which it is an important part, to 
solve its problems. Whatever may 
come of it—even if at last the pon¬ 
derous labor shall have brought 
forth a mouse, or nothing concrete 
at all, it will have been worth while. 

And the League of Nations will 
have done it. Without definite ac¬ 
tion of its own, or exercise of any 
power whatever except that of af¬ 
fording initiative, opportunity and 
facilities (including the preliminary 
gathering of a vast body of infor¬ 
mation which the Secretariat has 
for the first time made available for 
the world-public), it has disclosed 
and helped to ventilate a subject 
hitherto much under cover, in which 
every man, woman and child in the 
world has a vital interest. 

This is the normal business of 
the League of Nations. This is the 
kind of thing Americans believe in 
and do—at home. We shall be par¬ 
ticipating in it more and more. We 
have stood too long aloof. 

The “Herald” for “Headway” 
Our new readers will probably be 

interested in the plan proposed by 
the League of Nations Union of 
Great Britain whereby readers of 
The League of Nations Herald 
can exchange their copies from 
month to month for current num¬ 
bers of Headway, the organ of the 
League of Nations Union in Great 
Britain. 

The plan is that a member of 

their Union and a member of our 
Association who are willing to part 
with their copies after reading shall 
be given each other’s names and 
that each shall post his copy to the 
other from month to month. Our 
Association approved the idea and 
authorized the insertion of this no¬ 
tice. It is a plan that is likely to 
lead to sorup warm international 

friendships and so has a collateral 
advantage. 

Readers of The League of Na¬ 
tions Herald who desire to take 
advantage of the arrangement should 
send their names to this office. The 
names will then be sent to the 
Union’s office in London where 
each will be matched with an En¬ 
glish reader of Headway who has 
been registered for the exchange. 
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We Must Cooperate 
By GEORGE W. WICKERSHAM 

One of the criticisms leveled 
against the Geneva Protocol, fre¬ 
quently by those who would be its 
admirers, is that it still countenances 
the use of force in international re¬ 
lations. The framers of the Pro¬ 
tocol pledge themselves not to re¬ 
sort to war if they should have a 
quarrel with another state. They 
have at present no reason to douot 
that any of their own group would 
play false to that pledge. 

But all law-givers, in prescribing 
what shall be the rule, also have 
as true statesmen to envisage the 
possibility that someone may break 
the law, and therefore to make pro¬ 
vision for such an emergency. That 
is a circumstance which faces as 
much the would-be makers of inter¬ 
national law as the makers of na¬ 
tional legislation. The nations as¬ 
sembled at Geneva agreed that 
peaceful settlement of disputes shall 
henceforth be the rule and that any 
state breaking that rule shall be 
considered as guilty of aggression, 
and, therefore, as an outlaw nation. 

How was the rule of peace to be 
secured against such wanton defi¬ 
ance ? Are we in our national com¬ 
munities satisfied with getting a 
criminal branded as such by the 
courts and then setting him free to 
repeat his evil pleasure ? The mem¬ 
bers of the League could not ignore 
that question and therefore pro¬ 
vided penalties against an agressor 
in accordance with the provisions 
of the protocol. When a state has 
been formally declared to be guilty 
of such aggression, the signatories 
will be bound to apply economic 
sanctions and they may also, if nec¬ 
essary and if called upon, use mili¬ 
tary pressure. 

It is this door left open to the use 
of force which is disturbing so 
many friends of peace. Now it is ob¬ 
vious that no one would contemplate 
using armed force as long as eco¬ 
nomic weapons would prove suffi¬ 
cient for keeping the peace. Students 
of politics agree that in these times 

of economic interdependence eco¬ 
nomic sanctions would normally 
prove adequate for the purpose. But 
they will be effective only if applied 
systematically and loyally by all con¬ 
cerned. Generally speaking, eco¬ 
nomic measures would be two-fold, 
they would involve assistance to the 
state attacked and a denial of eco¬ 
nomic facilities to the aggressor. But 
what would avail a refusal, let us 
say, of money and raw materials by 
one group of states, if another group 
were at the same time to open their 
purses and warehouses to the war¬ 
making state? Clearly the risk im¬ 
plied in an all-around severance of 
economic relations would be most 
effective in making a government 
think twice before attacking another 
with arms, but that bloodless re¬ 
straint will fail precisely in propor¬ 
tion as the cooperation of the civil¬ 
ized states in applying economic 
sanctions remains doubtful. 

That is a circumstance to which 
Americans must apply their minds 
whether they are for or against the 
League. If the Protocol, or some 
similar measure, were adopted in 
Europe there is every reason to be¬ 
lieve that its signatories would act 
upon it. But their hope and desire 
to check war by applying economic 
pressure will be defeated as long as 
America claims for herself free¬ 
dom of action in every circumstance. 
America’s economic resources are so 
tremendous that if really open to a 
European state they would enable 
it easily to defy and resist economic 
outlawry by the other European 
countries. In that way a situation 
would arise in which the nations 
which form the League would 
either have to give up the task of 
enforcing peace, or would have to 
intensify their pressure by passing 
from economic non-intercourse to 
military imposition. 

Americans who criticize the lin¬ 
gering intention to use force on be¬ 
half of the League are therefore 

faced with a serious problem of 
conscience. They will have to find 
a way out of the dilemma that the 
eventual use of military force 
against an aggressor cannot be al¬ 
together proscribed until it had been 
proved that economic measures suf¬ 
fice for keeping the peace, and that 
economic measures will fail to keep 
the peace in Europe as long as the 
American market remains open to a 
would-be or actual European war- 
maker. We have so far refused to 
help the League in keeping the 
peace; the question now is whether 
we are actually to interfere with 
the League when, in a crisis, it at¬ 
tempts to do so. 

By many it is still desired that we 
shall not get mixed up in European 
politics while the European house 
is still in disorder. If that desire 
is sincere the principle should be 
applied to the full and we should 
not interfere with the European 
states when they are trying to put 
their house in order. It would seem 
that the least we can do is to make 
it known that we would not hamper 
the League in its work of peace. We 
might properly ask to be informed 
on what grounds any European 
state came in some eventual case to 
be declared an aggressor; and we 
may also reserve our free judgment 
as to that sentence. But once we 
have satisfied ourselves that the out¬ 
lawed state has truly been guilty of 
actual or intended attack upon its 
neighbors, it would be our moral 
duty towards the civilized world not 
to encourage and sustain such 
aggression by feeding it with our 
money and products. Unless some 
such mild promise is forthcoming 
economic sanctions will not acquire 
great potential force in the hands 
of the League. And unless economic 
means become reliably effective the 
League will have to maintain a re¬ 
serve of armed force and its mem¬ 
bers will not be able to go in the 
way of disarmament as far as they 
might otherwise wish to do. 

These two ideas—the effective prevention of war and the effective 

establishment of international justice—lie at the foundation of the Cove¬ 

nant of the League of Nations. 
LORD ROBERT CECIL. 
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What Ails Secretary Wilbur ? 
Secretary Wilbur’s statement of 

February 1st denying that modern 
chemical welfare can have any such 
terrors for a civil population as is 
now generally assumed, necessarily 
raises the question why he thought 
it necessary either to speak at all 
on the subject or to do it in the 
vein of levity that marked his 
words. 

From the Secretary’s statement 
of half a column in the New York 
Times we quote the following: 

It is stated that in the next war 
whole cities and whole popula¬ 
tions will be obliterated by the 
awful means of warfare devised 
by science: that poison gas and 
disease germs and high explosives 
will do their dreadful work in de¬ 
stroying not only troops but civil¬ 
ians, men, women and children as 
well. 

These statements are not true. 
* * * * 

It is impossible to transport or 
to apply sufficient quantities of 
such poison gas to poison the 
whole population of cities or of 
countries even if it could be pro¬ 
duced. 

The idea is ridiculous and the 

question should be relegated to 
the field of bedtime stories of the 
bogey man who will get you if 
you don’t watch out. There is no 
use of scaring ourselves or allow¬ 
ing our women and children to be 
frightened by such stories. 

But Secretary Wilbur’s very posi¬ 
tive words of reassurance fail to 
agree with the conclusion of the ex¬ 
perts. Under the title “Warfare 
by Poison” we summarize, in this 
issue of the Herald, a report of the 
Temporary Mixed Commission on 
Armaments appointed by the League 
of Nations. This Commission is 
a very conservative and capable 
body of men and the matter of gas 
warfare had for several years been 
before them when this report was 
drawn up. The report contains such 
statements as the following, either 
their own or quoted by them. 

It is doubtful whether the 
peoples of the world are aware of 
the power of this weapon (the 
dropping from aircraft of bombs 
or other containers filled with 
noxious products) and the danger 
which threatens them. 

We have seen in the great war 
nothing approaching the proba¬ 
bilities of destruction of manu¬ 
facturing centers and civil popu¬ 
lations that would be likely in 
case another great conflict should 
occur. 

Technically there does not ap¬ 
pear to be any reason why a 
poison gas attack from the air or 
by long range guns used in mod¬ 
ern warfare, either on land or 
sea, might not be very effectively 
carried out against a great city. 

President Coolidge advised the 
other day that the men and women 
who survived the recent conflict and 
know what war is shall create bar¬ 
riers against a new war before war’s 
horrors are forgotten. Secretary 
Wilbur seems already to have for¬ 
gotten, or else to conceive the duty 
of a Secretary of the Navy to be to 
soothe the people into forgetfulness. 
Is it the mental or the moral proc¬ 
esses of the defenders of war that 
make their words sound so strange 
to the average man? And does a 
Navy Secretary need to defend 
war? W. H. S. 

The world cannot stand still—civilization specializes as it advances 

and mankind must choose whether it is to specialize in preparing 

or in organizing peace. 

war 

(From 

We believe profoundly in world 
peace. We believe that war should 
be outlawed. We believe that 
every citizen should give of his 
time and money, if necessary, to 
carry the proper information to the 
citizenry of our country. We be¬ 
lieve in the World Court, an Asso¬ 
ciation of Nations, the League of 
Nations. Any league, association, 
court or what-not that will forever 
end war. The League of Nations 
has been functioning for several 
years. Some fifty-four nations are 
members thereof. The United 
States is one of the very few with¬ 
out. Our entrance in the beginning 
would have saved the troubles of 

December, 1924) 

the Near East, or at least would 
have caused a settlement without 
bloodshed. We are convinced that 
a few irreconcilables in the United 
States Senate do not represent the 
great rank and file of the nation. 
We have been before many audi¬ 
ences, spoke over sixteen states, 
mentioned the League of Nations 
and the World Court and not one 
single objection was raised. The 
world wants peace, it wants rest. 
The sooner the better. Take the 
question up in your various crafts, 
groups, clubs and organizations. 
The question will not down. It will 
be with us until settled and settled 
in the right way. 
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Warfare by Poison 
Far too little attention-has so far 

been attracted to the reports on 
Chemical Warfare of the League of 
Nations Temporary Mixed Com¬ 
mission on Armaments. This was a 
question which was, of course, be¬ 
fore the Washington Conference, 
which, however, failed to reach any 
conclusions as to effective methods 
for restricting the use of gases and 
chemicals whose manufacture could 
be carried on in all kinds of in¬ 
dustrial establishments converted 
with little difficulty and very brief 
delay to war purposes. The Second 
Assembly, which adopted a reso¬ 
lution on the subject, was under no 
illusion regarding the possibilities. 
All it asked was that the Temporary 
Mixed Commission should address 
an appeal to scientists of the world 
to publish their discoveries in poi¬ 
son gas and similar subjects “so as 
to minimize the likelihood of their 
being used in any future war.” The 
Commission duly, executed this 
mandate and itself came to the con¬ 
vinced conclusion that to attempt 
to control production of poison gas 
and similar agents was futile, but 
that an important psychological ef¬ 
fect might be created by plain state¬ 
ments of what chemical warfare 
might mean in future conflicts be¬ 
tween nations. The report com¬ 
piled on this subject was presented 
in due course to the Council and 
came, as a matter of ordinary rou¬ 
tine, before the Fifth Assembly. 
The report notes, first, that chemical 
warfare is effective in circumstances 
in which other arms would have 
produced little effect. Professor 
Angeli, of Florence, for example, 
writes:— 

“Though the experience of the 
recent war has shown that no 
fortifications or armour can re¬ 
sist the force of modern ex¬ 
plosives, the men themselves 
could at least find safe shelter 
from them in trenches, caves or 
dugouts sunk deep underground. 
But poisonous gases can go every¬ 
where, both in the open and into 
the dugouts.” 

That, however, was only a begin¬ 
ning. “It is possible,” says the 
Commission, “to conceive of other 
methods in the future, such as the 
dropping from aircraft of bombs or 
other containers filled with noxious 

products, which would strike at ci¬ 
vilian populations as surely as com¬ 
batants.” “It is doubtful,” writes 
Professor Andre Mayer, “whether 
the peoples of the world are aware 
of the power of this weapon and 
the danger which threatens them.” 
Professor W. B. Cannon goes still 
further when he states that “we 
have seen in the great war nothing 
approaching the probabilities of de¬ 
struction of manufacturing centres 
and civil populations that would be 
likely in case another great conflict 
should occur.” There followed in 
the Commission’s Report a dis¬ 
cussion of the precise effects on the 
human body of the various gases 
used or likely to be used in modern 
warfare. They are divided roughly 
into three categories, irritant agents, 
suffocating or asphyxiating agents 
and toxic agents. Into these it is 
unnecessary to go in detail. The 
following observations, however, on 
the effects of asphyxiating agents 
are significant: So-called suffocat¬ 
ing or asphyxiating bodies cause 
fatal damage to the lungs. Thus 
chlorine, bromacetone, chloropicrine, 
carbonic oxychloride and acrolein, 
when inhaled, cause haemorrhage 
into the air cavities of the lungs. 
Pulmonary oedema causes death in 
the same manner as drowning, death 
being attended by very painful 
spasms. Of all the gases in this 
category, carbon oxychloride, also 
known as phosgene, has been the 
one most effectively employed. 

Other agents directly affect the 
blood, e.g., carbon monoxyde, which 
usually causes death by syncope 
and, contrary to general belief, 
without pain. The absence of pain, 
coupled with the unconsciousness 
of the existence of any lesion, ag¬ 
gravates the dangers, as it is diffi¬ 
cult to make the victims realize 
their serious condition and keep 
them from making any exertion 
which would add to the burden of 
an already overworked heart. - 

Considerable progress has, of 
course, been made in measures of 
protection against most or all gases 
so far employed, but this takes the 
form almost wholly of gas masks 
supplied in adequate numbers to 
troops thoroughly drilled in their 
use. It would be out of the ques¬ 
tion to protect a civil population in 

this way, and the Committee fears 
that even the means of protection 
so far efficacious may at any mo¬ 
ment prove insufficient. It sum¬ 
marizes its report with the observa¬ 
tion that the chemical arm, as em¬ 
ployed during the last war with 
increasing intensity and undeniable 
efficacy, produces the most varied 
physiological effects. “There are 
no conceivable limits to its power, 
its efficacy, and its variety, any 
more than there are limits to phar¬ 
macology or any other branch of 
chemistry.” But although its very 
serious effects on unprotected men 
may be mitigated by adequate pro¬ 
tective measures, the problem of 
the protection of the civil popula¬ 
tion remains to be solved. 

There is indeed a sufficiently ar¬ 
resting paragraph to which atten¬ 
tion must be drawn in that section 
of the report which deals with the 
possible use of the chemical arm 
against civilians. “It must be ad¬ 
mitted,” says the Commission, “that 
technically there does not appear to 
be any reason why a poison gas at¬ 
tack from the air or by long-range 
guns used in modern warfare, 
either on land or sea, might not be 
very effectively carried out against 
a great city. There is every reason 
to believe that in a future war, air¬ 
craft would be much more numer¬ 
ous than in the last, and they would 
be able to carry much heavier 
weights. However reprehensible 
such an action might be, there 
would be nothing technically to pre¬ 
vent them dropping large bombs 
filled with some heavy poison gas 
over localities essential to the politi¬ 
cal or economic life of an enemy 
country. The gas to be employed 
would not necessarily be one which 
only disables human beings for a 
time, since the object would be to 
hamper or destroy some continuous 
activity aimed at by the attack. 
Mustard gas, for instance, dropped 
in large quantities would be likely 
to hang about the cities and slowly 
penetrate the houses. It is much to 
be hoped that some means of pro¬ 
tecting the civil population from 
such an attack may be found. But 
it is right to point out that the prob¬ 
lem is a difficult one. To furnish 
a whole population with gas masks 

(Concluded on next page) 
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What Germany Loses 
By VERNON BARTLETT 

In this fourth article from the London Representative of the Information Section of the League, 

American readers will obtain a hint of what their own country as well as Germany may lose from its 

failure to make its voice heard in the councils of the nations. The editors consider themselves fortunate 

in obtaining articles fr*m a journalist as familiar as is Mr. Bartlett with all the affairs of Europe and 
of the League. 

It is, we are told, good for us 
to know what other people think of 
us. Therefore, supporters of the 
League probably profit by examin¬ 
ing extracts from the German press. 
In most cases those extracts are 
not polite and, even if they are po¬ 
lite, they are not very enthusiastic. 
The writers complain that, when¬ 
ever any question interesting Ger¬ 
many is discussed, the Council 
reaches a decision which is not the 
decision the Germans would desire. 
The papers of the extreme Right, 
in fact, condemn the League as a 
tool in the hands of the Allies, as 
a weapon to be used on every pos¬ 
sible occasion against Germany. 
They complain about Upper Silesia, 
the Saar. Danzig and a host of 
other problems with which the 
League has had to deal from time 
to time. 

There is, of course, a great deal 
of truth in what the Germans say. 
The most powerful nations in the 
League are, in fact, the Principal 
Allied Powers of the war. The 
Council’s decisions inevitably re¬ 
semble to some extent the decisions 
that would be taken by the Confer¬ 
ence of Ambassadors or by the old 
Supreme Council. It is true that 
the influence of the neutral Powers 
and those ex-enemy States which 
are Members of the League is very 

much greater than most people re¬ 
alize and is one of the causes of 
the “Geneva atmosphere” which so 
impresses visitors to the League’s 
headquarters, but there are many 
cases when decisions have not been 
impartial amd have indeed been un¬ 
just towards Germany. 

There have been, for example, 
numerous disputes between the in¬ 
habitants of the Saar and the Saar 
Governing Commission. Time after 
time the five members of this Gov¬ 
erning Commission are accused of 
acting in the interests of France 
rather than in the interests of the 
Saar population. The Versailles 
Treaty lays down conditions for 
the government of the Saar which 
could not possibly be carried out 
without causing serious discontent 
and hardship, but, quite apart from 
this, the Governing Commission is 
accused of all sorts of petty tyran¬ 
nies and injustices. The Saar pop¬ 
ulation is after all German, and 
Germany in consequence attacks 
the League whenever any report of 
mismanagement in the Saar, true or 
not, is published. Again, when Mr. 
Norman Davis and his two col¬ 
leagues drew up the Convention 
which finally decided the fate of 
Memel. everybody in Geneva was 
highly delighted. The dispute be¬ 
tween Lithuania and the Powers 

represented on the Conference of 
Ambassadors had dragged on for 
months, and it was no small 
achievement "to prepare a document 
which both parties could accept in 
the space of a week or two. The 
Convention, however, aroused great 
excitment in ■Germany, since 
Memel had until the war been a part 
of Germany, and German interests 
had not been consulted. Again, in 
the frequent disputes between Po¬ 
land and the Free City of Danzig, 
the Danzig Senate is represented, 
but, even then, the Germans feel 
that purely German interests ate 
not sufficiently protected. One 
could note down a score of cases 
on which the Germans have based 
their complaints that the League is 
an organization in the hands of her 
former enemies. 

But there is one point upon which 
the Germans make a great mistake. 
They blame the League instead of 
blaming themselves. Has anybody 
ever heard of any sort of associa¬ 
tion which would set out to defend 
the interests of people who refused 
to cooperate with it? Germany de¬ 
sires to eat her cake and have it. 
How can she expect the League to 
help her if she does not take the 
trouble to apply for membership ? 
She cannot have the League’s assis- 

(Concluded on next page) 

Warfare by Poison — Continued from page 5 

wonid seem almost impracticable, 
and methods for collective protec¬ 
tion have yet to be proved efficient; 
yet, short of that, and especially in 
the absence of any knowledge as to 
where the attack was to be de¬ 
livered, no coimlete protection 
could be secured. Moreover, heavy 
poison gases linger, even in the 
open country, for quite a long time. 
In a city it is difficult to say how 
long they might remain, and during 

all that time the danger would con¬ 
tinue.” 

The Commission discusses the 
possibility of such development of 
warfare being regarded as too hor¬ 
rible for use and of the conscience 
of mankind revolting against it. It 
recognizes, however, that no re¬ 
liance can be placed on those con¬ 
tingencies. A nation with its back 
against the wall will reject no 
weapon that comes ready to its 

hand. But something at least may 
be attempted in the direction of 
studying the human conscience in 
time of peace in the nope, if not en¬ 
tirely in the faith, that such over¬ 
whelming mass of feeling in every 
country would be mobilized against 
the use of poison gas that even a 
nation in extremis would hesitate to 
fling itself athwart the considered 
opinion of the world. 
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Advertising for Anti-Court Speaker 
By NORMAN LOMBARD 

More convincing than resolutions 
for the World Court is the adver¬ 
tisement which appeared in the Mill 
Valley (California) Record of Jan¬ 
uary 24th. A meeting was sched¬ 
uled to discuss the World Court and 
whether the United States should 
enter. The committee desired to 
be fair. They wanted arguments 
pro and con. 

They had no dearth of speakers 
ready to take up the argument in 
favor of the institution which 
America has done more than any 
other nation to create. But they 
struck a snag when they tried to 
find an opponent. Ministers, bank¬ 
ers, lawyers, teachers were tried, 
but to no avail. Nobody had any¬ 
thing to offer aeainst America’s en¬ 
tering the World Court. 

Finally, all other means failing, 
it was decided to insert the follow¬ 
ing advertisement: 

A SPEAKER WANTED 

A Bonafide Argument Against 
the World Court Requested. 
WANTED — A two-fisted 

speaker to talk for 10 minutes 
against American participation 
in the World Court on the 
Harding-Hughes terms. 

This is the S. O. S. of the 
local committee which is ar¬ 
ranging for a World Court 
mass meeting to be held Sun¬ 
day night, Feb. 8. 

Friends of the Court are 
eager and willing to speak, but 
thus far the committee has been 
hard put to it to find a Devil’s 
advocate. * * * 

If you’re a dyed-in-the- 
wool irreconcilable; if you’d 
ask nothing better than to 
knock the World Court into a 
cocked hat—here’s your oppor¬ 
tunity. * * * 

Mill Valley, nestling at the foot 
of Mount Tamalpais, across the 
Golden Gate from San Francisco, 
home city of the isolated Isolation¬ 
ist, Senator Hiram Johnson, is the 
place of residence of several thou¬ 
sand cultured, thoughtful, educated 
people. 

Among these, not one was found 
to make an argument against the 
World Court. 

Now, of course, majorities are 
not always right. Mere numbers 
of adherents do not make a cause 
right and just. But it is significant 
that among the little minority on 
this greatest moral issue since slav¬ 
ery, no one would raise his voice 
to speak for his point of view on 
this question. 

The people are thundering. EN¬ 
TER THE WORLD COURT and 
they will not be denied. 

The League of Nations will rise to its great task of pacification of 

the wcrld as soon as all states have become members and the coopera¬ 

tion of progressive men in all countries has been assured. 
PROF. ALBERT EINSTEIN. 

What Germany Loses—Continued from page 6 

tance as long as she holds aloof in 
order to criticize its decisions. 
What Berlin has still to learn is that 
it is unfair to expect human beings 
to forget all their passions, all their 
ambitions, all their national aspira¬ 
tions, when they come to Geneva as 
delegates. It is, as a matter of fact, 
a good thing that these national as¬ 
pirations are not forgotten; other¬ 
wise we should too frequently have 
instances when delegates pledged 
their countries to actions which the 
people at home would not carry out. 

There is, I have suggested, a good 
deal of ground for complaints that 
the League does not always reach 
the most impartial international de¬ 
cision. It cannot be expected to do 
so while it is" a one-sided affair. 
With the best will in the world, 
delegates in Geneva frequently do 
not even know what the German 
point of view is and, even if they 

did know, they could hardly be ex¬ 
pected always to defend Germany’s 
interests when Germany herself 
does not care to take the responsi¬ 
bility of defending them. If any 
nation dislikes decisions that are 
taken in Geneva, the remedy is very 
simple. The conditions of admis¬ 
sion to the League of Nations are 
not at all difficult. Germany has 
but to become a Member of the 
League and she will immediately 
have a seat on the Council. As a 
member of the Council she will have 
just as much influence as France. 
Great Britain or Italy, and she will 
have no reason then to complain 
that the Council fails to decide 
every question dealing with Ger¬ 
many as Germany would like it to 
be decided. 

And, lest any one should accuse 
me of being an anti-German, I 
would hasten to point out that this 

article is decidedly pro-German. 
Every supporter of the League 
wants, or should want, Germany to 
be a contented State in a contented 
Europe, since otherwise there can 
be no lasting peace. The fact that 
the League exists has meant that 
time after time Germany has been 
better treated than she would be 
were there no international organi¬ 
zation working for ultimate world 
peace instead of for temporary na¬ 
tionalist advantages. But you can¬ 
not expect other people always to 
fight your battles and to fight them 
as well as you would yourself. If 
you become a member of a club, 
you must accept the same responsi¬ 
bilities as the other members ac¬ 
cept. If you do not choose to ap¬ 
ply for membership and to accept 
those responsibilities, you have no 
right to grumble if the club does, or 
decides, something you do not like. 
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Why We Should Join the League 
The following argument, prepared for The Handbook on Liberalism, is so good that we reprint it not 

only for the use of speakers, but for our general readers as well. 

1. The United States has not been 
able to form any other association 
of nations. 

2. The United States has found 
it both necessary and desirable to 
participate in the activities of the 
League. 

3. Fifty-five nations—all except 
the United States, Germany, Rus¬ 
sia, Mexico and a few very minor 
ones—are members of the League. 
Each of them is as jealous of its 
independence, traditions and influ¬ 
ence as the United States. They 
accepted the Covenant without res¬ 
ervations. Amendments to the 
Covenant can be made; four are 
now in force. 

4. The United States, by sepa¬ 
rate treaties with Germany, Austria 
and Hungary, has claimed all rights 
and advantages under the treaties 
of peace, but has exercised its op¬ 
tion only as to those portions which 
are still in debate. The Covenant 
of the League, while forming Part 
I of those treaties, functions sep¬ 
arately from them, and is the only 
portion of them that has enjoyed 
an increasing prestige. The United 
States excepted that part from its 
engagement. 

5. The fundamental engagements 
of the Covenant are those of peace. 
The United States is now partici¬ 
pating or independently working 
for the realization of all of these. 
President Harding said that “we 
believe in respecting the rights of 
nations, in the value of conference 
and consultation.” Entrance into 
the League means regular and au¬ 
tomatic participation in the consul¬ 
tations and conferences of the 
League. 

6. The League is the only in¬ 
strument in the world working for 
limitation of armament. The effort 
of the United States to effect this 
has resulted in treaties of limited 
scope only. American failure to 
participate in the work of the 
League has prevented it from ac¬ 
complishing what it could if the 
largest and strongest nation in the 
organized world were a party to its 
efforts. Despite this difficulty the 
Protocol for the Pacific Settlement 
of International Disputes was ap¬ 
proved by the Fifth Assembly at 
Geneva, October 2, 1924, the object 
of which in the words of its au¬ 

thors is: 

“To facilitate the reduction and 

limitation of armaments provided 
for in Article 8 of the Covenant of 
the League of Nations by guaran¬ 
teeing the security of States through 
the development of methods for the 
pacific settlement of all international 
disputes and the effective condem¬ 
nation of aggressive war.” 

For the first time in an interna¬ 
tional treaty aggressive war has 
been branded as a crime. 

7. As a matter of cold, calculat¬ 
ing, business, the United States 
should enter the League if only for 
the promise it offers of rehabilitat¬ 
ing Europe and restoring its mar¬ 
kets to the world. The prostration 
of our farming industry is plainly 
due to the poverty and confusion 
of Europe and its inability to pur¬ 
chase the food and clothing which 
it needs. 

8. By joining the League we 
would not surrender in the least our 
national liberty, independence or 
sovereignty, and we would be amply 
compensated for our obligations 
under the Covenant by the promise 
of enduring peace and the fruits of 
international co-operation secured 
through participation in all League 
activities. 

Lantern Slides of the League and Court: 
We wish to draw the attention of 

our many new subscribers to this 
series which has been prepared for 
this association by Jonathan A. 
Rawson, Jr., and which gives a 

clear and composite picture of the 
aims and methods of League and 
Court. 

There are sixty lantern slides dis¬ 
playing: 

89 views representing League 

and Court activities. 

37 portraits of Americans asso¬ 
ciated with the League. 

7 maps. 
With correlated manuscript 

which will be sent in advance of 
slides and which includes: 

Titles for speakers who have their 
own addresses. 

Complete text to be read to the 
audience or drawn upon in prepar¬ 
ing the speaker’s own address. 

These slides proved so popular 
for showing in churches, clubs, 

schools, community centres, and so 
forth, that organizations desiring to 
use them are urged to secure reser¬ 
vation of the slides from Mr. Raw- 
son before making announcements 
of their showing. 

The rental cost is $5.00, slides to 
be returned parcel post, prepaid, im¬ 
mediately after day of use. 

Arrangements for rental can be 
made with Jonathan A. Rawson, 
Jr., 18 East 37th Street, New York 
City. 

NOTICE:—If your Herald is not addressed in the way to insure its most prompt 

delivery, please send us necessary corrections. 
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Interfaith Declaration on World Peace 
A SEVEN-POINT statement on the bases of world 

order was issued on October 7 over the signatures 
of 146 Protestant, Roman Catholic, Orthodox 

and Jewish leaders. It was released jointly by the Fed¬ 
eral Council, the Social Action Department of the Na¬ 
tional Catholic Welfare Conference and the Synagogue 
Council of America. Three preambles interpreting the 
significance of the statement were issued along with it. 

Heading the lists of signers from the three faiths were 
Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker, President of the Fed¬ 
eral Council of the Churches of Christ in America; Rabbi 
Israel Goldstein, President of the Synagogue Council of 
America and Most Reverend Edward Mooney, Chairman 
of the Administrative Board of the National Catholic 
Welfare Conference. In the Protestant list were high 
officers of twenty-three national denominational bodies 
and twenty-nine presidents or chairmen of national 
church agencies or church-related organizations. The 
other signers were also of outstanding eminence. 

Protestant Preamble 

“In a world troubled to despair by recurring war the 
Protestant churches have been seeking to show how moral 
and religious convictions should guide the relations of 
nations. Their conclusions are in many important re¬ 
spects similar to those of men of other faiths. In this 
we rejoice, for world order cannot be achieved without 
the cooperation of all men of good will. We appeal to 
our constituency to give heed to the foregoing proposals 
enunciated by Protestants, Catholics and Jews, which 
must find expression in national policies. Beyond these 
proposals we hold that the ultimate foundations of peace 
require spiritual regeneration as emphasized in the Chris¬ 
tian Gospel.” 

The Declaration 

1. The organization of a just peace depends upon prac¬ 
tical recognition of the fact that not only individuals 
but nations, states and international society are sub¬ 
ject to the sovereignty of God and to the moral law 
which comes from God. 

2. The dignity of the human person as the image of 
God must be set forth in all its essential implica¬ 
tions in an international declaration of rights and be 
vindicated by the positive action of national govern¬ 
ments and international organization. States as well 
as individuals must repudiate racial, religious or other 
discrimination in violation of those rights. 

3. The rights of all peoples large and small subject to 
the good of the organized world community must be 
safeguarded within the framework of collective secur¬ 
ity. The progress of undeveloped colonial or op¬ 
pressed peoples toward political responsibility must 

be the object of international concern. 

4. National governments and international organization 
must respect and guarantee the rights of ethnic, re¬ 
ligious and cultural minorities to economic livelihood, 
to equal opportunity for educational and cultural de¬ 
velopment, and to political equality. 

5. An enduring peace requires the organization of inter¬ 
national institutions which will develop a body of in¬ 
ternational law; guarantee the faithful fulfilment of 
international obligations, and revise them when neces¬ 
sary; assure collective security by drastic limitation 
and continuing control of armaments, compulsory 
arbitration and adjudication of controversies, and the 
use when necessary of adequate sanctions to enforce 
the law. 

6. International economic collaboration to assist all 
states to provide an adequate standard of living for 
their citizens must replace the present economic 
monopoly and exploitation of natural resources by 
privileged groups and states. 

7. Since the harmony and well-being of the world com¬ 
munity are intimately bound up with the internal 
equilibrium and social order of the individual states, 
steps must be taken to provide for the security of 
the family, the collaboration of all groups and classes 
in the interest of the common good, a standard of liv¬ 
ing adequate for self-development and family life, de¬ 
cent conditions of work, and participation by labor in 
decisions affecting its welfare. 

Among the signers were: 

Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker, New York City, President, 
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America and Pre¬ 
siding Bishop, Protestant Episcopal Church 

Bishop William Y. Bell, Cordele, Ga., President, Board of Evan¬ 
gelism, Colored Methodist Episcopal Church 

Rev. Ferdinand Q. Blanchard, Cleveland, Ohio, Moderator, Gen¬ 
eral Council of the Congregational Christian Churches 

Rev. P. 0. Bersell, Minneapolis, Minn., President, Lutheran 
Augustana Synod and National Lutheran Council 

Bishop A. R. Clippinger, Dayton, Ohio, President, Board of Ad¬ 
ministration of the Church of the United Brethren in Christ 

Rev. Henry Sloane Coffin, New York City, Moderator, General 
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. 

Rev. Robert Cummins, Boston, Mass., General Superintendent, 
Universalist Church 

Rev. Frederick May Eliot, Boston, Mass., President, American 
Unitarian Association 

Rt. Rev. S. H. Gapp, Bethlehem, Pa., President, Provincial Elders’ 
Conference of the Moravian Church 

Rev. L. W. Goebel, Chicago, President, General Synod of the 
Evangelical and Reformed Church 

Rev. C. E. Lemmon, Columbia, Mo., President, International 
Convention of the Disciples of Christ 

Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam, Boston, Mass., Secretary, Council of 
Bishops of the Methodist Church 

Rev. W. W. Peters, McPherson, Kan., Moderator, General Con¬ 
ference of the Church of the Brethren 

Rev. Jacob Prins, Grand Rapids, Mich., President, General Synod 
of the Reformed Church in America 

Rev. Donald W. Richardson, Richmond, Va., Moderator, Gen¬ 
eral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. 
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Rev-. Joseph C. Robbins, Wollaston, Mass., President, Northern 
Baptist Convention 

Rev. Albert N. Rogers, Yonkers, N. Y., President, General Con¬ 
ference of the Seventh Day Baptist Churches 

Bishop John S. Stamm, Harrisburg, Pa., President, Board of 
Bishops of the Evangelical Church 

Allen U. Tomlinson, Whittier, Calif., Presiding Clerk of the Five 
Years’ Meeting of the Society of Friends 

Bishop P. A. Wallace, Brooklyn, N. Y., Senior Bishop, African 
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church 

Bishop James C. Baker, Los Angeles, Calif., Chairman, Interna¬ 
tional Missionary Council 

Frank S. Bayley, Seattle, Wash., President, National Council of 
Young Men’s Christian Associations 

Rev. G. Pitt Beers, New York City, Chairman, Christian Com¬ 
mission for Camp and Defense Communities 

Mrs. J. D. Bragg, St. Louis, Mo., President, Women’s Division of 
Christian Service of the Methodist Board of Missions 

Dr. Arlo A. Brown, Madison, N. J., Chairman, International 
Council of Religious Education 

Rev. Rex S. Clements, Bryn Mawr, Pa., President, Board of Chris¬ 
tian Education, Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. 

Rev. Charles E. Diehl, Memphis, Tenn., Chairman, National Com¬ 
mission on Church Related Colleges 

Dr. John Foster Dulles, New York City, Chairman, Federal Coun¬ 
cil’s Commission to Study the Bases of a Just and Durable 
Peace 

Rev. Robert M. Hopkins, Indianapolis, Ind., President, United 
Christian Missionary Society 

Mrs. Henry A. Ingraham, Brooklyn, N. Y., President, National 
Board of the Young Women’s Christian Associations 

Dr. Rufus M. Jones, Haverford, Pa., Chairman, American Friends 
Service Committee 

John T. Manson, New Haven, Conn., President, American Bible 
Society 

Bishop Francis J. McConnell, New York City, Chairman, Chris¬ 
tian Conference on War and Peace 

Rev. William P. Merrill, New York City, President, The Church 
Peace Union 

Bishop Arthur J. Moore, Atlanta, Ga., President, Board of Mis¬ 
sions of the Methodist Church 

Dr. John R. Mott, New York City, Honorary Chairman, Inter¬ 
national Missionary Council 

Rt. Rev. G. Ashton Oldham, Albany, N. Y., President, American 
Council, World Alliance for International Friendship through the 
Churches 

Commissioner Edward J. Parker, New York City, National Com¬ 
mander of the Salvation Army 

Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale, New York City, President, Home 
Missions Council of North America 

Rev. Daniel A. Poling, Philadelphia, President, International So¬ 
ciety of Christian Endeavor 

Rev. Charles P. Proudfit, Chicago, President, Council of Church 
Boards of Education 

Dr. Leland Rex Robinson, Bronxville, N. Y., President, American 
Committee for Christian Refugees 

Rev. Russell H. Stafford, Boston, Mass., President, American 
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 

Charles P Taft, II, Cincinnati, Ohio, Chairman, Friends of the 
World Council of Churches 

Rev. Henry P. Van Dusen, New York City, President, American 
Association of Theological Schools 

Rev. A. Livingston Warnshuis, Bronxville, N. Y., Chairman, 
Foreign Missions Conference of North America 

Rev. Luther A. Weigle, New Haven, Conn., Chairman, World’s 
Sunday School Association 

Miss Amy Ogden Welcher, Hartford, Conn., President, United 
Council of Church Women 

Rev. Herbert L. Willett, Wilmette, Ill., President, Association for 
the Promotion of Christian Unity 

Most Rev. Theophilus Pashkovsky, San Francisco, Calif., Metro¬ 
politan of the Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic Church of 
America 

Most Rev. Antony Bashir, Brooklyn, N. Y., Metropolitan of the 
Syrian Antiochian Orthodox Church 

Right Rev. Bohdan, New York City, Bishop of the Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church of America 

A leaflet containing the text, the three preambles, and 

the complete list of signers, including the Roman Catho¬ 

lics and Jews, may be obtained from the Federal Coun¬ 

cil of Churches, 297 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y. 

The Universal Week of Prayer 
The Universal Week of Prayer is a world fellowship. 

It is observed annually during the first full week of 

January. The week for the 1944 observance is January 

2-9. The author of the topics is Rev. J. Harry Cotton, 

President of McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago. 

He has produced a most remarkable series. 

The General Theme for the week is, “The Power of 

God.” The daily topics are: 

Sunday Power in Evil Hands 

Monday Evil’s Hour in God’s Eternity 

Tuesday The Self-Restraint of God 

Wednesday The Gospel as Power 

Thursday God’s Strong Use of Human Weakness 

Friday Strength for the Day 

Sunday The Final Triumph 

In countries other than the United States this prayer 

program is sponsored by the World’s Evangelical Alli¬ 

ance, with headquarters in London. In the United 

States, the week is sponsored by the Federal Council 

through its Department of Evangelism. 

Simultaneous and united prayer helps to bind Chris¬ 

tians of all lands more closely together in this time of 

suffering and tragedy. At this time the churches may 

well pray for themselves that they may keep the torch 

of faith burning brightly, and pray for others who stand 

in need of God’s help and blessing. Wherever possible, 

the Universal Week of Prayer should be observed united¬ 

ly by all the churches of the community under the guid¬ 

ance of the ministerial association or the council of 

churches. The churches in some communities observe 

the Week of Prayer by holding cottage prayer services. 

In Tarentum, Pa., for the past three years, this plan 

of cottage prayer meetings has been followed. The first 

year there were 96 services with an attendance of 2,183; 

the second year the attendance was 2,346 in 116 meet¬ 

ings; and last year there were 2,323 present in 124 serv¬ 

ices. Perhaps in these days of tire and gasoline ration¬ 

ing, many ministers may wish to follow such a prayer 

meeting plan in the homes. 

The Week of Prayer booklet is printed and ready for 

distribution. It is advisable to order a sufficient quantity 

so that each one present may have a copy. It may be 

secured from The Department of Evangelism, 297 

Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y. 

Price: 5c per single copy, postpaid; 40c per dozen; 

$1.50 per 50; $2.50 per 100. 

Committee on Town and Country 
The Executive Committees of both the Home Missions 

Council and the Federal Council of Churches recently 

approved a plan which establishes the Committee on 

Town and Country as officially a joint agency of both 

Councils. The Committee was begun in 1912 by the 

Home Missions Council. In 1931, the Federal Council 

recognized the Committee as “its channel of operation in 
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this field.” Since 1931, Benson Y. Landis of the Fed¬ 

eral Council staff has served as part-time secretary. 

Under the new plan the Federal Council assigns Dr. 

Landis for half his time as executive secretary of the 

Committee on Town and Country. He continues as as¬ 

sociate secretary of the Department of Research and Ed¬ 

ucation. The Committee on Town and Country expects 

to hold regularly a Convocation on the Town and Coun¬ 

try Church, and to establish a new journal, Town and 

Country Church. Rev. Clifford L. Samuelson of the Na¬ 

tional Council of the Protestant Episcopal Church, is 

chairman of the Committee on Town and Country. 

The Christian Mission on World Order 
HE Christian Mission on World Order is now 

being carried out in about 100 cities across the 

country. There has been an enthusiastic recep¬ 

tion of this plan on the part of local communities and a 

distinguished group of leaders and speakers are taking 

part in the Mission. 

There are at least three purposes which it is hoped 

will be accomplished: 
(1) To emphasize the bearing of the Christian gospel 

on the problem of world order. 

(2) To show how the faith of the Christian can be 

translated into his acts as a citizen. 

(3) To stimulate every church and community to in¬ 

augurate an effective program of study and action on the 

issues involved in a Christian world order. 

One important emphasis of the mission has to do with 

the recovery of vital faith. If the American people are 

to promote a just and durable peace they need to re¬ 

capture a righteous and creative faith. Peace is not a 

static situation. Peace is dynamic and requires steady 

movement in directions that promote the general welfare. 

Unless we have the spirit for that we will not contribute 

to durable peace; rather, we will be an obstacle. During 

the nineteenth century our people had great vision and 

courage. They built a constantly developing society, 

the benefits of which all people shared, directly or in¬ 

directly. Our present need is to develop a like vision, 

enthusiasm and courage regarding the building of a 

world community. 

Plans are being made for community action following 

the visit of the missions, and the Commission on the 

Bases of a Just and Durable Peace is planning to encour¬ 

age the organization of committees in other cities which 

were not visited in connection with the Mission. Sug¬ 

gestions which are being made for the follow-up of the 

Mission include the following: 

Utilize opportunities for individual and group action in 

behalf of world order 

(a) Encouragement to congressmen and senators by let¬ 

ters, telegrams, or personal interviews 

(b) Articles in local newspapers 

(c) Broadcasts over local radio stations 

(d) Information to Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Club, 

Women’s Civic League, and other local organizations 

(e) Work in neighboring communities, organizing and 

teaching classes 

(f) Financial support to accredited agencies 

(g) Personal participation as a government official 

(h) Exemplification of peace in community life—inter¬ 

denominational, racial, civic, personal 

(i) Information to friends and associates in social and 

business contacts 

(j) Communication with service men and women 

Organize a community committee on world order 

(a) To secure up-to-date information from the Com¬ 

mission and other agencies cooperating in the Mis¬ 

sion 

(b) To report to the Commission local matters, such as 

findings, activities, problems 

(c) To stimulate study and action in churches and com¬ 

munity 

(d) To secure speakers for local meetings and study 

groups 

(e) To further study and action in neighboring com¬ 

munities 

(f) To encourage individual action along the lines sug¬ 

gested above 

(g) To utilize in the community the work done in local 

churches as a part of general denominational pro¬ 

grams 

(h) To devise various means to keep people in the armed 

services informed «end interested; for example, to 

draft and send to them letters of information about 

the work of the church toward world order, or to 

bring together parents of service men and women 

for study and discussion and information to those 

in service. 

It is expected that discussion in the one-day sessions 

to be held in connection with the Mission will center 

around the Statement of Guiding Principles, the Six Pil¬ 

lars of Peace and the Declaration of the Three Religious 

Faiths. 

The Mission is being carried out by six of the churches’ 

agencies—the Federal Council, the Foreign Missions 

Conference, the Home Missions Council, the Interna¬ 

tional Council of Religious Education, the Missionary 

Education Movement, and the United Council of Church 

Women. The cooperating staff in charge of the Mis¬ 

sion representing these agencies, includes Mark Dawber, 

Gilbert LeSourd, Quinter Miller, Leslie B. Moss, Emory 

Ross, Herman Sweet, and Mrs. Ruth Worrell. Walter 

W. Van Kirk is serving as Director of the Mission, and 

Paul G. Macy as Associate Director. 
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How Churches Meet Wartime Needs 
Ministers Lead Many War Service Boards 

R. MAYNARD CASSADY of the National Or¬ 

ganization Section of the Office of Civilian De¬ 

fense has written to the Editor: 

Reports have come to us from communities in the 

Middle West indicating that in quite a number of in¬ 

stances the chairmen or executives of the war service 

boards in defense councils were Protestant ministers. 

1 his seems to indicate both a growing concern among 

ministers for the kind of community organization which 

is emerging in the midst of the war effort and also an 

opportunity for church leaders to exert their influence 
upon the newer trends in community life. 

The block and neighborhood organizations of local 

delense councils have conducted over 100 different types 

of programs, many of which are surveys. In New York 

State, for example, 47 counties conducted child-care 

surveys in February, 1943, and 40 conducted surveys of 

nursing service. In the latter instance, they discovered 

the names of 2,200 inactive registered nurses and 1100 

practical nurses who had not registered for service. Other 

counties conducted surveys on housing, on foster-homes, 
on recreational facilities. . . . 

T hese neighborhood and block organizations are 

growing in effectiveness and church leaders may con¬ 

tinue to avail themselves of results of their efforts as well 

as participate in their planning. In some places, as you 

know, religious leaders have encouraged their members 

to volunteer in block organizations. But it is the rural 

areas, especially, in which the aid of the church can be 

most effective. For in many of these areas the neighbor¬ 

hood organization of the defense council has provided 

them for the first time with an effective form of commu- 

nity organization. It should be emphasized that block 

organizations are truly community organizations.” 

Pamphlets on “The Neighborhood in Action,” “Civi¬ 

lian War Services,” “Recreation in Wartime,” and 

Health Services in Wartime ’ may be obtained by min¬ 

isters and church federation executives by writing to 

Maynard Cassady, Office of Civilian Defense, Washing¬ 
ton, D. C. 

Mayor Appreciates Churches’ Services 

Under date of September 1, 1943, the Mayor of Los 

Angeles addressed the following letter to Dr. E. C. Farn- 

ham, Executive Secretary of the Los Angeles Church 

F ederation: 

“Dear Dr. Farnham: 

I have recently learned of the outstanding success 
achieved by the Protestant churches of Los Angeles in 
providing supervision and instruction for children during 
the summer months, as a partial answer to the pressing 
problem of child care in this community. It has been 

reported to me that over four hundred churches opened 
their doors to these activities under the supervision of no 
less than ten thousand volunteers, and that over 103,000 
children were regularly enrolled, of whom 87 percent, on 
the average, were present each day. 

“This is one of the most outstanding achievements of 
our Los Angeles citizenry in aiding in the war effort, both 
from the point of view of enlisting volunteer services, as 
well as providing care for children, many of whose pa¬ 
rents are at work in the war industries. I am informed 
that nearly a half of the mothers of children thus cared 
for are employed in defense work. 

“I wish to express my appreciation, as Chairman of the 
Defense Council of our city, and as Mayor, for this note¬ 
worthy achievement, and the hope that so fine an ac¬ 
complishment may not be permitted to terminate, but 
that a continued service of this kind may be offered by 
our churches on Saturdays and after school hours. Such 
continued day care, supplementary to that afforded by 
the schools and other agencies, will be an important con¬ 
tribution to the war effort by the people of Los Angeles. 

“Yours very truly, 
(Signed) Fletcher Bowron 

Mayor.” 

Field Workers 

A field staff of nine are available for short periods of 

service on invitation from interchurch groups for work 

in camp and war industrial communities which are desi¬ 

rous of marshaling their own resources to meet their prob¬ 

lems more effectively. Five of these are field workers for 

the Christian Commission for Camp and Defense Commu¬ 

nities; four are made available by the Board of Missions, 

Women’s Division of the Methodist Church and are 

placed for interdenominational service by recommenda¬ 

tion of the Commission. One of the workers is a Negro 

minister in whose support the Race Relations Depart¬ 

ment of the Federal Council participates. The present 

assignments of these workers are as follows: 

Miss Elizabeth Johnson, Paterson, New jersey; Miss 

Katherine Alt, Newark, Ohio; Miss Helen Smiley, New 

Britain area, Connecticut. Among the field staff of the 

Board of Missions, Women’s Division of the Methodist 

Church are: Miss Mabel Wagner, Seattle, Wash.; Miss 

Lena York, Detroit, Mich.; Miss Eleanor Neff, Rich¬ 

mond, Va.; Mrs. Charles Wade, Calvert, Texas; Rev. 

Irving K. Merchant, the Negro minister at Little Rock, 
Ark. 

Church Hospitality Center in Providence 

Dr. Roy Schramm, Executive Secretary of the Church 

Hospitality Center, Providence, R. I., under the auspices 

of the Rhode Island Council of Churches, reports as fol¬ 
lows: 

“The distinctive feature of our Center is its homelike 

atmosphere. We make no attempt to provide religious 

services, entertainment, serve food or have lodging facili¬ 

ties at the Center, but we do provide service guests with 

the opportunity of association with church people in their 
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homes, at their churches, and in social contacts. 

“At the Center we provide reading matter, music via 

radio and victrola, darning and mending, pressing of uni¬ 

forms, shaving facilities, comfortable chairs for relaxa¬ 

tion, contacts with friendly people, and various other 

services without charge. Some 275 women have given 

invaluable service. 

“Cases involving personal and ethical problems are 

often referred to us by the Red Cross, the USO and the 

Travelers’ Aid. Here is a young woman who after a 

three months’ acquaintance with a sailor friend receives 

a marriage proposal and comes to inquire how she might 

know that what her friend tells her about himself is 

true. Or a sailor, tense with concern, announces that his 

wife is in the hospital facing an operation, while in a mat¬ 

ter of hours his battalion is due to embark for overseas. 

“Ten marriages have been arranged, in each case a 
local clergyman officiating. 

“It has been estimated that between 3,000 and 4,000 

service men come to Providence each weekend.” 

600 in Housing Project Sunday Schools 

In a statement which covers the period from April to 

August in a field of service which includes some 100,000 

men, women and children in dormitories, housing units, 

and trailer camps, Rev. Harold H. Henderson, Director 

of the United Church Ministry in Richmond, Calif., 

points out that housing authorities find it impossible to 

allow any one denomination to hold religious services in 

community buildings because of the lack of facilities; 

but the authorities are glad to regard the Church Coun¬ 

cil as representing all denominations. 

In April, when Mr. Henderson first came, there were 

already three Sunday schools in three of the community 

buildings. To these have been added four more, two in 

two new centers and two for colored children. Now there 

are upwards of six hundred children in the seven Sunday 

schools and an average of two hundred and fifty in the 
seven preaching services. 

For the summer months a Vacation Church School was 

arranged for a period of ten weeks with a total enrollment 

in the five schools of 400. House-to-house calling by 

pastors and especially by the women parish workers has 

proven most helpful in bringing people out to service and 

in getting the children out to Sunday school. 

Industrial Chaplains 

There is wide interest in industrial chaplains who min¬ 

ister among workers within a factory or ship yard. The 

Christian Commission for Camp and Defense Commu¬ 

nities recommends that in all places where an industrial 

chaplain is proposed a committee be organized that will 

represent all the parties interested, incluring manage¬ 

ment, labor and the Church, and that the financing rep¬ 

resent these interests. The first industrial chaplaincy on 

this basis, as reported iq the columns of the Bulletin 

last month, has been established by the Quincy, Mass., 

Council of Churches. It has been suggested that the 

Government be asked to build chapels in isolated housing 

units and trailer areas which are definitely known to be 

temporary. The Commission voted, however, that in the 

case of temporary housing projects the Government be 

urged to continue to provide an adequate housing facility 

for religious purposes without erecting a building for 

religious purposes exclusively. 

New Publications 

1. As the tide of war begins to sweep back across 

Europe the possibilities of widening areas of service in 

the field of foreign relief challenge the churches and 

create a first priority on the Christian conscience. New 

literature prepared by the Church Committee on Over¬ 

seas Relief and Reconstruction and designed to make 

Christians increasingly aware of this responsibility in¬ 

cludes: 

Poster, 12x16, featuring “Tina,” an appealing little 

refugee girl. A reproduction of this poster appeared on 

the cover of last month’s Federal Council Bulletin. 

A new Humanity Hungers leaflet. Tells the story— 

with a distinctly Christian and church-centered emphasis 

—of the need and how it is met through the nine recom¬ 

mended agencies. 

Training Ground for World Order, a pamphlet par¬ 

ticularly useful for groups interested in post-war plan¬ 

ning and in the “preparation of those sound attitudes 

which will determine the enduring quality of the peace.” 

$1.00 per hundred. 

The fall issue of For Those Who Suffer features “The 

Tradition of Brotherly Love.” The early Church Fathers 

throw light on the Christian character of the present 

task. Adaptable for program use. 

Sample copies of any of the above on request. 

2. Worship and Health is the title of a new pamphlet 

written by Rev. Howard Chandler Robbins and just 

published by the Commission on Religion and Health 

and the Commission on Worship. The pamphlet dis¬ 

cusses the fundamental ways in which worship is related 

to health of body mind and spirit. 

3. Topics for the Universal Week of Prayer, January 

2-9, 1944. By J. Harry Cotton. On the theme “The 

Power of God.” Published by the Federal Council’s De¬ 

partment of Evangelism. Five cents a single copy, post¬ 

paid; 40 cents a dozen; $1.50 for 50; $2.50 for 100. 

4. .4 Bidwark Never Failing to Americans on the 

Move. 20-page picture pamphlet, with brief text, 

describing work which churches are doing in camp and 

war industrial communities. Contains 32 pictures and 

center spread two-color map. Published by the Christian 

Commission for Camp and Defense Communities. Fif¬ 

teen cents per single copy; discount on quantity orders. 

' All the above-mentioned publications may be ordered 
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Dear Colleague: 

I traveled across the continent from New York to San Francisco in the "Mora- 
Press Special" of the State Department. The first part of the hyphenated name 
puzzled many of us, but we finally learned that the "mo" stood for "movies" and 
the "ra" for "radio". It all made sense when one came to know who were one’s 
passengers, for they were reporters, photographers, and broadcasters from places 
as far separated as Athens and Chungking. 

Since arriving in San Francisco on April 23, I have had the opportunities to 
observe the United Nations Conference that are open to the Press because I am list¬ 
ed with the State Department under SOCIAL PROGRESS as an accredited press represent¬ 
ative. Of special help and worth is the almost daily fellowship with 20 or more 
other representatives of the churches. Now, in the third week of the Conference, 
seems to be a good time to take stock. 

On the credit side of the account these points stand out in mcy thinking: 

1. The United Nations Conference has actually met in a time of war. This 
evidence on so vast a scale of the determination to prepare for peace while war is 
6till on is unique in history. 

2. The small nations are now having their chance to discuss the Dumbarton Oaks 
Proposals. Up to now this has been reserved for the Big Four—China, the United 
Kingdom, Soviet Russia, and the United States. 

3. The spirit of the Conference has been splendid throughout. It is earnest 
in its feeling about the consequences of failure. It has been affirmative in of¬ 
fering cooperation* The v/ill to produoe a Charter upon which all will agree was 
apparent from the start. 

4. The unanimity reached by the Big Four has been reassuring. They have 
worked together on a wide range of issues with positive results. 

5. There has been a willingness to face up to real issues, take divergent 
positions, yet reach a solution in the democratic way., A case in point is the stand 
taken by Soviet Russia on the question of the admittance of Argentina. 

6. Suoh changes as have been made in the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals as noted 
below have been all to the good, some of them notably so. 
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7. T he delegates have resisted pressures to be led off into the solution 
of many current problems, such as the Polish question, and have adamantly stayed 
by the task of working out a Charter for an international organisation. 

8. The openness of the Conference to the public through every channel of 
public information has been as apparent as it has been commendable. 

9. The oonoept of the United Nations Organization is superior to that of the 
League of Nations’. *The effort being made is to devise ways by which the nations 
will join in dealing with the causes and threats of aggression before it becomes 
actual. Many delegates are keenly alive to the economic as well as the political 
aspects of international relations. 

Not until the Conference is over can one measure the debit side. But among 
the factors that tend to create difficulties and limitations are the following: 

1. While not belonging on the agenda of the Conferenoe the failure of the 
governments involved to solve the Polish question has a debilitating effect on the 
atmosphere of cooperation in which the Conference works. 

2. The fact that the Conference is in session while its member states are 
waging war tends to highlight military security at the expense of other means for 

national security. 

3. The excessive dominance of the Big Four, inherent in the Dumbarton Oaks 
Proposals, is unimpaired at the Conference. 

4. The insistence by the United States upon annexation, in fact if not in 
word, of certain islands taken from the Japanese has far-flung implications of a 
most serious nature. 

5. Certain vital needs for an effective Charter have either been inadequately 
met by the amendments jointly sponsored by the Big Four, or as of this date, seem 
destined to be ignored. 

6. There is too much assertion of nationalism with its attendant militarism 
and imperialism. No one nation can now be either specially blamed or praised. 

• 

There has been one question that perhaps above all others has been with me. 
What influence, if any, are the churches exerting at the San Francisco Conference? 
I find other church leaders here in agreement with an answer that has been talcing 
shape in ny mind, namely, that the people of the churches, directly and through 
their representatives, are exerting an influence, both effective and in keeping 
with the American tradition of the separation of church and state--an influence 
exercised on the level of citizenship rather than of official position. This in¬ 
fluence is being channeled in such ways as these; 

1. The State Department and the United States delegation are receiving an 
average of 8,000 letters a.day bearing upon the Corference. That a significant- 
part of these come from people in the churches has become apparent. 

2. Through its own merit and its presentation by church leaders, the Cleveland 
Church Conference Message has received close study in the State Department. A 
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church leader 'who came out in a train carrying many State Department officials 
found among them a wide familiarity with, and a high respect for, that Message. 

3. Serving as members and advisers to the American delegation are persons 
known for their Christian leadership. Notable among these are Commander Harold 
E. Stassen, a member of the delegation, and President of the International Council 
of Religious Education, and John Foster Dulles, a member of our Committee on 
Social Education and Action, and until his appointment as an official adviser to 
the United States delegation. Chairman of the Commission on a Just and Durable 
Peace of the Federal Council of Churches. 

4. There are a number of church leaders among the Observers, a group repre¬ 
sentative of many kinds of organisations, including a number of denominations and 
other church bodies. The State Department provides programs and speakers for the 
meetings of this group which are informative for those present, and serve also as 
a sounding board for the expression of a broad section of public opinion. 

5. The consultants of the Federal Council of Churches are of special import¬ 
ance. Forty-two national organizations were asked by the State Department to ap¬ 
point three representatives each. These meet with the Secretary of State and others 
of the United States delegation. 

Not only are they thus authoritatively informed of the fast moving situation, 
but in turn they may express their views on matters before the Conference. The 
Consultants of the Federal Council have sought every opportunity to suggest to the 
United States delegation an approach to such questions as human rights in keeping 
with the Cleveland Conference Message. 

I have been greatly concerned, of course, with the development of the Charter 
as measured by the Cleveland Church Conference Message. The thinking and program 
of the Christian Church as set down in the Delaware Conference Message, the Six 
Pillars of Peace, the Cleveland Conference Message, and the pronouncements of General 
Assembly have been invaluable assets to all of us these past days, guiding us through 
the maze of the Conference. And as I have caught a glimpse of the pressure upon the 
delegates—pressure inherent in the sheer complexity of the situation and coming 

from groups whose premises are ultimately pagan—it has been clear beyond doubt that 
everything which we as Presbyterians did last year through our World Order Movement 
was desperately needed* The need was for us to have done more--much more. 

As I write, the Conference is in midstream, and any appraisal of it must be 
tentative. It is now wrestling with two broad sets of documents; One, the Dumbar¬ 
ton Oaks Proposals as modified in a way I shall note shortly; the other, the more 
than 700 pages of amendments to these Proposals as submitted by the various delega¬ 
tions. What is done to the Proposals by the Technical Committees, then the Com¬ 
missions, and finally, the Conference as a whole in the light of these amendments 
will determine the final product. About this nothing as yet is certain. 

Since the United Nations Conference opened, however, the Big Four have agreed 
upon modifications of their original Proposals. The fact that these changes are 
unanimously sponsored by these Powers gives them the same force as the Proposals 
themselves. What follows, therefore, is an appraisal of the extent to which these 
changes, and others to be noted, carry through to the objectives set by the Cleveland 
Church Conference Message. 
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1. The nearly 500 leaders in Cleveland called for a Preamble that would af¬ 

firm the essential principles in the Atlantic Charter. No Preamble was included 

in the Big Four amendments—perhaps because they knew a draft was to be offered 

by Field Marshall Smuts of South Africa, who is looked upon as the dean of the 

delegates and held in high respect and confidence. His draft of a Preamble has 

bean accepted in substance by the Technical Committee to which it was referred in 

the first instance, and it is most likely that it will be placed at the head of 

the Charter that is adopted. 

2* The Cleveland Church Conference Message calls for the "operation of the 

Organization under law” and for the "development and codification of international 

law". Significantly enough, the first step toward this was due to the Chinese— 

whose own proposals for changes were accepted by the other three Fowers--as an¬ 

nounced by the Secretary of State at his press conference held two days before the 

Conference opened. 

3. Further amendments offered by the Big Four enlarge the place in the Charter 

given to international law. There are seven places where this theme is treated in 

these amendments, three of which are worth noting: (a) "Justice and international 

law" is affirmed in the chapter on Purposes, as the principle by whioh the Organ¬ 

ization is to seek its objectives; (b) The General Assembly is specifically charged 

with the responsibility to encourage "the development of international law"; (c) 

The General Assembly is empowered to use its good offices regarding "any situation, 

regardless of origin"which it feels is a threat to "friendly relations among the 

nations." This is of special interest, for it represents the outcome of the 

"Vandenberg amendment," which was aimed at keeping open for revision treaties made 

in these recent years. In the discussion among the Big Four, it was stressed that 

to single out treaties for change would be unwise since international relations 

must depend upon the integrity of treaties; but our delegation urged the equal ne¬ 

cessity for treaties- to be open to change in a changing world. The outcome will be 

found in the words "any situation, regardless of origin". 

4. It is in respect to human rights that there has been the greatest spelling 

out of what has been hoped for by the leaders of the churches. If it is not all 

there--as it is not--there is more than at any time seemed possible to behoped for. 

There are five elements in what has been added by amendments: (a) "Respect for 

human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 

language, religion or sex" is a far more explicit statement than anything that was 
in the Charter previously. It is made the purpose of the entire Organization and 

not just of the Economic and Social Council. (b) It is explicit in the purpose of 

the General Assembly- (o) It is elaborated and made more specific in the Economic 

and Social Council. (d) Power is given t.o the last agency to "make recommendations 

for promoting human rights and fundamental freedoms". (e) This same agency is di¬ 

rected to set up a commission on human rights. (Confer the Cleveland Church Con¬ 

ference Message: "A special Commission on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 

should be established".) 

5. A more open door for changes in the charter was sought by the Cleveland 

Church Conference. The Big Four amendments provide for a constitutional convention 

at some time to be specified by the General Assembly, when the entire charter will 

come up for review and revision. 
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Other changes noted in the Cleveland Church Message have cot been brought 
up in any prominent way as yet, the exception to this being the question of de¬ 
pendent peoples* This has been one of the two great issues before the Big Five 
(France being in on this discussion) in the past week, and it is still far from 
a solution. It was included in the thought of the Cleveland Church Conference 
and is of paramount interest to the people of the churches because of the world¬ 
wide mission and outreach of the Church. In general, the line-up at this time 
of writing is this: 

1* The United States delegation has presented a document which has been the 
basis of the argument, for and against. Two things in this paper are of special 
importance: (a) The distinction is made between strategic and non-strategic bases 
and areas. The former are to be, if under any kind of international organisation, 
under the Security Council, and international supervision, if any, is to be merely 
nominal. Back of this United States plan is the intention to keep open for pos¬ 
session by this country, the islands which she will have wrested from the Japanese 
in this war, as a part of thi3 country’s defenses leading right up to the coast of 
China. The British oppose having this duality of areas, (b) The introduction of 
the concept of "Trusteeship”, with the setting up of a Trusteeship Commission. 
This concept is far superior to that of the mandate system which was adopted after 
the last war. There is a difference of opinion between the British and the United 
States as to what agency of the organization should have supervision of this Com¬ 
mission. 

2. The Russian delegation has made a stimulating suggestion: That instead 
of "self-government", which is now declared to be the goal for whioh the Trustee 
system should prepare dependent peoples, it should read "independence". This falls 
athwart the plans of quite a number of the nations concerned, (a) The United States, 
because it might undermine our hold on strategic areas; (b) the British, who look 
toward Dominion status when their colonies mature to the point of self-government; 
(c) France, because she looks toward the incorporation within her own political sys¬ 
tems of her colonies, with the likelihood of the nativos being given full French 
citizenship. The Netherlands hold somewhat the same view. 

In the Trusteeship Commission, the members are to be one representative from 
each controlling Power, and one representative from an equal number of nations. 
But no representative of the people who are controlled! This perpetuates in this 
division the racial cleavage which is recognized as being highly inflammable. At 
least a beginning may be made in the meaning implicit in another Russian proposal, 
that the permanent members of the Security Council who represent powers without 
colonial possessions, as is the case with Russia, and China, be also members of 
the Trusteeship Commission. In this way the voice of the non-white people would 
be heard. 

I want to emphasize again that this matter is at this time under discussion. 
It is recognized as hard of solution--but important. When this is read, an agree¬ 
ment will have been reached at least by the Big Five; but the foregoing will give 
some understanding of what lay behind the agreement, and suggest some of the factors 
with which to measure what is finally approved. 

In closing, I am thinking of two statements made by two church leaders here: 
The first, Mr. John Foster Dulles, who said that whereas the Dumbarton Oaks 
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Proposals constituted only a body, or a mechanism, now as a result of some of 
the Big Four sponsored amendments, "it (the Charter) is a body with a soul. The 
Charter has a spirit, a sense of mission". Great words are in it: "Justice" 
and "human rights and fundamental freedoms" and "international law" and "trustee¬ 
ship" and "equal rights and self-determination of all peoples". The second state¬ 
ment is that of a friend who said to me that the implications of such great spir¬ 
itual and ethical statements as these in the Charter are of such vast significance, 
he wondered if the American people—and particularly the Senate—would accept them 
if they understood these implications in their entirety! 

Surely all peoples in the churches the world over should rise in support of 
these great affirmations for the very reason that they are so far reaching in their 
implications and will benefit human relationships the world around. But the task 
is far greater than that of simply giving them approval. It will be the high task 
of the people of the churches of America, joined with others of goodwill, to make 
these great affirmations, a clarion call to high endeavor, come alive among the 
nations because they will have become incarnate within the domestic practice and 
the foreign policy of the United States. 

These are times for us to respond to the call of the hymn, "Rise Up, 0 Men 
of Godt"--and to keep standing in His Service for Peace. 

Cordially and warmly yours. 

Cameron P. Hall 

cph/h 
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LAFAYETTE INSTITUTE 
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Significance of Institute 
DR. WILLIAM MATHER LEWIS, 

President, Lafayette College 
At First Session, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 25. 

THIS Institute, which has so many implications, is not 
a Lafayette College project alone but truly a community 
project, one in which we have had the very fine coopera¬ 

tion of the City of Easton. Our Mayor—Mayor Morrison—who 
has given us so much help had to be out of the city today, but 
we are very happy that he delegated one of the city officials 
to represent him and to bring the greetings of the city. 

We are opening this Institute under auspicious circum¬ 
stances, and it is an occasion of more than ordinary signifi¬ 
cance. Perhaps those here will be interested to know that the 
Office of War Information is having records made of most 
of the speeches of our various programs and that those rec¬ 
ords will be the basis of short-wave broadcasts to our soldiers 
in the different theatres of war. We like to think that this 
Institute is reaching out to more than 2400 Lafayette Alumni 
scattered over the face of the earth fighting for freedom, and 
to hundreds of thousands of other boys who will hear some 
of this program. 

This Institute, I think, is a significant one in that it indi¬ 
cates that our colleges are going to broaden the base of their 
educational processes. One thing which we have learned from 
the war is the fact that we must carry the educational facili¬ 
ties of our institutions more and more into our communities. 
If the college is going to serve its purpose as an effective 
national institution, it must not confine its efforts to those 
who are its students at any time. We are proud of the fact 
that in the colleges and universities of America, over 400,000 
members of our Armed Forces have been trained within the 
period of less than two years, and so it comes about that 
we may truthfully say that in all the branches of our military 
service, America, today, has the finest, the most intelligent 
group of fighters that the world has ever seen. Thus, this 
Institute indicates that we are reaching out because it is an 
educational institute in every sense of the word. It is very 
essential that in the face of a national election we should 
have an institute of this kind to consider together, and with 
the greatest freedom, some of the problems that are facing 
this country and the world. It is also fitting that just at this 
moment in the war we should gather together. 

While we have a distinguished group of speakers—we are 
told the most distinguished group that has attended any in¬ 
stitute of its kind in this country—still, it is not from the 
speakers alone, or perhaps mainly, that the chief benefits of 
this Institute are to be derived; it is from the exchange of 
ideas of all those who now have the opportunity of partici¬ 
pating. 

I suppose American political life was at its zenith at the 
time of the old New England Town Meeting, when people 
gathered for the discussion of the community and the national 
problems. We are hoping that this Institute may, in a way, 
be the rebirth of the town meeting idea in this community. 

We know that Sweden, which is far ahead of the rest of 
the world in many of its social ideas, which has kept out of 
armed conflict more successfully than most other nations, 
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has accomplished that because the population of that country 
attends meetings each week. I had the privilege of being in 
Sweden and coming personally in touch with that great sys¬ 
tem where each week the people of all communities, one sixth 
of the entire population, on the same night would discuss 
the same subject. There is a great deal to be thought about 
in that matter. 

These institutes, of which this is the first I believe to be 
held upon a college campus, have been of great influence in 
arousing the people of America to their national and interna¬ 
tional responsibilities; and the man who is most responsible 
for this, who recognized the necessity among people in a 
democracy of intelligently making up their minds, is Dr. 
Henry A. Atkinson. It has been my privilege to work with 
him here and to be associated with him in the Institute at 
Miami, Fla., last winter and last spring; and seeing him 
here and having worked with him, I know his devotion to 
this great cause which we are to study in the three days of 
this week. 

It is very fitting that the keynote address of our Institute, 
“Why an Institute of This Kind at This Time,” should be 
presented by this man, the General Secretary of the Church 
Peace Union and World Alliance for International Friendship 
through the churches, and member of the Executive Com¬ 
mittee of the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, 

I present to you, Dr. Henry A. Atkinson of New York. 
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Why an Institute of This Hind 
At This Time? 

DR. HENRY A. ATKINSON 
General Secretary, The Church Peace Union, 

At First Session, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 25. 

THIS will be the 32d Institute of this kind that has been 
held in little over two years. During that time, we 
have held institutes in every part of the country; from 

Boston to Miami; on the Pacific Coast; in the Northwest; 
m the South. The interesting fact further is that in every 
place that we have gone we have left a permanent institu¬ 
tion. Sometimes it has been called the United Nations Asso¬ 
ciation; sometimes it has been called the Community Or¬ 
ganization for the Study of Peace and War; and in other 
places it has been an organization directly interested in 
the political implications of the peace. We have left it to 
the local groups to undertake the kind of organization that 
best fits their community and will best promote the war 
effort. We have gone under the title, in our general work, 
Win the War; Win the Peace.” These are the two impor¬ 

tant things that we have before us at the present time. 
Months ago when we agreed upon this Institute, we were 

of the impression that the war was going pretty well, and 
that probably we would be faced here with the fact that 
the war was pretty near over. However, I do not believe 
two of us, who are perhaps optimists by nature—I am sure 
that I would be willing to have that impeachment brought 
against me, and I think Dr. Lewis falls into the same cate¬ 
gory; for at least we both lean to an optimistic view of 
life—I hardly think that either one of us realized that the 
war would go as far and become as complicated and that 
there would be such great changes and such great victories 
as have happened. 

We hoped then that the war would be over very soon, and 
we believed there were indications that pointed in that di¬ 
rection. It has gone faster than we even dared to hope at 
that time. But the war isn’t over yet. Therefore, one of the 
reasons for holding this Institute is that we may sit down 
and calmly talk over together the responsibilities that still 
rest upon us. 

We are going to have a long way to go, even if we are 
only some 300 odd miles from Berlin on three sides; we 
are going to have a long way to go before we have reached 
the heart of the Philippine Islands, and have bottled up 
Japan so that we can give adequate help to China while she 
finishes the war there on her own soil. There is going to 
be demanded of us a lot of hard work, a lot of patience, and 
we must not grow weary in this task. Therefore, we need 
to come together and discuss the situation so that we will 
know why it is going to be necessary in this war that we 
shall persevere on to the end, that we shall go through until 
the war will be so completely won this time that the Ger¬ 
man people, or no part of the German people will have the 
the opportunity of saying, “After all, we were tricked into 
a peace.” 

In the last war most persons knew that the Germans 
couldn’t fight any longer. Even while the plans for peace 
were being discussed and while the terms of the Armistice 
were being arranged, there began to be complaints outside 
of Germany that the Allied Powers were trying to strangle 
the Germans, that we were starving women and children, 
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that we were destroying the basis of life in Germany. 1 
When Clemenceau said we must go through, we must take I 

the Rhine, we must occupy the left bank of the Rhine and I 
dictate the terms of peace in Berlin itself, the world said, I 

No, no, we can t do that; we can’t strike a foe when he is I 
down! Yet, after the peace was signed, the ink was not I 
dry on the paper before the German people began to say I 
that they were tricked into the peace. They complained they I 
could have gone on and won a victory if they had not be- I 
lieved that liar Wilson who they said had deceived them I 
and had induced them to lay down their arms under a prom¬ 
ise that was never fulfilled. 

Germany is the only nation in the world through 150 I 
years that has had reason to feel that war was sometimes pos¬ 
sibly profitable. They have not known before what defeat 
l eally means. In all that time, only once, have they really i 
had a defeat on their own soil, and that wasn’t a very great 1 
defeat. Therefore, we have got to stand. It is not easy; it 
is hard, but nothing is easy in this war. We read of the 
cruelty and the destruction, the amount of pressure and the 
lies that have been poured out. When we think of our boys all 
over the world fighting under hideous conditions, when we 
think of that, we can’t bear to think that we are going to win i 
a war of this kind—one that has proved to be so different 
from every other war—and then lay the foundation of the 
subsequent peace so weakly, that we fail to make the peace 
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Address of Welcome 
MR. GEORGE F. COFFIN, JR. 

City Solicitor, Easton, Pa. 

At First Session, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 25. 

IN BEHALF of Mayor Morrison of the City of Easton, the City 

welcomes the opening of the Lafayette Institute. 

The wealth of timely subjects that have been scheduled for 

discussion, together with the outstanding quality of the speakers 

who have been secured through the efforts of those in the Institute, 

make me urge every citizen of this community to participate, if not 

in all of the sessions, at least in those for which he has time. 

The City of Easton trusts that this Institute meets with the suc¬ 

cess that it deserves and urges full participation by all citizens. 

MR. GEO. F. COFFIN 

secure, with the result that babies in their cradles today will 
be out on the firing line 25 years from now. To prevent that 
is our task. 

The other thing that neither Dr. Lewis nor I nor anybody 
else could realize—and we couldn’t have believed it if we 
had said three months ago when we began to work here— 
that we were going to be able to put before you a concrete 
plan for the organization of the world and a method of 
securing the world against war, feeble though it may be 
in outline. If we had said that, how we would have trembled 
for fear we would have been found false prophets. Neither 
one of us would have dared to say that. 

On the table there you will find some very good reading 
material, some very good and valuable things, and we hope 
you will take them away with you. You will find the official 
document of the State Department of the Dumbarton Oaks 
proposal; and you will find it also in a pamphlet form, put 
out by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation; you will also find a 
statement there of the Roman Catholic, Jewish and Protestant 
declarations on world peace. It is called “The Pattern for 
Peace.” It was signed just a year ago, and its distribution 
was begun about that time. Nearly one million copies have 
been printed and distributed. It is signed by fifty of the 
highest officials of the Roman Catholic Church in the United 
States; fifty of the chief members of the Rabbinate and 
leaders in the Jewish life of America; and seme fifty Prot¬ 
estants, besides four or five of the representatives in this 
country of the Greek Orthodox and the Eastern Orthodox 
Churches. 

Now of the Declaration: there are seven points in this 
program—seven things that all of these 150 leaders of the 
total church life, religious life of our country, agreed upon. 
The fifth one of those reads as follows: “An international 
institution to maintain peace with justice must be organ¬ 
ized.” And then as an explanation—“an enduring peace re¬ 
quires the organization of international institutions, which 
will develop a body of international law, guarantee the 
faithful fulfillment of international obligations, and revise 
them when necessary. Assure collective security by draft¬ 
ing limitations and continuing control of armament; com¬ 

pulsory arbitration and the adjudication of controversy, and 
the use, when necessary, of adequate sanction to enforce 
the law.” 

Now, we who were partially responsible for bringing out 
this Declaration and circulating it, believe that the Dum¬ 
barton Oaks Plan largely fulfills the requirements that 
are laid down there. It is not a complete plan. It has not 
all been worked out, there are many things left, but at 
least we have a beginning. 

A friend of mine in California used to tell the story about 
his little four-year old boy, who was very much as every 
small boy would be. He was told that he had a little 
brother. He wanted to see him, so he went in and took one 
look at him and he turned to father and said, “Father, I 
don’t think we ought to keep him, he ain’t got no teeth.” 

Well, now, you can take this plan and you will find many, 
many things that are wrong about it but it is the best thing, 
probably, we are going to get at this time. I would rather 
have a start here with an organization that provides for a 
parliament, that provides a basis of security, that provides 
a secretariat, that leaves wide open spaces there for the 
perfection of an instrument to prevent war. I would rather 
have that than for us to have to go out and continue to 
talk about wanting a world organization of some kind. 

Let me say again before I go on that the main purpose, 
it seems to me, of an Institute of this kind is for us to 
register our belief that this is a step in the right direction 
and that we want to perfect it; but we want the perfection 
to come through the exercise of the responsibilities that 
are laid upon us, and upon this organization, and not by an 
attempt to make it perfect all at once. The first great danger 
is that we are going to seek too perfect an organization. 
The trouble with the League of Nations was that it was 
too perfect for imperfect representatives of imperfect na¬ 
tions to operate. There were too many promises. If it had 
begun with a little and then worked out and gone further, 
it would have been able to “pay the bills” when they came 
due. The perfectionists are often the obstructionists. While 
we want to go toward perfection, let us not wait until we 

(Continued on page 40) 
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The United Nations in a Postwar World 
MR. CLARK M. EICHELBERGER, 

Director, League of Nations Association, 
At First Session, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 25. 

I WAS here a few years ago, and I think we made certain 
predictions at that time that have, unfortunately, come 
true. We then talked about the forces that were mobiliz¬ 

ing for a great catastrophe; and that great catastrophe has 
occurred. 

The subject this afternoon, The United Nations in the 
Postwar World, is one that I like very much. It is particularly 
fitting that we speak on this subject now because the Charter 
for the United Nations in the Postwar World has pretty well 
been given to us in the agreements that were announced in 
Washington a little over a week ago. 

I appreciate the background that Dr. Atkinson gave for 
certain specific points that I want to make today. He and I 
campaigned all over this country together on these various 
institutes, and I believe that he has had a very important 
influence throughout the country. Because, through institutes 
such as you have here, he has been able to bring together, 
not masses of people, but the leadership of each community 
—the businessmen, the labor, and the educational factors of 
the community, along with the students. I have seen some 
very excellent results and I hope that as a consequence of 
this discussion, we will see in motion in this community as 
Dr. Lewis suggested, a whole series of town meetings, based 
upon how to “Win the Peace,” and the responsibilities and 
obligations which the United States must assume. 

I agree with Dr. Atkinson that our greatest enemy today— 
rather let me say our enemies—come from two extremes, 
the cynics, the isolationists—the people who do not believe 
that it is possible to build a world community with American 
membership to prevent World War III; while along with them 
you have the perfectionists, the people who are not willing 
that we go to Heaven unless we will take their road. And it 
is very noticeable, very discouraging, that since the Dumbar¬ 
ton Oaks proposals have been announced there has been 
more shooting from the perfectionists than from the isola¬ 
tionists. 

I have my own particular theories of what a world organi¬ 
zation should be like. I think that I could write a constitution 
of a world organization that would have some improvements 
over the Dumbarton Oaks agreements; and I don’t doubt a 
bit that the political science professors in the audience could 
do better than I could, and that Dr. Atkinson could do better 
than any of us. The fact of the matter is that for years the 
statesmen have been studying how they could create a charter 
of a United Nations Organization. They met for some seven 
weeks in Washington, the representatives of the Big Four, 
and thrashed out an agreement. It contained compromises, 
it contained certain gaps that I shall refer to this afternoon 
but I think it is a workable agreement that the nations have 
been able to agree upon and it is that which we must make 
work in the future. 

Now, I think in the first place, that the statesmen are far 
ahead of where they were in the comparable period in the 
last war in building institutions of permanent peace. You 
will remember that the Wilsonian fourteen points came rather 
late in the war. Then, after an Armistice was signed, there 
was an old-fashioned peace conference in Paris, and while 
they were writing the Treaty of Versailles, a committee was 
drafting the Covenant of the League of Nations. When I 
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think of what a quick job the drafting of the League Cove¬ 
nant was, and when I think how much of the League Cove¬ 
nant was taken over by the United Nations’ Charter, I am 
filled with admiration for the drafting job that the statesmen 
did at Paris. Nevertheless, at the time the League of Nations’ 
Covenant was drafted and submitted to the United States we 
had retreated into “normalcy”. We had a great reaction in 
this country; and other nations, not being able to wait for 
the peace settlement, confronted the world with certain uni¬ 
lateral settlements, certain fait accompli, and so it was 
difficult to get the world organization going. 

The leaders made a brave effort to make a success of the 
League of Nations. I will always believe that had the United 
States joined, had the weight of the United States been 
thrown back of the League of Nations, a second world war 
would have been avoided. 

Well, consider how far ahead we are today. The Atlantic 
Charter came before the United States entered the war, at a 
time when it was becoming clear that it was only a matter of 
time until Japan or Germany would attack us. With the At¬ 
lantic Charter the basic principles of the world organization 
of the future were agreed upon before the United States en¬ 
tered the war. Shortly afterwards, there came the declara¬ 
tion of the United Nations, and then there came a whole 
series of declarations—Teheran, Cairo, and then the Moscow 
declaration itself—in which the four great powers pledged 
a general international organization, based upon the sover¬ 
eign equality of all peace-loving states; and in addition to 
all these documents and principles that have been proclaimed, 
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there has been a whole series of United Nations’ conferences. 
We said that the League of Nations was built at one time 

and that the League had only a few autonomous agencies, 
including the International Labor Office and the Institute for 
Intellectual Cooperation; and we might consider the World 
Court an autonomous organization. But this time we are 
building the world organization room by room. 

Over a year ago a conference was held at Hot Springs to 
work out the plans for an organization on food and agricul¬ 
ture. Dr. Boudreau, whose name I see on the printed program, 
will appear as one of those who attended the conference at 
Hot Springs and helped draft the organization for food and 

agriculture. 
The United Nations were later invited to another confer¬ 

ence to set up the UNRRA Organization. Then a conference 
was held at Breton Woods a few months ago to agree upon a 
currency stabilization fund and an international bank, and, 
in another few days from now, the United Nations and their 
associates will meet at Chicago in a conference to work out 
rules for the control of civil aviation. 

One might say that the United Nations had been building 
the house of the United Nations room by room but that 
there came a time when they had to put the roof over it, for 
which they first had to construct a general framework. They 
met at Dumbarton Oaks a few months ago and there they 
created the general framework of the world organization. 
Dumbarton Oaks gave us the general proposals for a char¬ 
ter of an organization to be called “The United Nations,” 
instead of “The League of Nations.” While it is true that 
these are only proposals, while it is true that our State De¬ 
partment has made it clear that it wants free and open discus¬ 
sion on these proposals, improvements can be made before all 
of the United Nations meet, the 44 United Nations and their 
associates, in January (I believe Mr. Stettinius predicted 
they would meet) ; and while it is true there can be this end¬ 
less debate between now and then—even as it took the four 
great powers some seven weeks to iron out the basic princi¬ 
ples—I do not think the small states are going to make very 
many fundamental changes. I think the pattern of the United 
Nations Organization is generally set. There are a few places 
where it can be improved but I think it is for us now to 
conduct the widest public discussion, the greatest campaign 
of education possible, the strongest mobilization of public 
opinion, in support of the United States joining and assum¬ 
ing full obligations. 

I would like to take up in closing a few of the questions 
that are asked about the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, or the 
Charter of the United Nations. One might say that the pro¬ 
posals and plans to meet the three great needs of community 
life are, first, security; second, the peaceful settlement of 
disputes; third, broad range of economic and social policy to 
improve living conditions and remove the causes of war. Now, 
the Charter sets up a series of boards of control, and an as¬ 
sembly, a security council, an economic and social council, 
and a secretariat, and an international court of justice. 

The statesmen meeting at Dumbarton Oaks were faced 
with this fundamental problem—on one side they had to 
create a democratic world organization; on the other side they 
had to concentrate power in the hands of the nations that 
would use the power for the maintenance of peace. I think 
we should very carefully examine how that dilemma was 
solved because on one side you will hear some critics say, “the 
trouble with the proposed United Nations Organization is 
that it will be too democratic”; and other critics will say, 
“the trouble is it is a four-power agreement with the concen¬ 
tration of power in the hands of the few great states.” The 
most democratic organization, or organ of the United Nations 
will be the Assembly. Each nation, great and small, will have 
one vote in the Assembly. The Assembly will be the great 

parliament of nations. It will meet once a year or as fre¬ 
quently as it wants to. 

Now, what will the Assembly do? It will deal with the broad 
matters of political, economic and social policies, and any 
problem in the world that concerns the ability or inability of 
nations to live together: if in the economic, social and political 
fields, it is within the province of the Assembly. The Assem¬ 
bly determines the budget and collects the dues, and raises 
the money, and it is the history of parliamentary bodies that 
the control of the purse is one of the most effective means 
in curbing tyranny. The Assembly elects the non-permanent 
members of the Security Council; elects all of the members 
of the Economic and Social Council; appoints the secretarial 
staff, and has the job of coordinating all of these autonomous 
agencies that we have said were being set up which must be 
brought together under the big roof, so to speak. 

It was the experience of those who went to Geneva fre¬ 
quently to watch the League of Nations that the League of 
Nations Assembly, over a period of time, made itself the 
paramount body of the League because it was a democratic 
body. And it was because men like Nansen of Norway, and 
Benes of Czechoslovakia—they were able men and could 
speak well—could occupy a position of importance all out 
of proportion to the military significance of their countries, 
that the Assembly gradually became the policy-making body 
of the League, although the Assembly was given surpris¬ 
ingly little authority in the League of Nations Covenant. 

The new general Assembly of the United Nations is given 
much more authority in the Charter than in the League of 
Nations. It actually starts where the League of Nations’ 
Assembly left off. I suppose in most men’s minds, much 
more important than economic and political policy, is the 
prevention of war by the cracking down on an interna¬ 
tional gangster when he wants to disrupt the peace. Hence 
you and I may be more interested than anything else in 
what was done by the conference at Dumbarton Oaks to 
concentrate power for the prevention of war. They decided 
to create a Security Council—let me remind you that the 
League of Nations had but one Council which dealt with any 
subject under the sun—whereas, in the new organization 
there will be two Councils. The Security Council can deal 
only with the settlement of disputes and the prevention of 
war and a stopping of aggression. 

Now this Council is to be composed of eleven seats. Five 
of them will be occupied by the five great powers, the United 
States, Great Britain, Russia, China, and France; the other 
six will be rotated among the smaller powers. A power will 
hold a seat for two years and then it has to give it up to 
another small state which is elected to take its place. 

The Security Council of the United Nations will have 
very great powers. It is provided in the Charter that the 
nations will agree to abstain from aggression and settle 
their disputes by peaceful means only; and they are offered 
a variety of means for the peaceful settlement for disputes. 
They are offered arbitration, mediation, conciliation, all of 
the normal ways by which nations may settle disagreements. 

Should all means of settlement break down and the dis¬ 
pute is so serious it is likely to lead to a disturbance of 
international peace and security, then the Council may so 
decide, and if it decides in the affirmative, then it may take 
any measures that are necessary to prevent war from break¬ 
ing out; if a war actually does break out, the Council can 
use whatever means are necessary to stop it. It is given 
more real authority than the old League of Nations’ Coun¬ 
cil had. 

I will give you an illustration. For months, the nations 
stood idly by, and saw Mussolini moving troops through the 
Suez Canal to his African Empire. Everybody knew he was 
moving troops to Eritrea and Somaliland to make war on 
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Ethiopia, but the Council of the League of Nations did noth¬ 
ing about it until the overt act of aggression had been com¬ 
mitted, and then they tried to do something about it. But 
it was then too late. 

Under the new provisions, the Council of the United 
Nations Organization when it sees a situation developing 
that would lead to a breach of the peace, might close the 
Suez Canal and do or order any action necessary to prevent 
a war by sending troops there. Now, the Council is given 
wide means at its command. It may, in the first place, quar¬ 
antine the aggressor, or order all nations to break off any 
relations with the aggressor whatsoever, of an economic 
nature. Then it may go farther. It may use any military 
means that it wants to in order to stop the aggressor. Now, 
how are those military means provided? The agreement pro¬ 
vides that the nations will set aside a certain percentage of 
their armed forces, as contingents to be used whenever the 
Council calls for these contingents. 

The Russians and the Chinese wanted a real interna¬ 
tional air force. I was rather pleased about that, because 
the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace has 
been advocating for a long time, as well as the League of 
Nations, an association for an international air force. So 
we urged this international air force and developed public 
opinion for it, and then were surprised too that several of 
the governments of the Dumbarton Oaks Conference urged 
an international air force. The conference proposals didn’t 
go quite as far, though they provided that in addition to a 
contingent, in order that there might be instantaneous ac¬ 
tion against the aggressor, that there would be an interna¬ 
tional air force set up—the nations reserving so-many 
planes which the United Nations Council could use instan¬ 
taneously as an air-police force to fly to the scene of danger 
and to drop leaflets to warn the aggressor; and, if that was 
thought necessary, to bomb his military installations. 

The question arose as to how the Council would vote. 
Would the Council vote by unanimous vote which paralyzed 
the League, or would it take the vote by a majority. If it 
took a majority vote, that would mean that six out of eleven 
votes would determine the action, but the six out of the 
eleven might all be small states with no military power, and 
the five great powers, who did not want to take the action 
recommended would be outvoted by six that would not have 
to make much of a contribution to what was to be done. 

Then the question came up: should they wait to vote? 
Should they decide that the Council should move by major¬ 
ity vote, providing that a majority included the five great 
powers, so it would really be five great powers, plus one 
small power that would constitute the majority of the Coun¬ 
cil? Then someone said, “If we decide it that way, suppose 
one of the great powers itself is a party to a dispute, or is 
accused of being an aggressor, should a great power have 
a vote when it was party to a dispute? Should the great 
powers be placed above the law and be able to exercise a 
veto when it came to considering their own disputes?” 

It is generally believed that the United States and Great 
Britain would be willing to waive the right of a veto if they 
were accused of being a party to a dispute, whereas the 
Russians wanted the rule of unanimity of the great powers 
maintained. Now, I don’t agree with the Russian position 
but I do have a great deal of sympathy for it. We have in¬ 
herited a great deal of suspicion on our peace intentions 
that can only be dispelled by constant cooperation. The Rus¬ 
sians have not forgotten that the League of Nations was not 
able to achieve unanimity to expel Italy or Japan from the 
League, but did achieve unanimity to expel Russia from the 
League when Russia became involved with Finland. The 
Russians have not forgotten that in 1938 they were willing 
that the League of Nations go to the aid of Czechoslovakia; 

and that it was the appeaser Chamberlain and the appeaser 
Daladier who went to Munich and sold Czechoslovakia down 
the river in the infamous Munich Agreement. Consequent^ 
the Russians have a certain suspicion and we have a great 
deal to do to allay that suspicion. 

At Dumbarton Oaks, the whole question of how the Counci] I 
shall vote, whether the vote shall be by simple majority and 
minority by including some of the great powers, whether a 
great power shall have a vote when it is a party to a dispute, 
was put over for the projected forthcoming conference of 
Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin. However, if those gentlemen ] 
don’t meet, if they don’t have such a conference, then the 
conference of the 44 United Nations and their associates, 
which Mr. Stettinius predicted, will be held some time in 
January. 

Now, about some of the other provisions. Another coun¬ 
cil has been set up, an Economic and Social Council, and 
this Council has no distinction between great powers and 
small powers. It is a council to deal with economic and 
social matters and reports directly to the Assembly. It 
will help the Assembly suggest new agencies such as the 
International Bank and Food and Agriculture organizations 
that should be set up. I should point out that the Security 
Council is to be in continuous session, which is a great in¬ 
novation. Instead of diplomats of the foreign ministries of 
the nations meeting four times a year and then taking their 
eyes off of situations in between times, it is provided that 
this Security Council has to look out for trouble so as to 
avoid and prevent disputes from arising by using military 
force if necessary to stop an aggressor. 

The Council will be in session 365 days of the year and 
I presume we will have to send our very best men to that 
Council. The highest diplomatic post that our government 
would have to fill would be that of the ambassador repre¬ 
senting the president and the State Department. When ap¬ 
proved by the Senate, he is to be our permanent ambassador 
sitting on the Security Council of the United Nations or¬ 
ganization. 

My feeling is that the States should create an organiza-| 
tion which is essentially democratic in the broad sphere 
of policymaking and in control of the funds of the Assem¬ 
bly; and it should be the Assembly that will elect the 
non-permanent members to the Security Council, and all of 
the members to the Economic and Social Council, because 
in the latter Council there is no distinction between perma-j. 
nent members and non-permanent members, great powers- 
and small powers. At the same time, our statesmen hare? 
wisely concentrated power in the hands of the nations that 
must exercise power within the next few years to prevent 
aggression. 

I agree with Dr. Atkinson that within the next few years! 
during the transition and reconstruction period, power will 
be so concentrated in the hands of Great Britain, Russia and 
the United States—probably China and France having some 
considerable power, also—that agreement among the first 
three, above everything else, is necessary, and that if we 
cannot have confidence among Russia, Great Britain and the 
United States, the world organization will not hold together 
successfully. 

Now, as far as the United States is concerned what should 
be our policy? 

Well, I think that within the next few weeks or months, 
while we are waiting for the full United Nations conference 
to meet, we should hold the widest discussion throughout 
this country so that every person would have some knowl¬ 
edge of what the proposed Charter of the world organiza¬ 
tion contains. 

You will remember that when the League of Nations' 
covenant was before the Senate, Senator Lodge of Massa- 
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chusetts sent for Senator Watson of Indiana and told him 
he wanted him to be one of the leaders on the floor of the 
Senate against the League of Nations. Senator Watson said 
to Senator Lodge, “You cannot defeat the League of Na¬ 
tions eighty per cent of the people want it. And then he 
went’on to give statistics to show that the people wanted 
it Senator Lodge smiled cynically. He didn’t deny that 
eighty per cent of the people wanted the League of Nations; 
but he said: “My dear James, I am not going to make a 
frontal attack on the League of Nations, I shall kill it with 
reservations.” And then he went on to show that because 
the people wanted the League of Nations but did not under¬ 
stand it he could finally frustrate and then destroy that 
public opinion by playing up to all sorts of prejudices. 

There is an overwhelming public opinion that today we 
want the United Nations; and, if this time we succeed 
where we failed twenty years ago, it will be because this 
time the people not only want the United Nations but they 
understand the provisions of the Charter and will not per¬ 
mit the reactionaries on the one side or the perfectionists 
on the other from prejudicing them against the essential 
agreements in the Dumbarton Oaks proposal. That is why 
the most important process of American Democracy must 
function now. That is why people everywhere must debate 
the document and must understand it. And what are the 
most fundamental problems before the United States Sen¬ 
ate? There are two: one is, “When will the organization be 
set up?” I don’t think you will find anybody in this country 
that will object to some kind of a world organization. Pub¬ 
lic opinion is too strong; no politician would take a risk of 
saying “I am against a world organization.” What will he 
do? In the first place, we have a handful of isolationists 
today who are saying it is all right to work out the plan, 
but it must not be set up until all the post-war settlements 
are made. 

Instead of the United Nations coming after a protracted 
period of time in a peace conference, the United Nations 
should be set up before the war ends and there should be no 
peace conference at all. The peace settlement should be worked 
out piecemeal now and by the United Nations as such. 

I hope that the United Nations organization will be set up 
by the United Nations and their associates with provisions 
for the entrance of the neutrals before the war in the West 
ends—before Germany surrenders. I would like to see this 
world organization set up almost overnight. 

The second attack that’s going to be made is from the 
senators who say it is all right to set up an organization but 
that the President must have no authority to do anything 
about it. 

War moves very rapidly today. Against the blitzkrieg 
from Germany, nations in Europe lost in thirty-six hours the 
independence that they had enjoyed for hundreds of years. 
The aggressor moves quickly. He must be stopped overnight. 
We haven’t time for the horse-and-buggy processes of the 
Nineteenth Century diplomacy. 

No spot in the world today is more than sixty hours by 
flying time from any other spot in the world; and I was 
told in Chicago, the other day, that the heads of one of our 
great airlines predicted his company would soon have a 
plane so rapid that within a few months one could say that 
there is no spot in the world that is more than twenty-four 
hours of flying time from any other spot in the world. That 
means that wre must move quickly against the aggressors. 

It has been provided in the Dumbarton Oaks conference that 
the nations will earmark certain contingents, certain military 
forces and installations that could be used instantaneously 
when the Council requests them. Our position is that if Con¬ 

gress approves the Dumbarton Oaks agreement, the President 
would have the authority to use these contingents without 
having to get the consent of Congress each time. The Presi¬ 
dent has the responsibility to protect the interest of the 
United States anywhere in the world, but if he has to go to 
Congress each time an aggression breaks out and he wants 
to use the police force, if he has to go before Congress and 
have an endless debate of six months, by that time the 
aggressor will have accomplished his objective. As bad as 
that is, the nations knowing that Congress will not act 
quickly will not even have any faith in the organization 
and will work up a system of power politics and alliances 
to take the place of the security that you and I would like 
to see them have through the world organization. There¬ 
fore, the great debate of our time—it takes the place of 
Article ten debate of the 1918 peace conference—the great 
issue on which candidates are being asked to express them¬ 
selves is this: Are you willing that the President have the 
authority to move instantaneously and that the American 
representative on the Council of the United Nations be able 
to pledge his country to move instantaneously, or are you 
going to say that there must be an endless congressional 
debate and filibuster each time we want to use police action 
to stop aggression? 

I think all of us agree that police action must be instan¬ 
taneous, that the President must have the authority to act 
quickly, that Congress must itself delegate that authority 
or recognize that the President has that authority. Don’t 
you see how all the world is waiting for the American 
answer? 

Sometimes you wonder what the British and the Russians 
are going to do. Will you sober yourselves with this 
thought? Judging by the record, by the fact that the United 
States is the only nation in the world worthy of the name 
that did not at some time or other belong to the League of 
Nations and the World Court, that by the record of the 
United States between our repudiation of the League of 
Nations’ covenant and our passing of neutrality legislation, 
there is a lot more reason for the other nations to wonder 
what we are going to do than for us to wonder what they are 
going to do. They know that we have a minority control 
over American foreign policy because of the dual control 
of foreign policy and the necessity of a two-thirds vote of 
the Senate. Consequently, the most important factor in the 
whole Dumbarton Oaks debate is whether or not the Con¬ 
gress of the United States is willing to delegate authority 
for the use of police action to prevent aggression 

If the Dumbarton Oaks agreements were perfect and yet 
the United States could not join and act quickly, they would 
not work; but the Dumbarton Oaks agreements could be 
very imperfect and work if the United States delegates had 
the authority to pledge instantaneous action. Therefore, 
in conclusion, I want to plead for the widest discussion and 
the greatest mobilization of public opinion so that this time 
the United States will join the World Organization on a 
basis of equality and be able to pledge instantaneous police 
action. The whole future of our civilization depends on that 
decision. 

This is our second choice. I do not believe that destiny 
will give us a third. I believe that public opinion today is 
overwhelming. I am optimistic because I believe that the 
Dumbarton Oaks agreements are good—infinitely better 
than the League of Nations covenant—and because I be¬ 
lieve that this time there is an informed public opinion that 
will not permit the isolationists to disrupt or destroy them. 
It is for us to demonstrate within the next few months that 
informed public opinion really exists. 
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Pan American Unity 
In the World Organization 

DR. SAMUEL GUY INMAN, 
Professor, Lecturer and Adviser on Latin-American Af¬ 

fairs, at First Session, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 25. 

IN ALL of this discussion for the last few years, we have 
heard a good deal about regional organizations, and 
there is always the question as to how much the general 

world organization can do and how much must be left to 
the regional organizations. 

I have understood from those who have been intimately 
connected with the Dumbarton Oaks meetings, that one of 
the reasons why the United States had such strong influ¬ 
ence with Great Britain and Russia and China, was the 
belief that the United States represents not only herself but 
represents the whole American continent. Certainly, we can 
have no world unity without unity on this continent. Speak¬ 
ing very frankly, I must say that that unity was in much 
greater evidence a year ago than it is at present. There are 
certain reasons for that. In the first place, as we come to 
the close of the war, everyone in our own land and every¬ 
where else is rather squaring around looking at the postwar 
world to see what his nation can get out of it. Naturally, 
Latin America now is very, very scrutinous about what is 
going to happen in the postwar world. She is wondering 
what we are going to do after the war is over in regard to 
the stockpiles, for example, that we have been pressing her 
to develop. For, during the war we would not have been able 
to keep our factories running, to have the munitions for the 
boys at the front if we had not had the manganese, the rub¬ 
ber, the tin, and all of the other metals and raw products 
which Latin America has furnished us to the full. Not a 
thing that we have needed for the war effort that we 
haven’t had in our 48 states has not been forthcoming from 
our twenty Latin American neighbors; everything we want¬ 
ed, they have put in our hands. They realize that that has 
completely upset and reorganized their whole economic life. 

The question is now, “After the war is over, you will no 
longer need these materials.” Will you simply turn your 
back to us and give us no aid whatsoever in disposing of 
these stockpiles in adjusting our economic life? There is 
another question, of course, and that is the Argentine ques¬ 
tion. Argentina has, some way or other, gotten off the track. 
Having come gradually from a democratic process down to 
a very reactionary Nazi attitude, she is now under the con¬ 
trol of a militaristic clique, a gang of quirks who, in the 
first place, haven’t any particular program, yet somehow 
or other they have a very keen adviser behind their military 
clique. Argentina is now organized against the United 
States for the leadership of South America. I do not think 
we are helping ourselves, or Argentina, either one, by our 
trial of the case in the newspapers. I am afraid that these 
continual statements from the Department of State and 
even from the President about Argentina are not doing us 
any good. We are not interested in whether nations particu¬ 
larly are keeping their word. What nation does keep its 
word; what nation has ever kept its word. We are not as 
interested in that old question as we are in this question, 
“Where are we going on the American continent?” Can we 
keep the unity? We will have to be very careful about how 
we deal with the quirks in Argentina, lest by criticizing the 
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government we will drive the best of the Argentines to 
support that very government. 

I think we must lay down clearly our position. We are 
completely opposed to the fascist crowd, but, on the other 
hand, we must be studying and getting together with the 
rest of the Latin Americans to study this question of what, 
we are going to do about this rapidly developing division 
on the American continent. It is an exceedingly serious sit¬ 
uation which it seems to me demands at least a meeting of 
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics;! 
in other words, that we may face not simply the Argentine 
question but many of these postwar problems. We must 
keep the unity of the American continent. 

Now the war has shown us, as we never appreciated be¬ 
fore, that there is one America. I don’t even say North 
America, Central America, or South America, it is America, 
And what power America has since we have kept together 
during the war—Canada, the 48 states of the United States, 
Mexico throwing all of her tremendous resources into the 
war, and Central America Why, they have found all kinds 
of new things in the ground, and above the ground, that 
they didn’t know they had before, to contribute to the war 
effort. And Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru and 
that great, enormous, powerful nation, Brazil, what would 
we have done without Brazil in this war? Do you know that 
even before the attack on Pearl Harbor, it was Brazil that 
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said “Yes, you can have this nice big hunk of coast down 
here.” It is only 1600 or 1700 miles from North Africa. And 
she said, “You can take supplies to the Allies by the way of 
Brazil.” And when President Roosevelt wanted to join Mr. 
Churchill in conference, it was by the way of Brazil and 
the little hop over 1700 miles to North Africa that he took 
for his conference. When the great invasion of North Africa 
was prepared, all of the material was brought down from 
the United States, through Brazil, over to Dakar, and on up 
to North Africa; and that is the way we have sent the mate¬ 
rial over to China, over into Russia and finally into Italy, 
and a large part of it into France. 

Now that we have found the American continent is really 
one, certainly we will never go back on that. We must hold 
that very definitely and not let anything divide us on the 
American continent. We have 21 republics; and counting 
Canada, which I feel quite sure has come so close to the 
rest of us during the war that she will become a member 
of the Pan-American Union following the war, means 22 
democratic peoples. The ideals of every one of these nations 
are democratic; they have the republican form of govern¬ 
ment, and practically everyone has copied our constitution, 
and that is a power for world unity. 

We have the “good neighbor policy.” Now, let no one say 
that we always had the good neighbor policy. I don’t care 
what your politics are, don’t get that idea. We have been 
bad neighbors with Mexico after we took half of her terri¬ 
tory. Oh, I hear people saying, “Well, I think it is not the 
thing for us to do all the giving and they do all the taking.” 
Yes, yes, with Mexico who has done the taking? Look at the 
map. Furthermore, I don’t and don’t you, think that the 
Latin Americans are going to agree that even during the 
war we have made enemies out of the Latin Americans by 
paying their labor so highly. No, no, nothing of that kind. 
The Latin Americans feel that they made tremendous sacri¬ 
fices for the war; they know that at times they have com¬ 
pletely disarranged their whole economy so as to give us 
the material, the particular materials, that we need for win¬ 
ning the war. They don’t feel that we have given them a lot. 
They feel that they have contributed to the completion of 
the victory program, and they think that they ought to have 
a part in the New World Order. 

Are we going to give a great country like Brazil, now with 
a much larger population than either France or Italy, and 
with a hope that is simply astounding, jumping way over to 
the extreme West, industrializing its land, at the present 
time, making its own airplanes and ships, a place in the 
new world organization? She believes she ought to have an 
important place in the new world organization. All of the 
Latin American countries are asking this same question, 
“Will the Good Neighbor Policy continue after the war?” 
Now, the Good Neighbor Policy has developed in the last 
ten years, in the most rapid way, to set up a real organi¬ 
zation of the American nations, a League of American Na¬ 
tions, if you please, with the exception that it has no con¬ 
stitution, and the different organizations are flapping 
around somewhat in the air and are not brought together. 
But think of what we have done in ten years on the Ameri¬ 
can continent to really show that international organiza¬ 
tion can do the job! 

In 1933, we went to Montevideo for a conference. Mr. 
Hull, young in his international experience, said going 
down on the boat, “I don’t know much about this affair, but 
I want to learn.” Thus when Mr. Hull walked into the 
hearts of the delegates at Montevideo, they didn’t know who 
this man was in the beginning, and they wondered what he 
was going to put over. They noticed he was so gentlemanly 
and that he shook hands as they did, and so on. 

I think the greatest day of my life was about five days 

before the conference adjourned. I walked into the Senate 
Chamber of the great Capitol of Uruguay with Mr. Hull and 
he said, “Inman, what are they saying around the corri¬ 
dors?” And I said, “Mr. Hull, they are saying they like you, 
but they are going to find out about you this afternoon.” 
That afternoon we were to discuss the question of inter¬ 
vention in which 20 Latin-American countries were to an¬ 
nounce their opposition to intervention by the United 
Sates. Bear in mind, that between 1900 and 1932 we had 40 
armed interventions in Latin America when we sent our 
troops into those countries. 

That debate was tremendous and when it came Mr. Hull’s 
time to say what the United States would do, he was in a 
box. He had written out his speech and the newspapermen 
know you can’t push him into saying anything else—but he 
couldn’t read that speech after those 20 people had told 
what Latin American thought of our record. 

Then he showed himself to be a great man. He put the 
speech back in his pocket, and he said, “Mr. President, the 
United States’ delegate votes for the treaty, Article Six, 
which says no nation shall intervene in the internal or ex¬ 
ternal functions of another nation.” 

That’s the Good Neighbor Policy. That is the foundation 

of it all. 
In Buenos Aires in 1936 we went further. We have always 

said the Monroe Doctrine was an unilateral doctrine. We 
wanted to make it continental so in 1936 the Monroe Doc¬ 
trine was made continental and every nation on the Ameri¬ 
can continent was asked to participate with us in the de¬ 
fense of the continent. 

In 1938 what a struggle that was, the Nazi newspapermen 
sat right in the front seats, and the Japanese, and Italians 
were all around, trying to break the unity of the Pan- 
American Union. It was a tremendous struggle but after 
three weeks we came out with one of the greatest declara¬ 
tions in the history of international relations which stated 
that the Republics of this continent believe in democracy, 
in international law; believe in settling disputes by arbitra¬ 
tion. We, therefore, promised that when this continent is 
threatened, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of all of the 
Republics will meet together to see what they shall do to 
defend the continent. That was the beginning of the Pan- 
American machinery. 

The next year the European war broke out. There was a 
meeting, three weeks after the European war started, in 
Panama of an organization there of two great commissions 
on juridical and economic affairs. Those have been meeting 
almost daily from 1919 and 1929 up to the present time. 

Then, finally, when we were attacked at Pearl Harbor, 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Chile sent a cable to the 
Pan-American Union, saying we must have a meeting imme¬ 
diately to see what shall be the united action of the conti¬ 
nent concerning this situation. In Rio de Janeiro the great¬ 
est of all cooperation was developed, in spite of the fact 
that Argentina and Chile did not immediately break rela¬ 
tions, although they did afterwards. 

Every one of the countries on the American continent not 
only broke relations with the Axis, but agreed and carried 
out that agreement of giving us these raw materials which 
were necessary for the winning of the war. Now that is a 
tremendous demonstration of the power of international or¬ 
ganization. It can be done. That is the message from the 
Pan-American organization. International organization is 
possible. Take, for example, one of its greatest accomplish¬ 
ments, the elimination of the petroleum question in Mexico. 
Now, I have been in Mexico twice this year, but for the first 
time in 30 years of visiting Mexico I didn’t hear a word 
about the oil question. 

It was settled by the two governments saying, “It is non- 
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sense for us to be wrangling over this petroleum question. 
Appoint a commission and find out how much is due to the 
people from whom we have taken these wells; find out how 
much they have invested.” And the commission was ap¬ 
pointed. It made its report. The people, of course, said, “No, 
that is not fair. You owe us more than that.” But it has 
been settled. 

We are already carrying out the Atlantic Charter on the 
American continent. Now, what we need is a more definite 
organization of the Pan-American Union itself. That beau¬ 
tiful building in Washington, all the niceties that you at¬ 
tend in Washington, all the beautiful music you hear, 
haven’t the least political power. Here we have a tremen¬ 
dous problem with Argentina. The Pan-American Union 
can’t touch it. It couldn’t begin to touch the war against 
Paraguay and Bolivia. Now it is working under a new law 
that the Pan-American Union can only distribute informa¬ 
tion and talk nicely about neighborliness, but it can’t do 
anything about political problems. 

We must come together now and have a real re-organiza¬ 
tion of the Pan-American Union. All through Latin Amer¬ 
ica they are talking about it. The dominance of the United 
States must be eliminated from that Union and we must go 
on in a definite organization. I would suggest that, in the 
first place, these countries which have been meeting at 
about five-year periods should meet every two years, and 
that the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the 21 Republics 
should act as the executive committee of this general inter¬ 
national organization. Every year they should meet and 
carry out the work of keeping our good relationship going 
on the continent. 

Then the present Pan-American Union itself shall be the 
Secretariat for this larger, inter-American society of na¬ 
tions, which shall have under its direct control all of our 
cultural and our economic and our political and our social 
relationships. The ten commissions shall be organized not 
only with diplomatic people, but with specialists and with 
technicians, with the ability to go forward and carry out 
problems, even build an inter-American university, if you 
want to, and make that a section of one of the inter-Ameri¬ 
can commissions. You could make a big publishing house 
part of the cultural section of one of these commissions. 

The most remarkable development has been through the 
economic world. We are always saying that economic inter¬ 
change is political as well as economic. I think that the 
inter-American organization has shown, through these three 
or four years now, that international economic cooperation 
can be handled in a way that government and private in¬ 
terests both will be encouraged. 

What has been done by the United States Government 
through the Export and Import Bank, and through the 
Inter-American Economic and Financial Commission, has 
been, in the first place, to see that Latin America has been 
aided in her industrialization. Now that is fundamental in 
the development of higher standards of living in Latin 

America. 

Latin America has lived in a colonial economy: therefore, 
her people have been underfed and they haven t had their 
health looked after. They have been living under a low level 
of economic life. Purely for our own benefit we ought to 
aid in the lifting of the status of the Latin American people 
because, at the present time, out of 130,000,000 population, 
100,000,000 Latin Americans can’t buy five-cent gadgets 
from the United States. What can you buy from the United 
States if you are making ten cents a day and have 14 chil¬ 
dren to support? Not very much. 

Now if the United States business people want to sell 
more goods to Latin America, they must aid Latin America 
in industrialization. Don’t be alarmed because we have gone 
in with Brazil. To develop a steel mill doesn’t mean that we 
won’t sell any steel, and because we have gone in with 
Brazil that we won’t sell anything else to Brazil. The people 
who come to work around that steel mill and get one dollar 
a day, or maybe two dollars a day, will have money to buy 
the things that we sell them, or at least they can go to a 
ten-cent store and buy a few things. It is in that way that 
we can aid the lifting of the standard of the life of the 
Latin American people. We have done a good deal along 
those lines in Latin America already. 

We must see, too, that the old conception of exploitation 
is over. I suppose the Latin Americans have found out really 
how to deal with the great corporations from the outside, 
those who come in to exploit their people. One of the ways 
they are doing that is to say that every business organiza¬ 
tion must employ at least 75, some of them say 90 per cei t 
of the natives of the country. The Latin Americans are 
learning many other ways to control the big corporations. 

However, we ourselves must see that there is none of the 
old exploitation. There is plenty of room for American capi¬ 
tal which will cooperate with Latin-American capital and will 
develop an inter-American corporation or business that will 
show that altogether on the American continent we can work 
out the problem in a united way. 

The economic cooperation has been, I think, even more 
successful than the political. Now we must work together 
on this matter of democracy. 

Dr. Eichelberger, I believe in everything you have said 
about the Dumbarton Oaks Conference. I want you to un- ■ 
derstand that we trained Mr. Hull for all of this. He didn’t 
know a thing about it when he started around ’33, but 1 e 
has come out as a great leader of world organization. 

We have developed in the years of history of the Pan- 
American Union the successful international organizatio i. 
Now we must keep that organization. We must keep this I 
unity here on the American continent. We must bring these ^ 
Latin Americans right on into this organization. We must 
remember that even way beyond Mr. Hull was Bolivar who,, 
in ’18 and ’26, called for the first conference for interna¬ 
tional organization. . . . Bolivar saw it, and very much f 
what he proposed at Panama has been lifted up and p t 
into this beautifully sounding name of Dumbarton Oaks. 
But let’s keep that unity on the American continent and use 
that for the unity of the world! 
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China's Place and Problems In the 
Postwar Settlement 

DR. B. A. LIU 
Radio Director of the Chinese News Service, New York, 

At Mass Meeting, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 25. 

ABOUT two weeks ago Dr. Lewis spoke at a dinner in 
New York honoring my country on the 33d anniversary 
of the birth of the Republic of China. Tonight it is my 

privilege to pay a return call to Dr. Lewis here at Lafayette 
College and to thank him for his generous interests in behalf 
of China and for his untiring efforts in the cause of Ameri- 
can-Chinese cultural relations. 

It is especially gratifying for me to share the platform 
tonight with Madame Tabouis, representing a great nation 
noted for her immortal contributions to the civilization of 
mankind in the Western sphere, much in the same way as my 
people have made their modest contributions in the Eastern 

sphere. 
China, together with France, the United States, Great Bri¬ 

tain and Russia, as the five major partners in the company of 
the United Nations, expect to come out of this war faced with 
tremendous responsibilities for the maintenance of peace 
and security for all peoples. Each of these nations must as¬ 
sume her share of these responsibilities. In the nature of 
things as they are, China’s contributions toward postwar 
world peace and security will not be primarily in the use of 
force for the safeguarding of general security and the pre¬ 
vention of armed aggression. Neither will China be able, in 
the beginning of the post war period, to be of much assistance 
to the other war-devastated nations in the gigantic tasks of 
rehabilitation. 

However, it is my hope and belief that China’s voice will be 
heard in the councils of the United Nations lending the 
weight of her four hundred fifty million people to all sincere 
and well-directed efforts toward the prevention of future 
wars and the achievement of lasting peace. I shall try to 
outline for you some of the ways in which I think China’s 
contributions will be made in this direction. 

Out of the centuries-long national experience and historical 
traditions of the Chinese people, I wish to select three or 
four general principles which I believe to be applicable both 
within and among the nations of the world. 

First, I wish to submit the principle of rational pacifism. 
It is no accident that in this global war Japan, a comparative 
newcomer among Oriental nations, is an exponent of the 
aggressive and ruthless militarism which characterizes the 
Axis partners, while China, whose continuous national exis¬ 
tence dates back almost forty centuries, finds herself from 
the beginning at a disadvantage due to relative military un¬ 
preparedness—a condition more or less in common with the 
majority of the democratic nations. 

China was not prepared nor equipped for this fight because 
her people have for many, many generations been brought up 
on the principle that it is always better to appeal to human 
reason rather than brute force in the settlement of disputes. 

Now that the Chinese people have for more than seven 
years been compelled to meet force with force, in a bitter 
struggle for survival and freedom, they have come to regard 
the proper use of armed force as necessary not only for de¬ 
fense and protection but also for prevention of its misuse by 
those people and nations bent on destructive purposes. With 
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this idea of the legitimate use of force the Chinese people 
will agree. But they will still hold to their belief—as deeply 
ingrained as any religious conviction—that, in the long run, it 
is better to appeal to reason rather than force in the settle¬ 
ment of human disputes and differences. It is my personal 
conviction that this principle of rational pacifism needs to be 
incorporated as one of the fundamental elements in the 
structure of a peaceful world. 

The second principle I wish to see embodied in the magna 
carta of the world organization is that of racial equality. One 
of the first articles of the Draft Constitution of the Republic 
of China, published in 1936, declares all component races 
of the Chinese nation to be equal. This is merely in line with 
the historic traditions of racial equality and non-discrimina¬ 
tion which have continued with rare exceptions to be ob¬ 
served in China both in principle and in practice. In contrast 
to the Japanese dogma of racial superiority, the Chinese peo¬ 
ple have never proclaimed themselves either racially superior 
or inferior to the peoples of any other nation in the world. 

Time was when the ignorant mandarins of the isolated 
Chinese court used to regard all foreigners coming to our 
country as culturally somewhat less advanced than the sub¬ 
jects of the Chinese Empire. Yet the fact that many of these 
foreigners, once they learned to speak the Chinese language 
and read the Chinese classics, were treated with great cour¬ 
tesy and even respect shows that the basis for prejudice in 
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the first instance was due to a misunderstanding of relative 
cultural achievements rather than to any feeling of racial 
inequality. 

In more recent times, Chinese emigrants to various coun¬ 
tries have learned through sorrowful experience the injustice 
and cruelties perpetrated under misguided racial theories 
—not all of which originating from the Nipponese or Nazi 
propagandists, either. Our friends—the American people— 
did a noble thing when they, through their representatives 
in Congress, finally removed from their books the unworthy 
Exclusion Acts discriminating against Chinese immigrants 
on the basis of their racial origin. 

If we are not to perpetuate the ignominious rubbish of 
racism which forms the basis of the Nazi-Nipponese ideolo¬ 
gies against which we are waging this war, and if we are 
not to see the next generation of the human race engaged 
in another fratricidal war along racial or color lines, then 
it is imperative that the principle of racial equality be estab¬ 
lished, not only in individual countries such as China or 
Russia, but among all countries of the world, beginning with 
members of the United Nations. 

Just as important, I think, to the postwar world, and just 
as strongly entrenched in Chinese traditions as these princi¬ 
ples of rational pacifism and racial equality, is that of relig¬ 
ious tolerance. By this principle the so-called “heathen” 
Chinese have managed to live together for forty centuries or 
more without those bloody religious wars occurring so fre¬ 
quently in the pages of western European history. By this 
same principle, unconsciously transmitted with the mother’s 
milk through many generations, the Chinese people have en¬ 
joyed a religious freedom and emancipation such as most of 
the western countries today are still hoping for. 

I dare say the Chinese people, by and large, are perhaps as 
religiously inclined as, say, the population of the United 
States. There are probably as many individuals in China as 
there seem to be in this country given over to religious 
fervor or even fanaticism. There may also be as many athe¬ 
ists or simply persons with no particular religious bent what¬ 
ever. But, whereas in this country a person is more or less 
expected to declare his allegiance to one faith or another, 
and have his name enrolled in one church register or another, 
it is true that in China one does not generally feel obliged 
to enter into a monogamous relationship with any particular 
church or sect. 

The Chinese people have thrived on what they call their 
“three religions and nine sects”—meaning Confucianism, 
Taoism, Buddhism, and various small religious or semi-relig¬ 
ious sects. One of these principal religions—Buddhism—was 
introduced by missionaries from India in the first century 
of the Christian era. At the present time Buddhism has be¬ 
come so much a part of Chinese life as to be indistinguishable 
from one of the indigenous Chinese religions. In compara¬ 
tively recent times the Moslem and Christian religions have 
found their place among the accepted schools of religious 
teaching in China. 

Aside from short periods of mistrust and prejudice against 
each of the imported religions in turn, on the whole the 
Chinese people have come to accommodate themselves fairly 
well to the combined influences of these various faiths and 
creeds. There is no national religion or church for the Chinese 
people, nor is there any attempt to set up an exclusive body 
of religious teachings with official sanction. The choice of a 
religious faith is as free for the individual Chinese person as 
the choice, let us say, of a school or college or club affiliation 
is for the individual American. 

I see no reason whatever for nations to go to war with 
each other over religious differences; yet I firmly believe it 
would be well for the peace of the world to have the principle 
of religious tolerance accepted by the nations both for their 

internal and external harmony. Freedom of religion, as one . 
of the essential human freedoms, should certainly be realized 
in the postwar settlements. \ 

If you do not think these principles I have so far mentioned i 
are too idealistic for a generation already twice disillusioned , 
by world wars, I am going to quote you a passage from an 
ancient Chinese classic, which, to my mind, sums up very well 
the idealism of the Chinese people, who still believe it is pos- I 
sible to have a better world than the one in which we live 

today. 
This passage is found in the Book of Rites, one of the - 

classics edited by Confucius. It is generally known as the 
Doctrine of the Great Commonwealth: 

“When the great way prevails, the world is a common state, f 

Officers are elected according to their wisdom and ability, 1 
and mutual confidence and harmony obtain. Therefore people | 
regard not only their own parents as parents, and not only I 
their own children as children. The elders are able to enjoy I 
their old age; the young to employ their talents, the juniors;! 
are free to grow; the helpless widows and widowers, the 1 
lonely orphans, and the crippled and deformed are provided ! 
for. Men have their proper occupations, and women their I 
homes. Wealth is not to be wasted, nor is it to be kept only ! 
as personal property. Labor is not to be idle, nor is it to be 
used only for selfish gain.” 

All of this, remember, was in the days before Confucius.;, 
Confucius lived in the sixth century, B.C. 

I will continue. 
“In this way, scheming and intrigues cease to exist, banoi- 

try and rebellion do not arise. As a result, outer gates a e 
always open. Such is the age of the Great Commonwealth. 

I will be the first to admit that the Chinese people have < 
not lived up to their own ideals. But, have any other people 
lived up to similar ideals enunciated by the world’s great 
sages and philosophers? I do not think it is necessary 1 r 
me to add any further commentaries on this ideal of the great ,4 
Commonwealth which I have just quoted to you. I merely hope| 
that the statesmen of the world who are planning for t ie 
peace of the future generations will devote a little of their ■ 
time, a little of their thought and attention to these words! 
of eternal timeliness. 

So far I have touched upon what I believe to be some con-| 
Crete though intangible contributions which China can make 
toward the ordering of a peaceful world tomorrow. In order 
for China to make a full contribution to world peace, to be¬ 
come a stabilizing factor in the world of tomorrow, she mrst 
continue her development as a strong and independent nation 
built upon the Three People’s Principles of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 
leader of the Chinese Revolution and founder of the Republic 
of China. These three principle—national independence, 
political democracy, and economic welfare for the people are 
the basic ideals of a modern, democratic China. The foremost 
problem for China after the war will be her own national 
reconstruction along these lines, including the full realization 

of constitutional government and an adequate program of 
industrialization. 

The two major problems confronting China after the war 
are the problem of constitutional development and that of 
industrialization. 

We believe we already have made substantial progress m 
certain steps being taken toward the realization of this goal 
To the Chinese people the ideal of self-government is nothing 
entirely new. The people of China have been accustomed to 
thinking that the country belongs to the people and that the 
ruler only holds his decree—or, rather, he holds his mandate 
to rule—from the will of the people. 

The old philosophers used to talk about the mandate of 
Heaven. When pressed to define Heaven they had to say that 
Heaven sees as the people see, and Heaven hears as the 
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HPODle hear. It has been a traditional belief of the Chinese 
people that whenever a ruler ceased to rule the country in 
the best interests of the people, it was the duty of the people 
to rise up in rebellion and change the mandate. This is what 
wp rail the right of rebellion in Chinese political philosophy. 
All that even through the centuries of monarchal government. 

Since the establishment of the Republic, we have come to 
recognize that it is the privilege of the people directly to 
elect their own officials and remove them when they no longer 

serve their functions properly. 
It takes time for us to perfect the machinery for such 

democratic government. We have to begin, first of all, not 
from the top but from the bottom. We have to build on the 
basis of the traditional self-government practiced in our 
own rural communities where the village elder—elected I do 
not know by what method but by popular acclaim, I suppose, 
—arbitrates the affairs of the community and serves virtually 
as the head of the government for the local village or town 
or county. That system needs to be perfected. It needs to be 

formalized. 
In the past few years we have seen put into practice m 

over half of the counties in Free China what is known as the 
new county system of self-government. This system is based 
on the organization of households in groups of ten to fifteen 
households known as a “chia” which, in Chinese, means a 
sort of ward. The heads of these households choose one of 
themselves as the head of this group of this local community. 
These ten to fifteen groups in turn form a larger organization 
known as the “pao” which, in Chinese, is a sort of borough, 
a larger local government organization consisting of about 
one hundred households. In turn, one of them is elected as 
the chief, the head of the local government on that level. 
These men will serve not only as the administrator of that 
area, but also perhaps as the superintendent of schools, as 
the chief of police, as the head of all civilian affairs in that 
area or of that district. This method first tried out in dif¬ 
ferent parts of the country by various people interested in 
the problems of rural reconstruction and self-government, as 
I said, has now been adopted in over half of the counties in 
Free China. 

The next step in this progress will be for the county as a 
unit to organize for self-government with an elected magis¬ 
trate for the county. 

We have seen developing at the other end in the national 
government a representative organ known as the People’s 
Political Council which is serving at present as a sort of 
wartime Parliament. It is not exactly a legislative body; it 
is rather an advisory body. They meet and hear reports of 
President Chiang Kai-shek and cabinet members and other 
government officials. They advise on the national budget and 
other financial matters. They pass resolutions which, when 

■t adopted by the wartime Government, become law for the land. ,1 This People’s Political Council is composed of members 
„ of various political parties, while the Government itself, at 

the present time, is still largely controlled by members of the 
National People’s Party because, theoretically, we are still 

ir in the stage of development known as the period of political 
tutelage. This People’s Political Council, by the nature of its 
organization is already preparing the way for the time when 
the Government in its various branches will be represented 

,i by men and women from different political parties. So far, 

we have not yet adopted a national constitution. A draft con 
stitution, as I said, has been prepared since 1936. It was 
ready for consideration and adoption by a People’s Assembly 
called for 1937 which had to be postponed because of the 
war. We have a promise from the present Government that 
as soon as possible, perhaps within a year after the war, we 
shall have a National People’s Assembly convened to consider 
and adopt a national constitution and proceed thereafter to 
organize the national Government along constitutional demo- 

cratic lines 
At the same time we have to complete a job of popular edu¬ 

cation of the millions of illiterate men and women so as to 
prepare them for participation in a political democracy. Un¬ 
der this literacy education movement, sixty thousand new 
village and town schools were established in 1942 alone. Since 
1938, according to official statistics, fifty million adults and 
children have been taught to read through the piogram of 

literacy education. 
So much for the development toward constitutional democ¬ 

racy. 
For the improvement of the livelihood of the Chinese peo¬ 

ple it will be necessary for China to accelerate her program 
of industrialization already started before the war. A sur¬ 
vey of China’s mineral resources will show that she cannot 
ever hope to rival a country such as the United States in the 
production of those minerals which are essential for large- 
scale industrial development. 

However, China’s resources are more comparable to those 
of our northern neighbor—Soviet Russia. Judging by the 
successful experience of Russia in her industrial development 
since the last World War, it should be entirely possible for 
China to look forward, in the next 20 or 25 years after this 
war, to a similar development on a scale comparable to that 

of Russia. 
Just to mention a few of the elements in the program of 

industrialization to which China must devote her attention 
after the war, we must first have a modern system of trans¬ 
portation a network of railways of highways of water 
transportation, and air transportation. Again, her mineral 
and energy resources must be exploited as rapidly but as 
economically as possible. Both heavy and light industries 
must be quickly established and extended, partly through 
private enterprise and partly through Government operation. 

In this whole program of industrialization China will have 
to count heavily on assistance from her friends abroad, par¬ 
ticularly from the United States, in machinery, in mateiials, 
in money, and in men. This may seem like presumption on 
our part, but I do believe it would be found profitable to all 
concerned if we could have some form of lend-lease or mutual 
aid program worked out on a peacetime basis for this pur¬ 

pose. 
Finally, when the level of livelihood of the Chinese people 

—constituting as they do about one-fifth of the world s popu¬ 
lation—is generally raised to a degree comparable to that 
of the people of western nations, and when the establishment 
of a constitutional democratic government is fully accom¬ 
plished in China, you may expect to see China take her right¬ 
ful place as an equal member in the family of nations, and 
her people make their full contribution toward a lasting peace 
for the postwar world. 
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LET me thank you for inviting me to be one of your 

guest speakers tonight, thus giving me the opportu¬ 
nity of expressing my happiness over the recognition 

of the French Provisional Government by your great Repub¬ 
lic. It means a great deal to me that my very first speech 
on France and the future of Europe since then should be 
given this very night under the auspices of your organiza¬ 
tion. 

I cannot refrain also from expressing to you the deep 
gratitude of the French political exiles in this country once 
more the interpreters of their 40 million countrymen whom 
your armies have liberated and your Government restored 
to greatness. 

Since yesterday a new era has begun for France. The 
words “collaboration, capitulation, occupation” have van¬ 

ished into a dreadful nightmarish past, while the words “un¬ 
derground resistance to the invader,” have entered the im¬ 
perishable testimonials of the annals of our most sublime 
national glories and the slogan “war to the end” with our 
allies against Germany and Japan has become the order of 
the day. 

I think it is possible to form an idea of the new Europe 
through the countries that your armies have already liber¬ 
ated. Of course we must look ahead beyond present internal 
disturbances which are more or less the inevitable conse¬ 
quences of five years of suffering and which are only tem¬ 
porary. We then see a world so different from that of 1939 
that we seem to be dreaming. 

Like a cyclone a gigantic revolution has broken loose over 
the old continent and swept everything with it—traditions, 
laws, constitutions, thrones, republics. There is nothing left 
of the past. The dawn of a new era is rising over the old 
continent in this Autumn of 1944. 

There is a wide, unfathomable gap between the France 
of 1939 and the France of today. Now everywhere in France, 
they seem “to hate the past.” It will be extremely difficult 
for men who formerly practiced the liberal professions,— 

lawyers, diplomats, editors, judges, engineers, financiers— 
to maintain themselves even if they played the part of 
heroes during the occupation. The former French Premier, 
President Paul-Boncour, in Paris today, is forced to wage 

a terrific battle in order to have a reasonable percentage of 
former deputies included in the new Assembly, in spite of 
the fact that their behavior has been irreproachable. 

So the French Provisional Government is starting by 

changing everything—the names of all the newspapers, the 
names of the streets, drawing new laws in every field of 

activity, above all in the economic field, which will bring 
about a great French New Deal. The army will retain its 

corps of officers now made up of unknown but brave civ¬ 
ilians who fought in sandals and sweaters in the ranks of 

F.F.I. and who come of the four corners of France. The film 

industry will be governed by new regulations as will books 
and newspaper publishers. Education will be radically 

altered and free schooling up to the higher grades will give 
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to all children of our country equal opportunity in life. I 
But perhaps the most revolutionary measure in the I 

French judicial system is the law which applies to so-called!*! 
“national unworthiness” and which will definitely bar the . 

liberal and political professions to all citizens whose attitudeB 
toward the country has been deemed guilty, leaving there j 
only tilling of the soil as means of livelihood, if even that. I 

Such is the outline of the immense revolution which as I 
in all the other countries of Europe has been accomplished I 
in France and which political men declare is much greaterl 
in its consequences than the Revolution of 1789. Such is 1 

France today, but more alive than ever, because it hasl 
recaptured its essential qualities—patriotism, bravery, the|j| 

willingness to take risks and, above all, liberty and thel 
exercise of freedom. 

After all it matters not that France is grappling with the 

strife between the F.F.I., the de Gaullists and the Commun-I 

ists, because France has found her soul again as in the 

time of Joan of Arc and of the “Sans-Culottes” soldiers. I 

She has the will to live and according to the latest agree¬ 
ments between General Eisenhower and General de Gaulle, 

the French Army will become a reservoir of new strength 
for the Allies. In short, France has taken her place back i® , 

the world. 

Now let us take a look at this world. It was born at the 
Teheran Conference under the auspices of President Roose'l 
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vpit who fully understood that the new world should take 
shape in an atmosphere of good will toward the Soviets. 
It must not be forgotten that this war originated from the 
fact that the Treaty of Versailles excluded Russia from the 
Community of Great Peoples and, prior to that, from the 

existence of “spheres of influence” in the old Continent. _ 
Therefore, out of the accord of Teheran with the Soviets, 

the American negotiators launched their great policy whose 
object is to suppress spheres of influence which had been 

the cause of all the European wars for centuries. 
Thus we can see that in an attempt to mitigate the in¬ 

fluence of the British in Arab countries, for instance, the 
Americans and the Russians have endeavored to conclude 

treaties with the Arab powers. By the same token, America 
is trying to counteract the British tendency to gain ex¬ 
clusive supervision of the Italian peninsula which might 

serve as a base in a next war. Again America seeks to count¬ 
eract British or Russian influence in the Balkans in some¬ 
what backing the British. Everywhere your great Republic 

represents “international morality.” She is the real pro¬ 
tector of the Four Freedoms. She has since 1823 given ample 
proof of this, by granting asylum to all the oppressed. 
America can produce an excellent certificate of good con¬ 
duct for she has never ceased to shelter and support those 

men from any country who were destined in all times to 

create the world of tomorrow. 
I think America alone today enjoys this enviable position 

because no one can suspect her of imperialism. The whole 
world knows that she wants nothing and it is precisely for 
this reason that she alone can undertake this great struggle 
against spheres of influence, the success of which more 

than ever is indispensable to the new world. 
Should America not pursue this policy against spheres of 

influence, it is not unlikely that Soviet Russia might be 
tempted to indulge in wide expansion, thus more or less 
inciting Britain to oppose her, for Britain is not so much 
adverse to spheres of influence and because of this the 
British-Russian conflict to which veteran pessimists often 

refer as being written on the wall might not be very far 

off. 
What will the new Europe be like? Well, one of its chief 

characteristics will lie in the development of a new form 
of patriotism among different nations. Forms of govern¬ 

ment as such may not be so different after all. 
For instance, the Soviets are thinking about Carol of 

Romania, Otto of Hungary, King Peter of Yugoslavia, while 
the British are favoring the King of the Belgians, the Scan- 
dinavian monarchs, the Queen of Holland, the King of 
Greece and perhaps still the King of Italy, not to mention 
a new King for Spain. Nevertheless the situation will be 
different wherever a new patriotism takes root and total 
nationalism, such as the Italian Fascists understood it, is 

quite dead. 
To this you may say that the bitter struggle of the Yugo- 

lS slav today to obtain Venice, or the Polish struggle for strips 
lf of frontier lands, do not reflect the end of nationalism nor 

for that matter do certain speeches which certain present 
French leaders have made. But this is the natural reaction 

if of people who have suffered under the heel of the oppressor 
n>' and it will soon disappear. 

w We need only to study the personality of the new leaders 
■s| of Europe, their background of struggle for their ideals of 
e liberty which have meant for them years of exile or prison, 
le,| and very often torture. 

tlj So, this time, it is difficult not to believe that the United 
if States of Europe are about to be realized and you know 

that aside from some unknown factors in the Balkans, we 
hi may say that the new Europe has already drawn its geo- 

graphical boundaries. 

Today political life is starting anew in France. As you 
know, on the 7th of December the first Consultative Assem¬ 
bly will hold a meeting presided over by the 90-year-old 
Jules Jeanneney, former President of the Senate. Two hun¬ 
dred and fifty members—including both former and new 
deputies—will attend, and new laws and policies will be 
discussed. On Feb. 5 next, the French people will go to the 
polls for the first time in order to elect municipal and re¬ 
gional councils. As you know, the Provisional Government 
is composed of rather good leaders with level heads on their 
shoulders. So it is to be expected that within the next few 
months France will be represented by a Government simi¬ 

lar to the Popular Front but this time a most genuine Pop¬ 
ular Front. I mean that France will have performed her 
true democratic revolution while preserving the most char¬ 

acteristic traits of her private and public life which are 

her greatest attraction. 
France is truly a country apart. Proverbs and songs, 

which always reflect the truth, are there to prove it. “When 
Paris sneezes, the whole of Europe has a cold,” was the 
saying current in all the European chancelleries. Josephine 

Baker, in unison with the entire world, never stopped sing¬ 
ing “I have two loves, my country and Paris.” And long 
before that Jefferson declared “Every man has two coun¬ 
tries, his and France.” All this proves that France is en¬ 
dowed with exceptional gifts which withstand wars and 
revolutions. This was demonstrated by the attitude of Euro¬ 
pean countries during the past four years over the differ¬ 
ences which arose between General de Gaulle, America, 

Britain and Russia. 

All countries, without exception, even those which were 
anti-French during the catastrophe, have supported my 
country in all its demands, even those that were the least 
wise. When I asked people from the Balkans or Central 
Europe the reason for this, they answered: “Well, we know 
that your country is not right today. But we have such an 
urgent need for France in Europe, because there can be 

no Europe without France.” 

Perhaps you will wonder why France, so small on the 
map, has had such world wide influence. And this for cen¬ 
turies? This is due to two reasons: first, to the fact that 
she always has been the protector of the liberties of Europe, 
and second, to her particular genius. The French, in spite 
of their defects, always brought to the world this “particu¬ 
lar genius,” the lack of which caused the poet to exclaim: 

“France, without thee, the world is lonely!” 

France’s role in the past was to protect the small nations 
and, through an alliance with Russia, to maintain order and 

equilibrium in the European continent. 

Yesterday morning when Mr. Bidault, Minister of For¬ 
eign Affairs, received the press at the Quai d’Orsay, he 
occupied the chair of the celebrated Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, Vergennes, and he has again taken up the threads 
of traditional French diplomacy. What has the immutable 
policy of France been since the time of King Henry IV? 
The role that both geography and destiny assigned to 
France was, above all, to maintain equilibrium on the old 
continent. To achieve this, France made alliances with the 
small countries, and when this was not sufficient to hold 
Germany in check, she made an alliance with the Russian 

colossus. After the first World War, and despite the first 
League of Nations, France renewed her traditional policy 

toward the small nations in Eastern Europe in order to 

restrain a resurgent Germany. 

Today again the task of France—politically and cultural¬ 
ly—is to restore and maintain the European equilibrium. 
This has become indispensable in spite of the new league 

of nations. But France can only hope to do this by coop- 
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erating closely with America. And no doubt America was 
thinking of the political role that France will be called 
upon to play when she arranged that my country should 

have a permanent seat on the World Security Council. 
How will Mr. Bidault direct French diplomacy? Two very 

different policies lie ahead of him. One is that of arrogant 
nationalism, the other is broad and generous and mindful 
of the needs of the new international order, and knowing 
Mr. Bidault as I do, I feel certain that this is the path he 
will follow, even if at times he does appear somewhat na¬ 
tionalistic in his views. For narrow nationalism is the mark 
of small countries who wish to remind the great powers of 
their existence, or the characteristics of rising authorita¬ 
rian states. On the contrary, the more receptive a country 
is to international cooperation, the more she is willing to 

contribute bases, sea and air lanes to the system of inter¬ 
national security the greater she is. I have no anxiety on 
this score because I know that it is going to be the policy 

of France. 
Today there will be no more alliances or spheres of influ¬ 

ence in the true sense of the term. But this does not mean 
that the role which history and geography have assigned 
to every nation will not be the same. France in any case will 
represent Latin culture as against the Great Pan Slavism 

which will stretch up through Vienna and the Rhine. Around 
France will gather a democratic Italy and a Republican 

Spain, also Belgium and Holland, to mention only a few. 

The great new factor in Europe, the only one that can 

guarantee life and peace to the old continent, is America, 
And France is your bridgehead to Europe. For there is no I 

country in the world who loves America more than France 
does. One reason being that when France is herself again 

she will be perhaps the only country in Europe which has the 
same understanding of international morality as has America, 

So as a conclusion to my first speech on “France and the 
new world” I would like to state that the future of the 
world depends on you. For, were America to withdraw from 

Europe, and were Europe to be now deprived of America’s 
leadership in matters of international morality and respect1 

for the four freedoms, and were America not to maintain 
her close friendship with the Soviets, then I would say to 
those who are hopeful for the future, that they are mad, 
Otherwise we have every reason to have confidence in this!; 
new League of Nations which is being organized at Dum¬ 
barton Oaks. And this for the main reason that for the first 

time in the history of the world there will be a permanent 
Interallied General Staff. And also, because every country 
will have to place part of its military forces at the disposal 
of this General Staff, to be used at once in case of emer¬ 

gency. 
Thus the world may be able to live in peace. And we can 

all hope that this peace shall endure for at least a century. 
The century which will be recalled in the future text books: 

“The century of the American peace.” 

Campus Scene, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa, 
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Round Table Sessions and 
Panel Discussion 

ROUND table sessions of the Lafayette Institute the 
morning of Oct. 26 brought thorough discussion of six 
important postwar problems—world organization, labor 

and industry, relief and rehabilitation, education, religion, 

and minorities and human rights. . ... 
Director of the world organization session m Pardee Audi¬ 

torium was Prof. Paul B. Eaton. Chairman was Mr. Malcolm 
W. Davis, Associate Director of the Division of Intelcouise 
and Education, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 

Following an address by Mr. Clark M. Eichelberger, Direc¬ 
tor League of Nations Association, discussion participants 
were Dr. Samuel Guy Inman, professor, lecturer and adviser 
on Latin-American Affairs; Mr. John F. Goldsmith and Mr. 

Rufus Walter Bishop. . . , 
Labor and industry was the theme of the session in Kirby 

Hall with Prof. Miller D. Steever as Director and Dr. John 
I. Knudson, Professor of History and Economics, Brooklyn 

Polytechnic Institute, as Chairman. 
Mr. Robert J. Watt, International Representative of the 

American Federation of Labor, was principal speaker. Dis¬ 
cussion participants were Mr. Harvey F. Mack, Mr. Julian E. 
McGiffert, Miss Grace Sardegna, District Manager, Interna¬ 
tional Ladies’ Garment Workers Union, A.F. of L.; and Mr. 
C. B. Newell, Director, District No. 9, United Steel Workers 

of America, C.I.O. 

Prof. William B. Plank was Director, and Miss Margaret 
Forsyth, Executive Director of Foreign Division of the Na¬ 
tional Board of the Y.W.C.A., was Chairman of the relief and 

rehabilitation session in Markle Hall. 
An address by Dr. Frank B. Boudreau, Executive Director 

of the Millbank Memorial Fund, opened the discussion joined 
in by Dr. B. A. Liu, Radio Director of the Chinese News Ser¬ 
vice, New York; Mr. Stanley W. Lanterman, Mrs. Rollo S. 

Knapp, and Mrs. William M. Wolverton. 

Dean Robert G. Crosen, of Lafayette College, was Director 
and President Levering Tyson of Muhlenberg College was 
Chairman for the session on education for a postwar world, 

held in Hogg Hall. 

Dr. Carter Davidson, President of Knox College, Galesburg, 
Ill., was speaker. Discussion participants included Mr. Wal¬ 
ter D. Head, Headmaster of Montclair (N. J.) Academy, Mr. 

Elton E. Stone and Prof. W. C. Eaton. 

MR. MALCOLM W. DAVIS 

noon, presided over by Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, General Sec¬ 
retary, The Church Peace Union and World Alliance for In¬ 
ternational Friendship Through the Churches, reports on the 
round table sessions were submitted by the six Chairmen as 

follows: 

MR. MALCOLM W. DAVIS 
Religion in the postwar woidd was the theme of the session 

in Colton Chapel, with Rev. William Crittenden as Director 
and Dr. Carl Hermann Voss, Extension Secretary of the 

Church Peace Union, as Chairman. 
Dr. C. Irving Benson, Superintendent Minister of Wesley 

Church, Melbourne, Australia, who is visiting the United 
States on a goodwill mission, was speaker. Discussion par¬ 
ticipants were Rev. E. A. Conway, S.J., Professor of Religion, 
Regis College, Denver; Dr. William P. Merrill, President, 

Church Peace Union; Dr. Ralph B. Hindman and Rabbi Louis 
Katzoff. 

The minorities and human rights session had as its Direc¬ 
tor Prof. Frank R. Hunt, and its Chairman Dr. William Agar, 

Executive Vice President, Freedom House, N. Y. 
Miss Dorothy McConnell, Editor of World Outlook, was 

speaker. Participating in the discussion were Dr. Joshua 
Trachtenberg, Mr. Israel Krohn and Rev. Shelby Rooks. 

In the Panel Discussion at Pardee Auditorium in the after- 

Chairman, W orld Organization 

I PROPOSE to do two things in behalf of the Round Table 

Session this morning which discussed the general 
problem of World Organization. I am going to put a 

point to you about the authority of Congress under the con¬ 

stitution to act on this problem. Before doing that, I am 
going to review briefly, on behalf of the members of this 
morning’s round table, the main points brought out in dis¬ 
cussion over a period of some two hours. That cannot all 
be summed up in five minutes but, after reading the outline 
summary to them, a brief report can be given. The main 
points and conclusions developed on World Organization 

this morning were briefly these: 
First, that the Dumbarton Oaks proposals should be 

taken as a beginning basis for action and for development 

further of the international organization that we want in 

the world. 
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Second, that that further development is desirable, there 

were some members of the round table who argued in favor 
of a federal union system in the world. There were others 
who thought it doubtful that any such system could be made 

workable now. 

There was agreement that the Dumbarton Oaks proposals 

should be developed further in the general interest of wel¬ 
fare in the world, although recognizing that in any system 
there can never be any final guarantee or insurance against 

risks of trouble. 

We remember the war between the states in our own fed¬ 
eral union after it had existed for nearly three-quarters 
of a century. When groups are resolute and strong enough, 
they may challenge each other under any system, but that 
an agreed system is a better guarantee than no system at all. 

So, taking the risks of the uncertainty, the discussion 
went on to a consideration of the powers of Congress to 
authorize American action on the international field, and 
there was some discussion whether this could be done by 
joint action of both Houses of Congress under its general 
powers, or by two-thirds vote in the Senate under the ar¬ 
rangement for advice and consent to the ratification of 
treaties by the President. I would not say that there was 
any conclusion from the debate, but both of these considera¬ 

tions were brought out. 

Furthermore, there was a discussion as to whether a 
universal system in the world, a general system, including 

all states, or a more limited kind of regional system was 
desirable, and whether there should be some provision for 
secession—if you want to use that word—or withdrawal 
from a world organization. The majority opinion seemed 
to be that there should be some provision both for with¬ 
drawal or for the expulsion of nations, temporarily, from 

a system in the world. 

Furthermore, there was consideration of the risk involved 
in giving power to an American representative in a council, 
the risk involved of becoming engaged in action determined 
by the council in which we might not, all of us, want to go 
ahead. It was recognized that that kind of power to a rep¬ 
resentative of the United States, if it be conveyed, carries 
with it an unavoidable risk; but that, once again, all risks 
cannot be eliminated, and we have experienced twice now 
the risk of getting into trouble by trying to stay out of it. 
We know how that has worked. Beyond that, there was a 
question as to the division of powers between a general as¬ 
sembly of the nations in the United Nations of the world 

and an executive council. 

The tendency in this morning’s session was to favor 
broadening the powers of a general assembly, to make and 

mould policy, and to lay down the principles by which an 
international organization ought to be guided, and to assign 
to the council executive or security, whichever you wish to 
call it—more the executive responsibility for applying, in 

action, the principles that a general assembly might lay 
down in agreement. I wish to broaden out, you see, the 
representation of the small states beyond what is foreseen 

yet in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals. 

There was further emphasis on the necessity in connec¬ 

tion with that developing through the assembly and through 
the economic and social council every possible provision for 
liberating trade and for raising the standards of welfare 

in the world. It is recognized that the assembly’s action in 
these matters is more by consultation and by making rec¬ 
ommendations to the states because that is the way in 
which such matters can best be advanced; whereas a se¬ 

curity council might, in an emergency, have to act on behalf 
of the organization as a whole. Nevertheless, there was a 

great deal of opinion this morning in favor of developing 

further the economic and social welfare functions of an 
international organization through its assembly. 

There was emphasis put on the need in this connection, 
and from one of the members of the panel who, himself, 
is an exporter, on the advantages of two-way trade, or 
of many world-way trades, if you like, as against the dis¬ 
advantages of a self-enclosed and restricted system, par- 
ticularly in the period like the one following the war when 
adjustment of balances and credits and debits will require 
a broad exchange of goods and services if it is to work at 
all and if we are to avoid another crisis of depression. 

Furthermore, a question was raised regarding Russia, 
and how far it can be expected that Russia may go along 
genuinely in an international organization such as is being 
proposed. The consideration presented in reply was that 
with great uncertainties on both sides, theirs and ours, 
because they are in many cases just as uncertain about 

us as we are about them. 

They have given indication of an intention to see how far 

we are willing to go in agreement with them, how far they 
can go in agreement with us, and that is worth testing out 
and can be tested out in practice so that we can see how 
far we can get, and that that is far preferable to any other 
alternative in relationship with some very great, massive 
state occupying one-sixth of the regions of the world. 

Finally, there was a question about contingents or a single 
joint international force,—national contingents or a joint 
force. It was hard to say just what the majority opinion 
of the round table was, but it seemed rather to be still on 
the side of national contingents which might be made avail¬ 
able for the use of an international body charged with emer¬ 

gencies. 

Those are the general and main points of this morning’s 
discussion and, in relation to all of them, there is a final 
point that I should like to make concerning the authority 
of Congress under the Constitution. That document takes 
reading and re-reading before we really know, before we 
begin to appreciate the foresight, the sagacity, the wisdom 

of its drafters. 

Anyone drafting a constitution now will be hard to match 
what they did. It was refreshed to me recently to have 
called to my attention a section in the original text of 
Article 1, Section 8, Paragraph 10, defining the powers of 
Congress under the Constitution. In that first section which 
I repeat to you so you can look it up for yourselves because 
you may want to,—Article 1, Section 8, Paragraph 10, and 
it will stand and have stood since the ratification of the 

Constitution since 1789 these words: 

“That Congress shall have power to define and punish 

piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, and of¬ 

fenses against the law of nations.” 

That is the language of the Constitution of the United 

States assigning the pwers of Congress. It recognizes spe¬ 
cifically in its text a law of nations. That is the early 
American tradition, if you know your history, in regard 

to the idea of a family of nations under law. The idea of 
absolute and unlimited sovereignty according to the wi 1 
of one people used in their own way as they wish, develop 

later that there was an idea of imperialists is not only in 

our country but in many other countries. 

The early American tradition was the tradition of a law 

of nations which we proposed to respect, and with regard to 

which we put in our basic document the words that Con¬ 
gress shall have power, and that means by ordinary action 
of both Houses, you see, to define and punish offenses 

against the law of nations. 

I leave that with you. 
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DR. JOHN I. KNUDSON, 
Chairman, Labor and Industry 

MR STEEVER of this Institute arranged a very able 

meeting of panel leaders, and taking part were Mr. 
McGiffert, as well as Mr. Mack representing industry 

and Mr. Watt, and also Miss Sardegna and Mr. Newell, repre¬ 

senting labor groups. 
The question might seem somewhat remote from a general 

theme of the Institute of a world order, and yet there is a 
general feeling, I think, that a healthy domestic economy is 
essential in the maintenance of world peace. That is, we can¬ 
not hope to enjoy national good will if we have an upset econo¬ 

my in this country and others. 

With that in mind, we proceed to think along the lines that 
might bring about good economic conditions in our own coun¬ 
try. As members of the audience, we were especially inter¬ 
ested in the greatest good to the greatest number of, peihaps, 
the consumers and not any particular group, even though it 
might be labor or industry. The point was brought up that 
we are perhaps moving in the direction when we will not 
speak so much of labor and industry; but the two gioups 
might eventually get on the same side of the table and feel 
that they have the problems in common, and work together 
in solving those problems rather than engaging in a prolonged 
tug-of-war where perhaps both sides lose in the struggle, and 
perhaps not only they but also we, as consumers, will lose. 

I was very interested in the viewpoints of these people such 
as Mr. Watt, in the high circles of the American Federation 
of Labor who, I think, pleased our industry leaders very well. 
They seemed to have been ready to say “Amen” to everything 
he had to say. I was very much interested in Miss Sardegna 
who represents the International Ladies’ Garment Workers 
Union in the American Federation of Labor. When I asked 
her how it might be possible for the ladies of the audience to 
obtain two dresses and two hats where they had one dress 
and one hat before, her answer was quite unexpected to me. 
She pointed out it was largely a question of finding the right 
husband you might get these added garments. 

From the standpoint of the economist, he, of course, is in¬ 
terested in getting more goods to the consumer, and that in 
itself should supply the jobs. Merely making of jobs as such, 
as an end in our economic life, is getting the cart before the 
horse. 

I must say, frankly, that we did not get down to brass tacks 
on some of these problems of finding out how we might get 
more goods and thereby give more jobs. We were a bit hesi¬ 
tant on some of the points. I think it is a very good conclu- 

1 sion, in spite of the fact that we all have self interest, our 
own interest to serve. It is interesting that we want private 
industry, we want full production, we want full employment, 

i . we want good wages, we want low prices, short hours of work, 
- large insurance, low taxes, and plenty of government spend- 
y ing, and no public debt, and many other things that we can- 
d not have. 

f It is just a problem of not having enough to satisfy all of 
the things that we would like to get. Somebody will come up 

P missing, and as dispassionate side line observers we would 
n like to see—and I think the audience would, too—as many 

as possible get as much as possible without anybody getting 
w more than they might be entitled to. Incidentally, we did not 
to forget it. 

n- There are perhaps some 40,000,000 people who were given 
in the privilege to consume more goods with very low income, 
es If they can get goods at low prices, we might have an economy 

that will give certain jobs to all who want jobs when this war 
is over. 

DR. JOHN I. KNUDSON 

MISS MARGARET FORSYTH 
Chairman, Relief and Rehabilitation 

WE STARTED by comparing the situation in Europe 

and in Asia as far as relief needs are concerned. I 
think that Di\ Liu made it quite clear that the piob- 

lems of China are overwhelming. 

For instance, he gave us one figure of 266,000,000 people 
who have been forced to leave their homes, who, after the war 
is over, presumably will have to be rehabilitated. That is in 
comparison with 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 in Europe, showing 
something of the size of the problem the Chinese people are 

facing. 

He also pointed out that the war in China has been in 
progress since 1937, which means going on to the eighth year 
and, of course, that means a great deal that we sometimes 

forget in the way of serious problems. 

Dr. Liu answered a question that came later on in the dis¬ 
cussion, “What is the distinction between relief and rehabili¬ 
tation?” I think he answered it perhaps better than any of 

the rest of us. He said, for instance, that 45 per cent of 
materials that are requested from UNRRA by China are to 

go to direct relief, food, clothing, medical supplies, tempo¬ 
rary shelter; and 55 per cent to rehabilitation, which means 
the trains, the tracks to carry the food, trucks and so forth, 
and the seeds for the first planting, and then 983 tons of 
needles for the women to sew clothes for the people who need 

(Continued on page 22) 
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MISS MARGARET FORSYTH 

(Continued from page 19) 

clothes. There he made the distinction between relief and 

rehabilitation in a very dramatic way. 

Several doctors in the panel who were experts gave us pic¬ 
tures of the health needs of the people round the world. Dr. 

Anderson pointed out that tuberculosis was one of the most 
serious problems from the standpoint of health all around 

the world; that the pattern that has been worked out by the 
doctors in this country will probably provide the pattern for 
the rest of the world in meeting the needs of those who have 

tuberculosis. 
He also pointed out that personnel is coming to study these 

matters from other countries. Dr. Liu said that the Chinese 
Government was sending experts already to this country for 

training. 
Now we turn to the domestic front. Wednesday it was 

brought out very plainly by the representative from the Vet¬ 
erans Administration what some of the problems were that 
faced us on the home front so far as rehabilitation was con¬ 
cerned. He explained very well the two laws, one for the 
disabled returning soldiers, and the other for the G.I. Bill. 

Dr. Hindenfeld spoke from the standpoint of mental hy¬ 
giene of the needs on the home front and the importance of 
such institutions as rehabilitation and clinics being set up. 
He spoke of how important it was that emotional aspects be 

reckoned with adequately. 
Practically everybody who spoke mentioned and put em¬ 

phasis on the responsibility of all members of the community 
to help people to help themselves. That seemed to be a basic 
principle of relief and rehabilitation, both here on the home 

front and abroad. 
Toward the end several of the speakers mentioned the 

spiritual needs, the needs on the moral side and while it was 

difficult to distinguish between physical and spiritual needs 

the latter must not be lost sight of. Many private agencies 
are working in international relief and on the home front 
are concerned about the meeting of spiritual needs. 

At the very end a question was raised about what this 
means from the standpoint of cooperation of all agencies of 
which we are a part; the necessity for setting up certain 
basic standards such as UNRRA has set up, and such stand¬ 
ards which take into effect equal treatment of all people, no 
matter of what race, creed or color. There was mentioned 
the importance for all private agencies to work together in 
meeting some of the standards that are being set up by Gov¬ 
ernment agencies which are to eliminate overlapping and, in 
general, to take the proper place that private agencies should 
take in a democracy. 

DEAN ROBERT G. CROSEN for 
PRESIDENT LEVERING TYSON, 

Chairman, Education for a Postwar World 

OUR SESSION was very ably presided over by President 

Levering Tyson of Muhlenberg College, aided by Pres¬ 
ident Carter Davidson of Knox College. The following 

participated in the discussion in a formal way: Dr. Walter 
D. Head, Mr. Elton E. Stone of Easton High School, and 
Prof. W. C. Eaton of Lafayette College. 

In a very able address in opening the question of educa¬ 

tion for a postwar world, President Davidson gave this key¬ 
note sentence: “Let educating men and women be free by 

DEAN ROBERT G. CROSEN 
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living them freedom of choice.” That is beyond the basic 
form of expression. Without choice there is no freedom, and 
without freedom there can be no true education. In other 
words, we cannot presume to go back to a purely stereo¬ 
typed form of education. One form may not be proposed 
as fitting the needs in any one or all of our colleges. There 
'are various forms in Knox College, and plans may work 

very well within their own spheres of influence. 
I think we all came to realize in our panel discussion that 

there will be a decided need for more highly individualized 
educational programs. We touched on the problems con¬ 
cerning the returning of veterans, and I think we, with the 
experience we have had to date, have learned enough to 
realize that our programs must be industrialized if they are 

to help the G.I. change to the A.B. 
Dr. Head, in speaking on secondary school standpoint, 

emphasized the need for more types of high schools, and 
particularly one type which has not been too widely insti¬ 
tuted, that of the vocational school. A great many parents 
have potential bricklayers in their families that they will 

not admit. 
There seems to be a great deal of work to be done along 

those lines, and educating our parents, perhaps, and in the 
full use of all of the facilities which have been developed 
for guidance work, so that these potential bricklayers may 
be headed in the proper direction. There may be something 
to be done in our postwar period in glorifying, or making 
seem quite as valuable the vocations as compared to pro¬ 

fessions. 
Quite a number of the younger members of our panel 

participated, and in some cases they were returned veter¬ 
ans. They are very much concerned with their integration 
into the life of the community and industry. 

DR. CARL HERMANN VOSS, 
Chairman, Religion in the Postwar World 

IT IS recognized, I believe, that in the changes going on 
today throughout the entire world every single phase of 
our common life will be altered. One of those phases of 

our common life is the whole question of religion. 
Beneath this changing atmosphere there is also the ques¬ 

tion of that which remains constant. One of those things is 
the quest, the search for what is called in religious language 
the Kingdom of God, or the community that tries to incor¬ 
porate the purpose of the universe upon which our entire life 
depends. 

There is also the belief that the church, itself, is not to 
be served as an end in itself. The church is simply a means 
for the greater end of the service of God, in the worship of 
God, the betterment of the condition of our fellow men. 

Toward these objectives we had this morning an inter-faith 
panel composed of people of Catholic, Protestant and Jewish 
persuasion. All of them were clergymen. 

The keynote was sounded by Dr. C. Irving Benson, Minister 
of the Cathedral Church of Methodism in Melbourne, Aus¬ 
tralia, who is here in this country on a goodwill mission. 
Others were Dr. Ralph B. Hindman of Buffalo, N. Y.; Rev. 
William Crittenden of Lafayette College Campus, Rabbi Louis 
Katzoff of Easton, and Father Edward Conway, from whom 
you will hear more later. 

One of the things that came to the fore was that religion 
could not make itself felt in a world unless it were to issue in 
some type of social action; and that social action, the chang¬ 
ing of society for the good, could not be accomplished with¬ 
out education—the education of all classes and strata in all 
circumstances of society. 

Likewise, it was found that that could not be done without 
all the groups, especially in Protestantism uniting themselves 
for they never accomplished anything unless they find some 
unity—not necessarily uniformity, but unity. 

There were the usual discussions about the minority prob¬ 
lem, and the question of Palestine again came to the fore be¬ 
cause it is in the front of the minds of everyone. It was dis¬ 
cussed not as a home for the Jews, but rather as a free and 
democratic Jewish Commonwealth. The Jews may migrate 
there, and may know the integrity which we hope to achieve 
for them everywhere in the world, as may be their right in a 
democratic society. 

There was also the question of whether organized religion 
might support the Dumbarton Oaks proposals. There was a 
debate between super idealists and those who believe we must 
take that which we can reach in our present time. 

I think it was generally understood that religionists as 
such, should not be squeamish about the use of force. They 
should realize that force is inevitable in trying to achieve 
world organization. It does not mean irresponsible force or 
irresponsible violence which the Nazis, the Japanese or the 
Italians used, but rather a disciplined force which is exem- 

DR. CARL HERMANN VOSS 

plified in police power to restrain aggression and prevent ag¬ 
gression even before it begins to happen. 

Behind all of this, the discussion has been going on in the 
reports of the five previous seminars. There are many sides 
that were not touched by our discussion because, after all, 
religion is something that cannot be pigeonholed. Religion 
is something that deals with all of life. 

I think I would be safe in saying that all that we felt and 
said could be summed up in this respect: that one of the prime 
tasks is to ward off isolationism so that our nation and other 
nations do not tumble into that pitfall, as has happened be- 
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fore. We have learned again, painfully, that the man does 
not live unto himself alone and collective security in the in¬ 
ternational sphere is just as important as mutuality in the 
democratic sphere of men and affairs. 

Secondly, we know that we must have a keenly sensitized 
social conscience for, without social consciousness, we should 
not live up to the provision of our common faith. 

Thus, it is we celebrated today the first anniversary of the 
famous tri-faith pattern for peace of which you will hear more 
later from Father Conway. That pattern of the three faiths 

Catholic, Protestant and Jewish—symbolizes the technique 
by which the three major faiths of America, as well as all 
the faiths throughout the world, can engage in parallel action 
toward a common objective. The common objective is found 
in the seven points of the pattern for peace, namely, the cru¬ 
sade for world order of which this Institute is an example, 
of which the quest of men throughout the world, is an ex¬ 
ample. 

DR. WILLIAM AGAR, 
Chairman, Minorities and Human Rights 

A DISCUSSION on minorities and human rights does 
not always jump, run and come out with any definite 
conclusions, so it is not easy to summarize, but I think 

that I can fairly say, that everybody present there recog¬ 
nized the absolute necessity, if we are to have any kind 
of peaceful relations between the nations in this world— 
the United States of America and other nations—that each 
nation must have the right to solve its own minority prob¬ 
lems. 

Miss Dorothy McConnell, who was the chief speaker, em¬ 
phasized particularly for the benefit of us here at home, 
the problem of the negro and the problem of anti-Semitism. 
We accepted the fact that we know what the minorities 
want, and it is nothing at all but the rights to which they 
are entitled as human beings, with equal opportunity to 
develop themselves within the framework of the society in 

which they live; that is, equal opportunity with anybody 
else. We also accepted the fact of equality. 

That is not always done, however. When I say we ac¬ 
cepted, there were two or three young men in the audience 

by whose method of approach to the problem one could tell 
were possessed of the full-fledged feeling of white racial 
superiority. 

Outside of that, I should say we did accept the fact of 
equality of races, and whenever one says that I think it is 
necessary to add that while we do accept equality of races, 

we do not mean that all of us are just the same. 
There are plenty of differences between white people 

and plenty of differences among the negroes, Chinese and 
all others. But we now accept the findings of science, that 
one cannot distinguish between the educatability, the mor¬ 
ality or anything else of any of the different races. 

From that point on, the discussion hinged more or less 

around the negro’s position here in America—what should 
be done in order to help him to the point where he can 

accept the responsibilities which we hope some day will be 
imposed upon him, and how to down the prejudice of the 

white majority. 
It was pointed out very clearly that the negro problem 

is a white problem here in America. The majority sets the 
pattern within which the minority must live. While we do 
not absolve the minority from the necessity of trying to 

work itself up and take advantage of anything it can in 

our society, still we stand as those who are to blame for the 

things that have happened to minorities if we belong to 
majority of any kind. 

We recognized, also, that education of the white and o( 
the negro is the only final answer to this thing. The que$.! 
tion was brought up as to how far laws can help. We die 
not follow that very far, and we did not come to any spe. 

cific conclusion, but I think the general feeling was that 
while laws are often needful and helpful, they can be,! 
pushed aside and loopholes and ways of circumventing the 
laws can be and will be found unless the people themselves' 
want to live up to the enactment which the law represents 

DR. WILLIAM AGAR 

We recognized, also, that this color problem is, in reality 
not localized in any particular part of the United States. 
It is common to the whole country, and it is far more than 
that—it is a world problem. Some emphasis was laid upon:, 
the fact that the white race is a minority race, and that 
as the future of our world develops along the lines in which 
we now think it will develop, we will find that if the whitfl 
race has not, in the meantime, learned to treat what w< 
call the colored races as first-class human beings, we art 
likely to find ourselves on the wrong end of the whole story; 

I think that is a very important thing to bear in mind. 
We discussed at some length the problem of anti-Semi 

tism, and a good deal was said about Palestine as a horn* 
for the Jews; and, as far as I know, there were no particiK 

lar dissenting opinions as to that. We emphasized parties 

larly the danger of anti-Semitism here in America, whid! 
along with the hatred, distrust and discrimination against 

the negro, has been fanned into flames by Nazi and by 
Japanese propaganda over the last five or six years. Wf 
have always had a certain amount of racial bias, particu¬ 

larly directed against the negro, but those things are 
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South College at Lafayette, Easton, Pa. 

more prominent and far more dangerous today than they 
have ever been in our society. 

We recognized that the whole matter of minorities will 
come to the forefront much more strongly immediately after 

the war than now. It seems to be true always in a postwar 
period, because of the dissipation of war and well recog¬ 
nized economic reasons. For that reason it seems to us 
necessary that America should, under the explosive char¬ 
acter and quality of this minority problem, do something 
about it before it creeps up on us in its worst form and 
we find that it is too late to do anything about it. 

In conclusion, I think I can say it was generally felt that 
this minority problem is one which affects us all. The 
United States of America is a peculiar nation in a certain 
and very specific way. We have no common national back¬ 

ground. We have no common religious background. We 
have no common background of any kind if you were to go 
back to just a few years into the ancestry of any one of 

on^ we have in common is an ideal,—an 
idea. It is that which binds this amalgamation of people 

from all over the world together into the unit that we call 

the United States. That ideal is specifically opposed to all 

concepts of discrimination for race or religion. 
So, we must understand that we cannot go on giving lip 

service to an ideal which we find it inexpedient to try to put 
into practice and expect to live on as a nation. Ideals need 
to be nurtured as truly as do physical bodies. We will find 
ourselves at the end of the road soon unless we face these 
facts and realize that we are not living up to the promise 
that America gave to the world. 

When I say that the minority problem affects us all, I 
mean it in this way: The Jew is only in a minority when 

his race is being attacked. He becomes part of the majority 
immediately when he takes up anti-Negro activities, and 
so it is with each and every one of us—practically everyone 
who belongs to a majority and a minority group; maybe 
several. 

Therefore, if we are going to attack one group, we are 
attacking all. It is in just that way that we can sow the 

seeds of the future disruption of this country of ours unless 
we wake up before it is too late. 

I think that while I am in part expressing my own views, 
I am also expressing even in this part, the general feeling 

of the panel discussion this morning. 
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World Peace Through World Trade 
MR. THOS. J. WATSON 

Honorary President, International Chamber of 

Commerce 

President, International Business Machines Corp., 

At Mass Meeting, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 26. 

1WANT to pay my tribute to Dr. Lewis for what he has 

done for this great educational institution here in 
Easton, and for his contributions to everything worth 

while outside of his regular work. Dr. Lewis has been a 
pioneer all his life. He has pioneered in his regular work of 

education. He was a pioneer in founding at Lafayette the 
hrst alumni college and during the depression years he 

ormed the first unemployment college in connection with 
Lafayette. He was a pioneer in organizing the first confer¬ 

ence for college and university trustees. That has been one 
of the most interesting educational organizations in which 

ha\e had the privilege to participate, because it brings 
together trustees from colleges in distant parts of the country, 
and gives them opportunity to discuss the affairs in the dif¬ 
ferent colleges to the mutual advantage of all. This is the 
first time an Institute of this kind has been held on a college 
campus. 

. Pr- Lewis has been able to do these things because of his 
vision and courage, and his ability to follow through on his 
vision. 

This Institute is sponsored by 12 outstanding organiza¬ 
tions which work along similar lines: Americans United for 
World Organization, Church Peace Union, Commission to 
Study the Organization of Peace, Council for Democracy, 
Council Against Intolerance in America, Christian Confer¬ 

ence on War and Peace, Freedom House, International Free 
World Association, League of Nations Association, United 

Nations Association, World Alliance for International Friend¬ 
ship Through the Churches, Non-Partisan Council to Win the 
Peace. It is very gratifying to have their representatives 
here at Lafayette, cooperating to develop the type of indi¬ 
vidual and collective thinking that is going to be necessary 

for all of us. I congratulate each one of these organizations 
and all of their members. 

I have had the privilege of working with the members of 
various organizations for a great many years, and it is a 

great thing to have these organizations and others that are 
joining together, such as the United States Chamber of 

Commerce, National Association of Manufacturers, National 
Foreign Trade Council, and the American Section of the 
International Chamber of Commerce, which are sponsoring 
the International Business Conference at the Westchester 
Country Club at Rye, N. Y., from Nov. 10 to 18. We will 

have an attendance there of representative businessmen from 
more than 50 nations. 

The cooperation and coordination of effort among these 
various groups will eventually bring about beneficial results. 

We hear and read a great deal about the problem of the 

reconversion of industry from wartime to peacetime activi¬ 
ties. I do not think there is any serious problem there, 
because, as an industrialist, I know how quickly American 

industry converted from our peacetime production to the man¬ 
ufacture of wartime products about which we knew nothing. 

We were able to do that without any unusual effort, and did 
not even consider it a problem. Therefore, it seems to me that 

MR. THOS. J. WATSON 

reconveision to the manufacture of the things that we knot'' 
about and understand is going to be comparatively simple i| 
most businesses. 

I have given a great deal of thought to another type o 
i econversion, the reconversion of our thinking, our idea;1 

and our ideals, so that we can be prepared to face the neij 
woild we must face after victory. It is going to be a worlf 
very different from anything that any of us ever has coni 
templated. I believe that is the kind of reconversion thaj 
will require all of our thoughts, efforts and talents to the 

fullest extent. Even with vision such as that of Dr. Lewil 
we cannot yet visualize fully what we will have to do iJ 
the way of reconverting ourselves, because we do not yel 
know what new type of thinking or what aims and ambit 
tions of different countries must be fitted in and deal: 
with after victory. 

I am giving a great deal of serious thought to the recoil 
version of my own thinking, and every day more thing! 
open up before me and make me realize that I must mab 
greater adjustments in my thinking processes. In raisin® 

my sights, I must think along lines that I hope may be o' 
some help in this new and changed world. Everything del 
pends upon this reconversion job done by individuals. 

As we make some individual progress toward our recon 
version, we get together in meetings such as this one tc 

exchange our views, our ideas and our changed thinking! 
If we will be really serious about this, very determined, an« 

have plenty of courage, the combined effort of all of us will 



bring about a program that can be agreed upon by all as 

being in the best interests not only of our country, but of 

all of the countries of the world. 

I am asked to speak on “World Peace Through World 

Trade.” I have talked on that subject many times, and I 

have worked for its accomplishment to the best of my abil¬ 

ity with representatives of 40 countries during the period be¬ 

tween the two wars. One of the things on which we all agreed 

was that in order to maintain peace we must bring about 

economic adjustments so as to have the proper flow of goods 

and services both ways across the borders of countries to 

eliminate the necessity of having soldiers march across those 

borders. The exchange of goods and services comes down to 

a very simple formula—an adjustment of trade barriers. I 

do not mean free trade, but a fair adjustment of trade 

barriers. 

Secretary of State Cordell Hull set a good example and 

made a great step forward along that line through his 

Reciprocal Trade Agreements. If we will follow on, we can 

bring about steps now to prevent another war. We failed 

before, because we did not work fast enough or intelligently 

enough, but we did have the picture. Our trouble was that we 

could not get the political groups in various countries to agree 

with us, or to take as much interest in what we were doing 

and what we were proposing as we felt they should. 

Now we are very happy to find ourselves in a position 

where both political parties here at home are agreed that 

there must be some proper kind of world organization after 

victory. I am sure that they are all going to think and work 

along the lines we are following in connection with the eco¬ 

nomic situation—on a basis just as fair to one country as to 
another. 

The talents of the people, the quality of the soil, and the 

natural resources of the world are not evenly distributed. 

With that unequal distribution people in some parts of the 

world are able to produce certain things to better advantage 

than they can be produced in other parts. Where we have 

fallen down is that we have not been able to figure out a 

propei plan of distribution for these things on a fair basis. 

I like the old motto “A fair deal cannot injure anyone,” 

and it will help us if we keep that in mind. 

Woild peace through world trade has been my motto for 

many years. 

The unemployment problem is another thing we must 

think about, and we do think and talk about it a great 

eal. Nearly everybody who has been engaged in the war has 

made sacrifices. But the 11,000,000 men and women in our 

country S arme^ f°rces are the ones who are making the real 
sacri ces, and they are learning a great deal through them. 

.hey are willing to give up everything and risk their lives 
m or er to protect this country of ours and to protect us 
on the home front. 

Therefore, let us consider our obligation to all of those 
en and women when they come back, and let us try to the 

• eSn0., 0U1 ability to be prepared to give them jobs. That 
is all they want. 

. eie ]s considerable talk about the problem we will have 

for ^1ustment of the men who come back from the armed 

< C6f- i ° n°^ we W*U have a problem there, except 
i-i^ adjust ourselves to the broad vision and outlook that 

r me.1\ anc* women will have in connection with our future 

fnr r^01 ’ anC* importance they will attach to a program 
ior permanent peace. 

I think we should think more about readjusting and re¬ 

converting our own minds, rather than worry about the boys- 

and girls who are coming home from service to their coun¬ 

try. Let us be prepared to meet their views and their outlook. 

Most of us have had an opportunity to talk with men 

who have been right in the midst of the war, and we find 

that they have very fine, sound ideas regarding the new world. 

There is going to be an employment readjustment period. 

But industry in this country, with true cooperation from 

our Government, will enable us to handle that situation. 

We are going to be called upon to catch up with all the 

shortages of peacetime products. Other countries are going 

to need things from us, and standards of living will be 

raised everywhere in the world, in some places more 

than in others. Our standards of living in the United 

States will be raised. Do not take stock in anyone who 

thinks that we are going to drop back to lower wage rates, 

because to do that would mean lowering our standards of 

living. That is something we plan never to do. If it ever 

should come about, it will be forced upon us through con¬ 

ditions with which we cannot cope. I do not believe that 

will ever happen to America, because we have met many 

difficult situations in the past and have carried through. 

In our own country we have under-privileged people, and 
we are determined and are thinking and planning to bring 
up the standards of living of these people, as well as all 
other Americans. That is what has made us a great country 
and has enabled us, with only 6 per cent of the population of 
the world, to manufacture 47 per cent of everything manu¬ 
factured in the world before the war. 

In considering the importance of dealing with other coun¬ 
tries on a fair and sound basis, I will talk about imports 
rather than exports. That is the thing I think about and 
talk about most in our country—the importance of imports. 
Because we are so highly industrialized we could not carry 
on and keep the wheels of our industries turning if we 
did not import large quantities of many different things 
frcm other countries. I will give you just one example. The 

Automobile Manufacturers Association has told us 68 dif¬ 
ferent products are imported from 57 different countries 
to build the American automobile. And that American auto¬ 
mobile goes to all parts of the world and is acknowledged 
as the best automobile in the world. 

Unless we imported these important ingredients from 
all these different countries we would not be able to make 

the high percentage we do of all the automobiles manufac¬ 
tured and sell them all around the world. Let us keep in 
mind that we need things from other countries, and that in 

buying them we will enable other countries to buy from 
us. World trade must be a two-way street. 

With all our past experience, with what we are going 
through now, and what the educational institutions are doing 
for us, I am sure that we are going to be able to meet the 
challenge. 

I wrote an editorial a year ago and I have had several 
letters asking me to publish it again, which I have done. 
I will read it to you, because after victory there is going to 

be a great political problem, a great challenge particularly 
to the heads of the leading nations. That challenge will be 

to bring about the proper kind of settlement between the 
countries of the world. 

We have had just cause to feel very bitter toward our 

enemies because they have gone beyond the bounds of civ¬ 
ilized warfare, but revenge will be an unpopular word in 

(Continued on next page) 
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A Free Czechoslovakia in a Free Europe 
HON. JOSEPH HANC 

Director, Czechoslovak Economic Service in the 

United States, 

At Mass Meeting, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 26. 

IN MARCH, 1939, when our country was invaded by the 
Nazis, Dr. Benes, who happened to be in Chicago on that 
day, asked a few of us to meet him in his hotel to talk 

a jout our future. It was the second time that we had lost our 
country, and we had to do something about it. We were try¬ 
ing to find some caption, some word, some phrase, which 
would best fit in with the spirit of our struggle for libera¬ 
tion, and we decided to use the phrase, “A Free Czechoslo¬ 
vakia in a Free Europe.” 

Since that time, we have had four or five years of war, 
and we are on the eve of realizing that ideal, even though we 
■Should remember that the end of the war is not yet imminent. 
Personally, I am a little skeptical about the end of the war 
this year, but there are a great many other people who are 
more optimistic. Of course, we do not know. What we know 
is what we read in the “New York Times” and some other 
papers which have correspondents on the spot, and we can 
make our own opinions. 

We approach the period when we must seriously think of 
how best to serve this ideal of freedom in a free Europe. 
Of course, it has never occurred to us that we would like to 
have a freedom in which each country would do whatever it 
pleases. What we are trying to think out for ourselves is a 
freedom which would be organized both municipally and in¬ 
ternationally; and my particular concern today is to talk 
about Czechoslovakia as one example of many other smaller 
nations from the point of view of the cooperation among the 
smaller countries and the major powers. 

Probably at no other time has the problem of the future 
of the smaller nations attracted such popular attention as in 
these days. There are people, distinguished people, who be¬ 
lieve that this is the end of the smaller countries; that there 
is no place for them, because they are simply not capable of 
defending themselves under the conditions of modern war¬ 
fare. Indeed, when we go back a few years and realize that 
in three short years Hitler was able to invade and tempora¬ 
rily conquer 17 smaller neighbors of Germany, there is some 
matter for thought about the future of the smaller countries. 

Some people who are in favor of the larger spaces, of larger 
units, believe that the smaller countries should be absorbed 

(Continued from preceding page) 
peacetime. I have tried to approach that problem from a 
different angle, because we cannot be soft in dealing with 
the enemy countries. I will read this short editorial, en¬ 
titled “Justice versus Revenge.” 

“If a man commits murder and is tried, found guilty and 
put to death, that is not revenge; it is very severe punish¬ 
ment, but it is just punishment! 

“Punishment to be just must be based on the enormity of 
the crime committed. After victory let us keep this thought 
in mind and devote all of our thoughts and efforts to justice_ 
justice to all countries and all peoples who have undergone 
such inhuman treatment and terrible suffering as a result 
of the Axis powers’ disregard of moral, civil, and interna¬ 
tional laws and decent human relations. 

by the larger ones, peacefully, by persuasion, and those whot 
i efuse to be persuaded should be absorbed by coercion. 

I have always wondered about it when I came across such 
views both in a certain part of the British public opinion and 

also at certain American colleges,—I happened to visit a few 
of them and I always like to argue about this particular 
point. It is gratifying to see that the United Nations, as 
such, do not favor any such drastic course, and I am happy, 
as a member of a smaller country, to know that they are not 
going to remove us from the map of Europe. 

We have seen that last year the great powers agreed at 

“Postwar justice will mean restoring devastated lands and 
buildings, refurnishing homes, rehabilitating individuals 
and families, providing permanent care for civilians and 
members of the armed forces who have been permanently 
disabled. 

To bring true justice to all these countries and people 

will mean very severe penalties to all who have partici¬ 
pated in an organized effort to destroy the kind of civiliza¬ 
tion we are fighting to preserve, and will require of the Axis: 
powers the physical effort and financial expenditure necessary 
to bring justice to all who have suffered as a result of their 
policies.” 

That is my formula for dealing with the enemy countries 
in the postwar period. 
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Moscow that Austria—a country of whose economic future 
' a great many economists thought very little—is going to en¬ 

joy freedom in a free Europe. 

This agreement in Moscow among the United States, Eng¬ 
land and Russia certainly indicates that the restitution of 
smaller countries is going to be one of the cornerstones of the 
future organization of Europe. At the same time, an agree¬ 
ment of that type revises the popular notion that there has 
been a steady trend among the nations to group themselves 
into larger units. 

You know that in the last century the smaller states of 
Italy and of Germany did actually unite into larger units, but 
at the same time you had a contrary process, and large em¬ 
pires like the Turkish Empire or the Austro-Hungarian mon¬ 
archy demonstrated the opposite tendency to disintegrate into 
smaller countries. Thus both these tendencies came into play 
at various times and in various areas. The result is that we 
have never had, and we are not likely to have, a world which 
would consist exclusively of only one category of nations. In 
fact, it is very hard to draw a line. Would you call, let us say, 
the Netherlands a small country, with 70,000,000 people in the 
Dutch East Indies, or Belgium, with the Belgian Congo, or 
even Czechoslovakia which exported more steel than one of 
the five large countries, namely, Italy? 

It is very hard to draw a distinct line of demarcation be¬ 
tween where the smaller countries stop and the large ones 
start. 

In Europe we have had four great powers. I do not include 
the Soviet Union, because the Soviet Union is a continent by 
itself. Now we are absolutely certain to have one great power. 
We are going to have Great Britain. We are trying to help 
France to become again one of the great powers. Then we 
shall have two great powers, and all the other 28 countries 
will be, at least for a considerable period to come, smaller, 
middle-sized, or little nations. Therefore, the problem of how 
small countries will be fitted into a framework of world or¬ 
ganization is a very vital one. 

I am suie that no country really is of the right size, of the 
light wealth, the right power. A country is either too big or 
too small, or not big enough or not small enough. They are 
all wrong. But, somehow, we like what we are, don’t we’ 
We like to be just what we are, with all these deficiencies, 
because, after all, we do not create a country over night. It 
is a combination, a result of a great many forces—history, 
tradition struggle for freedom, and political expediency, et 

iTlt 7 We hke 0Ur countries as they are, no matter 
whether they put us in a category of small, middle-sized or 
big ones. 

The important thing is to realize, however, that each coun- 
y represents a living social organism, and that that living 

S °r+lanitm’uWh6ther big or sma11’ is a ^ry difficult 
ng with which to deal. As you know, human beings are 

mptTS intractable of materials. They cannot be bent like 

mam ;/-11 Caan0t be exPerimented with in the same 
work, f Whl7 a che™lcal engineer experiments with plastic 

wa?anH°7in a7f- Rlvalries are Iikely t0 Persist after this 
diffin7 e 70b / 0f coexistence will become much more 

wishf ltHgkn’ and Tre comPlex thaa it ever was. Only 

cf a suddp/fh S CaH aff°ld t0 indulge in the illusion that all 
clashes of miraculous intuition, international 
feet harmony 6 discontinue and we shall live in a per- 

A practical SJ*}esmanshiV cannot count with such a future. 

att6nd t0 the very unpopular but 
friction and <I®ssar;yJ.Job of removing some of the areas of 
to war US 6 iminate at least some of the incentives 

I want to refer very briefly to the economic incentives to 

war. In other words, I would like to say a few words about 
economic cooperation as used by a small country like ours. 
I believe that such cooperation must bring the barriers, na¬ 
tional and regional structures, more in line with one another. 
Because of the differences, as Mr. Watson has so brilliantly 
said here a minute ago, of geography, climate, natural re¬ 
sources, temperaments, and general economic and industrial 
development, the different economic systems in the different 
parts of this whole world cannot be made mechanically alike. 
Some of those differences are rooted in natural conditions, in 
the inequality of the division of many factors of production, 
such as raw materials, labor—especially skilled labor—capital 
and organizational tradition, while others have been accumu¬ 
lated in the course of long and unequal political and economic 
evolution. A continued effort must, therefore, be undertaken 
to alleviate some of these natural or man-made differences. 

It is particularly in the field of economy that the argument 

against small countries gains some popularity. It is inter¬ 
esting to me that I have never noticed it in the United States, 
and I am a great admirer of this country. After all, I have 
been here 10 years, and my sons are a part of this country. 
I could not adjust myself quickly. When you are old, it is 
very hard to do it. But I have never heard in this country 
anything against the smaller nations in Central America or 
South America. But, whenever we discussed at college or else¬ 
where the future of small nations, everybody automatically 
thought of our own country or these little countries in Central 
and Eastern Europe. These criticisms have never been leveled 
against the Western European smaller nations, but ahvays 
against the relatively new countries—even though the na¬ 
tions and peoples are very old—living east of the Rhine, say, 
around Germany, between Russia and Germany. 

To my mind—and this is no reflection on the intelligence 
of the American public opinion—much of these thoughts 
have been the result of the propaganda carried on in this 
country by Germany. Prior to the Nazis it was carried out 
by a great many German scholars and, later, when the Nazis 
came, by Nazi agents. 

Very few Americans—I am happy to say that all the gen¬ 
tlemen who are with me on the platform are from the opposite 
camp—have learned, for instance, about Czechoslovakia di¬ 
rectly from original sources. It was usually through the Ger¬ 
man channels. I include the Poles, the Russians, the Yugo¬ 
slavs and the Czechs—all of these people are in the same 
category. Very little has been known about us from original 
sources. Usually it was the German science and German 
learning which had interpreted us to the Anglo-Saxon world, 
and with neither great success nor great justice to us. 

I wish I had the time here to produce conclusive evidence 
that some of these attacks against these little-known coun¬ 
tries east of the Rhine are not justified or, at least, are ex¬ 
aggerated. For instance, people said that during the inter-war 

period we have built a great many new industries and that, 
after having built those new industries, we are surrounding 
our little countries with high tariff walls; that we have, 

therefore, hampered international trade. Well, I admit that, 
from the point of view of international cooperation, justi¬ 
fiable grievances should be felt against any country which, 
by a narrow nationalistic policy, hinders the flow of goods and 

services, or which fails to exploit its resources owing to lack 
of capital or experience, or which by its policy, by its legis- 
iatuie, prevents all capable nations from doing so in coopera¬ 
tion with the country in question. It would be unjust, how- 
evei, to single out any of those smaller countries as the prin¬ 
cipal culprits. In most cases, the industrialization of these 

countiies became a necessity for the purpose of relieving the 
population pressure. 

Do not forget, Czechoslovakia is a small country of 54,000 
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square miles, and we have 15,000,000 people living there. 
Another problem is to find employment for this surplus 

rural population, in order to exploit local national resources, 
especially agriculture. We have a great amount of agricul¬ 
tural industries. The same thing will have to be done in 
Yugoslavia, Rumania and Poland. They have natural raw 
materials in their soil, and we have to develop them. Some 
of the new industries were uneconomic if measured by the 
standards of older industrialist countries, but it was a ques¬ 
tion for us of sink or swim. While raising the employment 
at home, the industrialization did not bring about any con¬ 
traction of international trade. The blame for raising high 
tariffs must be laid squarely upon the shoulders of most coun¬ 
tries. 

We all sinned against common sense, the United States 
included, and some larger states were even greater sinners 
than the small ones. On the whole, major economic disturb¬ 
ances resulted from the restrictive economic policies of the 
great powers, or—let us put it in a better way—the great 
producing and consuming nations or areas, rather than from 
smaller countries, because, after all, these smaller countries 
have only a very limited share in the world economy. 

I can point out Germany, seeking more “lebensraum” by 
discriminatory restrictions and finally by force, but it is too 
common an example to require any comment. Otherwise, no 
special obstacles were introduced by our smaller nations in 
Europe which would make it impossible, let us say, for the 
nationals of the United States or any other greater and old- 
established country to place investments within our territo¬ 
ries, or to trade with us on the basis of equal rights. 

Our country had a reciprocal trade treaty with the United 
States which, unfortunately, was of very short duration on 
account of temporary extinction of Czechoslovakia, but we 
hope one of the first things after this war will be the revi¬ 
sion, probably, and the resumption of that reciprocal trade 
treaty with the United States in one form or another. 

In fact, world trade in general has not suffered from any 
maladjustments which could be ascribed exclusively to the 
•existence or to the policies of small countries. I do not want 
to go into figures, but I believe, as the result of an honest 
research, that in many instances the trading interests of 
larger countries have gained appreciably from the creation of 
these five or six so-called new states in Eastern Europe. 

What really is the purpose of this international coopera¬ 
tion? I believe that the ultimate objective must be to create 
by joint effort a world in which all productive power is em¬ 
ployed fully and efficiently so that the people everywhere can 
obtain the highest degree of economic satisfaction. I know 
this is a highly remote ideal which probably can never be 
reached, at least not within our own lifetime, but we must 
and we can approach it by pursuing a policy which will in¬ 
crease the purchasing power of the consuming masses, es¬ 
pecially of the masses of Europe, so as to bring it closer to 
the consuming capacity of the purchasing public. The con¬ 
suming capacity includes not only the things which we actu¬ 
ally buy, but also the things which we would like to buy if 
we had money to pay for them. I can assure you there are 
more potential goods and services we would like to buy in 
Europe than those we have been actually buying, if we could 
afford to do it. 

This potential ability of people to use goods and services, 
both known and those to be discovered later, represents the 
most elemental and dynamic force in world economy. It 
opens up almost unlimited possibilties of expansion and prog¬ 
ress. However, unless this increasing purchasing power is 
spread more evenly in an organized way among the various 
areas and nations, the gap between the unredeemed and the 
-effective consuming capacity will be kept wide open, with 
all the disturbing consequences to follow. 

Regions of different productivity and disproportion^, 
standards of living can no longer coexist side by side withoul'S 
provoking great international crises. The crux of the prob.- 1 
lem, of course, is not how to create equality in poverty, buffi 
how to bring the prospect of social rise to these masses <, 
people in Central and Eastern Europe, who are willing u ‘I 
work. They are a hard-working folk. 

Of course, this is something which cannot be brought about 
unconsciously. I do not think that we can go on repeating ths;4 
old slogan, “Live and let live.” That does not bring us ver; I 

far. Suppose I am a young, enterprising business man, ani 3 
the community in which I live does not do any harm to nJ 
They just live in their own way and they let me live in mfl 
own way. Now, I want to start a business, but, all of a sud' 
den, I discover I cannot get the patent, or there is a cartel 
against me. They say, “Well, we live and we will let yo| j 
live.” But how? ; 

I think we should modify that slogan and say, “Live anl i 
help the other people live.” Otherwise, we would not get ven 
far. ] 

I do not propose today to discuss the various methods o] 
economic cooperation. Let me just mention two things: Fo] ( 
instance, the UNRRA organization. We have in Europl j 
60,000,000 people medically destitute, people who urgentlM 
need medical aid. In our own country, every tenth Czech hafl 
been displaced. He does not live in his own country. He doefl 
not live in his own community. He lives in Germany or some * 
where else. It is as- though 30 or 40 million citizens of the ■ 
United States were suddenly transported beyond the borderll 
of the United States. That is a problem our country is fat ! 
ing. We have 20,000,000 such people in Europe who have beefl 
displaced against their will. These are two examples of tlij 1 
work which cannot be solved nationally. We need interm j 
tional cooperation and UNRRA is going to attend to it. 

In our country for the last five years we have never had;B 
new doctor. For the five years our universities were close ; 
by the Germans we had no graduates at our medical college*! ■ 
It means we are short by 5,000 doctors. Now we have t i 
wait another five years. We shall have no doctors—I mean t i 
young people as doctors—in a period of 10 years. We havl/J 
news from our country that 60 per cent of our medical perl % 
sonnel has been wiped out by the Germans, and there arj 
large regions—I speak of the region which is already liberH 
ated by the Red Army in the East section of the country-* 
where we have no doctors whatsoever. Therefore we hav i 
asked the United States and UNRRA to send us some medica i 
aid. 

You cannot very well solve these things nationally. It doe } 
not mean that if we do not get that help through internationaH 
channels we shall die; of course, we shall live. But the proces . 
of readjustment and of rehabilitation will be less expeditious ^ 
it will take much longer, and it will be to the detriment no { 
only for our own people but of our neighbors and eventual ^ 
also of the great powers, and I include the United State* 
among them. 

We want to have an orderly freedom, an orderly cooperate , 
world. ' 

Let us take another institution. We have set up the Or¬ 
ganization on Food and Agriculture. Again, two out of threl , 
inhabitants of this earth have never eaten enough in thei 
lives, and two-thirds of those who have had something to ea ( 
had to eat the wrong things. That means we are very mucll 
backward in knowledge of food. 

The food organization is going to be set up as one of thosB 

agencies or those specific functional agencies which attend B 
to this problem. We have the International Credit Inst it# 
tion; we have the Monetary Fund; and our country and tb j 
smaller countries would like to have many more such coopB 

(Continued on page 36) 
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The Religious Imperatives 
For a IMew World 

DR. WILLIAM P. MERRILL 
President, The Church Peace Union, 

At Mass Meeting, Colton Memorial Chapel, Oct. 26. 

AS ONE of the few surviving charter members of the 
/\ Church Peace Union and of the World Alliance for 

International Friendship, two movements that are 
particularly interested in institutes like this, I want to say 
just a word of appreciation to Lafayette College for giving 
us this privilege of holding the institute here. 

I am asked to speak on “The Religious Imperative for a 
New World.” That word “imperative” is a tremendous 
word. We do not often associate it with religion; not 
enough. We too easily take our religion as a kind of seda¬ 
tive, sort of a spiritual hot water bottle, to be used when 
we are feeling bad; a place of refuge, or a hope for the 
distant future when we have to leave this earth. We rest 
our faith in our religion when we ought to be devoting our 
faith to it. 

Once, at a conference of religious bodies, a man said 
something that has stayed in my mind ever since. He said, 
“We hear a lot about religious differences, but the worst 
thing is religious indifference.” I wonder if there is one of 
us here whose conscience can rest easily hearing that state¬ 
ment. 

This poor, needy, struggling world would find a new 
strength, a fresh hope, if all who profess to believe in God 
should begin to “live by their faith,” putting into practice 
the great ideals of our religion. There is one great essen¬ 
tial of the lasting success of any attempt to build a new and 
right world order. However wisely planned, strongly es¬ 
tablished, and widely accepted any new world plan may be, 
it will fail, unless back of it and all through it is a wide¬ 
spread and steadfast spirit of righteousness, goodwill and 
unselfish devotion to the common welfare. And the only 
source for such a spirit is true religion—what Jesus de¬ 
scribed in the words, “religion in spirit and reality.” 

In attempting to set forth the religious imperative for a 
new world, I shall not presume to express my personal 
views, or those of any group or party. In view of the near 
approach to election day it may be wise for me to say, in 
the phrase used so much by radio commentators, that any 
seeming reference to immediate party issues or personali¬ 
ties will be purely coincidental. 

What I shall try to do is to turn to the accepted basis 
of our faith, this book we call the Bible. All of us—Catholic, 
Jew and Protestant—turn to that volume for inspiration 
and true guidance. Not the inspiration on which some stren¬ 
uously insist, the cold inerrancy of the multiplication table; 
inspiration rather like that of true poetry and music. We 
do not call Bach’s fugues or Beethoven’s symphonies “in¬ 
spired because there are no errors in the original manu¬ 
scripts, but because of their glowing and lasting loveliness 
and appeal. It is good to believe that the Bible is inspired; 
but it is even better to discover that it is inspiring. 

It may sound old-fashioned when I say that one great 
need of our time is fresh study of the Bible. It is amazing 

ow clear and illuminating are the words of prophets and 
apostles, and most of all of that man Jesus. They fit into 
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the needs of our day and of the days ahead in a marvelous 
way. 

Take a single instance. There is one Psalm, written some 
2,500 years ago, which sets forth an ideal of the world 
order we need and should strive for, that corresponds amaz¬ 
ingly with the ideal set forth in the Pattern for Peace—the 
document issued a year ago by 150 leaders of our three 
major religious bodies, Catholic, Jew and Protestant. The 
Psalm predicts a world that is one, “to the ends of the 
earth,” including “all nations.” It is to be based on “right¬ 
eousness and judgment,” that is, in modern terms, legal and 
social justice. It will care especially for the poor and needy, 
with particular attention to the children. It will endure “as 
long as the sun and moon” and bring “abundance of peace.” 
It will secure world-wide economic prosperity, in country 
and city. And all this will come because of God, “who alone 
doeth wondrous things.” Think of it! Twenty-five centuries 
ago! Cannot we learn ? 

Here, in this basic book of our faith, we discern four 
great imperatives for a right and lasting world order. They 
are the absolute essentials. 

There is not a shadow of doubt as to which should come 
first. The fundamental basis of right world order is right¬ 
eousness. That we must maintain at any cost. 

Here Hebrew prophets and Christian leaders are in ab¬ 
solute accord. Righteousness is the foundation of all our 
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building, the root of all our production. “The fruit of 
righteousness shall be peace.” 

Amos, pioneer man of God, set that in clear terms. His 
words come down through the 27 centuries, with the ring of 
present and eternal truth: “Ye who leave off righteousness 
in the earth, seek good, and not evil, that ye may live. For 
the eyes of the Lord are upon the sinful nation, and I will 
destroy it from off the face of the earth.” 

How forcefully does Isaiah work out this theme: “To what 
purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices unto me, saith 
the Lord. Cease to do evil, learn to do well. Open the gates, 
that the righteous nation that keepeth truth may enter in.” 

Jesus emphasized this basic element of righteousness as 
strongly as did any Old Testament prophet. Among those 
he counted “blessed” are the ones who “hunger and thirst 
after righteousness, and are willing to be persecuted for its 
sake.” The summing up of his great Sermon on the Mount 
is in the command, “Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and 
His righteousness.” That, He says, is the absolute condition 
of our finding that economic security which all of us desire. 
“All these things shall be added unto you”—and that “you” 
is plural only when all of us do right and stand for the 
right, at any cost. 

Righteousness is the first and basic religious imperative. 
If that goes, everything goes. 

This principle gives impetus to our effort to win the 
war. If this were a conflict between rival imperialisms, or 
for national advantage, we might well doubt our right as 
religious believers to have any part in it. Of course, there 
are serious matters of national interest deeply involved in 
this struggle. But the main issue is clearly marked by the 
utterly unrighteous conduct of the Axis Powers. Broken 
promises, colossal treachery, inhuman cruelty, invasion and 
oppression of neutral and innocent countries, cynical dis¬ 
regard of ordinary standards of decency, mark this as a 
struggle for and against great principles of righteousness. 
In so far as this is a war against such policies and those 
who hold them, it is a right and just struggle, and to a 
dreadful extent it is just that. 

But we must never forget that there is another side to 
all this. We have not been right; we have to bear part of 
the blame for this world catastrophe. And we must be as 
sternly resolved to end our unrighteous ways and acts as 
to put an end to those perpetrated by others. While remem¬ 
bering Pearl Harbor, let us not forget our insolent Exclu¬ 
sion Act; while severely condemning the German treatment 
of Jews, let us repent of our own bad conduct in racial 
discrimination; over against the breaking of the peace we 
must set our failure to stand by the agencies of peace. 
Concentrate on winning the war, yes; but in the name of the 
God of righteousness, let us never forget the necessity that 
we change our ways and correct our unjust policies. 

If we should win the war only to put America on top, 
to install any form of imperialism, we should deserve to be 
set alongside our enemies in the dock before the judgment 
seat of the all-righteous God. Righteousness must always 
come first. 

Now that means more than the will to do what we think 
is right. We must have clear knowledge of what is right. 
We must have the determination to do what Isaiah so well 
calls “learning righteousness.” 

It means something when men and nations set themselves 
to do what they think is right. But that is not enough. His¬ 
tory furnishes painful examples of evil done by men and 
groups fanatically certain that they were right. “By the 
light of burning heretics Christ’s bleeding feet I track”— 
inhumanity perpetrated by men honestly convinced that 

they were doing God service. James Russell Lowell wt| 
reminds us, 

“There’s nothing we read of in torture’s inventions 
“Like a well-meaning fool, with the best of intentions 
Jesus emphasizes this need of right knowledge as a basi 

for right action when he says, “If ye know these thing, 
blessed are ye if ye do them.” To know and not do is sham* 
ful. But to do without knowing is dangerous. 

Take a lesson from that book of Isaiah that Jesus l0Ve, 
so well and used so much. He says that what is m0, 
needed is that men shall learn righteousness. Is not tha 
all-important? What is the most serious element in tf 
dangerous situation in Germany? Twisted educate 
warped instincts and ideals about right and wrong anion, 
children and youth. Is not one serious weakness in our o\r 
national life the lack of character training? Men mils 
learn righteousness, if things are ever to be right. It heart 
ened me to hear the President of one of our leading uni 
versifies, in an address on “Education for Democracy” gaj 
“No education is complete in a democracy which does not 
before it is finished, give to the student a sense of fellov 
ship with God.” We need that sort of thing. 

Here then is the first religious imperative: righteousness 
Let a man or a nation flout that, and judgment follows. 

Tied closely in with this is a second imperative: tha 
we set the true welfare of children and youth high amonH 
our policies and motives. 

Here something that is very real in the teachings 
Isaiah shines brightly in the words of Jesus. He said oij 
that a certain kind of man deserved to have a huge stoil 
tied around his neck and be thrown into the depths of tl 
sea. And that terrible judgment was upon a man who b! 
injured in any way a little child. Dr. G. Stanley Hall wa 
but giving modern form to the judgment of Jesus wbj 
he wrote, “If there be a sin against the Holy Ghost, it is til 
sin of thwarting in any way the promise of youth.” 

The relation of child-nurture to peace is beautifully pigj 
by Isaiah in one of the greatest passages of that super 
book: “All thy children shall be taught of the Lord; ail 
great shall be the peace of thy children; and in righteoul 
ness shalt thou be established. Thou shalt be far froi 
oppression, for thou shalt not fear; and from terror, ft| 
it shall not come nigh thee.” 

How that fits our time! We want a world free from ol 
pression and terror, tyranny and anarchy. We can be safe: 
against these two extremes only as we are “established! 
righteousness.” Then “great shall be our peace.” And tha 
can and will come only as “all our children are taught t 
the Lord.” 

I recall what an earnest young man said who had jul 
returned from the war zone in the former wartime: “I cat 
a lot for a world safe for democracy; but I care a whole lu 
more for a world safe for little children.” That young mal 
was not far from the Kingdom of God. 

A third great religious imperative is human service. Her; I 
again Old and New Testaments at their best are at on! 
It suffices to take a single illustration—one of Jesus’ grei 
pictures, the opening of which he took from an earlif . 

Hebrew writing. It is his one dramatic picture of the fi® 
judgment. You recall it, I am sure: The Son of Man M 
Judge. The nations on trial before him—note the word “nl 
tions” in that connection. What is it that separates tl 
sheep from the goats, the condemned from the blessed! 
Orthodoxy? Church attendance? No. Just one thing: se 
vice of human beings in need. Set with this the only pictui 
Jesus ever drew of a man in hell. What had he done? ^1 
know only that he had not done anything for the sick n® 
at his door. 

What about our world now, and in the time ahead? Wb| 
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, 
frightful, pitiful need! People hungry, starving, sick, 
wounded, in prison, neglected and maltreated. What will be 
the judgment upon the German leaders, responsible for so 
much of this? 

But what about us? Are we doing all we can? Will we 
be ready to do our utmost, willing to deny ourselves that 
others may be saved? There is much that we can do now. 
And there will be very much more that can be done when 
the war ends. Here is a great religious imperative. Let 
me quote a question from the Bible: “He that hath this 
world’s goods, and seeth his brother in need, and shutteth 
up his heart of compassion from him, how dwelleth the 
love of God in him?” 

The fourth religious imperative is in a way the most 
important of all. It is the doing of all we can to bring 
nearer the Kingdom of God. That meant much to the great¬ 
est of the Old Testament prophets. It meant more to Jesus 
than anything eise. Listen to some fervent evangelist, and 
you will think Jesus’ main concern was for individual salva¬ 
tion. Listen to some High Churchman, and you will think 
that Jesus’ main concern was for the church. But, in the 
Gospels Jesus speaks of “salvation” or being “saved” less 
than a dozen times. He speaks of the church only three 
times. But He speaks of the Kingdom of God more than 
120 times. And always it is something “at hand,” right here, 
if only we would all join in seeking it; close at hand, if only 
our hands were strong enough and clean enough to grasp it. 

What did he mean by that phrase, “The Kingdom of God”? 
Some in his day meant by it the supremacy of Israel over 
all the world. Jesus never meant that. Some Christians 
have said it means the church. But the Kingdom of God 
is no more the church than a scaffolding is the building. 
Some have thought it meant heaven, the future home of the 
soul. But Jesus said it was to be here. Others have said 
that it means the coming back of Jesus in physical form 
to carry out the will of God. But Jesus said that some of 
his disciples should see it coming. Nineteen hundred years 
have passed, and still He has not come back. 

More and more the sanest scholars have come to see that 
Jesus means something like this: all human life organized 
on a family basis—God, Father of all, men all brothers, 
“one great fellowship of love throughout the whole wide 
earth.” No discrimination; all one household of God. 

That was Jesus’ ideal. And therefore it must be the one 
aim of all Christians. Thank God, it finds some expression 
in our national ideals, our Declaration, our Bill of Rights. 
It has real though vague expression in the Atlantic Char¬ 
ter. But we must make it more positive and clear. We 
must insist upon keeping relations with the United Nations 
until that grows into a United World. That sturdy, honest 
and true servant of God and man, whose sudden death 
shocked us recently, voiced the central faith of the prophets 
and Jesus, when he called his book, “One World.” That is 
what we must have. Only so can we find “righteousness, 

o^God^ '10y’” Whlch is Paul’s definition of the Kingdom 

Here, then, aie four main elements of our religious im¬ 
perative : Righteousness, care of children, service of human 
need, and seeking first the Kingdom of God. 

You may ask, “What can I do about all this?” For answer 
I turn to another challenging ideal set forth in this wonder¬ 
ful book of ours. Written at a time when hope was faintly 
dawning on a people for nearly a century oppressed, exiled, 
broken, it shows the kind of servant God needs for the mak¬ 
ing of a right and good world. 

“Behold my servant whom I have chosen. I will put mv 
spirit upon him. He shall bring forth justice to the nations. 
He will not cry, nor lift up his voice, nor cause it to be 
heard in the street. A bruised reed he will not break and 
the dimly-burning wick he will not quench; he shall bring 
forth justice unto victory. He will not fail nor be discour¬ 
aged till he have set justice in the earth.” 

That is the kind of nation, the kind of church, the kind 
of individual that alone can make the world what God wants 
it to be. Indomitable, never giving up; working, not just 
dreaming or talking; practical, using the means at hand, 
however poor they be; determined to set things right at 
any cost. 

Each of us who has any religious faith at all is called 
of God now to play that part of the servant of the Lord. 
If every one of us in this room will go out and devote himself 
to this great ideal of a world, one great family, do his ut¬ 
most to enlist others in that supreme cause, identify him¬ 
self with the best agency he can find, try to make his 
church forget all petty details and concentrate on the great 
imperatives of our faith, something will happen. It is so 
easy to say, “What can I do? An individual is so small, 
so insignificant. But if enough individuals hear and heed 
the great imperatives, no one can predict the immense re¬ 
sult that will come. 

Some years ago, when a heavy snowstorm crushed the 
roof of a theatre in Washington, killing many people, an 
eloquent speaker said, “What an insignificant thing is a 
snowflake; but let enough of them get together and they 
can crush a steel roof.” 

We Christians can never forget that once there was a 
human life which, as has been nobly said, “in three short 
years changed the whole course of human history.” That 
man Jesus was God’s proof of what an individual can do. 
He would not fail nor be discouraged, though he stood alone 
against the world. And while, to ordinary onlookers, he 
seemed a tragic failure, the world knows now that His 
life was and is the most triumphant of all lives. Crucified 
and rejected again and again, but rising every time and 
going on. 

He is calling us today, as long ago He called the men 
from Galilee to follow Him in undaunted faith, and unlim¬ 
ited loyalty, and readiness to use whatever means are at 
hand, in working toward that glorious aim that was always 
shining before him, “All mankind one family of God the 
whole world over.” Still He calls, “Blessed are the peace¬ 
makers, for they shall be called the sons of God.” 

The nations from East to West have heard a cry; 
Throughout earth’s blood-red generations, 

“By hate and slaughter climbed thus high; 
“Here on this height still to aspire, 
“Only one path remains untrod; 
“One path of love and peace climbs higher, 
“Make straight that highway for our God.” 
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MR. ERIC A. JOHNSTON 
President, Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 

At Founders* Dny Convocation^ Colton Memorial 

Chapel, Oet. 27. 

TO FACE this audience of scholars is to face the future, 
for you are the future. You hold the key to its wonders. 
The past has left a store of experience and knowledge. 

You are the experts who must assay and preserve this price¬ 
less heritage of achievements. The knowledge you thus 
gain will be invaluable to a generation which must build 

the house of a better America. 
If we are going to build the house of a better America, 

we must have an ideal. That ideal must be translated into 
a blueprint, and the blueprint can become a mansion only 
through tenacious, tireless toil. 

But what is our ideal of the better house of America. 
Will it be surrounded by a high wall; will there be steel 
bars at the windows; will life within be regimented? Or 
will its doors open up to the rolling needs of rich opportuni¬ 
ties- will its windows view broadened horizons; will its life 
within be stimulated under the traditional American pat¬ 
terns? In other words, will this house be a prison or a man¬ 
sion? It depends upon all of us, but particularly upon you 

in the field of education. 
Let us start at the beginning. In America education has 

been the highway for expanding social understanding, tor 
higher moral concepts, for a freer, a more unfettered de¬ 
mocracy. Our educational establishment has grown and ex¬ 
panded through experimentation. 

In this educational establishment, Lafayette occupies an 
unusual position. It was founded about the time our nation 
began to realize that it was embarked upon a tremendously 
adventuresome career. The Legislature of Pennsylvania 
granted its charter a year after the Marquis de Lafayette 
sailed from America for the last time. Then modern science 
was chewing on its teething ring; today it is a husky giant 
about to step across the threshold of astonishing scientific 
developments. As the field of human knowledge is broad¬ 
ened, man’s responsibilities increase. He who controls the 
mysteries of radio has a far deeper responsibility than his 
forebears who knew only the usefulness of the lightning 

Men of learning knew that victory over the Axis will be 
a signal flare for the introduction to the world of a thou¬ 
sand scientific and mechanical discoveries. The student of 
today is entering a new realm of miracles—a realm which 
can be explored adequately and explored successfully only 

in a society that is free. 
That is where you in the realm of education come in. 

Are you going to use your broadened powers and increased 
knowledge to keep this society free? History is the record 
of men who have bled and suffered and died for freedom. 
Everywhere we see the ebb and flow of man’s struggle to 
free himself from arbitrary power. Millions of people, many 
of them inarticulate, have flocked to America to make their 
way out of the shadows of servitude into the light of free¬ 
dom_freedom from political or economic domination- 
freedom to choose their own destiny in their own way. 

After the scowl of war has been wiped off the face of the 
world, we will see an intensification of this Titanic strug¬ 
gle; a conflict between collectivization and individualism; 
a conflict between the State and the individual; a conflict 
between autocracy and democracy. Everywhere the tide is 
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running strongly to government domination, governmem I 
control, government ownership. All around the world mei I 
are uncertain, confused, frightened. They want to th » 
their problems into the lap of government. This very genij 
of government which, throughout the ages, they have so bill 
terly fought, they now seem willing to abandon, and to or. 
sign their economic freedom to the State. 

What is the trend in the world around us today? 

In Russia we find the most collectivized state, and on I 
determined to remain so. In Russia there is only one 
ployer—the State. In America there are millions of empioil 
ers. In Russia, if a worker gets “in Dutch” with his bos 
he is out of luck. In America, if a worker gets “in Dutch, 
with his boss, he goes around the corner and gets anoi he 
job. Can you have complete economic freedom in the Amen 
can sense when there is only one employer? The Russiat 
said, “Yes.” In Russia, I said, “No.” 

In England the rising tide of collectivism is creeping h gt 
er up the piers of free enterprise. Many business men W 
lieve that it is unsafe to conduct their affairs except throug 
monopolies and cartels. They want the umbrella of officii 
government protection held over the least efficient produt 
ers. The axiom in America that lower costs make for higW 
employment, a higher standard of living and greater nj 
tional welfare, seems to be ignored. The Labor Part 
England, which may come into power at the next electio 
already has called for the nationalization of the railroad! 
of the mines, of the public utilities—yes, even of all the Ian 
itself. Does history indicate that the cold, clammy hand c 

Building the House of a Better America 
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vernment ownership has ever increased scientific devel- 
t or economic opportunities for man? The British told 

me^Yes.” In England, I said, “No.” 
In many of the liberated countries, the widening authority 

f government is narrowing the opportunities for man, be¬ 
cause the economic vitality has been sapped by years of 
warfare. Man, wearied by these years of conflict, is seeking 

an easy way out. 
In France, General Charles de Gaulle recently outlined an 

economic program for his country: one-third of all industry 
is to be owned by the government; one-third is to be pri¬ 
vately owned; and one-third is to be an insipid concoction 
called “half-and-half.” This constant reliance upon govern¬ 
ment may help a sick economy to totter around, but the 
grueling race to individual freedom has never been won by 
running on the wooden legs of any super-State. Can we have 
the maximum freedom of movement with artificial assist¬ 
ance? The liberated countries seem to say, “Yes.” In reply, 
I would say, “No.” 

This epochal contest between the State and the individual 
cannot be determined by party labels or regional or geo¬ 
graphic lines. It is not a vertical contest but a horizontal 
one. It is not a struggle between nations, but rather within 
every nation, every community, every social group. In a 
broader sense, it is a struggle within every individual’s 

mind. 
The question each of us must answer is, are we going to 

follow the new-fashioned liberal whose flaming banners pro¬ 
claim, “Man belongs to the State; the State will protect him 
and employ him for the benefit of the State?” Or shall we 
follow the old-fashioned Jeffersonian liberal whose blazing 
banner proclaims, “The State is but the servant of man, to 
be used by man for his greater achievements and for his 
greater freedom?” 

Education must provide us with the final answer, for it 
is only through education that we can find truth, and it is 
only through truth that we may achieve real freedom—a 
freedom that displays a robust sense of right and wrong. 
It is only through truth that we can achieve respect for in¬ 
dividual human beings, and a pattern for the simple, and 
therefore neglected, virtues of every-day life. 

From the earliest days of the Republic, the super-State 
in any disguise has been the antithesis of American demo¬ 
cratic concepts. Our forebears knew the dangers of the 
super-State. Officials, by virtue of titles or impressive 
powers, do not become more than mortal. These officials 
avoid neither the errors of judgment nor the selfish tempta¬ 
tions of men in private undertakings. Man is not miracu¬ 
lously transformed by assuming public office. The bureauc¬ 
racy of bureaucrats carrying out some economic task is 
neither wiser nor better than you and I performing the same 
job for ourselves. He is simply more irresponsible; the mis¬ 
takes are on the house. 

What our forefathers knew then is equally true today, but 
with this added danger: the tyrants of old never dreamed 
of the power which new technological processes have given 
the State for enforcement of its edicts. The printing press, 
radio and television can be used tfi hold the mind of man in 
absolute subjugation. Hitler could never have risen to power 
without these modern devices. His absolute control of all 
means of communication enabled him to pervert and poison 

ie minds of the German people. Their minds were held in 
y11s absolute power because untruth was made to look like 
ruth; the lie masqueraded in the garments of fact. Free¬ 

dom—whether of movement, action or decision—having 
been completely banished from the land, there was no one 
to prevent the steel doors of the dungeon from closing upon 
the people. 

In America, therefore, education has a tremendous re¬ 
sponsibility not only for teaching the people, but for teach¬ 
ing them to be free. 

The oppressors of freedom in every land have always 
begun under the assumption that they were benefitting the 
great mass of the people. Their first acts seemed to be good. 
Their first edicts were proclamations of good. Undoubtedly 
there were many of the followers of this program who felt 
that this was the only way out of their difficulties. For in¬ 
stance, we have heard it said that Mussolini was good for 
Italy because he made the railroad trains run on time; Hit¬ 
ler was said to be good for Germany because he cured un¬ 
employment. 

Our problem after this war will appear mountainous. The 
difficulties will be extremely hard to solve. There will be 
many who will say that we cannot possibly solve our prob¬ 
lems under the democratic process; that the judgment of the 
few is better than the judgment of the many. These people 
will prescribe the hypodermic injection of false hope with¬ 
out warning that it will be followed by a dose of laudanum 
to lull the people into slavery—a slavery which many will 
welcome even as their chains are being fastened. Such ap- 
apparent benefits will strip every American of what the late 
Mr. Justice Brandeis said was the right to be left alone— 
the most comprehensive of all rights, and therefore the right 
most sought after, of civilized man. 

We in America have prospered magnificently over and 
above any other nation in the history of the world because 
we have given the urge to freedom free play. Our justifica¬ 
tion for members of society has been found in the humble 
virtues of honest endeavor, conscientious self-advancement 
and a clear conscience. We have judged people not from the 
line at which they started the race, but rather at the line 
at which they finished the race. We have glorified equality 
—not the drab equality of sameness, but the equality of 
opportunity. 

As a nation, we have never regarded democracy as an 
artificial process for leveling downward, but rather as a 
framework within which each individual might develop him¬ 
self to the best of his own abilities, not only for himself, 
but for the nation as a whole. 

This is the only way of accounting for our magnificent 
progress, which, measured by any yardstick, whether it be 
industrial output, trained employes, scientific research, or 
developed natural resources, cannot be equalled by any na¬ 
tion in the history of the world. Education will never doubt 
that this mighty nation—richer than any on the face of the 
globe—will fail to solve its problems under the democratic 
processes. In order to accomplish this, education must as¬ 
sist in producing enlightened leadership in business, labor, 
agriculture and government. It is through education that we 
can understand that what is best for all of our people is 
best, too, for each group. 

On this wholly American path our nation can advance, 
buttressed by our strength, our wealth and our restless 
energy to be more productive and more happy. But an abso¬ 
lute prerequisite of this success and progress is an educa¬ 
tional system which seeks the truth, free from any taint of 
totalitarian domination. Such an educational system will be 
the lifeblood flowing through the arteries of a vigorous, a 
healthy, and, above all, a truly free America. 
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A Free Czechoslovakia in a Free Europe 
(Continued from page 30) 

erative functional agencies. For instance, we would like to 
have something which would solve the problem of internation¬ 
al cartels, international commodity agreements or tariff poli¬ 
cies, and so on, and we understand that great minds in the 
United States are occupied with this problem. 

My lecture was supposed to be on Czechoslovakia, but I 
think that it helps my country much better if I speak less of 
Czechoslovakia and more of the general problems which are 
common to all those countries finding themselves in an ana¬ 
logous position. 

You know that our country in the last 30 years twice has 
disappeared, and we have twice reappeared. No one of you 
can realize, can understand it. You created the United States 
150 years ago. You have it, you are going to have it, and 
nobody is going to do any harm +o it. But we had no free 
country in 1914. We have fought it out. We had it in 1918. 
We had it for 20 years, and then we lost it. Now we are go¬ 
ing to have it for the second time. 

I do not know whether it is an easy matter for a citizen 
of a great country, comparatively safe, to put himself into 
the mental position of myself, for instance. We are filled with 
more anxiety about the future of humanity. We think much 
more seriously about these things, because our destiny, our 
future, is too closely tied up with what the great powers do. 

Let me mention as an example the international security 
problem, which had been discussed in Washington for the last 
three months. I mean the international security organization 
already referred to on more than one occasion at this insti¬ 

tute. I hear and I read in the American press that sora 
people are apprehensive lest that institution would violate thi 
rights of smaller countries. Well, if I put myself back ti 
the Munich period, of course, such apprehensions are just! 
fied. Four great powers—and please, I do not want to re 
criminate, but as an institute here, we can talk about thes 
things with detachment, without passion—four great power 
united and dictated a kind of solution on a small country 

Of course, we hope that this international security scheffl 
proposal is not going to be something like that. We are sure 
We are not afraid. We know it is going to be different. Wt 
know very well that the great powers will use their response 
bilities and their privileges justly and with impartiality. W 
shall have six out of 11 votes on the security council whicl 
I think will be an instrument through which small nation: 
will be able to make themselves heard in the councils of thi 
world. Well, our country, Czechoslovakia, has tried to prat 
tice public and private virtues as fully as any other large oi 
small nation. We have been cooperative to the point of ex 
tinction in 1938. I do not know of any other country whict 
would go to that extreme to cooperate with the other nations 

Let me, therefore, conclude with the assurance that, as at 
industrial nation keenly interested in the expansion of it 
economy, our country will support every constructive initia1 
tive for the closest possible integration—and when I say “in 
tegration” I do not mean any enforced regimentation—I meal 
a voluntary organized integration of work economy. We hav 
always pursued a cooperative policy both of necessity, oi 
course, as a small country, and also by preference. 
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Greece and Postwar Europe 
HON. ANDRE MICHALOPOULOS, 

Former Greek Minister of Information; President, Anglo 
Hellenic League, at Mass Meeting, Colton Memorial 

Chapel, Oet. 26. 

1GET up with a certain amount of diffidence because I am 
not given to blushing, but the very courteous remarks of 
welcome which I have heard from your President as well 

as these flowers have put me into a state of the greatest dif¬ 
fidence, if they have not suffused my cheeks with blushes. 

However, I would like to say that I am very happy indeed 
to be here today. It is a great privilege and it is a source of 
great satisfaction and pleasure to me because you have been 
engaged in the past two days in very important work and it 
is very interesting to see—and I thoroughly agree with the 
distinguished speaker who preceded me—that all over Ameri¬ 
ca the people are thinking about problems of peace. 

I, too, have been around America. I have been to forty-six 
of your States. I visited, I think, 173 of your cities and spoke 
in them. I have come in contact with the American people 
and I see that there is everywhere the most lively interest 
in what is going on in the world and in the future of the 
world. That is of the greatest encouragement to us in Europe. 

Well, ladies and gentlemen, I do not know whether you will 
agree with me, but I think that anyone who thinks that this 
terrible war, which has ravaged so great a part of the world 
and which has left no nation unaffected, is just an isolated 
incident which began in 1939 and will end whenever the 
belligerents lay down their arms—and we hope it will be soon 
—is, I believe, mistaken—gravely mistaken. 

This is no isolated incident. It is no single war which just 
began then and is about to end. It is, I venture to say, in 
its western phase, a part of Germany’s hundred years war for 
the domination of the world. I say “in its western phase,” 
because I am not going to talk about Japan. I know little 
about the Far East. All I do feel is a conviction that it is 

; as necessary for Europe that the might of Japan should be 
crushed as it is for America, in my opinion, and for the Far 
East that the might of Germany should be crushed. 

There are some people who would place the original instance 
of this war as far back as the Middle Ages, at the time of 
the Knights of the Teutonic Order, or at least as far back 
as the time of Frederick the Great of Prussia. I would not go 
as far back as that. However, I do think that, consciously 
in the minds of the leaders of Germany, a plan for dominat- 

d iRg the world arose about the middle of the last century, 
when Prussia was under the leadership of her great and ruth- 

V less statesman, Bismarck. 
Bismarck had a definite objective. His first objective was 

to unify Germany under the domination, the absolute domi¬ 
nation, of Prussia. This objective he accomplished with ease. 
And he launched upon three wars of aggression—against 
Denmark in 1864 and annexed two Danish provinces; against 
Austria in 1866, and brought that great empire to its heels, 
to absolute subservience to Prussian dictates. He then em¬ 
barked upon the war of aggression against France and de¬ 
feated France in 1870 and ’71. That was the period of or¬ 
ganization. 

iJ When that organization was complete and the wars of ag¬ 
gression were won, he then set out upon the stage of prepara- 

; Don, military preparation, and from 1872, when the German 

Empire was founded, to 1914, the entire resources of the Ger¬ 
man Empire were devoted to one objective, and to one ob¬ 
jective alone—the formation of a formidable army—the most 
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formidable army that the world had ever seen. So we had the 
war of 1914 to 1918. 

Germany was defeated on the military field in that war, 
but the German people in Germany never accepted that de¬ 
feat. They never recognized that it was a real defeat. The 
return of the German armies to Berlin from the fronts was 
more like a victory parade than the return of forces that*had 
suffered major reverses. 

From 1918 to 1938 the war continued. Those were not years 
of peace. In Europe they were not years of peace. 

The German war then entered upon its economic phase— 
the phase of an economic offensive which was entirely suc¬ 
cessful. That economic offensive had two objectives in view 
—the political subjugation of Europe, if that were possible, 
and the strengthening of the development of German war 
industry. 

Well, German war industry was set afloat once more, al¬ 
most entirely with the help of British and American capital. 
When it was set afloat, it had to be kept going, and in order 
to be kept going, mechanical goods had to be sold, markets had 
to be found, and those markets were found in Central and 
Southeastern Europe. They were found partly because, at the 
same time, the great democracies had a mistaken policy, a 
policy of economic isolationism which served the purposes of 
the Germans admirably. 

I will give you an example from my own country. Our 
natural markets for exports, before the last war and in the 
first years of this war, were the British Empire, France 
and America. I put them in order of importance. We sud- 



denly found that the policies of economic isolationism of these 
countries gradually closed these export markets to us. \ e 
could not sell our goods to the British Empire because of the 
Ottawa agreements; we could not sell them here because of 
tariffs; and France, too, made it difficult for us. Therefore, 
between 1923 and 1937, our exports to these three countries 
fell to one-third of their original volume. 

That threatened Greece with a major crisis because we 
need to export our goods. We are a poor country; we are a 
small country. We were a country of 50,000 square miles 
and 8,000,000 inhabitants in peace-time. We are much less 
now, and we need to be sure of exporting our goods because 
we do not produce at home enough food to feed more than 
46 per cent of our population. Therefore, we have to export 
in order to be able to buy food abroad and impoit it. 

Again, let us take one of the major industries of Greece 
as an example—and when I take Greece as an example and 
one of the industries of Greece as an example, I wish it to 
be clearly understood that the same thing applies to all the 
smaller states of Europe during the intermediate period be¬ 
tween the last war and the present war. 

Greece’s tobacco industry employs in peacetime anywhere 
from 350,000 to 400,000 men and women. That is a large pro¬ 
portion of a total population of eight million. If these men 
and women are thrown out of work, we have a majoi crisis 
which threaten not only the problem of balance of trade, but 
also threatens the northern cities of Greece with social de¬ 
struction. Therefore, it is absolutely vital that our surplus 
tobacco should be regularly sold. 

Now, these normal markets with which Greece usually 
dealt, as I said, closed, and Germany stepped into the breach 
immediately with her barter agreement system. They sent 
agents in swarms all over the Balkans, all over Central and 
Southeastern Europe to buy up the produce that was avail¬ 
able. That was useful because they got resources that way, 
but it also had a political motive and an industrial motive. 
They bought up these resources and they came to an arrange¬ 
ment with the state banks of the states with which they dealt 
so they, the Germans, should not have to pay out ready cash. 

The producers were paid in Greece by the Greek State 
Bank. The producers got the money; the wager-earners got 
theirs; the crisis was averted, and that was good. But what 
did the Germans do? The Germans simply wrote up a credit 
in Germany and said to these countries, “Well, you can come 
and buy German goods in our country.” 

That immediately created an interest, and interest is veiy 
powerful in the minds of realists. It created an interest in 
Greece to go and buy things in Germany. When Greek trad¬ 
ers went to Germany to buy, they found that the only things 
that were available on the German market for export weie 
mechanical goods—water meters, electrical appliances, 
agricultural machinery—all mechanical goods. They were 
goods that would keep the potential war industries of Ger¬ 
many turning, and that is what kept those industries alive 
—the creation of this trade with the countries that were 
being neglected by the democracies. 

Politically, of course, that had some influence, too, be¬ 
cause there was an infiltration of German agents all over 
Europe—all over the smaller countries. They brought with 
them their German ideals, if they can be called ideals. Also, 
busines men from the countries involved went to Germany 
in great numbers to see what business they could do. Con¬ 
nections were created. 

Well, that was the situation. Then we had this war. Ger¬ 
many was ready; Germany had prepared her machine. She 
got her factories tuned up. Some were manufacturing secret¬ 
ly; others were ready to start. They had been kept going by 

the somnolence of the democratic powers. And, this wail 

When Hitler started this war, he and his fellow leader I 
of Germany were convinced that they would be victorious 
They had a plan for victory—a definite plan for victory.! 
which was the permanent enslavement of all the peoples 
surrounding it. They would become the hewers of wood ami 
the drawers of water for the benefit of the master race. Thai 
is not true. It was widely publicized by the Germans then#! 
selves, but about two years ago the German leaders ceil 
tainly were aware that they could not win the war. The 
then probably hoped for some sort of compromise peace. | 
should say about a year or fourteen months ago they realE 
ized that that, too, was not possible; that they did real]! 
face defeat and that defeat, sooner or later, would come! 

them. 
You would have thought that, at that time, they wou! 

have changed their policy, their ruthless policy of brutali! 
in regard to the occupied nations under their sway. Yo! 
would have thought they would have become more leniej! 
in order not to have such a terrific bill of hatred builtu! 
against them. But, not at all. Ever since they realized th! 
they could not win this war, the Germans have become mot! 
ruthless, more savage in their treatment of the 230,000,0()! 
people of the occupied countries of Europe. 

Why is that? Simply because they have been putting in|<| 
practice a policy which I would call a policy of insurant# 
against defeat,” or, rather, I think they are opening up I 
new stage in this hundred years’ struggle of theirs for tbl 

domination of the world. 
They do not believe that with the end of this war t! 

struggle is finished. They are inaugurating the most horril 
ble stage of all, the stage of biological warfare. What! 
mean by that is that they have decided that they, on the oil 
hand, are a healthy people; they have not suffered ver 
much. They may suffer certain privations, but there is nl 
nation in Europe which has suffered less than they—noil 
whatever, not even the British. They are a healthy natioil 
They have not been starved. They have not had disease dl 
liberately spread among them. They will emerge with a losl 
of population as a result of the war, but how many will thej 
lose? Five millions, six, seven, ten, if you like? They wi 
still be 75,000,000 people, a compact mass in the center f 

Europe. 
Even if Germany is dismembered, even if her industrul 

are dismantled, even if preventive measures are taken, the! 
still will remain 75,000,000 German people in the middle (I 

Europe. Their calculation is that, while the going is go® I 

they can proceed with the extermination they are carryiil 
out—and it is a thorough extermination; it is material del 
astation, industrial destructions of all kinds, and on topi 
that, biological devitalization of the peoples surroundul 

them. Starvation, spreading of disease—those are the weal 
ons they use, and they are extremely powerful. 

In Greece, 900,000 people have died of starvation fro! 
1941 to the present day; 200,000 have died in the City! 
Athens; 900,000 people, 11 to 12 per cent of the populatiol 
died of starvation. Do you realize what death by starvatu 

means on such a scale? And 2,500,000 people are now sufB 
ing from the acutest stages of malaria, because all the wol 
that was done by the Greek health services which were» 
augurated by specialists sent by the Rockefeller Foundatw 
to Greece about 25 years ago, all this elaborate and intrical 
system of defense against malaria, has been destroyed 
liberately by the Germans in order to foster this diseaj 
Two and one-half million, according to the reports of t 
International Red Cross, are suffering in consequence. 

Five hundred thousand people are afflicted by tuber® 



losis We are told that 80 per cent of the children of Greece 
either tubercular or suffering from other acute diseases. 

Well there you have almost complete racial, I would not say 
“destruction,” but the race is completely affected in its 
entirety through the deliberate policy of these people, this 
occupying horde of barbarians. 

They hope that by this means they will survive; that 
when the time comes for Allied control, they will say they 
will be controlled. They will be punished, probably. Retri¬ 
bution will be exacted, but a time will come when the de¬ 
mocracies will walk out of Germany and say, “That is 
enough.” The German will be patient and good, and they 
will appear to be willing to accept anything, but that is the 
time when all they will have to do, having devitalized the 
people around them, will be to let natural biological and eco¬ 
nomic law work, and they may, possibly with the greatest 
of ease if we are not careful, get control of the resources 
of Europe without apparently going to war. 

That is the danger. Just as they waged this economic 
warfare without the democracies seeing what was going on, 
so they are waging this biological warfare with a view to 
the future at a time when perhaps the results of this war 
will be working but will not then be noticeable to the con¬ 
trolling powers. 

With the advance of science in the hands of people like 
the Germans, if they have the resources of Europe under 
their control then, the step to South America is very easy 
indeed. 

In that general policy of Germany I also see the clue to 
what is happening in certain South American republics. 
Does it not seem to you extraordinary that exactly at the 
moment when Fascism is being everywhere destroyed by 
democratic arms, that should be the exact moment chosen by 
these certain American republics to flaunt their Fascist 
views and, in fact, to tighten their grip over their own 
peoples? It is the rulers—it is the Fascist rulers of these 
peoples who are exercising this sway. 

It is all part of the same plan. It is because the South 
American republics believe that the Germans will get away 
with it. They are acting in concert with them. They are 
sending agents to Germany to buy up German factories, not 
in their own interests, but to protect these German factories 
from possible exploitation by the Allies. They are receiving 
Germans in their country and doing business with them. 

There is a jumping-off ground for world conquest by Ger¬ 
many which will, if they can do it, not be limited to the 
European continent. You may be sure of that. Therefore, I 
say that our way of life, our democratic way of life, which 
originated in my country 3,000 years ago, and in which we 
all believe and which you practice in this country in the 
most magnificent way—because in no country is democracy 
practised as it is in your liberal and magnificent land—I say 
that democracy is now imperiled, and I say this just at the 
moment when we, the democratic countries, are winning the 
war. We have to be very careful. 

I It can be averted, but there is only one way, only one road 
yoad of international cooperation. That is why I con- 

lTer it a privilege and honor to address this gathering 
Where you have been studying these problems from that 
ngle. I heartily concur with those who have said that 

rUl?barton Oaks is a healthful sign. More than that, the 
Lork accomplished there is groundwork of the greatest im¬ 
portance. It has been carried out wisely and cautiously. But 

e do need wisdom and caution. 

unh^ n°^ e?ough to get up on Platforms and say, “Unite; 
but h nnite” Uniting nations which have a common ideal 
eno individual differences, individual interests, differ- f es of interest, is a difficult process, and it has to be 

handled with caution and wisdom. 
However, there is no wisdom in despairing of it. I hope 

that we all have learned our lesson. The realization is nec¬ 
essary, too, that the smaller nations of Europe have gone 
through such a terrible ordeal that they are completely ex¬ 
hausted. They kept the last ounce of their strength in order 
to resist the invaders to the end. That they have done. They 
kept up their morale to the last in order that they could 
turn them out, and that is now happening in my country 
The Germans are going, thank God! But as soon as the Ger¬ 
mans are gone, there will be a relapse. 

Freedom will come back, but it will not be the happy life 
to which we were accustomed before. Freedom will come 
back, but it will not be the boys coming home. For you, it 
will be alas, many will not come home. But those who will 
come home will come home to their same homes to their 
comfortable families to their gardens and to their pleasures 
and to their good, active and productive life. 

But what have we? Not our homes, not our industries, not 
our means of production; we have nothing. We have ruins. 
And we have in every family ill health, malnutrition, un¬ 
dernourishment. 

Freedom comes, but it comes over ruins. We have the 
Acropolis, and that is eternal. We have our spirit, I hope 
that is eternal, too, if the spirit of democracy does survive 
its last ordeal, not only in Europe, but everywhere. 

All over the small countries of Europe you are going to 
have a period of moral suffering, too, because these peoples, 
expecting freedom, will unconsciously be expecting to come 
back to moral comforts and physical comforts, and that will 
not be possible. Relief will come, rehabilitation will come, 
but they are long processes. 

In the meantime, there will be disappointments. There 
will be disappointments in government. Therefore, you can¬ 
not expect of these countries that have given 100 per cent— 
I would say even 150 per cent because they have mortgaged 
the future—you cannot expect of these nations that they 
will take their full responsibility just yet. They will be 
willing; the spirit will be willing, but the flesh will be very, 
very weak. 

That makes the responsibilities of the great democracies 
all the greater. It does devolve, in the last resort, practically 
on two countries America and Great Britain. The responsi¬ 
bility devolves upon those two countries not only to compose 
their own differences, which are basically, thank Heaven, 
not great, but to find a common measure of understanding 
with that great power, Russia, because only if the three 
great powers are completely in accord on the measures to 
be taken to avert a war, can that war be averted. 

I believe firmly that under the very shrewd and able 
statesmanship of Stalin, the Russia of today is perfectly 
willing and eager to come to an understanding with both 
your country and Great Brtiain. I believe the Russians un¬ 
derstand the vital necessity for their own development and 
progress and expansion; that they should be in harmony 
with the great democracies of the West. I do not believe that 
Russia in any way is a peril to your social system. In fact, 
it sometimes amazes me to hear the things that are said. 

Russia is not interested in foreign propaganda just now, 
so that that sort of talk is harmful to this country, to the 
peace, and to the world. That sort of talk should be fought 
persistently and hard. 

In this struggle my very small country in never once com¬ 
ing to any sort of terms with the German monsters who oc¬ 
cupied her, Greece has given proof of her absolute faith in 
democracy. She has fought as she has fought; she has re¬ 
sisted as she has resisted; she has carried on without her 
spirit being broken, out of self-respect, in the first place. 
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e have a long tradition to live up to, a long tradition 
which is hard to live up to and which I think in these three 
years we have lived up to, and we have faith in the princi¬ 
ples which we believe in. We think that they will, they must 
survive; that they cannot be broken. 

lastly, we have complete faith in you. I firmly believe 
that that faith is justified. 

Everywhere in this country I have found the profoundest 
sympathy for my land, for my people. Going around Amer¬ 
ica, I have found friendly feeling and found awareness. 

The Middle West is acutely aware of what is going 
and acutely interested, and so is all of the United Stat° 
Everywhere I found the same warmth, the same kindline' 
the same hospitality, and that is an encouraging sign. \ 
are a very great country; you are a very powerful countn 

but greatness does not reside in power alone. Power wit; 
out goodness can be a very bad thing. In any case, p0J 

without goodness is an indifferent quality. But the qUa], 
of true greatness resides in its admixture with goodne! 
and that is why you are a really great nation. 

Why an Institute of This Hind At This Time? 
(Continued from page 3) 

get a perfect organ before we are willing to stand by. 

The second thing in this is that we provided that four 
nations, whether we like it or not, are going to have a large 
part of the say of what happens in the world. Now, they 
could not agree on how those nations were going to be per¬ 
mitted to vote. I believe it doesn’t make any difference 
whether you make it a rule by majority, by two-thirds, by 
three-fourths, or unanimous rule, for the fact of the busi¬ 
ness is that we are in danger of two other things—the 
United States and Great Britain may split apart, or we may 
take up that old grudge, fighting that old German king that 
sat on the throne and who didn’t know enough English to 
even talk with his own council, and who insulted us at that 
time and lost the colonies. Let us, in the name of common 
decency and in the future of the world, bury that old 
giudge, because if the United States and Great Britain can't 
stand together, it doesn’t make any difference whether you 
have unanimity or majority rule, or anything else, for you 
are going to have war again. The same thing is true of 

Russia. We have got to live in the same world with RUssii 
Russia is going to have a great deal to say today and in ti 
future, and the fear of Russia need not trouble us. 

I am very glad that on this program we are going to he; 
the voice of one of the sanest Americans, Mr. Eric Join 
ston. Let us heed what he has to say. If we stand togeths 
it doesn’t make so much difference how they vote. 

Let us not grow weary in well being, in well doing. Goo 
people are lazy people sometimes, and sometimes we sat 
“Well, on this question of international affairs—let’s ju; 
tend to our own affairs.” Well, after the experience 
have been through, when we did say we wanted to stay oil 
of the war, and although we put up barriers that we thougt 
would keep us out of the war, we were overrun by the wavif 
of hatred abroad, and now we are in the midst of this wi 
more deeply than any other nation. We can make it the las 
war. We can build a peace, and in the next generation J 
can go very far toward the realization of the ideals of till 
Golden Rule and the Kingdom of God on Earth, if we a 
willing to pay the price, if we are willing to work and i 
not shirk our responsibility as free citizens of a free natioi 
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IN VIRGINIA'S SCHOOL OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT 

by Carter Brooke Jones 

In this citadel of classic lore, the Army is making ready not only for 
the ultimate triumph that will eventually bring peace, but for the days immediately 

ahead, for every advance through enemy-held territory. 
It’s not that the Army is concerned with the peace terms, with the shape 

of the post-war world. That’s a job for statesmen, not military men. But soldiers 
are vitally concerned - they must be - with what happens, between battles and the 

peace treaty, to the territory they conquer mile by mile. 
Thus, at the school of law, from which so many students have gone to win 

eminence, in the court room or on the bench, the School of Military Government, the 

first of its kind, is teaching carefully selected groups of officers to administer, 
during the interim between the fighting and the peace, the towns and settlements 
which our forces are already capturing in various parts of the world. Eventually 
these military administrators will have whole provinces, states and perhaps 
countries to hold, as tranquilly as possible, as the fighting men sweep onward. 

And for the first time in America’s military annals, those officers 
picked for an extremely difficult assignment are learning, practically, how to 
carry it out successfully. During the l6-week course, as extensive and intensive 
as it can be made, the students have all the resources of the university Thomas 
Jefferson founded. They have the benefit of visiting faculty members from other 
great universities and colleges, of all the books and other research sources they 
need, here and elsewhere; of the Army’s top flight administrators and lawyers. 

Lessons of Past Wars 

In America’s past wars, this administration of conquered territory was an 
improvised affair, a hit-or-miss procedure. There was no special training for the 
officers detailed to the job and no particular plan* After the Armistice of 1918* 
we occupied a sizable slice of Germany for several years. At the Coblenz bridgehead 
alone, more than 200 officers were assigned to civil affairs duties. As Brig. Gen. 
C. W. Wickersham, Commandant of the School of Military Government, recently 
expressed it* "Hastily organized, wholly unprepared, with no definite plan, they 
succeeded better than we had any reason to expect. Owing to economic and other 
conditions, the Germans were willing to accept our government and, with few 
exceptions, to obey its decrees." 

But Col. T. L. Hunt, in a remarkable report on our military government in 
Germany, expressed hope that this Army never again would be found unprepared for 
this essential duty. The report reposed in the War Department archives for many 
years. It was dug out shortly before the present emergency. Col. Archibald King 
of the Judge Advocate General’s Department and other officers quickly saw its 
value, and it was made the basis for the first manual on military government. This 
manual led to the School of Military Government under the general supervision of 
Maj. Gen. Allen W. Gullion, the provost marshal general. Here it’s the basic 
textbook. 

The school’s third class is just getting under way. Already graduates 
are in foreign service, some administering places which Americans have wrested from 
the foe in North Africa. 

No Governors 

It should be emphasized that the school does not turn out military 
governors. The only military governor in an entire military campaigns the commanding 
general of the theater of operations. He necessarily must make all final decisions 

of military policy, whether in tactics or in measures affecting civilians in con¬ 
quered country. But, with his thronging responsibilities, he has to delegate the 
details to his staff, and a high-ranking member of this staff is in immediate 
charge of civil affairs for the whole theater. And he directs, in a general way, the 
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work of nil the other civil affairs officers scattered over the zones of operation 

whom the triins^dMnistrators, not governors or policy-makers. There 

have been printed allusions to the effect that this school ms plotting force on 
JL-Hons some my of life new and strange to them. Every member of the 

a ienpep ’ and civilian, will tell you, somewhat indignantly, that there’s 

no^an^atom of truth in this suggestion, and if the writers had taken the trouble 
to iMuire “into the course, even superficially, they’d have learned as much. The 
oivil affairs officers who will be assigned to staff duty all over our far-flung 
. pfronts will bo charged only -with maintaining order in conquered towns and 
prov nfe f^iS doping the status quo so far as possiblo, with lotting tho people 

carry on their laws and customs to tho largest extent practicable. They're not 
involved, oven remotely, in post-war planning. That's not their headache, tnlitary 

p-overnuents, of one sort or another, have always followed advancing armies. And 

there’ll be such ad interim administrations as long as there are wars. 

How It Functions 

It may be assumed, to illustrate, that a United States.expeditionary force 
has invaded the European continent at some point, and that a rapid advance has been 
made into the interior. A battle still rages, bub behind this zone of combat 
there’s a long stretch to the coast-line known as the zone of communications, with¬ 
in this region from which the enemy has been expelled military government must be 
set up in cities and probably for entire provinces, counties and departments. 
Officers assigned to civil affairs are with the combat troops and they stay with 
their organizations, doing what they can to restore some semblance of order in the 

towns as they are captured. 
The advance civil affairs officers send back reports on conditions among 

civilians and the physical shape of their towns and villages. When the attacking 
army has passed far enough ahead to assure even a temporary lull behind the lines, 
the commanding general, whose GHQ probably is at a coastal point, sends teams of 
civil affairs officers all over the zone of communications. In the larger towns 
separate administrations will be organized. These measures may be temporary, for 
the enemy may counterattack and win back at least a portion of tho territory. But 
no time can be lost in restoring at least a vestige of normality to the inhabited 

places. 
Military government is as necessary in the invasion of a friendly country 

as of a hostile land. A sympathetic populace may make the task a lot easier, but 
it’s nonetheless essential for the Army to take necessary measures to prevent 
chaotic conditions which may hamper the advancing troops. A town may be bombed into 
ruins. The people may be starving. Their homes probably have teem in the path of 
battle, and their civil government disrupted completely. If the friendly country 

has been held long by the enemy - as in tho case of France, Belgium, Norway and 
Poland - the oivil functionaires may have been puppets of the conquerors or else 
forced to carry out their decrees* There’s unlikely to be any semblance of orderly 

government. 
The first concern of our oivil affairs officers moving in behind the battle 

lines must be to facilitate their armyts advance. Nothing must be allowed to 
interfere with supply trains and communications - neither frenzied civilians blocking 
roads nor any acts of sabotage. But food must be brought in to hungry people. They 
must have shelter, safety and medical attention. These are only first-aid measures.- 
But the Army must provide them. Civilians can't. The whole thing is too closely 

tied in with military operations. 
Assuming, further, that the advance goes on, and a decisive battle is won. 

The enemy’s resistance crumbles, and an armistice is signed. An armistice is not a 
peace, and soldiers and sailors must stay on until the statesmen complete their work. 
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But if the resumption of fighting seems unlikely, more stable military governments 

U hp or(2anized in cities, provinces and departments. 
A civil affairs team moving into a enptired city is apt to find about 

.Mric. wrone that possibly could bo. The water supoly and other utilities may 

r ftVf within epidemic threatened. Bombed out and wounded civiliens may be 

roanine the streets or huddled in hopoless terror. Vandals may bo looting. The 
ftommrnding officer and his staff thus must combine a variety of experience that 

■fcnkos in virtually every field of human endeavor. There must be a doctor, a 
sanitary engineer, experts on water works, electricity, railroads, telegraph and 
telephone systems; a lawyer, a man skilled in public welfare. There will be plenty 

Of military*police to enforce the necessary decrees. 
As time goes on, and the early chaos in the city gives way x,o a more 

orderly state, the responsibilities of the civil affairs officers increase. With 
necessities restored, the military government can move toward more permanent 
stability. Industries must be started up again and men put back to work as soon as 
possible. Children must go back to schools. The banks must reopen. All ohis cal s 
for more experts - in fiscal affairs, education, economics, industrial relations. 
There must be a public relations officer to supervise the organs of public opinion, 
such as newspapers and radio stations# Liaison officers must keep in touch wi h 

the citizens# , „ . , . , 4. . „ 
In hostile territory, especially, and often m friendly countries, it 

necessary to organize military commissions and provost courts. Offences against the 
U. S. Army are tried in these courts, the more serious charges before a military 
commission and minor offenses before provost courts, each consisting of a single 
officer* If the civil courts of a community have broken down completely and the 
occupation is apt to be long, the commanding general may order military tribunals, 
to try all types of cases, civil and criminal, with the laws of the country 
followed* When the civil courts are running, however, they are usually allowed to 

continue undisturbed. 
Students at the School of Military Government study what the Hazis^and 

Japs have done on their invasions. This research could have as its titles "What 
Not to Do". For humanity will dictate the terms of our military government, even 
when we are dealing with a hostile populace. Subject to military necessity, says 
the basic Field Manual of Military Government, the rule should be "just, humane, 
and as mild as practicable, and the welfare of the people governed should always be 

the aim of every person engagod. therein'*• The Manual adds that as military 
government is executed by force, it is incumbent upon those who administer it to 

bo strictly guided by the principle of justice, honor ana humanity - virtues 
adorning a soldier even more than other men for the very reason that he possesses 

the power of his arms against the unarmed". 
The civil affairs section, while it has the responsibility so long as 

the military remains, will welcome any civilian aid it can get - from the Red Cross, 
the Lehman Commission on Foreign Rehabilitation and the Board of Economic Warfare, 

or any other interested organization, governmental or private. 

Men Carefully Chosen 

It is doubtful whether any section of the Army picks its men as carefully. 
Officers sent to the school, most of them already in various branches of the 
service, range in rank from captain to colonel. The school also is allowed to 
commission in tho Specialist Reserve and enroll a certain number from civil life 
with exceptional qualifications. Thore were more than 2000 applications for the 

course that began last month. The War Department selected l^O. 
Demonstrated administrative ability of a high order is required. It is 

not enough, the commandant, Gen. Wickorsham explained, for a man to have had some 

experience along this line. He must have been exceptionally successful in his 
field* Foreign languages also are stressed. The officer who can speak tho 
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, „ of the country to which ho is assigned always has an advantage, and many 
language of the country 1-msruaro or more. Engireers, lawyers with 

°; thLtraS^ background, public health e^ecutivos. fiscal exports, economists 

aT Mfar! Ixocrtives are needed particularly. Those who know some country 

^ioti r-*°arain“dc.d rsx 
the offio0r^™w?“^sS’isfardisti^uishedelawyer, who served in France during 

r. zsz 
P1°n S The assistant commandant is Col. Frank H. Hastings and Lt. Cel. Haray 
Cross Bullard, former assistant Doan of the Virginia Law School and airector of ..e 
Virginia Institute of Public Affairs, is director of instruction. Members of th„ 
faculty include Prof. Arnold Wolf era of Yale University, special advisor gn Germany, 
Dr. Hugh S. Bor ton of the State Apartment, lectxirer on Japan, ana Maj. Wy 

Rowell, advisor on Italy. The visiting lecturers have included such authorities 
as Lt. Col# Ira 0. Hiscook, head of the department of Public Hoalth at -ale, anu 
Dr. Edwin E. Witte, prof, of economics at the Univ. of Wisconsin. There are many 
others who come for occasional lectures. The school has used over 1000_ d.-cumen s 
of recent information, and borrowed more than 6000 bocks from 30 libraries, a^d ... 

purchased approximately 1000 other volumes. The catalog numbers more than 5000 

items. There are 2600 maps. ^ ^ .. . 
The current class includes Maj. Ralph Waldo Mendelssohn of^the medical 

Corps, formerly medical advisor to the old Siamese government, authority on 
tropical medicine| Maj. John Daves Ames, editor and publisher of the Chicago 
Journal of Commerce; Capt. John B. Stetson, former Ambassador to Poland and a pilot 
in the last war, and Maj. James H, Appleton, executive of the National Cash Register 

Co., who represented it in Italy for years. 
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‘Pattern’s ‘Progress 
An Occasional Bulletin on 'Pattern for ‘Peace, the Catholic, Jewish and Protestant Declaration on World Peace 

Address Communications to the Editors: Rev. Edward S. Conway, S. J. and Rev. Richard M. Fagley 

Supplement #8 Room 1005, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y. Sept, 15, 1944 

THE FRAMEWORK OF PEACE 

The last in a series of ten addresses under the general title, "THE CATHOLIC 
LAYMAN AND MODERN PROBLEMS," delivered in the Catholic Hour, broadcast by the 
National Broadcasting Company, in cooperation with the National Council of 
Catholic Men, on July 30, 1944 by Mr, William Agar of New York City, 

As a people we want and have always wanted peace and the chance to develop 
unhindered by others. Because of our unusual heritage of natural resources and 
because we did develop in an era during which broad oceans furnished some 
semblance of security, we were freed from any desire for aggression and we came 
to regard ourselves as set apart from the world. 

Of course this was never true in fact. But we did believe we could trade 
and travel when and where we pleased, that we could take whatever part in world 
economics we saw fit to take — yet play a game as observers only in world 
politics and, when trouble brewed, secure ourselves at will behind a barrier of 
neutrality. 

Following this course and desiring only peace, we have become inevitably 
involved in the two greatest wars of history — both within twenty-five years. 
Isn’t that enough to show that our ideas about peace and the means of getting 
it leave something to be desired? We thought that peace was static. We be¬ 
lieved we.could have it and keep it by doing nothing or by refusing to become 
involved in war. We confused peace with pacifism. 

That could not succeed. We see it now. We see that peace is hard to come 
y and infinitely harder to retain -- that we need to think and work and struggle 

to retain it even as we now struggle to gain the victory xvhich will make Deace 
possible, 

We have advanced this far in America under the impact of events. Our 
people are convinced that we contributed to our oxvn present troubles by our 

1 u e after the last war and they do not want it to happen again. They want 
peace between nations — peace which can endure because it is based on law and 
justice to all. 

Vnnw iSv 0UI\aim* We fi^ht t0 win the opportunity to establish peace. We 
know that if we do not, all the blood and tears and sacrifice of countless 

r mf\and women throughout the world shall once more have been in 

But how'Lr + y d° Want t0 tietray the who are fighting for us. 
But how are we to accomplish our purpose*? What can we do? 
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It is not ray aira to analyze the various proposals for world order that 
have been advocated or to concern myself noxv with the plans for peace which 
the leaders among the United Nations are working out. These proposals, these 
plans, deal with the institutions which form the framework of peace, just 
as bones and muscles form the franexvork of a body. Both are essential. 
But they must be animated by a life force. Otherwise they are useless and 

rapidly decay. 

iifter the last war there were many good men with high ideals, including 
our own President, who participated in the attempt to write the peace. Yet 
the memory of the failure of the peace is still sharp and bitter. It looms 
as an ever-present warning of impending disaster. 

For, in the reorganization of the world, lust for power and possessions 
dominated over the considered judgment of those who sought justice; the self¬ 
ishness of nations led either to complete withdrawal or to demands impossible 
to fulfill except at the sacrifice of others. It was an order devoid of 
reference to the moral law or to religious sanctions that failed. Nations 
unwilling to accept moral responsibility for world order permitted the 
enemies of society to re-arm and to set out once more on their orgy of de¬ 
struction. 

Many of the talks you have listened to in this series have emphasized 
how the secularization of our thought, the loss of the knowledge of good and 
evil, has permitted men to seek material goals as their highest good until 
material things of their own making, wrongly used, have come near to destroy¬ 
ing them. You have also heard it said many times that society must return 
to the fundamental moral principles upon which it is founded if it is to avoid 
self-destruction. 

I believe this has been realized at last by large numbers of people. 
Religious leaders have always claimed that no peace can endure unless it 
has a place in it for God and is founded on His laws. Separately, the 
highest authorities of the Catholic, Jewish and Protestant religions made 
pronouncements during the past several years on the renuirements for peace. 
Finally, it became clear that large areas of agreement existed between them. 
Then, on October 7, 1943, identical statements were given out by the leaders 
of the three groups. 

'Hiese statements make no attempt to xvater down differences in 
religious outlook. They contain seven propositions designed to point the way 
for every individual to promote the principles of the declaration xvithin the 
-ramework of his own beliefs. And, since the principles are fundamental 
moral ones — those, in fact, upon which America was founded as a nation — 
all Americans, whether or not they profess a formal religion, can subscribe to 
them. Their basis is belief in the dignity of man and the need to regulate 
human affairs according to ethical principles. 

and justice^for all° let future an arcien‘fc desire for peace and securitv 

final provisions fvZ f°° Y BG oanno1: work together to assure that the 

leaders laid down as tT 

principles of the Pattern for Peace.) P the 307611 
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3. 
The propositions I have just read you arc concrete ones. The men who 

wrote them were not content with moralizing. On the contrary, they set forth 
a definite program and proposed definite institutions which, if established, 
would moke possible the fulfillment of the requirements of the moral law for 
all men and all nations. They are minimum requirements, but, if we abide by 
them, we shall be living up to our American ideals and we shall have helped 
Establish a world order in which peace between nations is possible. 

The objective of the declaration is a spiritual objective yet it remains 
within the temporal order. The spiritual principles which it points to are: 
(1) The sovereignty of God over nations as well as individuals; (2) The 
essential place of the moral law in social life; {3) The inherent dignity of 
man; (4) The unity of the human race, 

as a result of these principles it proposes an international bill of 
rights, the repudiation of racial, religious and other discriminations, 
protection of the weak and oppressed and of the rights of all minorities every¬ 
where, the development of international economic cooperation in the interest 
of the common good. 

The seventh point recognizes the intimate connection between the 
internal social order of the individual states and the well-being of the 
international community as a whole. This is a point which we have emphasized 
before with particular reference to America. Before we can hope to help 
establish peace among nations, we must set our own house in order and assure 
those rights to all our citizens which in our Declaration of Independence we 
proclaimed were theirs as human beings and which our Bill of Rights attemnts 
to safeguard. 

The racial problem in America, as one example, has passed beyond the 
stage when it was a local problem or even a national problem. It is now a 
world problem as witnessed by the fact that the mistreatments, misunderstand**'' 
ings, and clashes of interest involving our colored people has given much aid 
and comfort to the Japanese and has helped their propaganda among the colored 
races whom they have conquered. 

But, even beyond that, we must assure the security of the family as the 
bulwark of society. This means safeguarding marriage, establishing decent 
standards of living and conditions of work for all men and women. °The just 
demands of the worker must be met. Otherwise we are building peace upon 
insecure foundations. And all our people must recognize that their fights 
involve duties and act accordingly. 

The religious leaders of America have pointed out the means whereby 
all, religious and non-religious, can unite in a common effort to attain a 
just and peaceful world order. 

Tne practical steps in the political order required to implement their 
proposals must be taken by our politicians and statesmen. It is our duty to 
see that they do this. But we also must fulfill our part. For these moral 
jrr nc p es will not save the world unless we and the men to whom we grant 
the power to frame the institutions and construct the machinery for peace 
are guided by them and it is the special duty of those whose religious 
training has made them aware of God’s law to help incorporate it into the 
law of nations. 
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4. 

Without proper iretitutions the best intentions will fail to produce 
anything at all. But the best institutions, the most perfect machinery 
men can devise, will also fail unless supported by individuals and nations. 

So our job as citizens of America and of the world is two-fold. We 
must force our legislators and administrators to take cognizance of the 
essence of these seven points. We must then support them with all the 
energy and good will we possess. 

If we fail in either of these tasks we shall break faith with those 
who suffer and die for us today. If we wish to prevent the world from 
being plunged into another devastating war a few years from now we must 
not fail* 
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ANNIVERSARY OF PATTERN TO BE COIDEMOR-tTED 

The Pattern for Peace was issued on October 7, 1943. To commemorate its 
first anniversary, we plan to issue a pamphlet containing a brief report on the 
progress made during the year and a number of comments we have received on the 

occasion. 
CIVIC PROGRiiMS ON PATTERN 

Indianapolis - Under the auspices of the Indiana Committee for Victory, a 
public meeting on the pattern for Peace was held in Indianapolis September 10 in 
the World War Memorial Audito~rium. Speakers were Rev. Howard Baumgartel, Rabbi 
Morris Eeuerlich, Rev. Cleo Blackburn and Father Conway. Plans are now being dis¬ 
cussed for a monster civic mass-meeting on the model of the Syracuse and San Antonio 
programs. 

Los Angeles - Arrangements have been completed for a civic gathering on the 
Pattern in Los Angeles, California, October 1. To date the following have accepted 
positions on the Honorary Committee: Mayor Fletcher Bowron; Archbishop John J. 
Cantwell; President Rufus B. von IdeinSmid; President Robert G. Sproul; President 
D. Bird; President E. Wilson Lyon; President Elam J. Anderson; Bishop James C. 
Baker; Dr. E. C. Farnham; Bishop William Bertrand Stevens; Rabbi Edgar Magnin; 
Rabbi Jacob Kohn. 

Kansas City - An organization meeting attended by 350 civic leaders was held on, 
September 7, to make final preparations for a mass-meeting on October 10. Father 
Conway summarized the experiences of other communities in the preparation of the 
programs. The call committee of six was elected as the nucleus of the permanent 
committee, and it was voted to secure the civic arena for the occasion. The arena 
has a capacity of about 20,000. 

FEDERAL COUNCIL PROMOTES PATTERN 

Dr. Walter W. Van Kirk of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America 
has sent a note on promoting the Pattern among local Protestant leaders and groups: 

”We have tried in all of our local conferences on this question (a just and durable 
peace) to encourage the use of the Pattern and we have sent it across the country 
to secretaries of Councils of Churches, Ministerial Associations, etc.” 

LAW SCHOOL DEAN CITES PATTERN 

In his graduation day address on August 25, Dean William M. Hepburn of the 
University of Alabama Law School cited points V and VII of the Pattern as basic 
to the organization of peace. His address, entitled Education for World Peace, 
has been printed in the Congressional Record at the request of Senator Lister Hill. 

pamphlet on pattern issued idr catholics 

•‘-.ft® Pattern for Peace and the Papal Peace Program is the title of a reoort 
recently issued by Rev. John Courtney MurrayS. J., and the Ethics Committee of 
the Catholic Association for International Peace. Primarily, the report is 
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designed to prove the contention that "Catholic participation in the issuance of 
the Pattern for Peace may legitimately clain a place in the total Catholic peace 
program." The first half of the report is an analysis of the "Papal idea of 
cooperation in charity among all men of good will to do the work of justice which 
is peace." The second half discussed the Pattern in terms of the Papal concept. 
The pattern for Peace and the Papal Peace Program may he ordered from the Catholic 
Association for International Peace,' 1312 Massachusetts Ave.,N,W., Washington 5,D.C. 

RECENT PAPAL STATEMENT ON COOPERATION 

In his recent broadcast commemorating the fifth anniversary of the war, Pope 
Pius XII devoted almost one-third of his radio time to the question of collaboration. 
We re-print certain passages here because of their obvious relevance to the cooper¬ 
ative movement which has for the past year been centered about the Pattern for Peace. 
We quote from the official Vatican translation: 

Many well-meaning people, shocked by the accumulation of such ruin, are 
arousing themselves as from a troubled dream, trying to find even in other 
camps - hitherto mutually divided and estranged — collaborators, travelling- 
companions and companions in arms for the great enterprise of reconstructing 
a world which has been shaken to its foundations and torn in its innermost 
framework. 

There could be nothing more natural, or more timely, nothing — given the 
necessary precautions — more proper. 

For all those who pride themselves on the name of Christian and profess 
their faith in Christ with a life conforming exactly to His Laws, this dis¬ 
position, and a readiness to work together in a spirit of genuine brotherly 
harmony, not only answers to the moral obligation to fulfill one’s civic 
duties; it rises to the dignity of a postulate of conscience sustained by 
love of God and of one’s neighbors, stimulated by the warning signs of the 
moment and the intensity of effort called for in order to save the nations. 

REFORM RABBIS PRaISE PATTERN 

The Central Conference of American Rabbis, meeting in Cincinnati in June, 
adopted a resolution strongly commending the three-faith Declaration, Pattern for 
Peace. The resolution stated: 

We shall not attempt to give a resume of developments in the inter¬ 
national field in the past year. In the realm of religion the most 
important event was the issuance of the Catholic, Jewish and Protestant 
Declaration of World Peace....It has been widely distributed, favorably 
received, and has already brought about finer cooperation in many communi¬ 
ties in building up sentiment for a just peace. 

SYNAGOGUE LEADER PROMOTES PATTERN 

We are in receipt of a report from Rabbi Israel Goldstein, President of 
“J® Synagogue Council of America and one of the first signers of the pattern 

p"~'V ^°aC£. * -^n visits made to England and Mexico, Rabbi Goldstein brought the 
~—ern to the attention of many prominent persons. Among them were: General 
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Eisenhower, General Lee, Chief of Chaplains Tieman and his deputy Chaplain 
Naiditch, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Archbishop of Westminster, the Chief 
Rabbi, the Dean of St. Paul’s and Sir Stafford Cripps. ’’They all welcomed the 
Pattern as inherently worthwhile, as an act of religious statesmanship and as a 
splendid manifestation of inter-faith unity”, said Rabbi Goldstein. While in 
Mexico he presented copies of the Pattern for Peace,with an explanation of its 
origin, to the Archbishop of Mexico, His Excellency Luis Martinez and to the 
Minister of Postwar Affairs, Lie. Vejar Vasquez, 

CATHOLIC YOUTH STUDY PATTERN 

Th# Semester Outline, the Sodality program for Catholic Colleges, High Schools 
and Schools of Nursing, devotes three pages of content matter to the Pattern for 
Peace. It was sent to approximately 3,000 colleges, high schools, schools of 
nursing, and to another 3,500 additional addresses. This means that probably at 
least three hundred thousand students are learning the Pattern’s principles. The 
Pattern was also made part of the Sodality Parish Program. This program is sent 
to approximately 11,000 Sodalities in the country. Through the pages of the 
Semester Outline, the pattern was presented to the Summer Schools of Catholic 
Action, sponsored by the Queen’s Work,in San Antonio, Texas; New York; Chicago; 
and Montreal. Some eighty-five hundred people attended these four schools from 
all sections of the country. 

N.C.C.J. REPORTS PATTERN ACTIVITIES 

We have received the following report from the National Conference of 
Christians and Jews on the various methods they have used to stimulate interest 
throughout the country in the Pattern for Peace; 

At lease 85,000 copies of the Pattern distributed to key religious leaders 
and speakers. A special edition, numbering 35,000 copies, printed for 
Ohio region of National Conference with bibliography of books and articles. 
Inclusion of the Pattern idea in materials for Brotherhood Week and special 
articles which blanketed the nation in February,1944. Special programs 
devoted to discussion of the Pattern, either arranged by the National 
Conference of Christians and Jews* or with other agencies at various cities: 
e.g., Miami, Florida (United Council of Church Women), San Antonio, Detroit 
(November 3). Nearly fifty important stories in Religious News Service dis¬ 
patches. Editorials, October 8, October 29, 1943 and April 15, 1944. Pattern 
sent to all clergymen in several cities (in varying forms); e.g,, Chicago with 
suggestions that it be used as the basis for a sermon. 

CANADIAN INTEREST IN PATTERN 

From Calgary, Alberta, Canada we learn that all the youth groups in 
Calgary organized through the Canadian Youth Commission will study the Pattern 
for Peace next Fall. The Pattern will be discussed by various religious 
youth groups which will meet in conference in December. 





Among the leaders of public thought in the United States 
you have been selected, as one of 2500, to receive a copy of 
the enclosed Formula for Permanent World Security* 

This formula for Permanent World Security has. been under 
consideration for several years, and during the last year or two, 
with the approach of Peace, it has been studied by many people 
of experience in national and international affairs. Republicans 
and Democrats alike, who have pronounced it sound and workable. 

It is now, at private expense as a contribution toward 
the cause of a just and lasting peace, being placed before the 
Congress and the people of the United States for study and con¬ 
sideration in the hope that it may become the basis for U.S. 
policy in helping to organize the military power of t he world 
for Peace and Security. 

Those who receive it will include the President and his 
Cabinet, the members of the U.S. Delegation to the Washington 
Conference on International Organization, the members of the 
Supreme Court of the U.S., members of the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States, the Governors of all 
forty-eight states, the editors of five hundred leading magazines 
and daily newspapers with a coverage of the greater part of the 
population of the United States, radio and news commentators, 
the heads of the larger business, labor, agricultural, veteran, 
religious, and educational organizations of the United States 
whose membership, altogether, comprises a majority of the citizens 
of the country, political leaders of all parties, and hundreds of 
noted men and women of the United States in all walks of life 
whose interest has been in the Cause of Humanity and Peace. 

If you believe that this self-explanatory proposal is sound 
and practical, I hope that you will, in your own chosen way, 
using the influence that you possess - and with prayers for its 
success - help this plan to Decone part of the international 
policy of the United States, a contribution by this country to the 
security of the World Neighborhood, and a cornerstone for an en¬ 
during peace. 
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A FORMULA 

FOR 

PERMANENT 7/ORhD SECURITY 

(to be developed 
in two stages) 

Designed to 

protect the Security of the United 
States equally with all nations. 

safeguard the "Freedom of the Seas 
and Air" and a 11 commercial trade 
routes of the world. 

serve as a sound basis for progres¬ 
sive and safe united reduction of 
military power as soon as the world 
Is ready. 

control the post-war power of Germany 
and Japan without causing a suppres¬ 
sion that would result in a future 
explosion. 

stabilize those areas of theworld that 
might be future trouble spots. 

Stage No. 1 Preliminary and Transition Stage 
lasting from 2 to 5 years a fter the 
end of hostilities. 

Stage No. 2 Permanent Stage 

to commence at the end of Stage No. 1 
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A PROPOSAL FOR PERMANENT WORLD SECURITY 
1 i 

WITH SUGGESTED METHODS FOR ITS APPLICATION 

A Preliminary Statement 

Thoughtful people everywhere recognize the f act that the 
worldcannot continue to live in a state of anarchy. If there' 
is to be international security and peace, there must be law 
and order. 

To enable mankind to live in Security and Peace, under a 
condition of law and order, there must be some form of inter¬ 
national organization such as a continuation of the present 
functioning United Nations. The name of such international 
organization is immaterial - it is the substance of effective 
world organization that is essential. 

This world organization will necessarily require Executive 
Authority to carry into effect ther ecommendations decided upon 
by all sovereign nations assembled at regular or special ses¬ 
sions. A World Court will decide disputes of international 
character. And United World Military Power, operating under, 
and directed by the World Executive Authority and the World 
General Staff, will be prepared to use force If necessary to 
uphold law and order in the world community. 

The following plan for Permanent World Security, to be 
developed in two stages, is definitely not intended to take 
the place of a World Organization having Executive, Policy- 
mAklng, and Judicial branches. Obviously a practical use of 
force, if necessary, must support the peaceful purposes of a 
world organization. It is entirely possible that the success 
orfailure of world oFganization - and the issue of future 
peace or war - may depend to a large extent on how the military 
force of the world is organized to implement and support the 
peaceful purposes of a united world. 

The United Military Power of the World will consist of 
air, naval, and land forces, each sharing in ther esponsibility 
of keeping order and upholding Justice under the Executive 
Authority of the world organization and operating through a 
General Staff somewhat expanded. These divisions of military 
power will be coordinated to work together in the enforcement 
of law and order throughout the world. 

Because the average citizen at the present time is likely 
to understand the strategic location of world naval bases bet¬ 
ter than the location of land and air bases, and because the 
united control of naval bases will necessarily play a large 
part in any coordinated military support of world peace, on 
account of the use of oceans as highways for much of the world's 
heavy trade, this proposal will deal with the organization of 
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world naval power as an Illustration of the formula, but the 
formula proposed for the organization of naval power can be 

and should be applied to both air and land forces in a co- 
ordinated System of Military Power, operating under the Exec- 
utive Authority and General Staff of a World Organization, 

The Importance of Air Power Under This Formula 

World air power, under stage No. 2 of this proposal* would 
be organized under exactly the same formula as World Naval Power, 
with bases located at other strategic points throughout the world. 
If both air and naval power were organized under the proposed 
formula, it is probable that it would not be necessary to maintain 
extensive armies under Stage No. 2, but such land forces as may be 
considered essential could be organized under the s ame formula - 
all three branches coordinated in one integrated system of military 
power under the Executive Authority and General Staff, carrying 
out the policies of the community of sovereign nations. 

Because of the highly competitive nature of the air-craft 
industries of the three leading world powers, it is particularly 
important that this impartial formula for Permanent World Secur¬ 
ity be adopted as soon as possible in order to protect each of 
these nations, as well as all nations, from the insecurity that 
would result from unrestrained competition of these powers for 
the world military control of the air. 

PERMANENT WORLD SECURITY 
IN TWO STAGES 

In order to be successful any plan for Permanent World 
Security must be practical and realistic. One cannot expect to 
jump fromTa world organized for war to one organized for Peace 
and Security without months of planning and adjustment during 

this transitionary stage. By keeping our f eet on the ground of 
practical reality under the Preliminary Stage of the Plan, and 
by keeping our eyes on the goal of Permanent World Security 
under Stage No. 2, the problems of transition from one stage 
to the other can be solved successfully. 

These two stages are part of the s ame plan. If only the 
first stage of this plan were carried out, the world would very 
likely degenerate into several competing imperialisms, with only 
an armed "peace" to stave off the inevitable clash of rival in¬ 
terests. By preparing for Permanent Stage No. 2 during Prelimin- 
ary Stage No. 1, the transition could be made smoothly, safely* 
and successfully. 
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Stage No. 1 - Preliminary or Transition Stage 
(lasting rrom 2 to 5 years a fter end of war) 

The first need of the world immediately following the cessa¬ 
tion of hostilities will be stability in order to give the forces 
of reconstruction the best chance to get started. Obviously, the 
security of the world, during this unsettled period, depends on 
the continuted employment of as much existing military power as 
may be needed to maintain stability and order, under the General 
Staff of the United Nations. The advantagesw ould be as follows: 

(1) There would not be time to organize anything different. 
Stability must be maintained with the forces at hand. 

(2) The existing United Nations power would be large enough for 
immediate world security. The United States would be s trong 
on land, air and sea; Russia in land and air power; Great 
Britain in air and s ea power, and China (possibly) in land 
forces, and other nations as during the war. Surplus power, 
not needed for maintaining stability could be demobilized. 

(3) The General Staff as now organized could continue, with per¬ 
haps some additions, during tne transition period from Stage 1 
to Stage 2. This would be the logical directing military 
staff, under World Executive Authority of Stage No. 2. 

(4) Naval and air bases throughout the world acquired during the 
war should be held in trust by the continuing United Nations 
General Staff while the rotary-command system of Stage No. 2 
was being organized. All nations would be more willing to 
cede these bases to the United Nations than to any individual 
nation, because all nations would use'these bases jointly for 
their mutual security during Stage No. 2. 

(5) There would be time, under Stage No. 1 to adjust the milit¬ 
ary power of thew orld to actual requirements. During 
Stage No. 1, it is probable that land power, as an occupy¬ 
ing force in world trouble spots, would play the major 
part. But during Stage No. 2, air and sea power would be 
the chief needs, since, (aside from domestic police in 
each country) it should be possible fora combination of 
air and sea power, integrated in one system, to maintain 
world security on a permanent basis. 

(6) The large amount of existing equipment produced by a few 
of the major powers would be more useful for the Stage No. 
2, since each of the nations, under Stage No. 2, could 
take over, and maintain its share of this equipment, thus 
reducing the cost, providing a use, and resulting in great¬ 
er uniformity of a United World Military Power. This would 
make Stage No. 2 easier to organize than if the equipment 
varied too much in design and operation. 
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Stage No. 2 - Permanent World Security 
(commencing at end. of Stage No. 1) 

A Practical Formula la the Baals of Success in 
Solving the Problem of Permanent World Security 

It is obvious that in order to succeed in solving the knotty 
problems of Permanent World Security, a formula must be found 
that commends itself to all mankind for 

(1) Its absolute fairness and impartiality to every nation. 
(2) Its practicability. 
(3) Its economy. 

A study of International conferences has shown the difficulty 
of finding a formula that would satisfy every nation. In order 
to succeed, a formula must be found this time that does command 
the respect of mankind because it is manifestly just and lmpar- 
tial to every nation. The formula proposed here does seem to 

have the a bove qualifications and is offered in the hope that 
it may help a little in bringing peace and security to mankind. 

A Brief Outline of the Plan or Formula 

This plan is designed to give to every nation in the world equal 
security, without the risk that any one nation can or will 
threaten thes ecurity of the others. (This illustration applies 
to naval power but the s ame formula would be used for air and land 
power, particularly air power which will share equal importance with 
naval power in maintaining world order andsecurity.) 

(1) This purpose is accomplished oy the establishment of 12 
world naval bases at strategic points on the highways of 
the world's ocean trade. Each of these naval bases shall 
oe franned by 12 "units of power". These units of power 
shall be defined, as explained in another paragraph, by a 
body of naval experts representing all 12 nations, and shall 
be suitable for the needs of keeping order in any given area. 

(2) Each naval base shall be In command of a Supreme Commander, 
operating under, and upholding the policies of a World Organ¬ 
ization of Sovereign Nations. Operating under the Supreme 
Commander at each base shall be 12 sub-commanders - one for 
each nation to command the unit of power furnished by that 
nation. 

(3) The office of Supreme Commander at each world naval base 
shall be rotated from year to year, and the new Supreme 
Commander each year (or each two years if a biennial 
method is considered more feasible) shall be chosen by 
one of the nations furnishing a unit of naval powdr for that 
base. If the term of office of the Supreme Commander was 
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. . -i j +-oir« ip vears for the command of the base to 

12 nations ^s^or’ 

12^nations to^ave’its"turn at furnishing the Supreme Commander 

fore ach of the world naval bases, 

(4) This plan of rotating Supreme Commanders, ?rj21_ 
( irJnioilv at any given naval base shall apply to all or 

r ^vaa bases located in all parts of the world with 
the following important provision; that the permanent schga- 

for tPhewhole world shall be .so devised tfa<rtjag 
nofMnn will furnish Supreme Commanders foy more tim 

one^of the twelve world naval bases during the sa^me peT^"7 

of time, 

A suggested schedule accompanies this proposal"^Ich ®ay 
help to explainw ith greater clarity just bow the rotation 
of commands would work out in actual operat o « 

(si For oractical purposes, the 12 larger nations are assigned 
daces at each world naval base, mainly because the large 
nations should be better able to assume the “nanoial re¬ 
sponsibility of furnishing more units of power than the 
smaller nations, but if the smaller nations wish to join 
together and furnish between them 1 unit of power for eac 
base, these smaller nationsc an rotate the command of th 
own units and when it becomes the turn of this composit 
unit to furnish the Supreme Commander for the nava. 
one of their own number can be chosen for the honor. Bu 
if the number of units of power at each naval base is in¬ 
creased from 12 to 13, then there should be 13 world naval 
bases in all parts of the world in order to have the rota¬ 

tion plan work successfully. 

Advantages of the Permanent Plan (known as Stage No.2) 

Any plan for a coordinated World Military Power must necessarily 
have"many unquestionable advantages if it is to command theatten- 
tion and ther espect of mankind, and if it is to secure the wide- 
spread approval of all nations to make it a definite success. The 
chief advantages of this proposed plan are as follows: 

(1) it would be just and impartial to all nations. An impartial 
system with short-term rotation of commands would make it 
less possible, if not altogether impossible, for national¬ 
istic rivalries to develop within the ^stem. 

(2) Because it is plainly a just plan, it would eliminate the 
opportunity for selfish armament interests in any or all 
countries to arouse national jealousies and rivalries by 
false propaganda and chicanery. 
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(<z\ rv a system of "checks and balances" this plan insures ab- 
solute security to all peoples. The rotation of all com¬ 
manders each year, or each two years, with no more tiian one 
base in the world under the command of any one nation at 
the same time would protect the interests of each nation 

equally# 

Even nations considered present enemy countries, after 
they are reconstituted could be admitted to such military 
system without undue risk, and it would be psychologically 
sound to admit them to the system as soon as possible after 
the conclusion of the present conflict. The automatic system 
of "checks and balances" would protect every nation. It would 
be difficult, if not impossible, for any one nation to stir 
up international trouble within the world system. 

(4) The successful operation Of this plan would r esult in great 
economies in tho amount of money spent by all nations for 
naval armament. Such economy would be an important con-^ 
siderationafter the present conflict when most if not all 
nations will carry a heavy load of d ebt which must be 
liquidated in due time. The money saved on new naval arma¬ 
ment could go into steel and other products for thegeneral 
reconstruction of the w orld. 

(5) It would help lay the basis for wide development of inter¬ 
national trade freely moving between nations without fear 
of disturbance. A coordinated naval power, as proposed, 
would contribute to the f reedom of the seas - safeguarding 
the interests of all nations and peoples equally. 

(6) It would be practical plan for administrative purposes. 
Since naval craft are, for the most part, designed to 
operate within limited areas not too f ar from .regular 
naval bases, this plan of having the naval power of the 
world operating in 12 defined zones adjacent to the 12 
world naval bases would be practical from the administra¬ 
tive standpoint. 

(7) The plan would be psychologically sound because it would 
be recognized as a just plan that would treat all nations 
fairly. It would help to give mankind the sense of security 
that is the basis for international stability and peace. 

(S) Because the military power of theworld, organized under 
this formula, would be in actual balance at all times, the 
question of progressive disarmament would be solved auto¬ 
matically and safely by reducing, periodically, the size 
of the units of power a t each or any world base ina ccord- 
ance with the growing security and stability of that 
particular area. 
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Technical Problems Made Easier By 
an Impartial Plan~ 

One of the chief difficulties at previous peace and arms limita¬ 
tions conferences has been the intrusion of conflicting national 
interests indeciding technical questions. There have been so 
many national, geographic, economic, and political considerations 

introduced, that it has been most difficult in the past to 
nations the security which each one desired. The use 

formula would eliminate at once the conflicting 
it would be to the mutual advantage4 of every 

in making the united military power of the 
world one of the greatest efficiency. Because all nations are 
treated equally, it would not be difficult for a body of naval ex¬ 
perts to decide just what types of naval craft are necessary for 
each strategically located naval base for the purposes of giving 

to the interests of all nations served by that 

to be 
bring to all 
of an impartial 
interests, since 

nation to cooperate 

adequate 
area. 

protection 

Among the technical problems to be decided would be 

(1) The location of 12 world naval bases on the highways of the 
world*s ocean trade, strategically located to give the 
greatest protection to the interests of all nations. 

(2) The composition ofe ach "unit of power" provided by the 
different nations for each base. Each unit of power would 
probably be measured by weight, by cost, by gun power, by 
speed, and by its general efficiency for the purposes of 
policing the ocean highways. Some nations would probably 
furnish a "unit of power" composed of craft of a certain 
category. Other nations, furnishing units of equivalent 
value might furnish from a different type. The purpose 
would be to have these "units of power" fairly balance each 
other so that each nation would bear its fair share of the 
responsibility and cost of naval duty. However, ther e- 
quirements may not be thes ame foreach of the 12 stations 
on a ccount of geographical or political considerations in 
any area. Consequently, the "unit" value may be raised or 
lowered for any particular base in order to secure the g reat- 
est efficiency and economy. But since each of the 12 nations 
furnishes one unit of power for e ach base, the whole system 
would be maintained in practical balance, and it should not 
be difficult for a group of the world*s ablest technicians to 
devise an arrangement that would be fair to all nat ions. 
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Th0 coordination of the different units ol power ateaoh base 
would constitute the most difficult problem, 1but since it 
, inevitable that mankind must learn to work together, 

nnv s ecuritv for any one anywhere in the w orld, 
there is t o be anysec y dow£ to the business of working 
nations might just as well get^aown^ duty tQ an lndeflnite 

future?1" After all, the problems of peaceful organization are 
sreater than thetremendous problems of organize 

nuired ^n any war on a world scale. A difference ^ .Language, 
in*type of equipment, and methods might cause some di«io£“ies 
in the first years, with 12 units of power at each base, but 
these problems would be overcome in due time. 

,,, mv.e efficient use of naval power at the conclusion of Stage 
4 No 1 would make it advisable for some of the nations wit.nout 

sufficient naval equipment of the right sort to man their 12 
Sits of power to purchase such naval equipment from nations 

1 be over-supplied at the end of Stage No. 1, thereby 
retuctag the total amount of any additional equipment necess¬ 
ary to put a Permanent World Security System (Stage No. 2) 
into efficient operation* 

Development of International Cooperation 

there is a Knowing desire and recognition throughout the 
torlt thatYl? peoples Let «rk together if ^ere is to be con- 
tinuing advance of civilization, the foregoing plan is d©vised t 
give to ^nations and peoples a sound basis for ^operation 
There should develop at e ach world naval base an esprit de 

Supreme Co iiiander, as it became his turn ^ h°mmand tbe^naval 
base for a period of one (or two) years would naturally do his 
best to give his station the most efficient service, i^ -*• 
ifmatter of personal satisfaction and national honor to serve well 

the common purposes of mankind. 

The growth of international sports at each naval base would con¬ 
tribute to international sportsmanship. 

Conclusion 

The foregoing proposal is submitted for consideration at the 
Present time? in memory of those who haves truggled for the free¬ 
dom of the world and in the 'nope that it may help in bringing 
Peace and Security to all nations. 

Rufus Walter Bishop. 
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hedule #1 
A Suggested Schedule for The Rotation 

Of Supreme Commanders at World Naval Bases 

Page 9 

/a> l or 2 year rotation. The schedule is made out for a 1 year 
rotation hut this could he changed to a 2 year rotatio y 
changing the dates accordingly at the top of each column. 

(B) No more than one Supreme Commander at any time furnished hy 
one nation anywhere in the world. 

(C) 
If there are several smaller nations that desire to have a 
part in helping to maintain world order, they can combine to 
supply one unit of power for each of the naval bases, hut if 
there are 13 units of power at each naval base there sh°uld 
he 13 naval bases to make the rotation of commands possible. 

YEAR 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 956 957 955 1959 I960 1961 

BASE NO.I \ x % % X % ** \ '< X 
a z & X Co 

% v 
\ X • % h? X \ 

a 3 X \ 
% X X % «r \ vK X 

M 4 
“tf 
\ 

% \ X x X w % V 

a 5 \ 
Co 
% \ \ X \ \ 

» 6 % X \ X V X % 
<&, k.* 

>r 

a 7 V V 
% 

\ \ % 
"VdX 

\ % 

a 8 % X V X \ \Xi- 
X%\ % \ 

a 9 x V 
% 

% \ % XA 
tv \k X a, 

% 

a 10 \ \ % 
>> 

■** 
% 

x \K % X 

II X \ \ 
% % % X V 

a 12 X >1 4r' X % 
% 

% X %1 ^ \ v| 
REPEAT ROTATION AFTER 1961 

(*) Taken hy U.S., England and Russia until reconstituted. 
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dule #2 Suggested Organization 
of each World Naval Base 

Page 10 

Based on 12 Units of Power for e ach 3ase 

The component parts of each unit (which are non-competitive) can 
he decided upon by naval experts of all nations. Each unit of 
power shall be of relative value for any base. But some naval 
bases may require a greater amount of power for naval duty than 
other naval bases, in which case, each of the 12 units of power 
shall be relati\oLy stronger than the units of power for bases which 
require less power. 

If a number of smaller nations desired to have a part of this re¬ 
sponsibility, they could furnish a total of one unit of power for 
each of the naval bases, with the expense divided between chem. In 
case this is done, there should be 13 world naval bases instead of the 
proposed 12, to make the rotation plan work. 

If Germany, Italy, and Japan were not to be admitted at the end of 
Stage No. 1 on account of the unsettled international mind as an 
aftermath of thec onflict, then England, the United States and 
Russia should each accept the added obligation of one extra unit each 
until such time as they can be taken care of by the former enemy 
countries. However, since it would not be conducive to the future 
peace and unity of mankind to have any large nation ignored in set¬ 
ting up a Permanent World Security System, and since the restric- 
tions which this type of organization places upon any nation to cause 
trouble, it would be psychologically sound, and conducive to inter¬ 
national solidarity and progress to have each nation capable of 
helping to support this united World Military Power to have their 
fair share in it from the beginning of Stage No. 2. 

A proposed list of "units of power" fore ach 
World Naval Base is as follows: 

England 
United States 

1 Unit 
u 
a 
ii 

it 

tt 
it 

n 
ti 

n 
ii 

ii 

Russia 
Prance 
China 
Netherlands 

-^Germany 
-x-Italy 
■frJapan 
Brazil 
Argentina 
Chile 

Total 12 Units 

'»See note at foot of previous page. 
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FOR Rii..jA313 10:'*5 E..., 
Tuesday, June 13* 1344 

VOL1.0 -I-a IS AN ADDRESS BY SUPREME COURT JUSTICE OWEN J. ROBERTS TO THE 
UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL IN PHILADELPHIA, BROADCAST BY THE COLUMBIA BROADCAST INS- 

SYSTEM ON TUESDAY, JUNE 13, AT 10:45 P.M. 

SUBJECT: Pledge for Peace 

In this hour of supreme sacrifice by millions of our youth ^e pray for 

the success of their battle effort. We know that they fight not for power but 

for righteousness. When our people realized the strength and purpose of the 

selfish aggressors, they rallied behind our leaders with a single will. Once the 

threat to our freedom was felt there was no division amongst us. Every man and 

woman in our land was prepared to do and to give whatever the emergency demanded. 

Without protest or demur our sons and brothers have taken their places 

in the fighting forces for they have been told that they were to battle for the 

cause of liberty under law; that this war must end wars of aggresmon and rapine; 

that our goal is a free and peaceful world. 

It is for us to ensure that these men shall not have fought and bled 

and died in vain; that they shall not be mocked by a so-called peace which is 

only an armed truce awaiting the day when some nation shall again deem itself 

strong enough to .impose its will on other nations. It is for us, the people oi 

this nation, to gird ourselves and make known our will to our elected representa¬ 

tives and to the peoples of the earth. It is for us to declare our fixed purpose 

that the causes of strife between nations shall be removed and that an organ 

shall be established and supported which will insure order under law throughout 

the world. 

This is the time of golden opportunity. Such an opportunity probably 

will never come again. If we lack courage, vision, and purpose, we shall have 

miserably betrayed our kin who have given the last full measure of devotion to 

us and to all -e hold dear. Shall we let them down? Why should we? 
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in the emergency of war we have proved we are not soft; we have shown 

that the hardiness of our pioneer ancestors persists in their orogeny; we have 

demonstrated that the skill and initiative proverbially typical of our-people exist 

in our generation. In a few months we have built an army and furnished it with 

material which we ourselves would hardly have thought possible a few years ago. 

Thus we have insured victory for our allies and ourselves. 

Is victory more important than the world order it is intended to insure? 

Shall we win the battle of physical force, and suffer intellectual and moral de¬ 

feat? 

I am certain that the people of the United States can have the kind of 

world order they vent. The role of this nation in the war, the genius of its 

government, its disinterestedness, the certainty that it will not use the national 

strength for aggression or conquest, make it clear that other peoples everywhere 

will anxiously await our leadership in the initiation of a "arid order. 

One hundred fifty-seven .years ago in this city a little group of youngish 

patriots confronted a situation, which then seemed more desperate than that which 

we now face. They had to find a federal principle that would consolidate independ¬ 

ent states with interests as diverse, with jealousies and differences as acute as 

those ^hich divide the peoples of the earth today; to propose a government that 

would bind together, for common defense and general welfare, a. territory as vast, — 

means of intercourse and communication considered, as the world seems to us today. 

Though doubtful if the frame of government proposed would be accepted, 

and equally doubtful that, if a.dopted, it would survive, they did not flinch. 

They courageously put forward the only plan they thought had a chance of survival. 

Generations of our people have given thanks for their ingenuity and their courage.. 

Are we today less resourceful than they? Uo we lack their vision and 

their courage? Or are we ready to dare a great experiment of joining the peoples 
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of democratic nations in a common union of free men for common defense against 

aggressors and the common welfare of the federated peoples, Will the American 

people try? Will they make known their will that such a, union shall he established? 

I believe they will, if they sense the alternatives. What are the alternatives? 

If we are to go on as we have, every nation will be a law unto itself. 

This is anarchy. There is no rule that binds the peoples of the several nations. 

Each nation, as an entity representing its citizens, is like a savage in a land 

without a government; each nation is the judge and the executioner in its dispute 

with any other. A na-tion, like a savage in an unsocial region, may pledge its 

word, but may violate its pledge at pleasure. Power, only power, the power to 

overcome the attacker, is the guaranty against attack. 

leagues of nations, like compacts of unsocial men, are good only so long 

as all members agree, and are worthless the moment one member repudiates his obli¬ 

gations, Our forefathers tried a league of sovereign states after the Revolution, 

Consternation at its impotency begot the Constitutional Convention of 1787. After 

the last war, powerful nations formed a. league. Dissent ions and differences ren¬ 

dered it helpless to prevent Hazi rcoccupation of the Rhineland, the Fascist rape 

of Ethiopia., and Japan’s aggression against China. Need more be said? 

Treaties of alliance do not stay national selfishness, do not prevent 

national jealousies, do no more than create an armed truce, the while some member 

of the alliance grows powerful enough to demand a revision of national relations 

as the price of abstention from war. 

If the United Spates is to live in a world of so-called sovereign nations, 

which means nations who do as they please when powerful enough to impose their 

will, then we must have a. new kind of government. This nation must reduce its 

scale of living in order to support an enormous military establishment. We shall 

soon have to substitute a military dictatorship for the individual liberties 

have known. Obviously ^e cannot safely relapse into the somnolent state we in- 
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dulged sfter 1918. But more, - not eyen this nation, great as its wealth and 

poTrer, can stand alone against poalitions of other great powers, And so shall 

hs,ve to resort to pow§£ pp^itips, temporary alliances^ to head off this or that 

nation whose power and greed threaten us. 

The world will consist of a series of armed camps. Lam and government 

there mill he none. 

Some say the answer is an iiternational police force. But they add that 

they intend no surrender of sovereignty hy the nations which support such a force. 

Surely they have not thought the problem through*. "A police force implies a govern¬ 

ment which commands it. A police force is a body which enforces the commands of 

organized society, of government, against men individually or in groups "ho dis¬ 

obey the lav of the political community. Can you imagine a police force represent¬ 

ing five separate and independent governments? If they disagree, "hich one "ill 

the police force obey? 

The truth is that to have such a force the peoples of the constituent 

nations must delegate to a government, - their government for this limited purpose, 

— the power and the resources to create, support and command the force. Such a 

government must have a tribunal ot adjudicate rights if the police are to be lawr- 

ful.ly used. 

And this is equally true of all other international relations. They 

must be adjusted by crass force or some form of government. In political society 

order is a function of government. No men anywhere know ordered liberty without 

some sort of frame of government, which declares rights, adjudicates violations 

of those rights, and enforces the adjudications, if necessary, by the use of the 

police. Such a government must be permanent; it must continue so long as the 

majority of individuals mho compose it so desire; it must have the power to insure 

its existence. 
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Some proponents of world organization say that the United Spates must 

insist on an r,escape clause.11 But, if we are to have an escape from our solemn 

compact every other nation is entitled to the same privilege. Such an arrangement 

is no better than a temporary alliance. If we have the courage to cast our lot 

with other men of other lands for world order, let us do so whole-heartedly and 

in a way that will give some hope of success. If we have not, let us have done 

with pious protestations of good will and cooperation, with emcape clauses which 

apprise the world that we speak with our tongues in our cheeks. 

The people of the United States are satisfied with an international 

armed truce, or they want to unite in an effective international government of 

limited but sufficient powers to ensure a life of individual liberty under law, 

I have no doubt as to their choice. But I deplore their failure to declare them¬ 

selves, to call upon their chosen public servants and the intellectual leaders 

of our country for constructive planning and action. 

God grant that when our boys come' home they cannot say to us: "Ue went 

and fought your battle as did our fathers in 1917» Ue return to find our triumph 

an empty victory; to find you have left us the same old anarchic world. It is your 

fault that our sons must sooner or later bleed and die for a nation which has let 

them down.n 
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From: The Commission on a Just & Durable Peace 
* * Federal Council of Churches 

297 Fourth Avenue 
New York 10, New York 

(For Publication in Evening Papers Tuesday, May 16, 1944) 

PRINCETON, N. J., May 16 - The churches can exercise a de¬ 

cisive role in creating a pattern of world order that will assure 

peaceful solutions of differences between nations which inevitably 

will arise when the task of preserving civilization once again passes 

from the military to the civilian, said John Foster Dulles In the 

commencement address today to the 1944 class of the Princeton Theo¬ 

logical Seminary. 

Mr. Dulles, New York lawyer, chairman of the Commission on 

a Just and Durable Peace and a Princeton University alumnus, said that 

only after 30 years of experience with futility in international affairs 

had he come to recognize the relevancy of the Christian gospel to the 

practical solution of world problems. 

Analyzing the causes of the failure of the Versailles peace 

conference and other international diplomatic conclaves in which he 

personally participated he enumerated them - idolatry, hypocrisy, 

blindness and evil emotion. 

There was idolatry, he said, in the practice of national 

representatives personifying their state as quasi-god; hypocrisy in 

considering their own national group to be endowed with virtue and all 

others with vice; blindness in their inability to see beyond what 

served their own short-range material Interest and evil emotion in 

their readiness to become suspicious, resentful and angry. 

more 
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"And there was little good emotion," Mr. Dulles added. “Few 

were inspired by a great vision or a sense of mission in the world. 

They saw their tasks as isolated events in a materialistic world, 

rather than as elements in some great progression towards human better¬ 

ment. They were ineffective because they lacked a righteous faith." 

The lessons learned from past mistakes and the adoption of 

Christian principles point the way, Mr. Dulles said, in which the 

churches and Christian ministers like yourselves can decisively aid 

the cause of world order. By and large your greatest contribution 

will be to implant the qualities of soul and mind that Christ taught 

and then to get these qualities into actual use. 

In this connection he spoke of the Versailles peace confer¬ 

ence. While the members of the American delegation were adherents of 

either the Christian or the Jewish faith he doubted that any of them 

"invoked the tenets of his faith to qualify his mind and spirit to 

solve the concrete problems which confronted him." 

"This is the kind of omission, which, if opportunity offers, 

you must seek to correct," Mr. Dulles told the graduates. 

In Mr. Dulles’ opinion, the voters of this nation "need to 

realize that leadership can safely be entrusted only to those who 

possess and will exercise, not only in word but by competent deed, the 

qualities taught us by the great religions. Your greatest contribution 

towards world order will be to bring Christian citizens to realize 

that their political leadership will be futile and end only in disaster 

unless it is the leadership of men who have and will use the qualities 

of the kind Christ taught.” 

more 
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Mr. Dulles, however, warned Christians against overlooking 

the obstacles which lie in the way of realising a perfect world order. 

He said: "That is the partial blindness which frequently afflicts 

Christians. They see so far that they overlook what is near. They 

are s0 concentrated on ends that they ignore means. They enthusiasti¬ 

cally embrace leadership that utters fine words. They do not judge 

critically the practical possibilities of converting those words into 

deeds. That had led to the common opinion that what Christ taught is 

of little practical value. 

"I think the vision Christ taught was total vision, which 

sees all the facts. Like Pilgrim, we must move forward through obsta- 

, -t-via-m TTnl we see those obstacles we 
cles; we do not soar above them. Unless we 

shall stumble and get nowhere. 

Many are discouraged by the realization that permanent peace 

cannot be easily and quickly assured by military victory or by some 

treaty formula, but Mr. Dulles regarded that as encouraging. "AH 

great wars give rise to visionary hopes that victory itself will as¬ 

sure lasting peace," he said. "Now we know, in time, that to win a 

victory and to proclaim a peace does not suffice. To know that is 

the beginning of wisdom. 

Mr. Dulles concluded: "To achieve world order is a long, 

hard task. It is not for those who are weary or faint of heart. It 

calls for men who are clear of vision and strong of faith. We need 

many who possess and use the qualities Christ taught. To assure that 

is your task.1’ 

0 
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Action 

VOL. XX, No. 5 New York, N. Y. May 15, 1944 

The great majority of the American people are 

I agreed that the United States should join in an inter- 

I national organization strong enough to keep the peace 

and cooperative enough to make it worth keeping. This 

fact is attested by public opinion polls and by pro¬ 

nouncements of responsible groups. Religious bodies 

have issued an impressive series of statements on world 

order during the past few months, all agreeing on this 

basic purpose. Local chambers of commerce across the 

I country have voted overwhelmingly for the same ob- 

I jective. The Executive Council of the American Fed¬ 

eration of Labor has emphasized the identical aim, as 

[ cited in this issue of the News Letter. 

Leaders of both parties, moreover, are taking this 

I public sentiment into account. It was well expressed by 

J Secretary Hull on April g when he spoke for an inter- 

[ national organization backed by adequate forces to 

maintain peace. It was recognized by Governor Dewey 

I on April 27 when he spoke for the same objective. 

Agreement on this fundamental purpose constitutes 

progress towards an American foreign policy above 

party lines. It is doubly important in this election and 

I invasion year. 

The appointment of a committee of eight Senators 

I to confer with Secretary Hull is another favorable sign 

I that the tragic road of the 1920’s need not be travelled 

, again. The fact that international decisions are being 

made step by step rather than being left to some post¬ 

war treaty is likewise favorable. These and other factors 

strengthen the conviction that the peace can be won. 

Yet they offer no ground for overconfidence. A ques¬ 

tion-mark still hovers over American policy. The rea¬ 

sons are fairly obvious. Major decisions in foreign pol- 

| icy usually take the form of treaties and must be ratified 

by two-thirds of the Senate. This means that 17 to 33 

Senators can nullify any treaty. If legislative records 

indicate present attitudes, there are at least that many 

Senators who are inclined to pursue isolationist poli¬ 

cies. Some of these come up for reelection, it is true, but 

national, state and party issues tend to over-ride inter¬ 

national issues in such elections. At this date the elec¬ 

tions do not seem likely to alter very much the compo¬ 

sition of the Senate. Consequently, the uncertainty of 

treaty ratification appears to be a persistent question- 
mark. 

This is the situation we face. Unless the agreement of 

the American people on international collaboration is 

great enough to secure a similar agreement by two- 

thirds of the Senators, the national purpose may be 

frustrated and the peace may be lost. To further such 

an agreement, therefore, must be a primary concern of 

every religious and secular group dedicated to a better 

world order. 

Our churches wisely refuse to participate in “poli¬ 

tics” in the narrower sense. “Partisan churches” would 

jeopardize cardinal religious principles and violate our 

American separation of church and state. Yet, as Dr. 

Hocking has pointed out, the separation of church and 

state does not free the churches from the obligation to 

bring religious principles to bear upon the political 

sphere as upon every other sphere. Non-partisan politi¬ 

cal action in this sense is the opportunity and the duty 

of the churches. Three suitable methods have been 

evolved or proposed towards this end. 

Denominational agencies are encouraging church 

members, as religious citizens, to express their convic¬ 

tions on international organization to their representa¬ 

tives in Congress. The Methodist Crusade is being fol¬ 

lowed this month by the Baptist World Order Crusade 

and the Congregational World Order Compact. These 

in turn will be followed by programs of the Disciples, 

Unitarian, and other denominations. The programs 

differ in method and timing, but they reinforce each 

other in bringing, over a period of months, thousands 

upon thousands of personal messages to Senators and 

Representatives. 

Secondly, Catholic, Jewish and Protestant leaders 

have in turn spoken out for the early establishment of 

a Council of the United Nations, as an intermediate 

step on the road to a general international organiza¬ 

tion. The church leaders recognize that experience is 

the most convincing argument for peace machinery. 

Thirdly, the proposal has been made by both Prot¬ 

estant and Catholic churchmen that religious citizens 

urge the leaders of both parties to incorporate basic 

principles of Pattern for Peace in convention plat¬ 

forms. Such a step they believe, would help to lift basic 

aims of foreign policy above party controversy and to 

secure greater national unity for collaboration after 

the elections. 

In the period just ahead, the accent is on action. 
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International Friendship 
The importance of international friendship for 

world order was stressed by the Archbishop of York in 

his Easter-eve broadcast to the American people: 

I have brought a message of affectionate good¬ 
will to you from Great Britain and of admiration 
for all you are doing and to tell you how eager and 
strong is the wish in the heart of the British people 
that the bonds of friendship which exist between 
the British Commonwealth and the United States 
may be strengthened through our efforts in the 
common cause; so that when the war is over and 
peace has been restored we, with Russia, China and 
our other allies, may work together in close coop¬ 
eration for the peace and happiness of the human 
race. . . . Pacts and treaties in themselves will be 
quite useless unless they are built on the genuine 
goodwill of the people on whose behalf they are 
made. Cooperation based on self-interest may for 
a time be very valuable, but it does not stand the 
strain of misunderstanding unless it is the expres¬ 
sion of mutual respect and friendship. 

United Nations Council 
The need for a Council of the United Nations is be¬ 

ing given increasing emphasis by religious leaders. Both 

Protestant and Catholic leaders have recently spoken 

for this objective. The Post War World Committee of 

the Catholic Association for International Peace said 

in March: 

A United and Associated Nations Council should 
be formed speedily to plan a post war political pro¬ 
gram which takes into account the rights and re¬ 
sponsibilities of individuals and private organiza¬ 
tions, and to guide the post war world during the 
period in which a permanent world organization 
is being set up. The United Nations Council 
should include as many nations as possible. The 
Congress of the United States should pledge Ameri¬ 
can membership in a world organization planned 
and directed by a United Nations Post War 
Council. 

Peace and prosperity in our world society re¬ 
quire a world organization which will direct na¬ 
tions in common courses of action. The United 
Nations, now organized to fight for peace, must 
be continued after the war to work purposefully 
for peace. That over 40 nations are participating 
in the International Labor Organization, the 
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Admin¬ 
istration and in the Interim Commission of the 
Permanent Food Organization is evidence of a 
widespread appreciation of international collabo¬ 
ration as the appropriate means of doing things 
on a world scale. The United States which is a 
member of these world associations can do more 
than any other single power to forward the estab¬ 
lishment and work of a United Nations Council 
and prepare the way for the peace settlement. A 
just peace even more than a just war is the fruit of 
a common hope, a common determination, a com¬ 
mon sacrifice and a common labor. 

The creation of a United Nations Council now 
will demonstrate that men and their political 
leaders sincerely desire to collaborate in creating a 
permanent world organization for the achieve- 
ment of peace and that they know how to bring it 
about. 

Some 1250 leading Protestant clergymen and laymen 
have joined in the following appeal, made public on 

April 24: 

We, the undersigned, believe that the time is at 
hand when a concrete beginning should be made 
to realize the Moscow Declaration and Connally 
Resolution which recognized “the necessity of es¬ 
tablishing at the earliest practicable date a general 
international organization. . . .” We need now at 
least the nucleus of such a general international 
organization in order to promote unity of political 
and diplomatic decision by the principal United 
Nations and consistency with such aspects of the 
moral law as have been proclaimed by the Atlantic 
Charter and other declarations of the United 
Nations. 

If, however, international organization is to serve 
its purpose of achieving just and durable peace, it 
must from the beginning be planned to become 
universal in membership and curative and creative 
in purpose. 

We subscribe wholeheartedly to the affirmation 
. . . that not only must there be “the political 
framework for a continuing collaboration of the 
United Nations,” but that “such collaboration 
should, as quickly as possible, be universal.” We 
also believe, with that Commission, that the inter¬ 
national organization which is established should 
have not merely the task of seeking physical secur¬ 
ity but responsibility to deal regularly with condi¬ 
tions which contain the seeds of future war. It 
should be designed to seek the change of treaty 
conditions which may develop to be unjust and 
provocative of war; to bring within the scope of 
international agreement those economic and finan¬ 
cial acts of nations which have widespread inter¬ 
national repercussions; to promote the attainment 
of autonomy as a genuine goal for dependent 
peoples; and to assure for people everywhere a re¬ 
gime of religious and intellectual liberty. 

We appeal to the President, the Congress and the 
people of the United States to work vigorously for 
practical steps which will initiate such an organi¬ 
zation. 

Educational Aid 
Representative T. William Fulbright said on May 

2 that the conference of Allied education leaders which 

met recently in London had agreed tentatively on the 

creation of an agency to reestablish educational facil¬ 

ities in liberated Europe. The proposed organization 

would follow the pattern of UNRRA. International 

action for educational rehabilitation was stressed by 

the World Alliance at its annual meeting last No¬ 

vember. 
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The Problem of War 
A section of the Episcopal Message of the Council of Bishops of the Methodist Church to the 
General Conference, delivered by Bishop Arthur J. Moore of Atlanta, on April 26 in Kansas City, Mo. 

I The discussion of the origin and conduct of war is 

not within the scope of this address, but when the very 

foundations of the earth are being destroyed, it would 

be cowardly for the Church to fold its hands and wait 

for others to seek for the way of peace. This task de¬ 

mands the spirit of humility and soberness. We do not 

know all that needs to be done and we will probably 

make mistakes, but into the hands of the ecumenical 

Church has been thrust the opportunity of changing 

the climate of the world from hate and aggression to 

peace and cooperation. The hideous horrors of war 

compel us to action. The Church is the one body that 

l cannot stand aside and declare world affairs are not its 

concern. Its chief business is the assertion of truth, the 

dissipation of hate, the instruction of the hearts and 

minds of man. 

The Methodist Church is historically and intrinsi¬ 

cally a part of that glorious inner life of the Nation 

that is the true "spirit of America." We must not forego 

our responsibility for the preservation of this continu¬ 

ing spiritual heritage. As Methodists we reaffirm our 

devotion to the obligations of Christian citizenship and 

we pray for the guidance of God upon the President of 

the United States and those who are associated with 
him in places of authority. 

While we are gathered here in peace and quietness, 

multiplied thousands of the bravest young men and 

women of our church are on battle fields in the ends of 

the earth struggling to preserve our liberty and protect 

our Christian ideals. By their suffering and sacrifice 

they are maintaining the principles of democracy and 

preserving the freedom of mankind. We can only pay 

our debt to them by laboring more courageously to 

build a world in which the sacrifices called for in war 

are no longer necessary. We pray for the preservation 

of their lives, the maintenance of their Christian ideals, 

a speedy and victorious end to this cruel war and their 

early return to our homes and churches. 

One of the most inspiring chapters in the history of 

Methodism is being written by more than 1,500 of our 

ministers who are in the armed forces as chaplains. In 

the air, on the sea, and on the land, wherever our sons 

and daughters struggle to preserve our freedom, these 

aithful men are there to offer the claims, challenge 

and consolation of the Christian Gospel. They are exer- 

cising a powerful influence for good and by their wit- 

and work helping to make secure and strong the 
hurch of tomorrow. 

1 he Methodist Church has declared its purpose to 

e end those of our number who cannot in good con¬ 

science participate in war. We will not be driven from 

a! Position by hysteria which always develops in a 

time of struggle. The principles of democracy and the 

teaching of the Christian religion accord to men free¬ 

dom of conscience. The conscientious refusal to bear 

arms is for some persons a natural expression of their 

desire for peace on earth. To all members of The Meth¬ 

odist Church who as conscientious objectors seek ex¬ 

emption from military service, the church must con¬ 

tinue to give its moral protection. 

The present war is in large measure the result of 

World War I. The outcome of that war poisoned inter¬ 

national relations and left nations snarling at each 

other as they grew more and more resentful. Our pres¬ 

ent distress is largely the harvest of our blindness and 

selfishness in that hour of opportunity. Much of the 

world tragedy of the past two decades has come because 

of our refusal to take our part in the task of interna¬ 

tional collaboration. Had we helped to organize the 

nations on the basis of friendly service, we might have 

given humanity a new lease on life. 

We have looked to international diplomacy to pre¬ 

vent war and it has failed. We have trusted in inter¬ 

national law to reduce the horrors and eliminate in a 

measure the cruelties of war, but war grows only more 

hideous and destructive. The time is at hand when the 

Church must rise in its might and demand an inter¬ 

national organization which will make another war 

impossible. 

The moral judgment of civilized peoples is demand¬ 

ing an ordered, righteous and effective system of world 

administration. Such an organization could prevent war 

and ensure justice so that eventually there will be de¬ 

veloped among the nations such an abhorrence of war 

that no self-respecting nation would dare commit such 

a crime. The strength of such an Association or League 

will lie not alone in what it does, but also in what it 

symbolizes, for it will embody the ideal of international 

relationships in which frankness and cooperative action 

take the place of secret intrigues and international 
rivalry. 

It does not seem necessary for the nations to give 

assent to one political or economic system. The diver¬ 

sity of interests and the different stages of cultural prog¬ 

ress preclude the possibility of a uniform body of do¬ 

mestic policies. The remedy is not to be found in weld¬ 

ing the nations into one soulless mass, but in shaping 

the relations between them so that they may discover 

the road whereon they may travel together in friend¬ 
ship and security. 

The organization set up to prevent war and preserve 

peace may at first necessarily include only the victori¬ 

ous powers, but, if so, exclusion of defeated nations 

must be only temporary. Some healing word must be 
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said above the expediencies and interests of the victors. 

To leave outside the other nations with their millions of 

struggling, aspiring people is to have the world go 

groping on in the dark. 

The victorious nations, having conquered their foes, 

must conquer themselves and think of them no longer 

as foes, but as friends. The leadership which the world 

waits, must display a heart that sympathizes with suffer¬ 

ing and a will determined to find a way to overcome the 

seemingly insuperable difficulties of readjustment. For 

this task the Christian Church was bom, and it cannot 

in good conscience give its allegiance to any ideal less 
than this. 

When the fighting actually ceases, vast sections of the 

earth will need steel, stone, lumber and brick. We must 

play a worthy and sacrificial part in the physical re- 

habilitation of the world. Infinitely more difficult will 

be the spiritual rebuilding, which will demand all we 

possess of insight, faith, patience and courage. World 

reconstruction must be placed on a higher plane than 

mere material reconstruction. We of the church must 

protest against any attempt to put a millstone of mate¬ 

rialism about the neck of the next generation and 

stoutly resist the adoption of immature and unchris¬ 

tian plans for world reconstruction. The helping hand 

must everywhere supplant the mailed fist. 

International Program 
Part II of the plan adopted by the Executive Council of the American Federation of Labor, and 

made public on April n, presents important steps towards world order. 

The program for the establishment of a lasting peace 

must provide for the continuing cooperation of the 

nations of freedom in the three great areas of their 

common interest, security, livelihood and justice. This 

cooperation does not involve the creation of a world 

government, but the acceptance of definite obligations 

to work together under agreed conditions and within 

the limits set by them. The basic principles are those of 

the Atlantic Charter and the other pronouncements of 

the United Nations. 

1. Security 
The program for the prevention of war has already 

been set forth in the Four-Nation Declaration.... Steps 

should now be taken to insure the speedy realization of 

these plans. These steps should include: 

1. The calling of a United Nations Commission 

either to establish the “General International Organi¬ 

zation,” referred to in the Moscow Agreement, or to 

serve provisionally in that capacity. 

2. The transformation of the wartime alliances of 

the United Nations into an organization for peace. The 

initial organization for policing will grow out of the 

military situation at the end of the war and will remain 

a primary responsibility of the Great Powers. It should 

be recognized, however, that this is a purely temporary 

necessity. The program for international security in 

the future will have to be worked out by the United 

Nations as a whole. For this purpose the General Inter¬ 

national Organization will need the advice of civilian 

as well as military experts. The problem is one which 

will continually change with the progress of science. 

Therefore, this commission of experts should advise the 

United Nations concerning all the technical questions 

involved in armament and disarmament. 

The unilateral action and regional understandings 

are only valid when in accord with the measures taken 

by the General International Organization and con¬ 

form to the basic principles of the Atlantic Charter 

which bind the United Nations to “respect the right of 

all peoples to choose the form of government under 

which they live,” and to make “no territorial changes 

that do not accord with the freely expressed wishes of 

the people concerned.” 

We believe that the United States has much at stake 

in the maintenance of these foundation principles, and 

the American Federation of Labor pledges its full sup¬ 

port in any steps to supplant tendencies toward uni¬ 

lateralism with genuine cooperative action which will 

broaden and deepen the mutual relations already 

achieved by the United Nations. 

2. Livelihood 
The program for economic and social welfare, like 

that in the sphere of security, falls naturally into two 

parts: the provision for relief and rehabilitation during 

the war and transitional period, and the provision for 

long-range plans and policies capable of development 

under the conditions of peace. 

1. Emergency measures arising from the war. 

—The United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Ad¬ 

ministration (UNRRA) is deserving of universal sup¬ 

port. It should have an adequate representation from 

labor on its staff. The aim of relief should be to make 

it possible for the peoples who have suffered in the war 

to become self-supporting. We do not believe that 

either they or the United States would profit from con¬ 

tinuing charity after the restoration of normal con¬ 

ditions. 

2. Long-range planning.—A certain number of in¬ 

ternational functional agencies will be necessary to 

insure the consistent development of sound economic 

policies in a world which will be increasingly respon¬ 

sive to the advances in technology owing to scientific 

discovery and invention. The frontiers of the world of 
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labor are those of economic as well as political geog¬ 

raphy, and the economic barriers to freedom of inter¬ 

course must not be permitted to block the pathway to 

prosperity. These problems by their very nature cannot 

be solved in any single set of laws or agreements be¬ 

cause the conditions with which they deal are forever 

changing. It is therefore necessary to maintain and 

create the pertinent institutions for dealing with them. 

a. The International Labor Organization (ILO) 

Pas abundantly justified its existence. It should be en¬ 

larged and strengthened as an instrument for raising 

the standard of living of peoples in all countries and for 

safeguarding the rights of the working people. 

b. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 

which has now been planned receives the full support 

of labor. There should be parallel organizations to deal 

with problems of health and social welfare, such as the 

promotion of child welfare, the prevention of epidem¬ 

ics and of the traffic in drugs and for immoral purposes. 

c. In the world of commerce and industry there 

should be agencies to deal with such problems as (i) 

the stabilization of foreign exchange, (2) communica¬ 

tions and transport on land, sea and in the air, (3) the 

commercial policy including cartels, (4) fiscal policies 

and foreign investments, (5) access to natural resources 

and raw material, (6) to coordinate these activities 

there should be a United Nations Economic Organiza¬ 

tion with consultative and advisory functions. 

In each case there should be provision for objective 

studies of the facts which should be made available to 

the general public. 

3. Justice 
The program for the re-establishment and develop¬ 

ment of justice in international relations in the post¬ 

war world has a sound foundation in international law, 

but must be strengthened and developed with the 

growth of the common interests in the substitution of 

pacific means of settlement for force and violence among 

nations. 

1. The Permanent Court of International Justice 

should be adopted as the supreme judicial tribunal of 

the international organization. 

2. The scope of arbitration should include the set¬ 

tlement of economic, as well as political, disputes. 

3. For the settlement of political disputes concilia¬ 

tion is a ready and approved method for which the 

permanent political structure of the United Nations 

should be used as well as special bodies for specific 

problems. 

4. For the safeguarding of human rights, there 

should be a permanent international institute to study 

and report to both international and national bodies 

on the problem of developing the principles and pro¬ 

cedures of international justice with respect to groups 

or individuals. 

International Labor Code 
The proposed declaration of the International Labor Organization presented to the ILO meeting 

in Philadelphia on April 29. 

The general conference of the International Labor 

Organization, meeting in its twenty-sixth session in 

Philadelphia, hereby adopts the present declaration of 

the aims and purposes of the International Labor Or¬ 

ganization and of the principles which should inspire 

the policy of its members. 

T he conference reaffirms the fundamental principles 

on which the organization is based and, in particular, 

that labor is not a commodity; that freedom of expres¬ 

sion and of association are essential to sustained prog¬ 

ress; that poverty anywhere constitutes a danger to 

prosperity everywhere, and that accordingly the war 

against want, while it requires to be carried on with 

unrelenting vigor within each nation, equally requires 

continuous and concerted international effort in which 

the representatives of workers and employers, enjoying 

efiual status with those of governments, join with them 

ln ^ree discussion and democratic decision with a view 

t0 'he promotion of the common welfare. 

Believing that experience has fully demonstrated the 

tttuh of the statement in the preamble to the constitu¬ 

tion of the International Labor Organization that last- 

tug peace can be established only if it is based on social 

justice, the conference affirms that all human beings 

irrespective of race, creed or sex, have the right to pur¬ 

sue both their material well-being and their spiritual 

development in conditions of freedom and dignity, of 

economic security and equal opportunity, that the at¬ 

tainment of the conditions in which this shall be pos¬ 

sible must constitute the central aim of national and 

international policy, and that all policies and measures, 

in particular those of an economic and financial char¬ 

acter, must be judged in this light and accepted only 

insofar as they may be held to promote and not to hin¬ 

der the achievement of this fundamental objective. 

The conference declares that it is accordingly a re¬ 

sponsibility of the International Labor Organization to 

scrutinize all international economic and financial poli¬ 

cies and measures in the light of this fundamental 

objective and that in discharging the tasks entrusted to 

it the International Labor Organization may consider 

all relevant economic and financial factors and include 

in its decisions and recommendations any provisions 

which it considers appropriate. 

Among the matters to which urgent attention should 

be given by the International Labor Organization, the 
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conference attaches special importance to the following: 

The maintenance of full employment and the 
raising of standards of living. 

The employment of workers in the occupations 
in which they can have the satisfaction of giving 
the fullest measure of their skill and attainments 
and make their greatest contribution to the com¬ 
mon well-being and, as a means to the attainment 
of this end, the provision under adequate guar¬ 
antees for all concerned, of facilities for training 
and the transfer of labor, including migration for 
employment and settlement. 

The application of policies in regard to wages 
and earnings, hours and other conditions of work 
calculated to insure a just share of the fruits of 
progress to all, and the assurance of a minimum 
living wage to all in need of such protection. 

The effective recognition of the right of collec¬ 
tive bargaining, the cooperation of management 
and labor in the continuous improvement of pro¬ 
ductive efficiency and the collaboration of workers 
and employers in the initiation and application of 
social and economic measures. 

The extension to the whole population of social 
security measures providing a basic income in case 
of inability to work or to obtain work, and provid¬ 
ing comprehensive medical care. 

The provision of adequate protection for the 
life and health of workers in all occupations. 

Provisions for child welfare, and maternity pro¬ 
tection, and the provision of adequate nutrition, 
housing and facilities for recreation and culture. 

The assurance of equality of educational and 
vocational opportunity. 

Confident that the fuller and broader utilization of 

the world’s productive resources necessary for the 

achievement of the objectives set forth in this declara¬ 

tion can be secured by effective international and 

national action, including, for example, measures to 

avoid severe economic fluctuations, to maintain con¬ 

sumption at a high level, to insure the productive in¬ 

vestment of all savings, to promote the economic and 

social advancement of the less developed regions of the 

world, to assure greater stability in world prices of pri¬ 

mary products and to promote a high and steady vol¬ 

ume of international trade, the conference pledges the 

full cooperation of the International Labor Organiza¬ 

tion with such international bodies as may be intrusted 

with a share of the responsibility for this great task and 

for the promotion of the health, education and well¬ 

being of all peoples. 

The conference affirms that the principles set forth 

in this declaration are fully applicable to all peoples 

everywhere and that, while the manner of their appli¬ 

cation must be determined with due regard to the stage 

of social and economic development reached by each 

people, their progressive application to peoples who 

are still dependent, as well as to those who have already 

achieved self-government, is a matter of concern to the 

whole civilized world. 

Unity for World Order 
In his speech of April 27, Governor Thomas E. Dewey 

testified to the "overwhelming agreement upon the 

major objectives” on the part of the American people. 

He listed three objectives: 

To carry on the war to total crushing victory, 
and in so doing to drive home to the aggressor 
nations a lesson that will never be forgotten; 

To organize in cooperation with other nations 
a structure of peace backed by adequate force to 
prevent future wars; 

To establish and maintain in our relations with 
other nations conditions calculated to promote 
world wide economic stability not only for the sake 
of the world, but also to the end that our own 
people may enjoy a high level of employment in 
an increasingly prosperous world. 

Religious Liberty 
Point two of Pattern for Peace received concrete sup¬ 

port from Protestant leaders when members of the Joint 

Committee on Religious Liberties of the Federal Coun¬ 

cil of Churches and the Foreign Missions Conference 

presented the following statement on religious freedom 

to Secretary of State Cordell Hull on April 22: 

We recognize the dignity of the human person as 
the image of God. We therefore urge that the civic 
rights which derive from that dignity be set forth 
in the agreements into which our country may 
enter looking toward the promotion of world order 
and be vindicated in treaty arrangements and in 
the functions and responsibilities assigned to inter¬ 
national organizations. States should assure their 
citizens freedom from compulsion and discrimina¬ 
tion in matters of religion. This and the other 
rights which inhere in man’s dignity must be ade¬ 
quately guarded; for when they are impaired all 
liberty is jeopardized. More specifically, we urge 
that: 

The right of individuals everywhere to religious 
liberty shall be recognized and, subject only to the 
maintenance of public order and security, shall be 
guaranteed against legal provisions and adminis¬ 
trative acts which would impose political, eco¬ 
nomic or social disabilities on grounds of religion. 

Religious liberty shall be interpreted to include 
freedom to worship according to conscience and to 
bring up children in the faith of their parents; 
freedom for the individual to change his religion; 
freedom to preach, educate, publish, and carry on 
missionary activities; and freedom to organize with 
others and to acquire and hold property for these 
purposes. 

To safeguard public order and to promote the 
well-being of the community, both the State, in 
providing for religious liberty, and the people, in 
exercising the rights thus recognized, must fulfill 
reciprocal obligations: The State must guard all 
groups, both minority and majority, against legal 
disabilities on account of religious belief; the peo¬ 

ple must exercise their rights with a sense of respon¬ 

sibility and with charitable consideration for the 
rights of others. 



Denominational Campaigns for World Order 
A significant recent development in the work of the 

churches for world order is the organization of denomi¬ 

national campaigns in support of fairly specific objec¬ 

tives. The highly successful Crusade for a New World 

Order conducted by the Council of Bishops of the Meth¬ 

odist Church during the past four months has already 

been reported in the News Letter. This campaign, 

carried on under Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam’s leader¬ 

ship, has had as its primary objective the mobilization 

of Methodist support for international collaboration, 

in the form of letters to Congressmen. Mass meetings, 

house-to-house visitations, posters and leaflets have 

been used to further this end. 

Furthermore, a special committee of twenty-one pre¬ 

sented to the General Conference of the Methodist 

Church on May 3rd a plan for a $25,000,000 postwar 

reconstruction program. The proposed “Crusade For 

Christ” would continue the emphasis of the world 

order campaign as one of its five major objectives: 

1. To establish an international organization for 
permanent peace. 

2. To rebuild church property and rehabilitate 
peoples in war areas. 

3. A churchwide evangelistic campaign. 
4. Cultivation of Christian stewardship. 
5. To increase enrollment in Sunday schools and 

related organizations. 

A second denominational program, the World Or¬ 

der Compact of the Congregational Christian Churches 

was described in the April News Letter. The purpose 

is to provide an opportunity for church members to 

express their commitment to international collabora¬ 

tion and their support for American participation in 

an effective international organization. For this pur¬ 

pose the Mayflower Compact has been adapted and 

will be signed by congregations in some thousand 

churches across the United States. A special service of 

dedication will be held at the General Council on 

June 25. A further purpose of this denominational pro¬ 

gram is to stimulate letters to Senators and convention 

delegates concerning American foreign policy. Copies 

of the Six Pillars of Peace and Pattern For Peace are 

being sent to all pastors participating in the denomina¬ 

tional compact. 

A third denominational program is the World Order 

Crusade of the Northern Baptist Convention. This was 

launched on April 30 and celebrated in local churches 

on May 7, which was observed as World Order Sunday. 

Pastors were asked to preach upon an appropriate text 

and to provide convenient means for members of the 

congregation to express their views on world order to 

Aeir Senators and to the Secretary of State. World 

Order Sunday was the start of a letter-writing cam¬ 

paign in support- of world organization. The aim of the 

campaign was described in the “Call to Action” as 

follows: 

The purpose of the Crusade is to encourage in 
local churches the study of problems relating to 
world organization and to request every adult 
Northern Baptist to express his convictions on this 
matter to those whose influence will definitely 
count in fashioning the post war world order. 

Donald B. Cloward, executive secretary of the Bap¬ 

tist Council on Christian Social Progress, said in con¬ 

nection with the nation-wide program: 
An aroused Christian citizenry is beginning to 

insist that the post-war world, which is being pur¬ 
chased at such staggering cost in lives and prop¬ 
erty, must be of such a character as to merit that 
sacrifice. There is a growing conviction within 
the Church that only the profound insights of a 
Christian ethic can save tomorrow’s world from 
further disintegration. . . . Political action that 
has the power to lay waste a world for generations 
to come becomes the profound concern of the 
Christian Church. The hour is later than we think. 
The broad power of tomorrow’s world is in the 
making today. Christians of America will be heard 
and heeded in Washington, if, by the thousands, 
they lift their voices now to say that it is their pro¬ 
found conviction that the peace to be lasting must 
conform to some world pattern and be based on 

Christian insights. 
Another denominational program is being con¬ 

ducted by the Disciples of Christ under the leadership 

of a special committee. The program was initiated some 

weeks ago at a special conference on “The Church and 

the New World Mind” at Drake University. During 

April and May, evening sessions in each of the twelve 

Disciples’ convocations are being devoted to the find¬ 

ings of the Drake Conference. Many state and district 

conventions are arranging their programs around the 

issues raised at the Conference. These will also be the 

subject of study in more than one hundred young peo¬ 

ples’ conferences and many adult conferences this sum¬ 

mer. The theme will also be in the forefront at the 

international convention to be held at Columbus, Ohio, 

in October. Plans are under way to promote a study in 

every church in the brotherhood. A study guide on the 

Drake lectures is to be used in this denominational 

program. 
A resolution is to be presented at the annual meeting 

of the American Unitarian Association by the Uni¬ 

tarian War Service Council proposing that a denomi¬ 

national compact for world order be signed on the Sun¬ 

day before Armistice Day. Other denominations are 

considering nationwide programs comparable to those 

already launched. 
These denominational programs vary considerably 

according to the varying traditions and organization of 

the different denominations. But they have the same 

fundamental objective, the timely expression of the 

world order convictions of church members, and they 

reenforce each other in their educational and political 

effect. 
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Campaign for Council 
The Women’s Action Committee for Victory and 

Lasting Peace is launching a campaign for a “United 

Nations Council Now.” The Committee has desig¬ 

nated May 18th as United Nations Council Day. On 

that day the member bodies of the Women’s Action 

Committee and cooperating groups will publicize, 

through newspaper editorials, radio and Round Table 

discussions, the importance of a United Nations Coun¬ 

cil now to act as an international planning commis¬ 

sion for future world organization. Groups participat¬ 

ing in the campaign are urged in addition to write on 

May 18th to the President, the Secretary of State, their 

Senators and Congressmen pressing for a United 

Nations Council now. 

Greater Miami Institute 
The Greater Miami Institute on Pan-American Af¬ 

fairs, one in the series of Win the War—Win the Peace 

conferences, was held in Miami and Miami Beach, Fla., 

on April 12, 13 and 14. The Church Peace Union and 

World Alliance cooperated with the Commission to 

Study the Organization of Peace, Council for Democ¬ 

racy, Citizens for Victory, United Nations Association, 

International Free World Association, and Council 

Against Intolerance in America. These national spon¬ 

sors were aided by 45 local sponsors. The administra¬ 

tive activities were handled by Mrs. Clark Steams, 

Chairman of the Pan-American League. On the final 

day of the Institute a parade was held in Miami to com¬ 

memorate Pan-American Day, the 54th anniversary of 

the founding of the Pan-American Union. Consular 

officials stationed in Miami on behalf of Pan-American 

countries were present at the official dinner given by the 

Pan-American League at the Urmey Hotel. The partici¬ 

pants in the programs and round tables were: Dr. Wil¬ 

liam M. Agar, Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, Dr. Rafael 

Belaunde, the Rev. Richard Evans, Mrs. Frances Grant, 

Dr. Walter D. Head, Dr. John I. Knudson, Prof. Wil¬ 

liam M. Lewis, the Hon. Claude D. Pepper, the Hon. 

James P. Pope, Dr. C. E. Silcox, Dr. Carl Hermann Voss, 

Dr. Russell Williams and Mrs. Rachelle S. Yarden. 

Meetings were held in both Miami and Miami Beach at 

the Dade County Courthouse, the White Temple, the 

Urmey Hotel, the Miami Beach High School, and the 

Chase Avenue Band Shell. 

Personal 
Dr. Robert C. Dexter, member of the Executive Com¬ 

mittee of the World Alliance for International Friend¬ 

ship and Executive Director of the Unitarian Service 

Committee, was recently appointed as the War Refu¬ 

gee Board’s special representative in Lisbon. 

SUGGESTED READING 

How New Will the Better World Be? by Carl 
Becker. Knopf, New York. $2.50. 

Professor Becker is a practical idealist who un- 
derstands the limitations as well as the possibilities 
of historical development. His lucid and logical 
presentation of post-war conditions and problems 
is a real guide to a strategy for world order. In par- 
ticular it is a sound antidote for perfectionist illu- 
sions about the peace. It needs to be read by leaders 
in international work and by study groups. 

The International Law of the Future. International 

Conciliation. No. 399. Carnegie Endowment for Inter¬ 

national Peace, 405 West 117th Street, New York 27 

5 cents. 

The full text of the important proposals by 
some 200 eminent Americans and Canadians. (See 
principles in April News Letter.) 

Economics and Peace by Herbert Feis. Foreign Pol¬ 

icy Association, 22 East 38th Street, New York 16. 

25 cents. 

The April 1 Foreign Policy Report presents a 
good summary of basic economic issues by the 
former Adviser to the Department of State. 

Behind the Open Door by Foster R. Dulles. May be 

secured from the Institute of Pacific Relations, 1 East 

54th Street, New York 22. 40 cents. 

Professor Dulles of Ohio State has written an 
excellent popular account of our Far Eastern rela¬ 
tions during the past century. Published jointly 
by the I.P.R. and the Webster Publishing Co. for 
use in schools, the pamphlet is valuable for a wide 
variety of study groups. 

Postwar Problems of the Pacific and World Or¬ 

ganization, edited by E. Guy Talbott. International 

Center, 68 Post Street, San Francisco 4, Cal. 25 cents. 

Eight addresses delivered before four institutes 
held on the Pacific Coast in March. 

You and Your Congress by Volta Torrey. Morrow, 

New York. $3.00. 

The basic thesis of this journalist’s book on Con¬ 
gressional elections and politics is that the price 
of peace and the Four Freedoms is “more and 
better participation in politics.” 

Documents on American Foreign Relations edited 

by Leland M. Goodrich and Marie J. Carroll. World 

Peace Foundation, 40 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston. $3-75' 

A good reference book of official statements 
covering the period from July 1942 to June 1943’ 

Searchlight on Peace Plans by Edith Wynner and 

Georgia Lloyd. Dutton, New York. $5.00. 

Summaries of peace plans and federation efforts 
before and since the first World War. The vol¬ 
ume’s emphasis is on federalism, and it may be of 
interest to those committed to that principle. Re¬ 
ligious proposals for world order are neglected 

World Alliance News Letter published monthly (except for July and August) by the Church Peace Union and the World Alliance f»r 
International Friendship Through the Churches (American Council), 70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Dr. William P. Merrill, 

President, Church Peace Union; Rt. Rev. G. Ashton Oldham, President, World Alliance; Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, General 
Secretary; Richard M. Fagley, Editor. The World Alliance News Letter is sent to all members. Individual mem- 

sa bership $1.00 a year. Special quantity rates for churches and schools. . g1^. 



OotwiMion on a Just and Durable Peace 
Ppderal Council of Churches 
297 Fourth Avenue 
New York 10. N. Y. 

(For publication in Morning Papers, Friday, May 19, 1944) 

NEW YORK, May 18 — A second national study conference such as 

convened two years ago at Delaware, Ohio, will be held next January 

to clarify the mind of the Protestant churches in the United States 

regarding the moral, political and economic foundations of an enduring 

peace• 

The decision to hold the conference was made by the Commission 

on a Just and Durable Peace and announced today after it had been sub¬ 

mitted to the Executive Committee of the Federal Council of Churches 

of Christ in America. The plans for the conference won universal ap¬ 

proval of the heads of Protestant communions comprising the Federal 

Council, which has a constituency of 25,000,000 persons and embraces 

virtually 85 per cent of Protestantism in this country. 

The Commission, headed by Chairman John Foster Dulles, and in¬ 

stituted by the Federal Council of Churches in 1940, will name a com¬ 

mittee to arrange a three day conference which probably will be held 

January 16-19, 1945, at a place yet to be selected. Following the 

pattern of the Delaware conference it is planned to seek appointment 

of delegates by responsible denominational bodies and allied religious 

organizations including state and city councils of churches. The 

Delaware conference was attended by 377 delegates. 

It is expected that the study conference will review the devel¬ 

opments in the international situation with a view to determining 

the future course of the church forces in bringing the maximum in¬ 

fluence to bear for a just and durable peace based on spiritual pnn- 

- more - 
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ciples. in this effort it probably will examine the Commission's 

proposals of concrete and detailed actions in the future to assure a 

course in complete accord with the thought of a widely representative 

group of Protestant leaders. 

The Delaware conference, which approved Guiding Christian Prin¬ 

ciples as its concept of the moral law for a just and durable peace, 

was held in March, 1942,only a few months after the United States 

entered the world war. Since that time the world situation has 

changed radically. 

The Protestant church forces have evidenced their concern for 

the turn of events from time to time through statements of the Corn- 

miss ion and others in which both clergymen and laymen leaders have 

joined* 
to the President, Congress and 

The most recent was a petition to tne r , 

people of the United States signed by 1,251 religious leaders urging 

immediate steps he taken to create the nucleus of a world organic 

tion* 
Previously the Commission presented to President Hoosevelt 

, -n nnt suDnort a peace which ignores 
statement that its constituency will not supp 

• i Tt ureed steps be taken to endow the world organ- 
moral principles* It urge p 

Ization „!«, *'* “'“1" 

....X, - ou.lln- in POl“; 

.. . nowins from the Guiding Christian principle . 
ical propositions flowing irom 

nnriated by the Commission a year ago and have 
Six pillars were enunciated y 

4- iv from religious bodies and political leade 
won wide approval not only 

, , h t in the British Commonwealth of Nations an 
in the United States but in tne 

other countries* 
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editors: The following release is based on a statement 
which will be published in Post War World, bi-monthly 
bulletin published by the staff of the Commission on a 
just and Durable Peace in the June issue. It is the 
latest in a series on post-war problems by distinguished 
religious leaders, published by Post War World. 

Luman J. Shafer 
297 Fourth Avenue 
New York 10, N. Y. 

(For Publication in Morning Papers, Thursday, June 1.) 

New York, May 31 -- The peace of Europe and consequent future 

I peace of the world is dependent on a firm but not vindictive treatment 

of Germany by the victorious Allies, said a Christian study group com¬ 

posed of prominent educators and churchmen, both clergymen and laymen, 

in a statement made public today. 

"While corrective and precautionary measures are taken to 

end the menace of Nazism and militarism in Germany, efforts should be 

made to enable the people of Germany to find for themselves the neces¬ 

sary economic conditions for a good life," the statement added. 

The Protestant group, under the leadership of Dr. John C. 

Bennett, professor of Christian Theology and Ethics, Union Theological 

Seminary, was called together by the Commission on a Just and Durable 

Peace to make an independent study of Europe in the postwar era with 

particular reference to Germany. In the statement, prepared after 

weeks of study, and for which they are solely responsible, the group 

stated that the defeat of Germany should be followed by an immediate 

forced disarmament, that Germany should restore stolen property and aid 

in rebuilding what she has destroyed. It added that neither the eco¬ 

nomic stability of Europe as a whole nor the preparation of the people 

°T Germany for freedom and peace would be served by extracting repara¬ 

tions from her over a long period, 
- more - 
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The punishment of those most responsible for such acts of 

ter>ror as the mass slaughter of the people in conquered countries and 

the systematic extermination of the Jews of Europe, is an elementary 

demand of justice, stated the group. Declaring that crimes have been 

committed for which no conceivable punishment seems adequate, the group 

expressed belief that "such punishment should be limited to those whose 

responsibilities are central and not extend to the soldiers who were 

implicated because they carried out orders. Some form of temporary 

segregation might be devised for those who were mere instruments•in 

crime* For the United Nations to engage in a long continued program 

of cold-blooded mass executions would debauch the world*” 

In addition to Dr. Bennett, the members of the group, who as 

individuals signed the statement, were Dr. R. H. Edwin Espy, executive 

secretary, Student Division, National Council, Y. M. C. A.; Dr* Harry 

Emerson Fosdick, Minister, The Riverside Church; Professor William 

Ernest Hocking of Harvard University; Dr. Rufus Jones, emeritus pro¬ 

fessor of philosophy, Haverford College; Dr. William Allen Neilson, 

president emeritus, Smith College; Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr, professor of 

applied Christianity, Union Theological Seminary; Dr. 0. Frederick 

Nolde, dean of graduate school, Lutheran Theological Seminary, Mt. 

Airey, Pa.; Dr. Henry Pitney Van Dusen, president-elect. Union Theo¬ 

logical Seminary and Dr. Arnold Wolfers, professor of international 

relations, Yale University. 

A necessary condition for world peace is a united policy 

with respect to Europe, the group emphasized, adding, "If Europe is 

divided into independent spheres of influence without a significant 

agreement between the United States, Britain and Russia in the frame¬ 

work of a world organization, it will once again be the battleground, 

first in political struggles for power and then in war." 

- more - 
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"A hopeful policy for Europe as a whole must include a plan 

that is designed to restore the people of Germany to health and sanity.' 

In considering a policy for Germany the group delineated two 

choices: a policy that will prepare the German people for a construc¬ 

tive part in European life ten years from now, or one, the chief 

of which will be to keep Germany a center of infection at the heart of 

Europe• 

.•It would be politically easy at first to reduce Germans to 

a state of virtual imprisonment but it would be impossible to keep the 

prison doors shut for long," said the group. It pointed to the experi¬ 

ence of the last war to support its contention that mere repression 

would assure a spirit of resentment to the point of madness within 

Germany and "sooner or later an abnormal people would be let loose upon 

the world*" 

The Protestant group, in setting forth a Christian approach 

to the problem cited the agreement of the two signatories to the 

Atlantic Charter that they "will endeavor, with due respect for their 

existing obligations, to further the enjoyment by all states, great or 

small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal terms, to the trade 

and to the raw materials of the world which are needed for their eco- 

nomic prosperity." 

The group asserted this promise to vanquished as well as 

victors still stands and that those responsible for the policy of the 

United Nations should hold to it. "An impoverished Germany will con¬ 

tinue to be a menace to the peace of the world," said the group. "Some 

method must be found to prevent German re-armament without depriving 

Germany of her industry. The permanent destruction of German industry 

would not only impoverish Germany but also lower the European standard 

of living*" 

- more 
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It will be necessary to remove from power the leaders of 

National Socialism together with their accomplices anong the indus¬ 

trialists , ‘ the military class and the reactionary landowners, said 

the report. "But the cleansing of Germany - both its public life and 

Its soul - from the poison of National Socialism must be primarily the 

work of Germans." 

The group stated that it is the special responsibility of 

the Christian Church in the United States to prepare the minds of the 

people of the nation for right relations with the German people after 

the war. "However one-sided may be the responsibility for the events 

which led directly to this war and for the horrors that have accom¬ 

panied it, all nations share responsibility for the deeper evils of 

which they are symptoms. The sense of common guilt that Christians 

must feel when they contemplate the total crisis of our times will 

alone make possible reconciliation with the German people in the future 

The Church should recognize the need for discipline in the peace in the 

interest of justice, but it should not despair of the people of any 

nation, " 

The group report answered the idea that the division of 

Germany would end any future war ambitions by declaring that such ac¬ 

tion would heighten German nationalism and would probably lead to the 

development of the fiercest irredentism that has ever afflicted Europe. 

It said the dismemberment of Germany into independent states, unless 

provision were made for economic unity, would strangle the economic 

life of the Germans and impair the prosperity of Europe, and added: 

"A political division of Germany which is widely supported 

by Germans themselves and which preserves economic unity would not 

be open to the same objections if it were part of a larger federation 

of European states.” 
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1 « For presentation at 

*. Semi-Annual Meeting 
' v June 5-7, 1944 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE CHURCH 
PEACE UNION TO STUDY AND RECOMMEND FUTURE POLICY CONCERNING THE 
WORLD ALLIANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP THROUGH THE CHURCHES 

Plans should be made for a gathering at the earliest practicable moment of 
such representatives of the International Council as are still available 
when the war in Europe ends and conditions permit, for the 
modification of the present policies is the responsibility of the assembled 

representatives of the International Council* 

We recommend that the Trustees of the Church Peace Union present to the 
United States Council of the World Alliance specific suggestions as to policy, 

inviting them 

A. To consider these policies themselves, # _ 
B. To lay them before the first assembly of the International 

Council, and if possible 
C. To submit them to other National Councils for their 

consideration, study and exchange of opinion even 
before it is possible to convene the International 

. Council. 

3, Study should be made of the most effective means of religious cooperation 

in the promotion of world peace* 

A. Present policies of the World Alliance* 4 . 
1) Each National Council is free to determine its own policy 

in the religious context of its own nation. 
2) It is understood, however, that the National Councils are 

not always officially identified with existing ecclesiastical 

organizations* 
a) In May, 1937, the Executive Committee, meeting in 

London, passed the following resolution concerning 
the relation of the World Alliance to the World 
Council of Churches: 

(1) "The World Alliance is sincerely interested 
in the success of the World Council of 
Churches and sees in it a definite step 
forward in the development of the Church 
as an international organ and a power for 
good in every realm of life. It will seek 
to maintain close and friendly relations 
with the Council and will consider at all 
times such proposals as may be made for 
co-operative action within the field of its 

own activities. 
(2) "While the World Alliance will continue its 

work as an independent international organi¬ 
zation seeking to promote world peace through 
the Churches it will at the same time, in 
accordance with its Constitution and custom 
followed since its founding in 1914, leave 
free to the constituent Councils to decide 
their own character and composition. No. 
serious difficulty has arisen at this point 
over a period of twenty years and nothing has 
transpired in this year or is likely t# 
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"develop in the near future that will make 
it impossible for the international body of 
the Alliance to bring together in its 
fellowship Councils which are directly rep¬ 
resentative of the Churches and those that 
are composed of individuals.” 

b) From the official report of the Oxford Conference, 
July 12-26, 1937: 

"As a result of the deliberations which then took 
place, the committee of thirty-five unanimously 
recommended that each of the two World Con¬ 
ferences at Oxford and Edinburgh adopt the 
following proposals: 

"There are certain ecumenical movements such as 
the I.M.C,, the World Alliance for International 
Friendship Through the Churches, the W.S.C.F., the 
Y.M.C.A., the Y.W.C.A., and the Central Bureau 
for Interchurch Aid, with which the new body should 
enter into relationship, both in order that the 
life in them may flow into the churches and that 
those movements may derive stability and true 
perspective from the churches. The actual approach 
to these would need to be determined with regard 
to the basis and function of each.” 

3) The last reported status of the National Councils, 
a) Officially related to the churches: 

England Luxemburg 
Denmark Norway 
Estonia Spain 
Finland Sweden 
Lithuania Switzerland 

b) No relation to the 
United States 
Albania 
Australia 
Brazil 
Bulgaria 
Canada 

^'France 

churches in any official way: 
Germany 
Greece 
Holland 
Italy 
Poland 
Portugal 
Rumania 

Yugoslavia 

* (Members of the Alliance from Alsace on the French 
Committee were appointed officially by their 
churches, and to follow this, the Lutheran Church 
in France officially appointed its delegates. The 
French Council of the Alliance, as such, was not 
officially related to the French Council of Churches) 

c) Status uncertain: 
Belgium 
Japan 
Latvia 
China 
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The war broke out before the World Council of Churches 
could become thoroughly organized, and the relationship 
that might have developed would probably have altered 
this analysis. 

Another factor that must be considered is that in many 
other countries there are embryonic organizations, such 
as in Turkey, Egypt, Palestine, etc. India has a strong 
organization, representative of the major faiths, but 
this is not related in any way to the World Alliance, 
although there is an exchange of literature and the 
Indian Committee is largely supported by the Church 
Peace Union. 

It can hardly be determined at the present time how 
many Councils still exist, even in skeleton form. 

4) The present status of the National Councils should 
be carefully examined with regard to an inclusion of 
all possible Christian forces in a given nation. 
Cooperation among Roman Catholic and Protestant leaders 
in some of the National Councils, notably of Great 
Britain and the U. S., offers a pattern which might 
well be followed by other national councils* 

B. While regarding the World Alliance as a going concern 
and endeavoring to maintain and develop it as such, we 
may find that the world situation has changed so radi¬ 
cally and that the problem before us is so great that we 
should not allow ourselves to be bound too much by past 
achievement and existing organization. This may be an 
excellent time to make a fresh beginning. 

From this point of view we should think in terms of 
the braodest possible cooperation of all religious 
groups in the world. There are several logical lines 
of cooperation which may or may not be open to the 
World Alliance. 

1) Protestant, along the lines of the World Council 
of Churches, including the Eastern Orthodox 
Churches. The difficulty with this approach is 
that it does not include the Roman Catholic Church. 

2) Christian. This would be an attempt to gather 
representatives of all Christian forces in the 
National Councils - Protestant, Roman Catholic, 
Eastern Orthodox and others. 

3) Judeo-Christian. The National Council of the 
World Alliance in the United States includes 
Protestants, Roman Catholics and Jews. The Tri- 
Faith "Pattern for Peace", signed by some fifty 
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ranking leaders of each of the three faiths in 
the United States, October 7, 1943, and in 
which the Church Peace Union played so signifi¬ 
cant a part, is a landmark in inter-faith 
cooperation. The principles of Judaism and of 
Christianity pertinent to the creation of a just 
world order of enduring peace are so fundament¬ 
ally at one, and the steps already taken in 
America are so significant, that it would seem 
a backward step to move along a line any less 
inclusive. The participation of the Jews make 
it clear that cooperation is on the basis of 
the moral law rather than on that of theology, 
and therefore might open the way for cooperation 

with other faiths. 

4) Inter-Faith, including all the living reli¬ 
gions of the world. Desirable as this may seem 
in theory, it is the judgment of the Committee 
that it lies outside of the scope of the World 
Alliance at the present time. 

C. The World Alliance should hold and extend our 
gains on the front of Jewish-Christian cooper¬ 
ation. Without losing our grasp of the essential 
pertinent Christian principles, we should hold 
open the door to wider Inter-Faith cooperation. 
While the World Alliance develops its work along 
these lines; the Church Peace Union should at 
the same time carry forward the work of the 
World Conference for International Peace Through 
Religion, developed under the leadership of the 
late Dr. Shailer Mathews from 1924 to 1937. The 
work of the two bodies would be both congruous 
and supplementary, and together they could help 
bring the global resources of religion to bear 
upon issues which can now be no less than global. 

D. What we need, therefore, is a definition of the 
essential pertinent Judeo-Christian principles 
on which we hope and believe the World Alliance 
can operate most effectively, and by which, as 
we work together, we can sound out the leaders 
of other faiths and welcome the cooperation of 
all who can work with us on these principles. 
Our surest clue to these principles seems to us 
the seven points of the Catholic, Jewish and 
Protestant Declaration on World Peace already 
indorsed by some fifty ranking leaders of each 
of the three Faiths in the United States, and by 
representatives of Eastern Orthodox Churches in 
America. Whatever our differences on points of 
faith, we believe that from our common Judeo- 
Christian background there is general agreement 
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on the following essential principles of the moral 
law pertinent to world peace. We present the seven 
points here in abbreviated form: 

1) The moral law of God must govern world order. 

2) The dignity of the human person as the image of 
God must be assured by an international declara¬ 
tion of rights, and by positive action of national 
governments and international organization. 

3) The rights of oppressed, weak or colonial peoples 
must be protected within the framework of an organ¬ 
ized world community. 

4) The rights of ethnic, religious and cultural 
minorities to economic livelihood, equal oppor¬ 
tunity for education and cultural development, and 
political equality must be secured. 

5) International institutions to achieve peace with 
justice, based upon equal law, sustained by 
protective force, must be organized. 

6) International economic collaboration must assist 
all states to provide an adequate standard of 
living for their people, and to end economic 
monopoly and exploitation by privileged groups 
and states. 

7) A just social order must be achieved within each 
state to provide security for the family, the 
cooperation of all groups and classes in the 
common good, a standard of living adequate for 
self-development and family life, decent con¬ 
ditions of work, and participation by labor 
in decisions affecting its welfare. 

4. We propose, therefore, that this report be submitted to the United States 
Council of the World Alliance for its consideration, it being understood that 
we have no desire but for mutual counsel on the great problems which confront 
us both and that we shall respect the independent judgment and decision of the 
Council. 

Leslie T. Pennington, Chairman. 
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NEWS FROM THE OUTPOST 
Americans-in-Britain Outpost of the Committee to Defend America 

by Aiding the Allies 

LETTER No. 6 

ALDWYCH HOUSE • LONDON • WC2 
Phone: HOLBORN 1138 

OCTOBER 15, 1940 

BRITAIN AS WE FIND IT 

,V„„ from the Outpost is published by Americans in Britain far expressed in these 
m J columns are those of individual Americans resident in Great Britain. 

There was pride in his voice; he had something to 
show his American passengers on B. Street and there¬ 
after. It was not, we soon discovered, the horror ot 
disembowelled buildings, the scarred, blanched, eye¬ 
less faces of the standing houses. Hands on the wheel, 
he jerked his elbow toward the men and women 
strolling the sidewalk. 

“Just walkin’ along, see? They’re not worryin’.” 

The Whitechapel Road had had time not only to 
board up its windows but to think up slogans to paint 
across them. “Bombed but Unbeaten was a 
favourite. We turned into a maze of gray, two-storied 
side-streets, where the air-raid notices were posted in 
pairs—English and Yiddish. “They’re all poor Jews 
in-along ’ere,’’ said the taxi-man, edging past a 
crater. “That was a school, wot we’re comm’ to 
now.” He slowed down. Someone was pulling from 
the rubbish a slightly charred, water-soaked, velour- 
covered music stool. 

thoroughbreds ONE young Californian who is flying a Spitfire for 
the RAF. has handled many types of American 

planes but he thinks his new “ship” beats them all. 
“Thoroughbreds,” he called them, explaining that 
“they know exactly what to do in a pinch, just like a 
thoroughbred horse, and they’re built like a battle¬ 

ship. ’ ’ 
He told of encounters between Spitfires and ob¬ 

stacles which got in their path on low dives. Usually, 
he said, the aircraft comes out on top. “Fast. Why, 
they’re so fast,” he said, “that it’s hard not to be 
carried forty miles beyond your base before you realize 
where you are over the checker-board English 
countryside. 

This pilot finds that his German foes have a genuine 
dread of meeting a Spitfire or a Hurricane. He and 
his colleagues while on battle patrol often tune their 
radio sets to the German aircraft wavelength (the 
Germans also listen to the British planes with their 
sets) and as they approach they can hear a Nazi pilot 
suddenly break in with the warning: “Achtung, Spit¬ 
fires.” Whereupon the German formation breaks up 
and the timid ones make for home. 

WHEN I'M FED UP THE as yet unsung heroes of the Battle for London 
are the men and women of the air raid precautions 

squads. Many have served without pay for a year and 
met the big test cheerfully and efficiently. 

Typical of them is the warden in Chelsea who came 
up when an American newspaperman was climbing 
out of debris which had showered on top of hiin. 
They began to chat. The correspondent asked him 
whether he ever got tired of his job. 

“Sometimes,” replied this doughty Briton. “But 
when I’m fed up a bit I get a few days off and go 
minesweeping in the Channel.” 

“THE GUNS ARE UP” 
“HPHAT?” grunted the taxi-man scornfully: “That’s 

1_ a fleabite, that is. ’ ’ The flea had bitten off the flank 
of an office building and had instantaneously chewed its 
morsel into the component bricks and timbers and 
spewed the rubbish fan-wise across the pavement. An 
indecently exposed inner wall showed mantelpieces 
with grimed but unbroken mirrors and wall-calendars 

askew. 
“You want to see B. Street,” said the taxi-man, 

“and then we’ll keep East down to the Docks. 

“The children’s all gone away,” said the taxi-man 
vacantly: “Them as wasn’t killed.” From where we 
had paused, it seemed a fairly obvious remark. He 
accelerated with a jerk; we had to crane backwards 
to appreciate the ambitious new red-white-and-blue 
lettering of the nearby “Pussy’s Butcher” (cat’s- 
meat man). 

“Seaman’s Hostel.” We were skirting Limehouse; 
through one dreadful new gap in the street we saw 
the tall cranes of the Docks. Here were the poorest 
of the poor; those to whom Respectability, Privacy, 
Decency are not amenities to be taken for granted, but 
treasures fiercely and strictly to be clutched; where the 
possession of clean imitation-lace curtains can mean 
Self-Respect. Here were the littlest, humblest, general 
stores, marine goods shops and pawnshops; their 
owners had not chalked the usual gallantries across the 
weather-boards, in letters only large enough to be read 
across those narrow streets. No, with a tin of red paint 
and a big brush for Jerry to read. 

The spout of a big family tea kettle thrusting up 
between broken bricks. . . . A sodden Nottingham-lace 
curtain lolling out of a shattered window. . . . 

J. Jones, Fish and Chips, stood in his doorway 
looking up at the sky. From somewhere came the 
sound of a fist brought down on a table. 

“The guns is up, hear ’em?” said the taxi-man. 

We hadn’t even heard the sirens through all that 
gear-shifting. Even though spent shell-fragments can 
cut clean through a taxi roof, we listened lovingly. 
There is nothing like an anti-aircraft gun for “saying 
it,” for expressing, in really adequate short ex¬ 
pletives, one’s feelings during such a tour as ours had 
been. “Take THAT,” said a gun just behind us, to 
whatever was hovering over the low rain-clouds. 
“And THAT,” said another vindictive iron mouth. 
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We turned into a famous East-End market street, 
thronged with shoppers. 

“Wot are they worryin’ about, eh?” insisted the 
taxi-man, jerking his elbow toward the supercilious 
faces that had begun to liven into grins as the guns 
spoke louder and faster. A helmeted warden shook 
his head at a strolling mother and her perambulator; 
the lines that had formed for the buses waited in 
patience, peering up at the cryptic cloud-ceiling. 

Back to Whitechapel Road. Detour to see a hospital 
whose name is part of the history of England. “But 
it’s all right! It hasn’t been . . . Oh dear me, yes it 
has; look back.” “Drive on to Cripplegate.” 

“That’s an old one,” said the taxi-man. “Hap¬ 
pened at the beginnin' o ’ the war, that did. ” We knew 
what he meant; the cockney will not wrestle with any 
such outlandish syllables as Blitzkreig, and his “before 
the war” may mean any time from Munich Week 
down to the first week of September 1940. We found 
the shattered pedestal of Milton’s statue. Just behind 
it, serene in rain-varnished bronze, John Milton stood 
unbroken, upright, his listening eyes turned to the sky. 

“Landed on ’is feet, ’e did,” said the taxi-driver 
recklessly. Wuff, went the guns. We were back in the 
City, which is Wall Street and Brodd Street. ‘ ‘Danger ’ ’ 
said a neatly-lettered sign: “Unexploded Bomb.” 
The roped-off street looked, as usual, unnaturally 
clean and prim, like a patient ready for the operating 
table. Its windows glittered . . . 

On the way back to the West End we told the 
taxi-man that we were not merely morbid sightseers. 

“Our friends in America don’t know. They can’t 
see it. How can they? The censors won’t let out the 
names, the places. We’ve got to help them see it, in 
spite of that.” 

He was silent. In the hitch of his shoulders we read 
the mechanic’s scorn of literary tricks. He had uncon¬ 
sciously gestured all our doubts to the surface. Words? 
No, words wouldn’t do it. 

And then he said a profound thing. 
“Now if you could make them hear it. . . .” Eyes 

on the road, but the head jerked up sideways at the 
good Anger of the Guns, shaking the air, saying it, 
saying it, saving us from our momentary panic. 

Listen, you folks back there; listen. The guns are 
up; listen; don’t look too long at what the imagination 
paints for you, or you’ll begin to despair. Don’t, 
above all, start moaning about it. Listen: the guns are 
up, saying it for us, saying it for you. Hear them? 
They aren’t our guns but they are spitting death at 
our Ene:ny. Up with your hearts, be comforted, be 
angry: the guns are up! 

EVACUEES 

YESTERDAY afternoon the two evacuees to be 
billeted with me arrived from London after a more 

or less hazardous journey interrupted by air raids 
and machine-gunning of trains. I was prepared to take 
two nervously exhausted and frantic, terror-stricken 
children to my bosom and had prepared for all con¬ 
tingencies. But about half-past five 26 children herded 
by the billeting officer marched up the road and two 
fell out at my gate—sisters they were of 11 and 7, 
calm, shyly smiling and frankly curious. I showed 
them to their room and the eldest one’s face lit up 
with pleasure. “Oh,” she said, “this is quite the 
nicest room I’ve had any time I’ve been an evacuee.” 

At that moment Mr. Churchill’s wailing banshee 
began its regular afternoon serenade and I went with 
the children to the airraid shelter in the kitchen garden. 
They were highly amused by the rows of cabbages 
growing on top of the shelter. Questioning revealed 
the fact that they had been evacuated three times from 
different areas to which they had been sent from Lon¬ 
don. The last time they had traveled 10 hours from 
Cornwall to London, spent practically 48 hours 
without real sleep in the centre of London where their 
father worked in a laundry, experienced the intensive 
and destructive raids on London which had already 

begun with their screaming bombs and deafening 
anti-aircraft fire, and finally they had been evacuated 
here. My “nervously exhausted and frantic'children” 
were undismayed and calm, the elder one even finding 
time to correct the younger for a bit of bad grammar 
and the way she had folded her frock “like a draper’s 
shop.” 

I put them to bed just as the 8-hour raid began and 
told them not to worry unless I came for them. The 
eldest snuggled down under the covers and said quite 
firmly, “I don’t think I shall move in any case.” 

Having slept through bombs and sirens they rose 
the next morning, tidied their room and went off to 
present themselves at a new school, as if the war were 
on another continent. 

THE SHELTERED LIFE 

THERE can be no greater condemnation of modern 
civilization than London at night. And no praise too 

high for its millions of inhabitants. 
Very few sleep in their beds, they have “gone to 

ground.” They spend their nights in cellars, ground 
floors, “under the stairs,” public shelters, subway 
stations—all according to locality and specific needs. 

In the subways, they lie in sardine ranks, head to 
wall, feet to white painted line, which is their boundary; 
they squat on the stairs, in the little corners and sides 
of passages. They bring blankets, rugs, pillows, 
cushions, bundles of rags—things that may have 
started spotless but cannot remain so for long. Where 
it is allowed, part of the family stays all day to defend 
the pitch and to protect the possessions. Quiet white¬ 
faced adolescents seem the usual mid-dayers. 

The noise is a zoo noise, aviary or monkey-house, 
amiable, continuous, chattering. The trains going in 
and out seem to affect them not at all. To them safety 
and lack of danger-noise is worth all the acute dis¬ 
comfort, dirt and, worst of all to the Englishman, 
publicity. 

In one of the poorest districts the local inhabitants 
found two large connected warehouses, which offered 
comparative safety. Local organization and ingenuity 
managed to sleep 15,000 regularly; and this with no 
official assistance of any kind. Two women appeared 
as though by magic, took charge, created first-aid 
posts and kept order. They rule with a rod of iron 
and are adored. Their first-aid post started with one 
shilling, which bought iodine, sal volatile and bandages. 
But they now have tables with an important array of 
bottles and packets. In a community of this size there 
are bound to be casualties, quite apart from raids— 
appendicitis, child-birth, colic, fits—and they are 
dealt with on the spot whenever possible or when 
necessary by getting an ambulance. In such places, 
and there are many of them, the conditions are 
frightful, sanitation consists of a few buckets, obtained 
by subscription, the air is foul and there is no heat. 

At four in the afternoon you can see the squatters 
queuing up with their pathetic bundles for the trench 
shelters in the parks. These consist of a network of 
tunnels, concreted and with narrow duckboard seats 
along both sides, and tiny dim lights in the curved 
roof. The cold after some hours must be terrible and 
the ventilation consists of the draft which blows in 
through the open ends. 

The desire for safety and companionship has out¬ 
weighed all else. It’s harder to be frightened in public 
and there is comfort in the knowledge that they are 
all in the same boat. 

Most of it is horrifying and the “No Deep Shelter” 
brigade will of course escape the just punishment 
which is falling on the wretched individuals who are 
forced to lead this strange existence. 

The good nature and kindliness shown in all types 
of shelter is incredible. We can only pray that Authority 
will deal with the situation now that there has been a 
change of management, and will deal with it quickly. 
Human nature cannot exist for ever on such a sublime 
level of patient acceptance. 
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HIGH HAT ENGLISHMAN THIS creature was probably sired from embarrass¬ 
ment out of inferiority complex, no one will ever 

know for certain now because he is dead. He was a 
creature who lived in decent concealment and constant 
fear of “making an ass” of himself. Where circum¬ 
stances permitted he had a dressing-room so that his 
wife should not see him at the disadvantage of socks, 
suspenders and shirt only—he was shy enough when 
fully and carefully clothed. 

When the bombs started cr-umphing and he found 
the only way to carry on was to sleep in public and 
in very mixed company, he dropped the whole matter 
of his dignity and became ‘ ‘A Human Being. 

America will mourn him, he has been a glorious 
stand-by for many years, but you can’t remain High 
Hat and put out the fire. We must bury him quietly 
and decently. 

FROM A LETTER 
I am sending you extracts from a letter received 

by a friend’s maid from her daughter: 
Dear Mum, Just a line to let you know we are 

still safe and sound. We had a shocking raid about 
one o’clock, it seemed as if they were going over us, 
one German swooped down over these cottages and 
Bert could see the black cross. Some were brought 
down in the woods. . . . 

We sit on the stairs and hope for the best, but 
the old place rocks. We never had a raid all day 
yesterday, Friday we had two and just managed to 
get home. . . . 

If you ever hear anyone saying our Air Force is 
slow, don’t you believe it, they’re fine. They go up 
and fight like hell and fetch them down like ninepins. 
We always say “Thank God for our boys.” 

6.30.—Just had another warning. They seem to be 
getting near, so must run to the stairs. Audrey makes 
me laugh—she takes the slop pail! . . . 

Mon. Morning, 7.—Well, our raid was a washout. 
Bert said what a tame affair! You should hear the 
men in the Row—they all watch, it is as good as 
races to them. ... 

To-day we took cover in the pig’s hut—had to 
crawl in on our hands and knees, we couldn’t get out 
for laughing. ... 

We went up to the churchyard last night. The 
grave looks very nice now. Mr. Mayne had his ser¬ 
vice in spite of the raid—they didn’t here. Well, I 
must close now as I can hear a jerry and some guns. 

SIDELIGHTS 

CHALKED on a London pavement:— 

“Gather ye rosebuds while ye may, 
For time brings only sorrow. 
The girls you might have kissed to-day 
May wear gas masks to-morrow. ’ ’ 

★ ★ ★ 
The answer of a man when an air raid warden told 

him to take shelter: “I’ve got to pay for the war. 
Can’t I even look at it.” 

★ ★ ★ 

Heard in a “pub.”:— 

“When one of them Huns comes over to bomb us 
he has got to cross the sea and find England. And 
when he’s found England he’s got to find Warwick¬ 
shire, which ain’t very big. And when he’s found 
Warwickshire he’s got to find Coventry, which ain’t 
big at all. And when he’s found Coventry, he don’t 
know where / live. ’ ’ 

★ ★ ★ 
Advertizement for an underground grillroom: 

“Bomb-proof, smoke-proof, blast-proof, gas-proof 
and boredom-proof, with air for 800 hours. ’ ’ 

A bomb fell in an East End cemetery and dislodged 
a skeleton, who was caught by a policeman walking 
away with his tombstone under his arm. “Hey, what’s 
that for?” said the policeman. “Identity-card, mate,” 
said the skeleton. 

THE DUTCH EMPIRE 
THE Dutch are not refugees in England. They are 
refugees from Holland, it is true, but they are here 
because they can be more useful than they would be 
if they retired to some part of their distant Empire. 
And they are self-supporting. It must be remembered 
that the Dutch Government did what the Petain 
Government would not do. The Army surrendered 
(after losing a quarter of its manpower in four days) 
because it could do nothing else. But Queen Wil- 
helmina and the Government are continuing the fight 
with the resources of the Dutch Empire. And every 
Dutchman is still at war with Germany. It was to 
make this possible that the Queen herself was brought 
to England—against her wishes—since her capture 
would have made the position of the East Indies 
dangerous. 

From London now the enormous Colonial Empire 
is governed and the East Indies, with a population of 
nearly 70,000,000, is the source of much raw material 
vital to Britain and, of course, coveted by Japan. The 
pre-war colony in Britain was small, only a few 
thousand, but it has been added to by men who came 
across the North Sea in every conceivable kind of 
boat—not to get away from war but to continue it. 
Conscription has been enforced for all men of military 
age and soon the Dutch contingent will be a useful 
part of the Allied Armies. More important up to now 
has been the work of the Navy. Every ship that was 
in a state to be moved—finished or unfinished—was 
brought to England, and the work that has been done 
has earned the congratulations of the] Admiralty and 
the admiration of the British Navy. 

Every report on the situation in occupied Holland 
suggests that Hitler has found the Dutch indigestible 
and they are likely to become more intractable when 
the tide turns. It is encouraging in this time of traitors 
and fifth columnists, to realize that Prince Bernhardt, 
though a German, has fought with great courage for 
Holland and has become a leader in whom everyone 
has confidence. 

However mistaken the ostrich policy of the small 
neutrals may have been, the Dutch, with no military 
experience in recent generations, have shown since 
they were invaded a resolution which should give 
courage in other parts of Europe. 

CHAMBERLAIN 
NO statesman ever uttered a truer or sincerer verdict 
on himself and his career than Mr. Neville Chamber- 
lain in his broadcast speech on the outbreak of war: 
“Everything that I have worked for, everything that 
I hoped for, everything I have believed in during my 
public life has crashed in ruins.” It was perhaps even 
truer than Mr. Chamberlain himself fully realized. 

What he had believed in and worked and hoped for 
during his public career was a gradual and peaceful 
betterment of his world, the pre-1914 world in which 
he had been nurtured. What defeated his effort was 
that that world save in certain deceptively familiar 
appearances, no longer existed. He meant to remedy 
the defects which had seeped into and to restore, even 
increase if possible, the prosperity manifestly draining 
out of the system of society which had supplied the 
creed and the material of his material upbringing. 
But the system had already broken down beyond 
repair. Even had he had his will, he would have been 
left tinkering away at something hopelessly outworn. 
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The full realization of that fact was spared him by 
the necessity of realizing an even bitterer fact, namely 
that he would have to wage a foreign war instead of 
settling down to his program of internal adjustment. 

There can be no doubt that when he succeeded 
Mr. Baldwin in May 1937 he cherished vast schemes of 
reform within the framework of his world in those 
conditions of his country’s life which were inciting 
the strife of the classes. In foreign affairs he was 
neither versed nor particularly interested; and the 
acute situation that confronted him on entering his 
Prime Ministry he hoped to allay by somewhat the 
same methods he intended to apply to the less acute 
but no less real domestic crisis—conciliation, patience, 
and fairness in dealing with the impulses to conflict. 
He dreaded war not only as any humane man would, 
but as a politician whose highest purposes it threatened 
to frustrate. Unfortunately he understood the enemy 
he was forced to fight less well if anything, than the 
social problem with which he was preparing to cope. 
He took them to be two quite unrelated things to be 
treated separately along traditional lines, whereas 
they were different symptoms of the same thing, a 
strange universal malady requiring the most novel 
and drastic treatment. 

On the outbreak of war he declared Britain’s aim 
in taking up arms to be the destruction of Hitlerism. 
That was, and remains, true as far as it went: it did 
not then, nor does it now, go far enough, and in a 
very important sense does not go any way at all. His 
indictment of Hitlerism—the measured outburst of a 
decent and disappointed man for the “evil things” 
it had come to connote, bad faith, persecution and 
oppression, though voicing the feelings of the great 
majority of his countrymen, by no means voiced all 
their feelings. The vindication of traditional standards 
of decency and justice in international affairs was not 
their only, or perhaps even their major concern. They 
wanted, while fighting this war, to assure a fulfilment 
of those high hopes raised during and so grievously 
deceived after the last war. What use was there in 
getting rid of Hitler if after him there still persisted 
gross inequality of opportunity, unemployment, 
uncertainty, hunger and despair? These things had, 
when all was said and done, begotten Hitler, and the 
rotten old system of nineteenth-century capitalism 
had begotten them. 

The system itself, therefore, as well as Hitler, 
Mr. Chamberlain’s countrymen felt, had to go. 
They no longer believed, like him, that it could be 
satisfactorily patched up, however conscientiously 
the task was attempted, because they regarded it as 
fatally unsound and unworkable. They had lost faith 
in the licentious doctrine of private property on which 
it rested, in the virtues of unrestricted competition 
by which it operated. They gravely doubted whether 
the uncontrolled right of money to seek profits 
wherever its anonymous owners listed and to be 
protected in those profits comprized the duty of the 
State or was indeed any longer compatible with the 
general well-being of its members. They demanded a 
society governed by more virtuous, generous and 
broadly communal principles than the old rule of 
individual self-interest combined with collective 
irresponsibility, and in its governors a more positive 
sense of obligation discouraging to the indifference, 
self-satisfaction, urbane cynicism and unimaginative¬ 
ness so long too familiar spectacles in high places. 

With that discredited system and its glaring flaws 
the public mind, not altogether fairly, associated 
the name of Mr. Chamberlain. The kind of betterment 
he believed in, worked and hoped for, responded 
inadequately to the completely new deal they yearned 
for. So they decreed the downfall of Chamberlainism 
in order to facilitate and make ready for the downfall 
of Hitlerism. 

CRIME REPEATED 
AS a boy during the last war I remember newspapers 
causing shivers to creep up my spine with their 
harrowing tales of how the Germans cut off the ears 
and arms of Belgian babies during their murderous 
invasion of Belgium in 1914. I remember reading 
how they callously torpedoed passenger ships; I 
remember, as though it were only to-day, reading the 
reports of the sinking of the Lusitania, and of how 
many people drowned without any hope of being saved. 

And then, as the years went on, we heard that most 
of these stories were British and French propaganda, 
the object of which was to incite the American people 
against Germany, and we heard that most of them 
were untrue. I lived in Germany from 1922 to 1928, 
and many Germans told me how utterly fantastic 
were the tales of German brutality and barbarism, 
spread by the British and French propagandists, and 
that there was not a word of truth in any of them. 
Like many other people, I wanted to believe that the 
Germans were not as bad as they were painted, and 
I grew to believe it. 

Last Sunday, my wife, daughter and I were watching 
an air battle over our home in Surrey. We saw a 
British plane brought down and saw very plainly the 
pilot escape in his parachute. Then we distinctly 
saw a German fighter circle around him three times 
in mid-air and heard him machine-gun the helpless 
aviator. So once more my mind goes back to the days 
of 1914, and I realize that those harrowing tales of 
German brutality must have been true, as they are 
true to-day. It was not propaganda which informed 
me that a German pilot, safe in his own plane, machine- 
gunned a helpless aviator descending in his parachute— 
we saw it all too plainly. It is not British propaganda 
which has manufactured the story that German 
dive-bombers last Saturday, during the busy shopping 
hour, machine-gunned women and children in the 
main streets of an English town while they were 
doing their week-end shopping. Eyewitnesses told 
me this terrible story. 

I am not employed by any British agency to dis¬ 
seminate propaganda in America. I am an American 
business man, living in England, subject to the same 
conditions as English people. I feel that my country¬ 
men should know the facts, and when they hear that 
Winston Churchill is sinking British ships with British 
children aboard in order to gain an unfavorable 
impression for Germany in America, let them remem¬ 
ber that Germans are machine-gunning British women 
and children during the course of their peaceful occu¬ 
pations in peaceful villages throughout England, and 
that if they are willing to do this, they are capable of 
anything. 

FROM THE OUTPOST 

THE following cable has been sent by the Americans- 
in-Britain Outpost to:— 

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT WHITE HOUSE WASHINGTON 

WE AMERICANS IN BRITAIN BETWEEN US HAVE BEEN ABLE 

TO HEARTEN HUNDREDS OF BRITISH FRIENDS BY VOLUN¬ 

TEERING TO REPORT TO OUR COUNTRY THROUGH YOU 

MR. PRESIDENT THE INEXPRESSIBLE GRATITUDE OF 

DAUNTLESS COMMON PEOPLE OF LONDON AND COUNTRY¬ 

SIDE FOR EVERY SUCCESSIVE EVIDENCE OF AMERICA’S 

GENEROUS INDIGNATION AND PRACTICAL SYMPATHY 

STOP TAKE OUR SOLEMN ASSURANCE THAT NOT ONE 

DOLLAR ONE GIFT ONE PRAYER IS WASTED STOP 

AS EYEWITNESSES OF FACT THAT BRITAIN IS IRREVO¬ 

CABLY PLEDGED TO FIGHT TO FINISH WE NOW IMPLORE 

OUR OWN COUNTRYMEN SPEED FLYING FORTRESSES 

PURSUIT PLANES TORPEDO BOATS TO THIS FRONT LINE 

DEFENSE OF OUR IMPERILED BASIC LIBERTIES AND 

FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN DECENCIES. 

Reproduction of all or any part of this News Letter is welcomed. No permission is necessary. 

Personal Comments:— 

UNWIN BROTHROS LTD., LONDON AND WOKING 
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IT MAKES SENSE 
STAYING AWAKE 

By DAVID CUSHMAN COYLE 
author of the best seller, "America” 

fact that the Nazis drug 
V victim nations to prepare 

for conquest is well known to 
'orvhody- Hitler sent Chamber- 
in home from Munich filled with 
f notion that there would be 

in our time”—so that Eng- 
' ! Would stay asleep until her 
Sber was called. The Norwe- 
1s the Dutch and Belgians, the 
1Tks the Russians, all were of- 
red heavy doses of Nazi opium, 
lull them into pleasant dreams. 

,me took the drug, some didn’t, 
ussia, apparently, only pretended 
i take it. . , , 
Hitler is betting, not that he can 

mquer the world entirely by 
jaceful penetration, nor that he 
in conquer entirely by military 
jsault, but that adding it all up, 
iere will be enough nations asleep 
t any one time so that those who 
re awake and fighting can not 
iiite stop the Nazi armies. 
Since the United States is the 

irgest and strongest nation not 
et fighting, Hitler knows, and so 
o most other people in the world, 
hat the war probably will be de¬ 
ified by the amount of sleeping 
nd dreaming that goes on in this 
untry. , ... 
The Nazi sleeping drug which 

lestroys nations is a set of easy 
leas that can be used to persuade 
leople not to worry about danger 
o their country. These ideas are 
bated with chocolate or sugar to 
aste, but they all boil down to one 
ling: sleep and don’t worry. 

The commonest sleeping potion is 
he idea that Hitler can’t get to 
bierica, usually expressed by the 
;ag about his not being able to 
iross twenty miles of Channel to 
jet. to England. As a piece of rea- 
loning, this idea is hard to combat 
jecause it has so little substance. 

In the real world where events 
actually go on, Hitler’s military 
forces have been operating far out 
in the Atlantic for many months. 
Hitler’s chances of seizing Dakar, 
or Ireland, or even Greenland are 
touch brighter at the moment than 
bis chances of getting the heavily 
fortified island of Great Britain 
which is nearer by. If we should 
fall entirely asleep, and if Eng¬ 
land, lacking our material help, 
should be conquered, everyone 
knows the Germans could occupy 
|he African coast and be closer to 
Brazil than we are. We might get 
[peace in our time” by sitting quiet 
,^hile the Nazis moved into South 
pfterica, and the Japanese took 
oyer the Pacific. But what sort of 
a peace? How many Americans 
tpnld want the kind of peace that 
Switzerland and Sweden enjoy? 
| Whether Hitler can get to Amer- 

~ with two million soldiers is not 
! Point. Hitler can get to Amer- 

> anytime he can knock England 
b with an economic and military 
•^eze that would crush the life 
t °f us without landing a man on 

our shores beyond the agents he 
has here now. And Hitler never 
wastes guns on any nation he can 
subdue by squeezing. 

Another common drug is the 
smart saying that we had better 
clean up our own yard before we 
try to reform the world. This is 
first cousin to the one about Eng¬ 
land being a fake democracy and 
Russia not even that, so why should 
we get shot in the belly to protect 
those bandits? If you swallow 
either of these pretty arguments, 
they are guaranteed to make you 
feel perfectly comfortable from 
now on until after Hitler wins the 
war. That, of course, is what these 
anesthetics are for. 

Of course, if England should re¬ 
fuse to help Russia and we should 
refuse to help England, dntil all 
three of us had taken a bath and 
washed our shirts, that would take 
some little time; and in the. mean¬ 
time the Nazis would have tied and 
gagged us and gone off with our 
shirts. 

“A man who won’t pay attention 
to a charging bull till he has prop¬ 
erly tied his shoelaces” can be en¬ 
tirely comfortable in his own logic 
until the moment of impact. His 
friends can only do their best to 
argue him out of his logic into a 
sense of what is going on in the 
real world. 

But supposing the charging bull 
should drop dead of heart failure 
with five yards still to go‘ 
Wouldn’t that make us look fool¬ 
ish? Our logical friend would finish 
tying his shoelaces, and then would 
tell the whole town how, when 
everyone else was hysterical, he 
alone had kept his head and had 
come through unruffled and undis¬ 
credited. 

This too, is a risk that we who 
are awake must be willing to take 
with our eyes open. What if Nazi 
Germany should overstrain its 
heart in the attack on Russia, and 
drop dead some fine day? Then all 
the people who were afraid to think 
about danger when there was dan¬ 
ger, and who had drugged them¬ 
selves with pleasant dreams, would 
say “Look, you see it never was our 
war.” And if the majority should 
accept that logic, what chance 
would there be of America playing 
an honorable part in the post-war 
world? 

It must always be true that those 
who prepare for the worst while 
hoping for the best, have to run 
the risk that, if the worst does not 
happen, we may be called fools by 
those who prudently hid under the 
bed. But it is still true, that men 
and women of courage will not 
hide their heads in dreams, but will 
face the dangers that are in the 
world, doing all they can to meet 
and conquer those dangers, and 
bearing, if they must, the burden of 
those whose minds have been 
drugged to sleep. 

COMMITTEE TO DEFEND AMERICA 
By Aiding the Allies, Defeating the Axis Powers and Developing Means 





Xhe San Francisco Charier: Goals and Achievements 
Our joint study of authoritative Catholic, Jewish and Protestant statements on a just world order, 

entitled “Goals for San Francisco” was made public on April 5, 1945. The first recommendation 

stressed the imperative need that the San Francisco Conference succeed and the security organiza¬ 

tion be established. The remaining nine agreements dealt with specific constructive recommenda¬ 

tions for the United Nations Charter. What progress was made in San Francisco towards these nine 

goals? In order to provide the data upon which those who subscribe to the “Goals for San Fran¬ 

cisco” may judge the progress made, we submit herewith the text of our 9 recommendations and the 

corresponding provisions of the United Nations Charter. The text of the nine recommendations and 

the new provisions since written into the United Nations Charter follow. (*) 

Rev. Richard M. Fagley 

Secretary, Commission on a 
Just and Durable Peace, Fed¬ 
eral Council of the Churches 

of Christ in America. 

Rabbi Ahron Opher 

Secretary, Committee on 
Peace, Synagogue Council 

of America. 

Rev. Edward A. Conway, S.J. 

Social Action Department, 
National Catholic Welfare 

Conference. 

PREAMBLE: 
The Charter of the United Nations Organization 

should acknowledge in its preamble that the actions 

of States are subject to the same moral principles 

as govern the conduct of individuals. 

We the Peoples of the United Nations 

Determined 

to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has 

brought untold sorrow to mankind, and 

To reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the 

human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small, 

and 

To establish conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations arising 

from treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained, and 

To promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom, 

And for These Ends 

To practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good neigh¬ 

bors, and 

To unite our strength to maintain international peace and security, and 

To insure, by the acceptance of principles and the institution of methods, that 

armed force shall not be used, save in the common interest, and 

To employ international machinery for the promotion of the economic and social 

advancement of all peoples. 

Have Resolved to Combine Our Efforts to Accomplish These Aims.—Preamble 

* Amendments to the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals adopted at the San Francisco Conference are italicized in this text. 



MEMBERSHIP: 

The Charter should specify that membership will be 

open to all States willing and able to fulfill the obli¬ 

gations of the Charter, so that membership may be¬ 

come universal. 

Membership in the United Nations is open to all other peace-loving States which accent th 

ZTnS.r',?‘ed ,hC ChttHer ■" *. judgment o, theorgaZZaZ 
able and willing to carry out these obligations.—Chapter II, Art. 4,1. ’ °r® 

* * * 

INTERNATIONAL LAW: 

The Charter should provide for the codification and 

development of international law and for its impar¬ 
tial enforcement. 

end PUrCh °£ *ht Uni‘ed Nati0tnS are: L To maintain “‘“"“tional peace and security; and to ,ha, 
. . .to brmg about by peaceful means and in conformity with the principles of fustic, I 

international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes - Chapter I, Ari l 

The General Assembly shall initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of 

Zr7r,‘7n%P™grmsive development of international law and its codifica,ion.-Ch„p. 

Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to comply with the decision of th* I , 

national Court of Justice.—Chapter XIV, Art. 94,1. f 

If any party to a case fails to perform the obligations incumbent upon it under a hub 

merit rendered by the Court, the other party may have recourse to the Security CoL 7 

be'takZ'’to 'live e7‘1 TTh’"^ recommend"‘i°™ »r decide upon measures to 
be taken to give effect to the judgment.—Chapter XIV, Art. 94, 2. 

PEACEFUL CHANGE: 

The Charter should provide more explicitly for the 

revision of treaties and other agreements when such 

action is required by justice and the good of the 

world community. 

i i tZ dealt 7,ZT , 7f ,:°"1 makine recommendations on a dispute whih 

measures ior the Z 7, 7 * Ge™°1 U^'My may recommeni 
liheh lo im Jt tZT 7 irrn‘ ° ^ sil'"i>ion, regardless of origin, which it deem, 

I ' r' t .C / f '"7 r ,riendly rel"Hons “mon« »«>ions, including situa- 

ZZZZand JlZi "< 'he Charter setting forth die 
Purposes and Fnnciples of the United Nations.—Chapter IV, Art. 14. 

SMALL NATIONS: 

The Charter should safeguard the economic and po- 

htical rights of small nations and assure them an 

adequate share in shaping the policies of the or- 
ganization. 



„ , Aespnihlx shall receive and consider annual and special reports from the Se- 

TheGT^tZ^por,:Zu include an account of the measures that the Security 

ToZcil has decided upon or taken to maintain international peace and security.-C ap■ 

r if Art. 15, 1. 

* \he Security Council has decided to use force it shall, before calling upon a Mem- 

Vhen ^JZented on it to provide armed forces in fulfillment of the obligations . . . 

ha ."Ihat Member, if the Member so desires, to participate in the decuions of the Se- 

‘"X Council concerning the employment of contingents of that Member s armed forces. 

Chapter VII, Art. 44. 

With a view ,0 the creation of conditions of stability and welbbeing which are a„ ^ ^ 

if -a„AW relations among nations based on respect for the principle oj equiu g 

’I,determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote: (a) Higher standards of hv 

t^uZXymen, 1,/conditions o, economic and social progress and development.- 

Chapter IX, Art. 55. 

DISARMAMENT: 
The Charter should provide a clear purpose and pro¬ 

cedure for the limitation and control of national 

armaments, as collective security is established. 

The General Assembly may consider the general principles of cooperation . . . including the pnn- 

" es aovernin dTsarLamem and the regulation of armaments, and may make recommendations 

Jh regard to such principles to the Members or to the SecnrUy Conned or both.- 

Chapter IV, Art. 11, 1. 

* * * 

VOTING POWER: 
The Charter should provide that no one nation be 

allowed to veto judgment in any dispute covered by 

international law. 

(Yah. Agreement). In decisions under Chapter VI (Pacific settlement of disputes) and under the 

third sentence of Paragraph 3 of Article 52 (regional arrangements for peaceful settlement 

putes), a party to a dispute shall abstain from voting.—Chapter V, Art. IT, 6. 

HUMAN RIGHTS: 
The Charter should include an international bill of 

rights, and provide for a commission or commissions 

to°protect and further the rights and liberties of the 

individual and of racial, religious and cultural groups, 

especially those uprooted by war or oppression. 

The purposes of the United Nations are... to achieve international cooperation ...in 

promoting ami encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms 

lor all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion (Also made a p 

ability of the United Nations-Chapter IX, Article 55; of the (.eneruI dsscn.Wy-tto,- 

ter IV, Article 13; of the trusteeship system Chapter XII, Article 76.) ap er , 



■■■■■ 

The Economic and Social Council may . . . make recommendations for the purpose of promoting 

respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all.—Chapter 

X, Art. 62, 1 & 2. 

The Economic and Social Council shall set up commissions in economic and social fields and 

for the promotion of human rights.—Chapter X, Art. 68. 

* h- * 

DEPENDENT PEOPLES: 
The Charter should provide for a commission to 

supervise the administration of mandated territories 

and to promote the advancement of non-self-govern¬ 

ing peoples toward economic well-being, cultural de¬ 

velopment and political responsibility. 

The Purposes of the United Nations are: ... 2. To develop friendly relations among nations based 

on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples.—Chapter 

I, Art. 1. 

Members of the United Nations . . . accept as a sacred trust the obligation to promote to 

the utmost, within the system of international peace and security established by the pres¬ 

ent Charter, the well-being of the inhabitants of these (dependent) territories, and to this 

end: . . . To develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations of 

the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of their free political insti¬ 

tutions, according to the particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples and 

their varying stages of advancement.—Chapter XI, Art. 73. 

The basic objectives of the trusteeship system . . . shall be: . . . (b) To promote the po¬ 

litical, economic, social and educational advancement of the inhabitants of the trust ter¬ 

ritories, and their progressive development toward self-government or independence. 

Chapter XII, Art. 76. 

The trusteeship agreement shall in each case include the terms under which the trust ter¬ 

ritory will be administered and designate the authority which shall exercise the adminis¬ 

tration of the trust territory. Such authority . . . may be one or more states or the organ¬ 

ization itself.—Chapter XII, Art. 81. 

The General Assembly and, under its authority, the Trusteeship Council, in carrying out 

their functions, may: A. Consider reports submitted by the administering authority; B. 

Accept petitions and examine them in consultation with the administering authority; C. 

Provide for periodic visits to the respective territories at times agreed upon with the ad¬ 

ministering authority; and D. Take these and other actions in conformity with the terms 

of the trusteeship agreements.—Chapter XIII, Art. 87. 

Nothing in this charter shall be construed in or of itself to alter in any manner the rights 

whatsoever of any states or any peoples or the terms of existing international instru¬ 

ments to which Members of the United Nations may respectively be parties.—Chapter XI, 

Art. 80. 

July 16, 1945. 
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It is a special responsibility nation 

the United States to prepare after the war. One of the 
for right relations with the Germ P P oueht of the American 
guiding principles that has ^trolled ®0ral order that nations 

churches so far is "that it 13 be motivated by a spirit of 
In their dealings with °neanother Guiding Christian Principles, 
revenge and retaliation. " (Statement of Guiding^c^^^ Qhi ln 

No 5 adopted by the Protestant Conier_ _.„.nn to know that there 

March’ 1942.) The churches have a nt for the resistance of 
are many Germans whom Hitler does not P ls wen known to them. 
German Christians, both Pr^e®tant and Cathoiio^:leaders in 

As the Archbishop of Canterbury h. nrinciples by which 
Germany have shown noble courage in up g P is evidently 

German conduct in ^land. ^ffiC|^h?^iear?esa witness." The Church 
condemned, and we honor them for the one-sided may be the respon- 

also knows from its teaching directly to this war and for the 
sibility for the events which led ^Ynldons share responsibility for 
horrors that have accompanie , . The sense of common guilt 
the deeper evils of which they ar<| ^total crisis of 
that Christians must feel when they .t. ti n with the German peo- 
our times will alone make possible reconciliation w discipline 

pL in the future. The Church should recognize ^f^despaiPof 
In the peace in the interest of justice, but it should n 

the people of any nation. 

One necessary condit” d°videdeintoiinde^ndentPsphe?es 

with respect to Europe. I P agreement between the United States, 
of influence without a signific n g ld organization, it will 

Britain and Russia in the framework political struggles for power 
once again be the battleground first in^olitical s^gg^ ^P^ 

and then in war. A hopeful policy fo P Germany to health and 
a plan that is designed to restore the people of Germany^ ^ policy 

sanity. The test of anyeP?0r°a constructive part in European life ten 

prepare the German P®°Pd® f°hief effect be tokeep Germany a center of 
years from now or will ^s_^hef„°*ould be politically easy at 

fir s t ^ to^reduce^ermans°to^a sSate.of virtual Ujpr 

would be impossible , to keep Prda°" war> Such a policy of mere 

proved to be impossible afte resentment to the point of madness 
repression would assure a sp an abnormal people would be let 

within Germnay sooner the peace of the world depends upon the 

££ T^e^ he^a^of 

United^ationfthftThefr^oUc; in regard to Germany be based upon 

the following principles: 
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, .wdnllne of German 1 nf the oHmes she has fitted 

' „n. be controlled b^^lrl^indlctlveness but by_c^ 

r>p.r»n for European recovery and peace* UJ- -— 

,n itself be a severe punishment. 
The defeat of Germany "ill in itse ^ olties, after over- 

It will come after the destruction of!m It wiu bring national 

whelming losses in “®n an5 b? "d b7 enforced disarmament immediately, 
humiliation. It will be followed by enio ^ this is possible and 

she^houl^aid i^r ebui ldinj^'what^ she ^has^destroyem^But^n either ^the 

;Ce0op?e10ofSGemanyyfor S^nTand peace would be served by extracting 

reparations .from her over a long peno . 

The punishment of those most responsible f^such^cts^of 

terror as the mass slaughter of t e P®°P f Eruope, is an element- 
and the systematic extermination of th^Jews^ol fop which 

ary demand of justice. In_ee eauate but such punishment should 
no conceivable punishment seems adequ, central and not extend to 
be limited to those whoso responsibility “ ®e“^led out orders. 
the soldiers who were implicated b.e®a ht ba devised for those who 
Some form of temporary segregation m g t b Nations to engage in 

rronr^n"^ executions would debauch 

the world* 

2. 

VVUl -LU. • 

mhe dismemberment of Germany into separate states should not_be 

imposed upon the Germans. 

The enforced division °f tJ0 development of the fiercest 

tionalism and it would Pr0 ® J ®d Europe. The dismemberment of 
irredentism that has ever afflicted Eu P iQn were raade for economic 
Germany into independent states unles_ P™ Germans and impair the 

unity would strangle the x “of many which is widely 

prosperity of Europe. A Pop^0a^d^^b°preServes economic unity 

TuPldrneot b l o” the^ame9 object ions i? it were part of a larger 

federation of European states. 

3. Our policy in dealing with Germany should be calculated to 

the forces inside Germany which are committed to 

freedom and international cooperation^ 

There are millions of Germans^ho have no^been deeply^ 

corrupted by Nazism. In ^“^"the other Germany" lives. It will 
liberals who have resisted Hi tie leaders of National Socialism 
be necessary to remove from power the I dindustrialists, the military 
together with their accomplices amo g cleansing of Germany - 
clLs and the reactionary landowners But^he^le^ ^ 

both its public life ana ius sum 
ism must be primarily the work of Germans. 





In the Atlantic Charter it is said that the t^ natians^^^ 

represented "will endeavor, withdue respect ^ small, victor 
tions, to further the enjoyment by all states,^ ^ 

or vanquished of access on equal te economic prosperity, 

materials of the world which are "e®"e;ictors stin stands. Those 
This promise to vanquished as well - Nations should hold to it. 

responsible for the policy o menace to the peace of 
An impoverished Germany will con nu® prevent German re-armament 
the world. Some method must be found to Pleven prraanent destruction 

without depriving Germany of heF hsh Germany but also lower 
of German industry would not only impoverish Germany 
the European standard of living# 

John C. Bennett, Chairman 

R. H. Edwin Espy 
Harry Emerson Fosdick 

\Ym. Ernest Hocking 

Rufus Jones 
V.m. Allen Neils on 
Reinhold Niebuhr 
0. Frederick Nolde 
Henry Pitney Van Dusen 

Arnold Golfers 

- 0 - 

May 31, 1944 
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;ReX STOUT, chairman 

Carl CarMer 

Russel Crouse 

TERRV DEVINE 

laiFTON FADIMAN 

Jack Goodman 

Eel Grafton 

Alan Green 

I Ear HaMMERSTEin, 2nd 

fcsroPHER La Faroe 

Robert J. Landry 

Margaret Leech 

Hobe Morrison 

Jean Ellis Poletti 

Henry Pringle 

Luise Sillcox 

Frederica Barach, 

Executive Secretary 

I Advisory Council 

Louis Adamic 
Franklin P. Adams 

“Wrick Lewis Allen 

Faith Baldwin 
Margaret Culkin Banning 

JIlliam Rose Benkt 

Roark Bradford 

Louis Bromfield 

Van Wyck Brooks 

Cecil Brown 
Katharine Brush 

I Sidney Buchman 

' Pearl S. Buck 
Henry Seidel Canby 

Mary Ellen Chase 

Marc Connelly 

Jmiman Corwin 

Borman Cousins 

Iborge Creel 

JRussell Davenport 
Walter Davenport 

l Elmer Davis 

Bernard DeVoto 

Walter D. Edmonds 

Edna Ferber 

Dorothy Canfield Fisher 
[Corey Ford 

Rose Franken 

I Lewis Gannett 

John Gunther 

Jngston Hughes 

Fannie Hurst 

Marquis James 

gwEN Johnson 

IacKinlay Kantor 

Jiorgo S. Kaufman 

Rita Halle Kleeman 

Manuel Komroff 

Joseph Wood Krutch 

Howard Lindsay 

John P. Marquand 
Robert Nathan 

■Allan Nevins 

Clifford Odets 

i Eocene O’Neill 
Roi Ottley 

'onald Culross Peattie 
■ -Letcher Pratt 

■ ' Jorie Kinnan Rawlings 
ELMER Riqj 

Mmy Roberts Rinehart 
mnneth Roberts 

n?birt St. John 
william Shirer 

F&LDc°gden Stewart Fra 
Boi 
^NK Sullivan 

orothy Thompson 

CA«I!lvKfflR Underwood 
v,an Doren 

wAI Van Doren 
Walteh White 

fLUAM L. White 

WRITERS’ BOARD 
(Formerly WRITERS’ WAR BOARD) 

147 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

Telephone, BRyant 9-6937 

January 7, 1946 

Dr. Robert E. Speer 
Lakeville, Conn. 

Dear Dr. Speer: 

Some time ago you signed the Pledge for Peace, drawn up 

by this Board, then known as the Writers' War Board. 

The wide circulation of the Pledge has been of definite 

help in fixing in the minds of citizens in general some 

of the principles of a lasting peace. 

However, the last six months of world-history, ever since 

the epochal explosion at Los Alamos, have made it neces¬ 

sary for us to go much farther — and quickly -- if peace 

is to be created and wholesale destruction averted. 

The members of this Board, therefore, have prepared the 

enclosed Petition to the President of the United States. 

We are hoping to secure to it the signatures of the most 

distinguished Americans in every walk of life. We hope, 

by this simple means and by the proper publicizing of the 

Petition, to achieve two specific objectives: a) to let 

our Chief Executive know what some of our country's most 

informed citizens think must be done now; b) to spread 

some idea of the necessity for World Government among those 

large groups of Americans who have not as yet thought the 
problem through. 

Will you sign this, if you agree with it, or if your reser¬ 

vations are of a minor nature? Will you send back the post¬ 

card enclosed immediately? And, with it, will you enclose 

if you can, the names and addresses of a few other Ameri¬ 

cans, prominent or distinguished in their trades or pro¬ 

fessions, to whom W8 might send the Petition? 

All this is a small step, but with the American state of 

mind as much in flux as it is now, it may help toward a 

decisive and effective change in public opinion. 

Sincerely, 

Clifton Fadiman 

for the Board 
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TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 

A PETITION FOR A WORLD GOVERNMENT 

We, THE UNDERSIGNED, believing that there can be no adequate military defense against 

the atomic bomb, and that for the protection of mankind against atomic energy used for 

destructive purposes there must be established effective enforceable safeguards under the 

rule of law, do, in accordance with the right guaranteed us by the Constitution of the United 

States, respectfully make petition. 

FIRST: We ask that without further delay you institute steps for extending the authority of 

the United Nations Organization so that it shall become a true World Government. 

SECOND: We ask that this World Government shall have as its base a world law prohibit¬ 

ing war and forbidding the manufacture of weapons of mass destruction. 

THIRD: We ask that each people shall delegate to the World Government such sovereignty 

as shall be necessary to create such world law. 

FOURTH: We ask that the World Government shall consist of a world legislature, a world 

executive, a world judiciary, and adequate military force; that this World Government have 

jurisdiction directly over the individual, not acting through any national government; and 

that it shall have power to abolish all national armaments except those needed for internal 

policing. 

FIFTH: We ask that the World Government shall be so constituted as to permit neither the 

secession nor the expulsion of any individual nation or group of nations. 

SIXTH: We ask that, to achieve these general aims without further dangerous delay, you do 

publicly and at once instruct the American delegates to the United Nations Organization to 

initiate such action as shall transform UNO into a World Government. 

SEVENTH: We ask that, should such action fail, you do yourself at once invite the govern¬ 

ments of the peoples of the world to a World Constitutional Convention for the purpose of 

setting up a World Government of those people which desire to adhere thereto, in the full 

faith and hope that such a World Government shall within a short time comprise all the 

peoples of the earth. 

IN THE SOLEMN BELIEF that, unless these immediate steps are taken, the earth will 

within a few years inevitably be the scene of atomic wars that will destroy civilization and 

most of mankind with it, and in the further belief that the people of the world are now ready 

to support any and every action which offers hope of stopping war, we have affixed our signa¬ 

tures in respectful but urgent petition. 

SIGNED 
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TOLEDO WEEK OIT THE PATTERN 

An impressive series of public meetings were held in Toledo from April 30 to 
May 7th on fundamental problems of a just and enduring peace. The basis for the 
city-wide study was the Pattern for Peace, some 25,000 copies of which were dis¬ 
tributed. In addition full page advertisements in the newspapers featuring the 
declaration, bus and streetcar advertisements, sermons in churches and synagogues 
and announcements in high schools and group meetings were used to stimulate 
interest in the special sessions. The program was conducted under the auspices of 
a special committee composed of the Rev. C. Clark Shedd, executive secretary of 
the Toledo Council of Churches, Dean C. K. Searles of Toledo University, and the 
Rev, S. C. Michelfelder, St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, representing Protestants; 
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. A. J. Sawkins and Judge Thomas J. O’Connor, representing 
Catholics; and Rabbi Morton Goldberg and Judge Aaron Cohn, representing Jews. A 
fuller description of the procedure will be presented in the next bulletin. 

ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE ON PEACE PROBLEMS 

Pattern for Peace was used effectively in the recent Win the War - Win the 
Peace Institute, sponsored by the Church peace Union and World Alliance in con¬ 
junction with other national organizations and held in St. Louis May 15-16. The 
Planning Committee distributed five thousand copies of the pattern in advance of 
the meeting, stamping the place and date of the meeting across the back of the 
leaflet. The document was widely distributed at the Institute, especially at the 
opening sessions and the Seminar on Religion in the Postwar World. Several hundred 
high school children attended the round tables and heard six local religious 
leaders, two rabbis, two priests and two Protestant ministers, discuss the impli¬ 
cations of the Pattern and the methods to be used in implementing it. 

THE PATTERN IN BRITAIN 

Rabbi Israel Goldstein, President of the Synagogue Council of America, has 
reported, on returning from his recent mission to England, on the wide attention 
given to the Pattern for Peace among religious circles in that country. Catholic, 
Protestant and Jewish leaders all expressed their gratification that the religious 
bodies in America had expressed their agreement on world order in a clear state¬ 
ment of seven principles. Rabbi Goldstein also found that several of the leading 
British statesmen knew of the Pattern for Peace. The publicity given to the 
If11tern in Britain continues. The three’’preambles and full text of the Declaration 
were printed, for example, in the March 9 issue of the British Weekly, 
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BISHOP OXNAM CALLS FOR ACTION 

Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam of Boston, speaking before the Maine Conference of 
the Methodist Church at Lewiston.. Maine, on May 2Cth, called for active religious 
support for the principles of the Pattern ior Peace. Bishop Oxnam said: 

With invasion just ahead our major attention for a considerable 
period will be upon the stern and tragic duty of imposing our will 
upon the enemy to the end that his organized forces may be destroyed 
and the democratic purpose become dominant in the world.. There is 
grave danger in such an hour that the equally important task of plan¬ 
ning the peace may be regarded as secondary. It is of equal importance 
and, in the long run, of greater importance. Unless the new world for 
which these men died is established, our sons will have been betrayed. 
At the very hour the conflict reaches crisis, constructive proposals 
must be kept at the forefront of our thinking. It is significant that 
Protestant, Jew and Roman Catholic, fill inspired by the basic consider¬ 
ations of religion, have united in the formulation of a statement of 
principles upon which enduring peace inevitably rests. This great 
document, issued jointly last October, has become known as "The Pattern 
for Peace." It behooves religious forces everywhere to center funda¬ 
mental attention upon this pattern for Peace, study the related docu¬ 
ment entitled "The Pillars of peace" issued by the Federal Council of 
Churches of Christ in America, and move forward with the full strength 
of religion in a free democracy until decision shall be made upon the 
basis of these documents. The Prayer for peace must become a Pattern 
for Peace, if the practice of Peace is to be established. 

THE MORAL BASIS FOR PEACE 

Speaking under the auspices of Town Hall at the Scottish Rite Auditorium, in 
San Francisco on May 1st, the Rev. Francis X. Talbot, S. J., Executive Editor of 
America, said of the Pattern: 

I stress the fact that this is idealism, this is spirituality, 
this is high morality. And unless morality, idealism and spiritual¬ 
ity enter into the peace we shall be at war again despite our efforts 
to avoid it,,.. We live in a democracy and if the mass of our people 
only believed strongly enough the peace tha^ we want, the peace based 
on morality, on justice with charity for all people, if we made that 
quite clear to our leaders we might strengthen their hand and their 
determination to speak out with a stentorian voice saying, "We want 
a peace that will work and that vri.il endure",JOC 

THE _TATTERN_AND PARTY PLATFORMS 

An editorial in the May 17 issue of The Christian Century, a Protestant weekly 
Pu lished in Chicago. related the Pattern to the party conventions: 

Watch the movement now getting under way to persuade the 
approaching Republican ar.d Democratic conventions to adopt the 
declaration on world peace made by Catholic. Protestant and Jewish 
leaders as the peace planks in their party platforms«. The declara¬ 
tion..,, is picking up support in many quarters. Stranger things have 
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happened in American politics than that such a church utterance 
should become the international program of both parties in this 
critical year. But few more wholesome things could happen. 

THE PATTERN HI SUNDAY SCHOOLS 

The full text of the Pattern's seven principles was included in the AduLt 
Student for May 7. The magazine goes to some 80,000 adult classes in the 
Methodist Church Schools. The material was prepared by Bishop Oxnam as part of 
the study program of the Crusade for a New World Order conducted by the Bishops 
of the Methodist Church. 

CHURCH CONVENTIONS 

The Pattern is being presented before an increasing number of gatherings of 
religious leaders. Meetings at which the Declaration has been presented recently 
include: The Catholic Association for International Peace in Washington, the 
Congregational State Conference in Rutland, Vermont, the Diocesan Convention of 
the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of Albany, New York, and the Maine Conference 
of the Methodist Church in Lewiston, Maine, 

THE PATTERN IN HIGH SCHOOIS 

The Pattern is coming into greater use as a basis for education on world 
order among high schools, A number of high schools across the country have 
already placed copies in the hands of their teachers. The Declaration was 
called to the attention of educators by the Journal of the National Education 
Association, One of the most striking programs was conducted among the high 
schools of Hudson County, New Jersey, The 10th Annual Oratorical Contest for 
Jersey City High Schools had as its theme the Pattern for Peace. The seven 
contestants from as many high schools spoke on the principles of the Pattern. 
Th9 contest was sponsored by the Beilarmine Debating Society and held in the 
auditorium X)f St. Peter's College on May 12th. 

LECTURES OIT THE PATTERN 

One of the editors, Father Conway, is now engaged in a speaking tour on 
behalf of the Catholic, Jewish and Protestant Declaration. His itinerary in¬ 
cludes Milwaukee, St. Louis, Topeka, Omaha, Denver, Seattle, Portland, San 
Francisco and Los Angeles. 
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Supplement #5 
Room 1005, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y. 

June 9, 1944 

BRITISH LEADERS SUPPORT PATTERN 

An impressive action was taken by Catholic, Jewish and Protestant leaders in 
(Great Britain when the Executive Committee of the British Council of Christians 
■and Jews adopted a statement in support of the Pattern* The Council is headed by 
■the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Archbishop of Westminster, the Moderator of the 
I Free Church Federal Council, the Moderator of the Church of Scotland and the Chief 
I Rabbi of Great Britain. The statement was issued simultaneously in Britain and 
I the United States on June 1 and released in this country by Pattern’s Progress^, 
I The text of the statement is as follows: 

The Council of Christians and Jews in Great Britain warmly welcomes 
the statement on the conditions of world peace signed by Protestant, Roman 
Catholic and Jewish religious leaders in America on October 7th, 1943, 
and finds itself in general agreement with the principles therein laid 
down. It is in accordance with the Council’s aims to urge that ethical 
and religious principles be applied to relations between groups, to the 
social life of peoples, and to international relations. 

The Council believes that it is the duty of religious people to pray 
and work for peace and for the reconciliation of enemies, for the abolition 
of war and all the evils it involves and for a new era of confidence and 
constructive service. The re-establishment of moral law, of respect for 
the rights of the person, especially those of the poor, the weak and the 
backward, and of responsibility towards the whole community, must be first 
charges on the energies of all right-thinking men and women. Church and 
Synagogue have the duty not only to exhort men in this sense but also to 
infuse with their spirit those agencies, diplomatic, political, economic, 
social and benevolent, through which a happier world order will be estab¬ 
lished. 

There can be no permanent peace without a religious foundation. The 
fact that both Church and Synagogue are international and supra-national, 
with traditions older than the political and economic structure of the 
modern world, entitles them to speak with authority at just such a time as 
this: they were founded on the divine law, on which also all social right¬ 
eousness must rest. To reconstitute political institutions, to restart the 
Agriculture, industry and trade of the world, to re-establish international 
institutions representative of the unity and interdependence of the nations 

I and their well-being, will mainly be the responsibility of representative 
I statesmen and assemblies. All Christians and Jews, however, will share the 
responsibility of putting the plans and actions of statesmen to the tests 
°f religion, and of seeing that they correspond with righteousness, mercy 

I and peace. 
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Suppleflrarrt #5 2, 
BRITISH LETTER TO AMERICAN SIGNERS 

Accompanying the foregoing statement, the following letter was sent to the 
115 signers of the Pattern by Dr. Henry Carter, Chairman of the Executive Com. 
mittee of whe British Council. The letter reads as follows: 

To the Signatories of the American Three—Faith Declaration on World Peace; 

I write as Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Council of 
Christians^and Jews to tell you with what interest and appreciation the 
American Ihree-Faith Declaration on World Peace has been received by the 
Jewish and Christian communities in this country. 

In particular it has been the subject of careful consideration by this 
Council which, at a meeting held on December 8th last under the Chairmanship 
of tne Archbishop of Canterbury, unanimously adopted the following resolution 
which was proposed by Lord Perth and seconded by Professor Brodetsky: 

"That this Council of Christians and Jews which has as one of its 
ams co-operation between Jews and Christians in study and service 
directed to post-war reconstruction welcomes the Three-Faith Dec¬ 
laration on World Peace recently issued in the U.S.A. over the 
signatures of some 146 representative Protestant, Catholic and 
Jewish leaders in that country. 

"The Council desires to express its appreciation of the terms of 
this pronouncement which it recognises as a notable step forward 
in the sphere of Jewish Christian collaboration and an important 
contribution to the cause of World Peace. The Council requests 
its Executive Committee to make the American Statement known to 
the Council’s constituency; to undertake a careful study of the 
vital matters raised by it particularly in their relation to the 
aims of the Council; and in due course to convey the results of 
this study to the signatories of the American Statement." 

The Council’s Executive Committee, in accordance with the concluding 
sen ence of this resolution, has set up a research group to work carefully 
over the Three-Faith Declaration and to produce a detailed report which 
might serve as a basis for study and discussion by groups of Christians 
and Jews throughout the country. 

In the meantime my Executive has asked me to convey to you and to your 
colleagues m the terms of the accompanying statement its appreciation of 
nh general agreement with your Declaration, We on this side of the Atlantic 

vAe indebted to you for the lead which you have given in this matter, 
ie hepieve it to be of great importance as helping to promote a better under- 

' n Between the Christian and Jewish communities and also to secure 
moie oifective co-operation in matters which are, and will continue to be 
01 vital concern in the interests of world peace. 

With cordial greetings. 
Yours sincerely, 

(signed) Henry Carter 

May 4th, 1944 Chairman of Executive Committee 
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Supplement #5 
3, 

AMERICAN COMMENT ON BRITISH STAT&UENT 

Among the editorial reactions to the statement of the British leaders is the 
following editorial from the New York Times of June 1: 

Voices Across the Sea 

v/ar is a cruel teacher, but it does teach. Proofs that the human spirit 
rises to great heights to meet great crises are found day after day in the 
epi.cs of the battlefield, as glorious and chivalric in the monstrous contests 
of tanks and bombers as they ever were in the neat little wars of knights in 
armor. They are found in the grim and commonplace tales of the courage of 
the unarmed —patriots in occupied lands, civilians facing death at home, 
exiles and prisoners, the maimed and the bereaved. They are found in the 
almost agonized thought ^iven to ways and means to maintain peace by multi¬ 
tudes of people in every country who never thought on these problems before. 
They are found in the way people get together on the true level that runs 
below - or above - differences of habit, of opinion, even of interest. 

. divides, out it also burns away divisions* The experience of 
facing up to a common enemy does not so much create unity as it strips away 
surface divergences and reveals the fundamental principles on which men of 
goodwill can agree. A striking example of this is the message addressed 
yesterday by the British Council of Christians and Jews to the recent 
American three-faith declaration on world peace. This is the first time the 
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish communities of England have united in a 
common statement. It is issued in answer to the first statement made in the 
Imted States by the three chief religious groups. 

Thus a precedent is dictated by the war that offers a new promise of 
united religious action in behalf of a good peace,. For what unites these 
representatives of the religious communities of Great Britain and America 

. impels them for the first time to speak with one voice is the con¬ 
viction shat the basis of the new order and organization of the world is 
roo physical power alone. Armies and four-Power directorates will not 
keep ms peace unless it rests on a moral foundation. The religious leaders 

1 English-speaking peoples accept this truth and the obligation that 
goes with it when they proclaim that ’’all Christians and Jews will share 

- o responsibility of putting the plans and actions of statesmen to the 
tests of religion.” 
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SUPPLEMENT // 4 

PATTERN PROVIDES BASIS FOR REPORT TO POST-WAR PLANNING COUNCIL 

In the hope that other communities throughout the country would conduct 
similar programs, we have given wide publicity to the Syracuse "civic gathering" 
held on February 15, 1944. The impact of that community meeting is still being 
felt in Syracuse. 

Before the civic program on the Pattern religious thinking had not been 
prominent in the deliberations of the county-city postwar planning council. 
Soon afterward, however, a committee on religion was formed which on April 30 
presented a long report to the whole Council. Members of the committee were: 
Rev. Joseph B. Toomey, chairman; Rev. Dr. Edwin T. Dahlberg, Rabbi Benjamin 
Friedman, Rev. David C. G-ildea, Rev. Gerald T. Krchn, and Rabbi David FT. Panitz. 

This report does more than, recommend the Pattern for Peace. In master¬ 
ful fashion it applies many of the Pattern's principles to pressing problems 
in the local community. We believe that these recommendations of representa¬ 
tives of the three faiths, united on the principles of the Pattern are so time¬ 
ly that we present herewith rather lengthy extracts from the report of the con- 
tit toe. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 

"Many hours of labor and effort on the part of a highly respected num¬ 
ber of Syracuse and Onondaga county citizens have been offered in the attempt 

I to provide for this unit of our nation a plan whereby a full share of benefits 
right bo offered to those who call this city and county their home. 

"From its very beginning, this plan has been one which has primarily 
I dealt with the physical and material aspects of community planning.... 

"The committee on religion submits the following recommendations under 
the motivation that 'Unless the Lord builds the house, they labor in vain that 
build it. Unless the Lord keep the city, he watcheth in vain that koepeth it'. 

SUPPORT FOR PATTERN RECOT VENDED 

"1. That there be united support and fulfillment of the principles of 
soven point peace plan as enunciated by the Social Action Department of 

tnQ National Catholic Welfare Conference, the Synagogue Council of America, 
the Federal Council of tho Churches of Christ in America, all three of 

w‘dch bodies are agreed in summoning this and every other nation to an inter¬ 
national organization which will be subject to the sovereignty of God and His 
n°nal law. 

”2. That by an acceptance of these seven principles, there shall be a 
^cognition by our own civic leaders, and tho people generally, of their reli- 
Uous duties, including church attendance, to the end that Syracuse and Onon- 

county may furnish to tho entire nation an outstanding example of a con- 
”:u: ity whose homes, churches and synagogues render homage to tho will of Al- 

pighty God. 
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PEACE DEPENDS ON COD 

” 3. The postwar plan of this or other communities must have for validity 
the goal bringing full peace to men and it nust he recognized that all peace 
aS a result of successful planning nust be based on the placing of God back to 
His proper place in society. 

"This neans (a) that it is the duty and responsibility of every one to 
offer assistance in the task of re-establishing the dignity and rights of the 
human person, rights which were given by God in the very beginning of the hu- 
Tan race. It implies and assures that every nan has basic rights as well as 
duites which the whole of society nust protect and guarantee. Ho has among 
other things the right to the development of his physical, moral and intellec¬ 
tual life* He has the right to worship God as his conscience dictates and he 
has the right to the use of the earth*s material goods for tho fulfilling of 
his responsibility to God and his fellow man. 

FAMILY MUST BE PROTECTED 

" (b) Since no man lives alone but by his nature is a social being, 
it is, therefore, essential that all of tho various groups in this or any 
other conmni-ty bo joined together for the eternal and temporal good of each 
and all. All men must, therefore, strive to provide for a redodication of 
family life to holy living, righteous affections, and a prayerful obedience 
to tho Commandments of God. Family lifo is the cell life of society and, 
therefore, every safeguard, moral and material, nust bo placed about it in 
order that this basis of civilization will remain a healthy and virile unit, 
thoroby guaranteeing society*s full development. 

’’Family life, and more specifically, parental leadership, must concern 
itself with all tho entities which shall guarantee the internal strength of 
this smallest unit of society and among these and foremost shall be a recogni¬ 
tion of tho supremacy of God and the effort to learn and live according to tho 
laws of God. 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION MJST EE PROVIDED 

” Children as part of that family life must have an opportunity to 
Ioann and livo by tho moral law of God, and it is therefore recommended that 
there be a development and enhancement of religious education as provided by 
the released time program of our public school systom and that being carried 
on in tho respective churches and synagogues under the title of religious 
education. There should bo also a re-establishment according to good American 
tradition of family prayer in seeking the blessings of God for every household. 
All of this presupposes that there shall bo a ro—dedication of matrimony and 
its bows to the lofty and holy purposes for which God intended it. 

MORALITY MUST GOVERN ECONOMIC LIFE 

” (c) Ono of tho most striking problems of post-war planning and 
its objective, which is peace among men is to bo discerned in the field of 
economics. 

”Tho dignity and tho rights of labor must bo respected, as woll as 
tho dignity and tho rights of management. Tho very plan of God Himsolf 

18 that man is dignified by work and develops his human personality through 
^rk. As a consequence, it follows that tho worker has every right to a living 
tmliy wage and it is tho responsibility of society to procure for th.e 
werkor as wide a share as possible of property ownership. This involves what 
13 commonly called collective bargaining, which should under ovory norm of good 
morality bring benefits equally just and fair to those of management and labor. 
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M- 

"The ocononic life of a city or a nation is not a nnttor of machines or dollar 
bills; it is truly the life of non and women and, thcroforo, God has n groat 
fleal to do with it, since those sano non and women aro creatures of God. 

RIGHTS OF MINORITY GROUPS MUST BE PROTECTED 

" U) Thoro must bo an adoption of an intelligent and far-sighted policy 
in our relation as a community to our so-called minority groups and this policy 
should bo basod on a recognition of the fact that every nan., regardless of his 
race, color or creed is an object of the love of God and, thcrof ore, if nor. will 
be God-like, thoy must respect the clain of the minority groups to full partner¬ 
ship in the brotherhood of nan with all the privileges and rights that entails. 
And this claim may net be promised on any historical tradition, but must be ac¬ 
knowledged to rest upon a positive moral basis. 

STATE MUST ABIDE BY MORAL LAN 

” (°) Finally, the state as an entity which has the purpose of serving 
and procuring tho well-being of its citizens, will at all tines recognize tho 
dignity of tho human person and his human destiny. Tho deepest meaning of tho 

|opportunity to rulo is to serve, and wo observe in conclusion that tho "state 
a::d all its officials are bound by tho law of God and dependent upon His will 
just as tho individual is bound by that law and depends upon that will. 

SUCCESS OF POSTWAR PLANNING DEPENDS ON IIGPLEMENTATION OF PRINCIPLES 

" Tho above promises aro not, to bo sure, so inclusive that every moral 

consideration has boon included. They are, however, some of the basic premises 
without which the Syracusc-Onondaga county postwar planning or any othor planning 
must fail. " " “ 

" If wo arc to havo any rcasonalbo hope for a postwar world in which 
there will bo benefits which lend themselves to tho progress of mankind then 
sincerely and conscientiously wo should recognize and fulfill our obligations 
toward God. No society can over bo reformed whether it bo of a city or a na¬ 
tion or a world unless thoro has been a reformation of the individual first, 
and particularly as regards his religious life. 

” Wo have had other crises through which wo have passed, but in and 
enong thorn all, there has never been one quite so critical as that which facos 

I us in those days. Our success in tho oontost that lies ahead will bo possible 
I °nly if tho grace of God attends our efforts and we do tho bidding of our con¬ 

science in placing Almighty God first in our considerations. "Seek yo first 
tho kingdom of God and His justice and all theso things shall bo added unto 
you.” 

"Therein and therein alono can bo found the truth and the ponce that 
shall guarantee to men the making of a hotter post-war world," 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

(Additional copies of this Report nay be secured from tho Editors of 
£jvtt g rn1 s Pro gre s s) 
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protectant leader commends pattern 

The Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker, presiding bishop of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church and president of the Federal Council of Churches, said in a 
statement released on June 15: 

The Pattern for Peace represents such an impressive con¬ 
sensus of Protestant, Catholic and Jewish thought with regard 
to the post-war world that I earnestly hope it will be widely 
studied and discussed throughout the constituency of the Federal 
Council of Churches of Christ in America. I warmly commend it 
to the churches as a highly significant interpretation of the 
goals for which Christian people should strive as they think of 
their responsibility for world order. 

CATHOLIC PRESS ASSOCIATION PROMISES SUPPORT FOR PATTERN 

The Catholic Press Association, at its Annual Convention in Milwaukee, 
May 13, 1944, passed the following resolution: 

BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Seven Points for Peace approved 
by the Catholic hierarchy of the United States as well as by 
members of the religions leaders of Protestantism and Judaism 
be recognized as a dynamic effort on the part of the moral 
and spiritual forces of this country, and that the Catholic 
Press Association exercise every effort to bring these Seven 
Points for Peace to the attention of the American people. 

CHURCH PEACE UNION RESOLUTION 

The Board of Trustees of the Church peace Union,at its Semi-Annual Meeting, 
adopted new plans for continued educational aid in support of the three-faith 
declaration, Pattern for Peace, A special resolution was addressed to the 
Republican and Democratic Conventions: 

We urge the Conventions of both major parties to recognize 
in their platforms the importance of basic moral principles for 
international law and order, as expressed in the Catholic,Jewish 
and Protestant Declaration on World Peace. In particular, we 
urge a clear commitment to American participation in interna¬ 
tional institutions to guarantee collective security and justice, 
as called for in this historic Pattern for Peace. 
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THOMAS WOODLOCIC ON POINT TWO 

The proposal by the Commission to Study the Organization of 
Peace to establish a ”United Nations Conference on Human Rights” 
is an interesting suggestion and may prove a highly important 
one, should it be adopted. For the fact is that here is touched 
the ond to which all other matters of government, national and 
international, including peace itself, are but means. They all 
exist for the sake of the human person and the doctrine of 
human rights is no more and no less than the assertion of that 
fact. What is the origin of the doctrine which asserts that 
fact ? 

In that section of its report just issued (part III of 
its fourth report) the Commission states that these rights 
have their religious source in the Judaeo-Christian insist¬ 
ence upon the dignity and worth of man, their legal source 
in ”the historic English acts beginning with Magna Charta,” 
and their political impetus in ”the American and the French 
Revolutions, which reflected the ancient Greek respect for 
the reason of man.” It is a correct statement so far as it 
goes, and for the purposes of the Commission it, perhaps, 
goes far enough. It is necessary to observe, however, that 
upon its ’’religious” origin the entire doctrine depends. The 
’’Catholic, Jewish and Protestant Declaration on World Peace” 
(quoted by the Commission) issued in 1943 stated ..it in the 
plainest terms; ’’The dignity of the human person as the image 
of God must be set forth in all its essential implications in 
an international declaration of rights and be vindicated by the 
positive action of national governments and international organ¬ 
ization. States as well as individuals must repudiate racial, 
religious or other discrimination in violation of those rights.” 
The whole thing hangs upon man’s origin and nature, and it is 
from the Jewish scriptures that the world first learned of both, 
and it is Christianity that gave to both their final expression. 
Our Declaration’s prearable crisply states the case in a few 
simple words. 

Now a United Nations Conference on Human Rights will have 
to begin at the beginning by justifying such doctrine as it may 
decide to lay down concerning those rights. It will either 
have to recognize their origin in Judaeo-Christianity or it will 
have to assign some other origin. The latter job would be one of 
much difficulty, (this writer regards it as impossible) for in the 
first place there is a considerable body of opinion in this country 
and in others which denies that there are such things as the rights 
we are discussing and denies, of course, the very basis for such an 
origin, that is religion, as such. Against this the proponents 
of the rights could offer nothing more than their assertion of 
both rights and origin. But there is a concrete fact in the case 
and that is that the doctrine of human rights naturally commends 
itself to a deeply rooted instinct in man whenever it is presented 
in simple terms, which points to something in his nature that 
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demands them. It would be very difficult for the opponents 
of that doctrine to find an explanation of that fact in the 
scheme of their philosophy and their theory of man’s nature 
and origin. (This writer think3 it would be impossible.) 

If a United Nations Conference can help to clarify the 
confusion of thinking on this point it will do something of 
the greatest importance, for the ultimate fact o^ the whole 
conflict in which we are engaged is that it is over the worth 
and dignity of man as man. (From ’’Thinking it Over”, Wall 
Street Journal, May 29, 1944) 

CONVENTIONS 

Catholic College Students: The 350 delegates representing the five 
member colleges of the Detroit region of the National Federation of Catholic 
College Students at its one-day congress, held at Sienna Heights College, at 
Adrian, Michigan, in May, recommended adoption,and pledged support, of the 

Pattern for Peace. 

New England Methodists: An interesting development in the history of 
Pattern for Peace was made by the New England Conference of the Methodist^ 
Church on May 26. The Report of the Commission on Social Ethics and World 
Peace, headed by Dr. Edgar S. Brightman, "reaffirmed each of seven principles 
of the Interfaith Declaration on World Peace" and used the principles as a 
rubric for a special statement addressed to Methodists. The Report was 

adopted by the Conference. 

American Council on Education: At the recent Princeton meeting of the 
American Council on Education the suggestion was made that the Pattern be laid 
as the basis of a possible course on the religious and moral bases of citizen¬ 

ship in the public schools. 

ST. LOUIS FORUM 

Mr. Allen May, Chairman of the St. Louis WIN THE PEACE Forum, requested 
10,000 copies of the Pattern for Peace for follow-up distribution from the 
Forum office. He writes: "We are further thinking of utilizing our tri¬ 
faith chairmanship from the Institute to follow the Syracuse activity reported 
by Father Conway in Supplement $4 of Pattern’s Progress.” 
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Recommendations made to the Foreign Policy Sub-committee of the Republican_ 
Resolutions Committee, at the Hotel Stevens, Chicago, Thursday, June 22. 1944, 
by"RevT~Edward A. Conway, S. J, 

Ladies and gentlemen of the sub-committee: 

I am appearing before you, not as representative of the Catholic 
Church, but as exponent of the PATTERN FOR PEACE, which is a declaration of 
seven moral principles for a just peace, signed on October 7, 1943, by 146 
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish religious leaders of this country* And when I 
say leaders, I don’t mean any self-constituted spokesmen for small minorities 
of religionists, but the official representatives of the Catholic, Jewish and 
Protestant faiths of the nation. 

This historic declaration was proclaimed to the American people last 
October by Bishop Henry St, George Tucker, President of the Federal Council of 
the Churches of Christ in America, by Rabbi Israel Goldstein, President of the 
Synagogue Council of America, and by Archbishop Edward Mooney, Chairman of the 
Administrative Board of the National Catholic Welfare Conference, supported by 
146 leaders of the three faiths. Since that time the three religious groups 
have been conducting educational campaigns on the seven principles of the 
PATTERN FOR PEACE among the millions of their communicants. These have been 
both independent and joint programs. Joint meetings to arouse public opinion 
in support of these principles have been held in a number of cities. A month 
ago Toledo, Ohiov conducted such programs throughout the city for a full week. 

Every effort is being made to spread those civic gatherings through¬ 
out the country; the next three months should see them multiplied in hundreds 
of communities of every size. 

Out of these meetings have sprung numerous suggestions, made independ¬ 
ently by representatives of all three faiths, that the Platform Committees of 
both parties should give heed to the expressed convictions of the leaders of the 
three great faiths, whose membership is placed roughly at 70 million. 

As a sample of these suggestions, I quote one made in an editorial 
in the Syracuse Post-Standard, by the Rev, Dre Calvin M, Thompson, Jr.: 

If the leaders of the Protestant, Jewish and Catholic religions 
could agree upon seven principles for a iust peace and a better 
social order, then the two major political parties should be 
able to do likewise. What better way could there be to demon¬ 
strate national unity than to have the Democrats and Republicans 
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both adopt these seven principles as their platform plank on 
world relations ? 

Perhaps it is too much to ask that all seven principles be implemented 
in the party platforms. I should like to direct your attention particularly to 
Articles One and Five. Article One declares that "the organization of a just 
peace depends upon practical recognition of the fact that not only individuals, 
but nations, states and international society are subject to the sovereignly of 
God and to the moral law which comes from God". This principle is basic to the 
whole Pattern for a just Peace. Article Five, which is too long to quote, but 
which is contained in the leaflet in your hands, demands "International institu¬ 
tions to maintain peace with justice must be organized." 

I should like to emphasize the significance of this article. It means 
that the duly constituted heads of twenty-three Protestant denominations, the 
fifty leading rabbis of the country, and the chairman of the Administrative 
Board of the Catholic Bishops are unanimous in declaring that the political 
organization of the world in the present circumstances is a moral imperative, 
and at least by inference, that participation by the United States in such 
organization is likewise a moral imperative. 

These two articles were embodied in a resolution recently adopted 
by the Board of Trustees of the Church Peace Union in their recent semi-annual 
meeting: 

RESOLVED: 

1) that we urge on the conventions of both major parties the 
importance of basic moral principles for international law 
and order as expressed in the Declaration of Catholics, 
Jews and Protestants on World Peace; 

2) that we urge in particular a clear commitment to American 
participation in international institutions to guarantee 
collective security and justice as called for in this 
Historic Pattern for Peace. 

The leaders of the three faiths, ladies and gentlemen, are utterly 
convinced that unless these principles undergird our foreign policy with respect 
to the coming peace, that peace will never endure. Hence the Protestant leaders 
appealed "to their constituency to give heed to the foregoing expression in 
national policies"; the American Synagogue "called upon its adherents to seek 
after the implementation of these principles"; the Catholic Bishops and clergy 
and laity who signed the document declared that these principles "express the 
minimum requirements of a peace which Christians can endorse as fair to all men". 

I may add that on June 1, the five leading churchmen of Great Britain 
subscribed to the same set of American peace principles. 

I am, therefore, appealing to you, ladies and gentlemen, to give 
serious consideration to these principles, especially articles One and Five, 
upon which, for the first tine in the history of our country, the leaders of 
the three faiths have united for common action. It would be a matter which 
c°uld not be passed over in the educational campaigns now in progress if the 
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Republican platform presented a plank which did not measure up to these "minimum 
moral requirements of a just peace". 

It is only fair to say to you that the same recommendations are being 
made to the Democratic Resolutions Committee, in keeping with the bi-partisan 
character of this nation-wide movement in the churches and synagogues * The 
leaders of organized religion believe that there are good men and true, and good 
women and true, also, in both parties, who are convinced that the coining peace 
must not become the football of a partisan campaign; and they feel that unless 
both parties present to the world a united front on the essentials of our foreign 
policy, the United States will not only risk losing its world leadership, but 
jeopardize the coming peace as well,. 

VJhat better way could there be of taking the peace out of politics , 
and at the same time making sure that the United States will stand four-square 
for a morally sound peace settlement, than for both parties to subscribe to 
these minimum moral essentials of a just and lasting peace as proclaimed with 
such earnestness by the recognized leaders of the three great faiths of our 
great country ? 
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Bulletin #7 Room 1005, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y. July 26, 1944 

PATTERN PRESENTED TO DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION 

In their separate introduction to the Pattern for Peace the Protestant 
signers wrote: "Ue appeal to our constituency to give heed to the foregoing 
proposals enunciated by Protestants, Catholics, and Jews, which must find ex¬ 
pression in national policies". In their preamble, the Jewish signers declared: 
"The Synagogue therefore calls upon its adherents, both as citizens and as Tews, 
to seek after the implementation of these principles". The Catholic introduc¬ 
tion begins with these words: "We present for the consideration of all men of 
good will the foregoing postulates of a just peace as embodying principles of 
the moral law and their prime applications to world problems of our day. To 
our mind they express the minimum requirements of a peace which Christians can 
endorse as fair to all men". 

All three groups, it is apparent, desire that the principles of the 
Pattern should be given consideration by the policy makers of the nation. 
But the policy makers cannot be expected to give the Pattern that consideration 
unless it is presented to them. The Pattern must, therefore, be presented to 
any and all groups who might, conceivably, have a hand in the determination of 
the nation1s peace policy. Obviously, the platform committees of the tv© 1 political parties fall under that designation. Hence it was determined to 
present the Pattern at the hearings of both committees. This was done at the 
Republication convention by Father Conway (cf. Pattern^ Progress, Supplement II # 6, June 28, 1944). At the Democratic convention the Pattern figured promin¬ 
ently in the full-dress hearing on foreign policy held by the entire Resolu- 

t tions Committee on Wednesday, July 19. Dean Charles W. Gilkey, Dean of the 
Chicago University Chapel and Trustee of the Church Peace Union, as well as 
Father Conway, spoke in support of the Pattern. The former declared that 
the Pattern was the "finest example of inter-faith cooperation I have en¬ 
countered in my thirty-five years as a Protestant minister". After recount¬ 
ing the history of the Pattern negotiations and the progress of the campaign 
to popularize the Pattern by civic mass-meetings throughout the country, both 
speakers laid special emphasis on the fifth principle which calls for the 
organization of international institutions to maintain peace with justice. 
Father Conway said in conclusion: 

"On the basis of these facts, ladies and gentlemen of 
the Committee, I want to assure you that if your plat¬ 
form declares in favor of American participation in a 
bona fide international organization to maintain peace 
with justice, it will be perfectly in harmony with the 
scores of official Church and Synagogue peace statements 
epitomized in Article Five of the Pattern for Peace, and 
perfectly in harmony with what is now being taught through¬ 
out the country in the Pattern for Peace programs by 
Catholic, Jewish and Protestant leaders." 
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CONGREGATIONAL PCST-WaR STATEMENT 

Another presentation before the Democratic Platform Committee was made 
b Allen T. Burns, Chairman of the Congregational Christian Post-War Committee. 

spokQ in behalf of the statement adopted unanimously by the General Council of 
that denomination on June 27. The statement reinforces the basic objectives of 
the pattern*s fifth principle, urging the churches to support: 

American participation in an international organization 
for world cooperation*..which should work for the pro¬ 
tection of international order through the delegation 
to it of adequate authority and resources to make and 
enforce decisions on controversies between nations, 
without requiring unanimous consent; prevention of war 

by international supervision and control of armaments; 
revision of treaties whenever justice and common sense 
demand it; cooperation for world trade, employment, 
currency stabilization and equitable access to raw 
materials; and supervision of the treatment of sill sub¬ 
ject peoples, that ultimately they may achieve nation¬ 
hood and autonomy or voluntary full participation in a 
larger political unit. 

The statement also calls for cooperation ’’with members of all faiths who 
share our convictions on moral principles". Earlier, copies of the Pattern had 
been sent to all Congregational pastors, as material for sermons on world order. 

PATTERN FOR PEACE AT COLGATE 

The Second Annual Citizens Conference on Poace Issues sponsored by eight¬ 
een Now York State organizations and assisted by six national organizations in¬ 
cluding the Church Peace Union, the Carnegie Endowment and the Twentieth Century 
fund, held this year at Colgate University, Hamilton, New York, July 26-31. A 
new feature of the Conference was a Sunday morning session devoted to the Pattern 
for Peace. The two hour meeting was addressed by Rabbi Israel Goldstein, Rev. 
Edward A. Conway, S.J., and Rev. Harold Nicely. The Conference was attended by 
250 men and women from 100 New York State communities "gathered to gain informa¬ 
tion and inspiration for the immense grass roots job of planning and building 
public opinion for the peace back home". 

PATTERN PROGRAM PLANNED FOR KANSAS CITY 

A recently organized call committee in Kansas City, Mo., has issued an 
invitation to 500 civic leaders to attend an organization meeting September 7 
to lay plans for a civic mass-meeting on the' Pattern for Peace. Members of the 
call committee are: Most Reverend Edwin V. O’Hara, Reverend R. Park Johnson, 
(acting secretary), Rabbi Samuel S. Mayerborg, Mr. R. Carter Tucker, Mr. Millard 
Moyer, and Mr. Maurice J. O’Sullivan. 

DETAILS OF TOLEDO PROGRAM 

Further information on the highly successful Toledo program to promote 
the Pattern has been received from the Rev. C. Clark Shedd, executive secretary 
of the Council of Churches. A Coordinating Committee of seven, composed of 
Mb. Shedd and two clerical and lay representatives from each of the three faiths, 
was in charge of the program. Two weeks before the week of intensive city-wide 
study, letters were sent to clergymen and lay leaders throughout the city • A 
week later a reply card was sent out, listing the proposed functions and inviting 
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participation. During the special week, full and half-page ads, paid for by some 
129 business firms, gave the full text of the Pattern, and the heads of the seven 
principles were carried on car-cards in public conveyances. Forty thousand copies 
0f the Pattern were distributed and the text printed in many church bulletins. 

j<ach day during the week, editorials and two articles of appreciation regarding 
the Pattern by representative citizens of Toledo were printed in the papers. 
Sermons and Sunday School Classes on the concluding day, May 7, were devoted to 
this theme. Toledo has itself set a desirable pattern for other communities. 

m PEACE BOOK HIGHLY RECOMMENDED 

A World to Reconstruct, by Cuido Gonella of the staff of the Osservatore 
Romano has just been published by Bruce of Milwaukee under the auspices cf the 
"Bishop* s Committee on the Pope’s Peace Points,of which Archbishop Stritch of Chicago 
is chairman. The new volume carries a preface by the Apostolic Delegate, Arch¬ 
bishop Cicognani, and a presentation by Archbishop Stritch. It may safely be con¬ 
cluded that this commentary on the papal peace program contains the authenic 
Catholic teaching on world peace. It is especially interesting to note, therefore, 
the complete agreement of Gonella with the various pro-positions of the Pattern 
for Fence. Not only Catholics, but all who are preparing explanations of the 
principles of tho Pattern, will find excellent commentaries ready to hand in the 
chapters of Gonella. 

(A World to Reconstruct, 335 pp. $3.50, Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee) 

PROFESSOR MERCIER ON THE PATTERN 
« 

In an article entit 1 ed,’’The Churches and Peace” (America, July 8, 1944) 
Professor Louis J.A. Mercier, laureate of the French Academy, and Harvard educator, 
shows how to apply the principles of the Pattern for Peace to current political 
trends. Professor Mercier writes in part: 

’’The one consoling fact in those days of temptation to compromise, 
besides the constant call of the Papacy for a peace based on justice, 
is that, both in England and the United States, Catholic, Protestant 
and Jewish religious leaders have found a way to get together and to 
formulate the principles of a pattern for peace... which at once 
lifts American aspirations above the plane of unethical opportunism. 
There are no equivocations in their statements, no compromise. They 
give us back the philosophy of the Declaration of Independence, the 
principle of the dignity of all men and of all nations.” 

’’There we have the saving pattern. The plea this article would 
make is that, in view of the emergency, it be backed up vigorously 
and at once. It should be taken up by all the churches in the 
United States, and made a subject of discussion in their pulpits, 
in their conferences, in all the associations and clubs they 
foster. ” 

Editorial Comment: Professor Mercier’s plea is veiy much in order. National leaders 
of the three faiths have each called upon their adherents to organize a vigorous 
Program of study and education. Some strikingly effective programs have been 
curried out in a few centers. Yet neither the proposals of national leaders nor 

examples of successful programs have as yet evoked an adequate response, 
next step is up to religious leaders in every part of the United States. Civic 

gatherings and study groups need to be organized systematically, city by city and 
state by state. The Pattern points the way ahead. It is high time for every 
supporter to help public opinion to move forward in the same direction. - 

Editors. 
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supplement $7 

Room 1005, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y. 

July 27, 1944 

THE PATTERN AND THE PLATFORMS: A COMPARISON 

By Richard M. Fagley 

1. The organization of a just peace depends upon practical recognition of the fact 
that not only individuals but nations, states and international society are 
subject to the sovereignty of God and to the moral law which comes from God. 

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM 

World peace is of transcendent 

importance. America has the oppor¬ 

tunity to lead the world in this 
great service to mankind. The Uni¬ 
ted States must meet the challenge. 
Under divine providence, she must 
move forward to her high destiny. 

REPUBLICAN PLATFORM 

We believe that peace and security 

do not depend upon the sanction of force 
alone, but should prevail by virtue of 
reciprocal interests and spiritual values 
recognized in these security agreements. 
....Organized cooperation of the nations 
should....promote a world opinion to in¬ 

fluence the nations to right conduct. 

8. The dignity of the human person as the image of God must be set forth in all 
its essential implications in an international declaration of rights and be 
vindicated by the positive action of national governments and international 
organization. States as well as individuals must repudiate racial, religious 

or other discrimination in violation of those rights. 

We pledge our support to the 
Atlantic Charter and the Four Free¬ 
doms, and the application of the 
principles enunciated therein to 
the United Nations and other peace- 
loving nations, large and small.... 
Re believe in the world right of all 
men to write, send and publish news 
at uniform communication rates and 
without interference by governmental 

or private monopoly and that right 
should be protected by treaty. 

We unreservedly condemn the injec¬ 
tion into American life of appeals to 
racial or religious prejudice.... 

It is imperative to the maintenance 

of a free America that the press and 
radio be free and that full and complete 
information be available to Americans...* 
All channels of news must be kept open 
with eouality of access to information 
at the source. If agreement can be 
achieved with foreign nations to establish 
the same principles, it will be a valua¬ 
ble contribution to future peace,... 

We pledge outselves to uphold with 
all our strength the Bill of Rights.... 

We pledge the establishment by Fed¬ 

eral legislation of a permanent Fair Em¬ 
ployment Practice Commission, 
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* The rights of all peoples, large and small, subject to the good of the organized 
world community, must be safeguarded within the framework of collective security 

The progress of undeveloped, colonial or oppressed peoples toward political 

responsibility must be the object of international concern. 

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM 

favor the opening of Pales¬ 

tine to unrestricted Jewish immi¬ 
gration and colonization, and such 
a policy as to result in the estab¬ 
lishment there of a free and demo¬ 
cratic Jewish commonwealth....We 

favor enactment of legislation 
granting the fullest measure of 
self-government for Alaska, Hawaii 

and Puerto Rico and eventual State¬ 

hood for Alaska and Hawaii. 

REPUBLICAN PLATFORM 

The treaties of peace should be 
just; the nations which are victims of 
aggression should be restored to sov¬ 
ereignty and self-government.... 

Hawaii, which shares the nation’s 

obligations equally with the several 
States, is entitled to the fullest 
measure of home rule looking toward 
Statehood; and to equality with the 
several states in the rights of their 
citizens and in the application of all 
our national laws. Alaska is entitled 
to the fullest measure of home rule look¬ 
ing toward Statehood. Statehood is a 

logical aspiration of the people of 
Puerto Rico who were made citizens of 
the United Stptes by Congress in 1917; 
legislation affecting Puerto Rico, in so 
far as feasible, should be in harmony 
with the realization of that aspiration. 

In order to give refuge to millions 

of distressed Jewish men, women and 
children driven from their home's by tyr¬ 

anny, we call for the opening of Pales¬ 
tine to their unrestricted immigration 

and land ownership, so that in accord¬ 
ance with the full intent and purpose of 
the Balfour Declaration of 1917 and the 
resolution of a Republican Congress in 
1922, Palestine may be constituted as a 
free and democratic commonwealth.... 

4. National governments and international organization must respect and guarantee 
the rights of ethnic, religious and cultural minorities to economic livelihood, 
to eoual opportunity for educational and cultural development, and to political 

equality. 

To believe that racial and 

religious minorities hove the 
right to live, develop and vote 
equally with all citizens and 

share the rights that are guar- 

enteed by our Constitution. Con¬ 
gress should exert its full con¬ 
stitutional powers to protect those 
rights. 

We pledge an immediate Congressional 

inauiry to ascertain the extent to which 
mistreatment, segregation and discrim¬ 
ination against Negroes who are in our 

armed forces are impairing morale and 
efficiency and the adoption of corrective 

legislation. 





*n enduring pence reauires the organization of international institutions 
which develop a body of international law; guarantee the faithful ful¬ 

filment of international obligations, and revise them when necessary; assure 
collective security by drastic limitation and continuing control of urim-roci , 
compulsory arbitration and adjudication of controversies, ana the use when 

necessary of adequate sanctions to enforce the law. 

democratic platform 

We pledge: 
70 join with the other United 

actions in the establishment of on 
international organization based on 
tlle principle of the sovereign eoual- 

ity of all peace-loving States, open 
to membership by all such states, 
large and small, for the prevention 
of aggression and the maintenance of 
international peace and security: to 

make all necessary and effective ag¬ 
reements and arrangements through 
which the nations would maintain ade- 

ouete forces to meet the needs of 
preventing war and of making impos¬ 
sible the preparation for war and 
which would have such forces avail¬ 

able for joint action when neces¬ 
sary. Such organization must be en¬ 

dowed with power to employ armed 
forces When necessary to prevent 
aggression and preserve peace. We 
favor the maintenance of an inter¬ 

national court of justice of which 
the United States shall be a member 
end the employment of diplomacy, con¬ 

ciliation, arbitration and other 
like methods where appropriate in 
the settlement of international dis¬ 

putes. 

REPUBLICAN PLATFORM 

We favor responsible participation 

by the United States in post-war coop¬ 
erative organization among sovereign 
nations to prevent military aggression 
and to attain permanent peace with organ¬ 
ized justice in a free ’world. Such or¬ 
ganization should develop effective coop¬ 
erative means to direct peace forces to 

prevent or repel military aggression, 
ponding this, we pledge continuing col¬ 
laboration with the United Nations to 
assure these ultimate objectives..•• 
Organized cooperation of the nations 
should develop international law and main 
tain an international tribunal to deal 

with justiciable disputes. 

6. International economic 

standard of living for the 
and exploitation of nature 

collaboration to assist all states to provide an adequate 

ir citizens must replace the present economic monopoly 

1 resources by privileged groups and states. 

We shall extend the trade pol¬ 

icies initiated by the present 

Admini strati on.... 
We believe that without loss of 

sovereignty, world development and 
lasting peace ars within humanity’s 

We shall seek, in our relations with 

other nations, conditions calculated to 

promote world—wide economic stability, 

not only for the sake of the world, hut 
also to the end that our own people may 

enjoy a high level of employment in an 
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raSp, They will come with the 
neater enjoyment of those free¬ 

doms by the peoples of the world, 
gnd with the freer flow among them 

0f ideas and goods. 

increasingly prosperous world. 
We assure American formers, live¬ 

stock producers, workers and industry 
that we will establish and maintain a fair 
protective tariff on competitive products 

so that the standards of living of our 
people shall not be impaired through the 
importation of commodities produced abroad 

by labor or producers functioning upon 
lower standards than our own. If the 
post-war world is to be properly organized, 
a great extension of world trade will be 
necessary to repair the wastes of war and 
build an enduring peace. The Republican 
party....pledges that it will join with 
others in leadership in every cooperative 
effort to remove unnecessary and destruc¬ 
tive barriers to international trade.... 

Te favor the prompt extension of 
relief and emergency assistance to the 
peoples of the liberated countries without 

duplication and conflict between Govern¬ 
ment agencies. Te favor immediate feed¬ 
ing of the starving children of our Allies 
and friends in the Nazi-dominated coun¬ 
tries and we condemn the New Deal Admin¬ 
istration for its failure, in the face of 
humanitarian demands, to make any effort 
to do this. We favor assistance by direct 
credits in reasonable amounts to liberated 
countries to enable them to buy from this 
country the goods necessary to revive their 

economic systems. 

7. Since the harmony and well-being of the world community are intimately bound up 

with the internal equilibrium and social order of the individual states, steps 
must be taken to provide for the security of the family, the collaboration of all 
groups and classes in the interest of the common good, a standard of living adequate 
for self-development and family life, decent conditions of work, and participation 

by labor in decisions affecting its welfare# 

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM 

Te pledge the continuance and 

improvement of these programs 
(a new Magna Carta for labor; social 
security, including old age pen¬ 
sions, unemployment insurance, se¬ 

curity for crippled and dependent 
children and the blind; employment 
offices; Federal Bank deposit in¬ 
surance; flood prevention; soil con¬ 
servation; profitable prices for 

REPUBLICAN PLATFORM 

Our goal is to prevent hardship and 

poverty in America. That goal is attain¬ 
able by reason of the productive ability 
of free American labor, industry and 
agriculture, if supplemented by a system 

of social security on sound principles. 
We pledge our support of the following 

(extension of the existing old.-age in¬ 
surance and. unemployment insurance 
systems to all employes not already 
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farm products; reclamation; hydro¬ 
electric power; mineral development). 

6 vje offer these post-war programs: 

price guarantees and crop insurance 
t0 farmers with all practical steps: 
to keep agriculture on a parity with 
industry and labor; to foster the 
success of the small independent 
farmer; to aid the hone ownership of 
family-sized farms; to extend rural 
electrification and develop broader 

domestic and, foreign markets for 
agricultural products; adequate 
compensation for workers during de¬ 
mobilization; the enactment of such 
additional humanitarian, labor, 
social and farm legislation as tine 
and experience nay require, includ¬ 
ing the amendment or repeal of any 
law enacted in recent years which 
has failed to accomplish its purpose; 

promotion of the success of small 

business,.. • 

covered....a careful study of Federal- 

State programs for maternpl anc c 1 

health, dependent children, and assist¬ 

ance to the blind; health and housing 

programs, etc.).... 
The Republican Party accepts the 

purposes of the National Labor Relations 

net, the Wage and Hour Let, the Social 
Security -ct and all other Funeral stat¬ 
utes designed to promote and protect the 

welfare of American working men and 
women, and we promise a fair and just 
administration of these laws.... 

Educational progress and the social 

and economic stability and well-being o 
the farm family must be a prime national 
purpose. (Ton measures proposed).... 

Small business is the basis of Amer¬ 

ican enterprise. It must be preserved. 

(Several measures proposed). 
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"LET OUR HEARTS BE STOUT" 

A Prayer by the President of the United otates 

Almighty God: Our sons, pride of our n^°£> religion and cur 
mighty endeavor, a struggle to preserve our Republ , 
Civilization, and to set free a suffering humanity. 

Lead them straight and true; give strength to their arms, stouines. to tn.j . 

hearts, steadfastness in their faith. 

They will need Thy blessings Their road willbe long and ^d. For^the 

£t by Thy grace, and by 

the righteousness of our cause, our sons will riump . 

They .ill be sore tried, by night and byday, without rest - until the victory 

is won. The darkness will be rent by noise and flame. Men s souis wii 

with the violences of war. 

For these men are lately drawn from the ways of peace. They fight not for 

&*£2t°S25f.«2?faSrP e.T 
Thfy yearn but for the end of battle, for their return to the haven of home. 

Some will never return. Embrace these. Father, and receive them, Thy heroic 

servants, into Thy kingdom. 

And for us at home - fathers, mothers, children, wive., sisters and brothers 
of brave men overseas, whose thoughts and prayers are ever with^hem - help , 

Almighty God, to rededicate ourselves m renewed faith m Thee in thi 

great sacrifice. 

Manv Deoole have urged that I call the nation into a single day of special 

v&Bsssir, 
and again when each day is spent, let words of prayer be on our lips, invo g 

Thy help to our efforts. 

Give us strength, too - strength in our daily tasks, to redouble the con- 
tribuSons we SkeSin’the physical and the material support of our armed forces. 

And let our hearts be stout, to wait out the long travail, to bear sorrows 

that may come, to impart our courage unto our sons wheresoever they may be. 

And 0 Lord, give us faith. Give us faith in Thee; faith in our sons, faith 

in each other: faith in our united crusade. Let not the - 
9Ver.be dulled. -'Let not the impacts of temporary eventfe, of temporal matters of. 
^fleeting -let not these deter us in our unconquerable purpose. 

With Thy blessing, we shall prevail over the unholy forces of our enemy. 
Help us to conquer the apostles of greed and racial arrogrances. Lead us to the 
saving of our country, and with our sister nations into a world unity that will 
spSlasu^e peace - a peace invulnerable to the scheming of unworthy men. And 

a peace that will let all men live in freedom, reaping the just rewards of their 

honest toil. 

Thy will be done, Almighty God, Amen. 
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iEL STRAIGHT 

Dear Friend: 

This war is going to be won or lost depending upon our 
immediate action. "Our" means you and all the rest of us, the 
people of the United States. It is our war and we must win it. 

Today we are faced by the alternative of electing a 
CONGRESS FOR VICTORY in the coming elections or of being saddled 
with a Congress capable only of inviting defeat. Men who would 
begin defending America, if at all, at the beachheads of Coney Island 
and in the foxholes of San Diego ; men who regard President Roosevelt 
as the enemy taking precedence over Hitler; men who sabotage aid to 
Russia at the moment when the Russians are shedding their best blood 
in our common cause; these men are the enemies of the American people. 

Together with this letter we are sending you our complete 
analysis of the issues and the men in the coming elections prepared 
in cooperation with the NEW REPUBLIC. 

The time for effective action is short. The Union for 
Democratic Action proposes to acquaint the American people with 
the actual voting records of their Congressmen on the great issues 
of the past several years during which American policy was 
being shaped and the American future being decided. We are con¬ 
vinced that, once the facts are known, those candidates will be 
elected whose records indicate their support of the democratic aspira¬ 
tions of the American people and of the world-wide cause of democracy. 

This conviction is fortified by the frenzied reaction which 
resulted from the recent publication of this analysis. The chorus of 
denunciation, inspired by the obstructionist press - notably the Chicago 
Tribune - and given voice on the floors of Congress by the gentlemen 
who have most to lose by disclosure of the truth, will not deter us. 
To win this war and the peace which will follow, we must place our for¬ 
tunes in the hands of those candidates for public office who do 
not fear the truth and, indeed, welcome it. 

We need your help in raising the minimum $50,000 necessary 
to finance this campaign. We need gifts of $1,000, $500, 
$100, $25 and $1.00. Anything you can contribute to the election 
of a CONGRESS FOR VICTORY will be of the greatest importance 
in the determination of our country's future. We consider this 
the most important civilian job from now until November. We need 
volunteers and help all along the line. We count you among the 
fighters for democracy. What will you do in this campaign? Please 
let us have your generous response immediately. We must not 
waste time—it is too precious an asset in this struggle. 

Albert Sprague Coolidge 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas R. Amlie 

William Allan Neilson 

A. Philip Randolph 

(p 
Reinhold Niebuhr 

Frank Kingdon 

?fA two-front fight for democracy—at home and abroad. ff 
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The Record 
On November 5 one-third of the members of the 

Senate and all of the members of the House of 

Representatives will be placed on trial before the Amer¬ 

ican people. They will be judged on their records. 

The two-year record on which these members of Con¬ 

gress will be judged will be: did you aid America to 

prepare herself for the supreme test of survival which 

she is now called upon to make; or did you hinder 

and obstruct that effort? Did you aid or hinder our 

program of armament production? Did you aid or hin¬ 

der our program of helping the allies who today are 

fighting by our side? Did you aid or hinder the build¬ 

ing of our strength on the home front? 

Every member of Congress will of course plead 

not guilty. But how many should be sustained? Only 

the record can answer. 

It is a varied record. It is a record 0ft 

willful obstruction, distortion, deceit. But it js 

deceit on the part of only a small minority witjj 

Congress, and because all attacks which are U_ 

against the Congress as such must weaken the fjj 

our people in our democracy, we cannot overempl 

the fact that it is only a minority which should^ 

guilty. Our Congress is filled with many outstan' 

men. It is made up in the main of honest, sincere! 

who wholeheartedly believe in our democracy, 

the minority of obstructionists within Congress \ 

has given to the entire Congress its bad name, Tj 

fore our democracy demands that the story of the ai 

of this minority be told. 

So we turn back to the first days of the Seventyl 

Congress, the last days of world peace. 

The Opening Round 
August, 1939: the sky is darkening over Europe 

as the time of harvest, which brought the world to 

the brink of war in 1938, again approaches. In Ger¬ 

many, Hitler lifts his young men to a frenzy in vio¬ 

lent, scornful attacks upon “degenerate democracy.” 

In Britain and France the people demand that a stand 

be made against fascist aggression. 

In America President Roosevelt makes a last, coura¬ 

geous attempt to hold back the coming war. He asks 

Congress to repeal the arms-embargo provision of the 

Neutrality Act in the hope that the Nazis will be 

checked by the knowledge that America will aid the 

democracies. In the House of Representatives the ob¬ 

structionists who distort the President’s purpose fail 

to block repeal. But in the Senate they are successful. 

Senator Borah scoffs at Secretary Hull’s grave warn¬ 

ing. “My information is that there will be no war,” 

Borah says. Two months later he is to say, “It was not 

our intention to prevent war in Europe.” 

So the repeal of the embargo is killed by the threat 

of a few willful men in the Senate to filibuster the bill 

to death. Sadly and with misgiving the President 

watches the Congress go home. Senator Nye declares 

triumphantly that the danger of war is less than it has 

been for yeah, thanks to America’s refusal to encour¬ 

age the warmongers in the British and French gov¬ 

ernments. It is thirty-five days before the outbreak of 

Hitler’s War of Annihilation, our War of Survival. 

The declaration of war on September 3, 1939, 

brought the congressmen back to Washington. It 

brought Ham Fish back from Europe, where, in Au¬ 

gust, he had held a conference with Nazi Foreign Min¬ 

ister von Ribbentrop in Salzburg. He then attei 

the meeting of the Inter-Parliamentary Union at 

where he proposed a second Munich. On Augusl 

an Associated Press dispatch from Berlin stated]] 

“Representative Fish said today that he believes 
many’s claims are ‘just.’ CI favor liquidation of the 

sailles Treaty in the East,’ he added.” Fish ret 

steeped in Nazi propaganda methods. “I found D; 

97-percent Nazi,” he told the Congress. “It was ini 

ceivable to me that there could be a war about Danjj 

Later Fish told the House: “We believed that if a! 

ances had not been given . . . there would have 

some settlement over Danzig and if war had taken pi 

it would have been in the direction of Soviet Rui 

As ranking minority member of the House 

Affairs Committee, Fish directed the two-and-a-l 

year fight in the House against the governs 

foreign policy. Fish made the opening speech 

which the line that the opposition was to take was 

down. Fish controlled the opposition speeches anaj 

the caucuses in the House lobbies. Fifty to sevl 

Republicans consistently followed his leadership, pi 

ing his attitude and defending him against attack. ] 

In calling together the special session, the P resit 

requested the Congress to place our foreign trad] 

a cash-and-carry basis. He asked that the arms end* 

be lifted and that American ships be banned fnom 

belligerent zones. Both of these were measures of 

defense. The naming of belligerent zones was a n 

sary precaution. The lifting of the embargo was es 

tial to any allied resistance to the Nazi armies. Bn 

and France were desperately short of planes, haj 

a combined air force one-quarter the size of Gei^ 
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ether they had placed orders for more than five 

. allC| planes, but the arms embargo forbade the 

|rt 0f these planes from America. To allow these 

! jl3tions to finance the construction of more than 

[nty large factories, providing for a much needed 

laments industry, was obviously a defense measure 

L]j as a means of checking German expansion. For 

July i> 194°)” Undersecretary of War Patterson 

the Truman Committee, “our munitions industry 

virtually nonexistent; quantity production for 

ijtary airplanes was unknown; we had few facilities 

I the production of tanks and guns. The government 

enals were wholly inadequate.” 

ertainly repeal meant taking the side of democracy 

he war. Certainly it involved some risk of ultimate 

llvement, as did letting Germany win. But these 

ienot immediate issues in 1939, although they were 

the minds of most congressmen. The sincere con- 

II of these men was shamelessly exploited and dis¬ 

ced by the obstructionists under Fish’s leadership. 

iFish maintained, first, that repeal was an act of war. 

|us he tried to bring all the weight of the anti-war 

Itiment in Congress to bear against repeal. It was 

utterly unmoral, utterly un-Christian and vicious.” 

ffhis campaign of hysteria, emotionalism, hatred and 

lisonous propaganda,” Fish added, “has for its sole 

Lrpose sending American youth to the battlefields.” 

iThis falsehood was taken up in Congress. “A bloody, 

iholy, immoral business,” said Senator Clark. “The 

ibmersion of our whole economic system and our 

stitutions of government in a sea of blood.” “It is 

utastep short of a declaration of war,” asserted "Rep- 

[entative Maas, “and one is very likely to follow 

lelother.” “Has it come to the point where America 

t raise a crop of boys every twenty years to be 

ightered in Europe?” asked Representative Engel, 

fep. Dewey Short shrewdly played upon the con- 

smen’s hatred of war by assuming that the repeal 

nt war. “I can see mustard gas eating the flesh 

6m the emaciated bones of the starving and dying,” 

said. “I can hear the agonizing cries of men with 

|r eyes burned out by liquid fire.” A vote for repeal, 

mplied, was a vote for these horrors, 

second factor which led the Republicans to hesi- 

ite in supporting the government’s policy was that it 

nt supporting the President. Hatred of the Presi- 

was expressed in its extreme form during the 

pte by a Fish partisan, Clare Hoffman, who called 

*e conservative Representative Woodrum a “New 

. . skunk” and added that anyone but a skunk 

|pld smell the stink that goes up from the chicanery 

he White House.” Once again Fish and his fol- 

'ers attempted to prevent the Republicans from 

potically supporting the government’s policy, by 

?mg on this hatred of the President and asserting 

any bill passed by Congress at the President’s 

M would aid the President in becoming a dictator. 

“Roosevelt has already committed this country to go 

into the war,” Fish shouted, and demanded his im¬ 

peachment. “Repeal of the arms embargo,” Fish 

added, “gives the President . . . the war-making pow¬ 

ers of the Congress.” “Repeal of the arms embargo,” 

echoed Fish’s supporter, Representative Youngdahl, 

“is the first step towards the loss of freedom and 

democratic institutions on this continent.” “Can the 

President only serve his country by violating the 

Constitution?” asked Representative Crawford. “The 

bill is founded upon the discretionary powers of the 

President,” said Representative Anderson. “Too much 

discretionary authority has already been vested in the 

President.” “I do not intend to vote our New Deal 

Fiihrer the vast discretionary authority vested in this 

fake neutrality bill,” said Representative Schaefer, 

who went on to denounce “Finkelstein, alias Litvinov,” 

and the “British-Israel World Federation.” 

A third device exploited by the obstructionists was 

to play upon the distrust of the Allies. In many ugly 

speeches Fish smeared Britain and France. His re¬ 

marks were followed by speeches such as that of Rep¬ 

resentative Alexander, who said: “The death knell of 

the British empire has been sounded. Do we want to 

fasten ourselves to the tail of a kite of a rotten, decayed 

and dying member of the society of nations?” In the 

Senate, Senator Reynolds implied that the British had 

sunk the Athenia, with its loss of 263 lives. Senator 

Clark stated that “Britain and France have placed 

themselves in the role of aggressors and neither de¬ 

serve our support nor shall they have it.” Senator Nye 

stated that British persecution was incomparably worse 

than the crimes of the Nazis. Senator Lundeen spoke 

of “the sword of the French empire dripping with 

blood.” These Senators fought again the American 

revolution and the War of 1812. They excoriated 

Cromwell, and wept for Joan of Arc, murdered by 

British soldiers. 

Fish and the group of obstructionists played also 

upon two other arguments. They denied at all times 

that America was in any way threatened by Germany, 

even going so far as to assert that Britain was more 

dangerous to America than the Nazis. They exploited 

at the same time the widespread fear of communism, 

and argued that the defeat of Hitler might be a dis¬ 

aster. “I do not want to see any American lives sacri¬ 

ficed to oust Hitler and pave the way for communism 

in Germany,” Fish said. 

“Confusion, indecision, fear: these,” Hitler said, 

“are my weapons.” The Republicans’ leadership, under 

Representative Joseph Martin, accepted the twisted 

arguments of the obstructionists and instructed its 

congressmen to oppose repeal. For two and a half 

years, precisely the same twisted arguments were 

dragged into every crucial debate in Congress, creating 

confusion and fear in America. In these ways Hitler’s 

weapons were sharpened for him by Americans. 
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The Selective-Service Debate 
In august, 1940, the Senate met to consider the 

selective-service bill. Germany had overwhelmed 

France. The Battle of Britain, which reached its height 

during the debate upon the bill, tested England’s 

strength to the utmost, and, had it been successful, 

would certainly have been followed by an invasion. 

In Britain there were 2,000 pieces of artillery of all 

kinds, enough to defend a few miles of coastline and 

no more. Britain was almost helpless. Had Britain 

fallen, Asia and the Western Hemisphere would have 

lain open before Hitler. 

In Britain’s most desperate hour, when starvation 

and defeat were close at hand, President Roosevelt 

transferred to the British fifty obsolete destroyers. 

Without any doubt these destroyers saved Britain, and 

in exchange America was leased bases which greatly 

strengthened our defenses. The American people 

eagerly accepted this action j it was endorsed by 

Wendell Willkie. In Congress, however, the exchange 

was widely denounced. “Treachery!” Clare Hoffman 

cried, and demanded that Roosevelt be impeached. 

Virtually an act of war,” shouted Fish. “An act of 

war,” Representative Hansen answered. 

What if Germany had attacked America? What 

army did the United States have to face the Reichs- 

wehr? Enough to defend a part of Rhode Island. 

“Within the United States we had no field army of 

any kind,” General Marshall told the Truman Com¬ 

mittee in 1941. “We had the pieces of about three 

and a half divisions, approximately 50-percent com¬ 

plete as to personnel. We had virtually no corps 

troops, almost no army troops or special troops. We 

had to organize from the ground up.” 

In 1939 the army was empowered to increase its 

troops to 227,000 men. At the same time war necessi¬ 

tated the reinforcing of American garrisons abroad. 

Volunteers were called for, and they responded at the 

rate of 20,000 a month. If the men who volunteered 

had ceased to grow older at the moment at which 

they became soldiers, this volunteer force would have 

given America an adequate army, as to size, in thirty 

years. In spirit it would have remained inadequate. 

It would have been undemocratic, and recruited 

largely from the unemployed, from men conscripted 

by hunger and the need of a job. 

“We have to have a great many men very quickly,” 

General Marshall warned. “I cannot conceive of being 

able to obtain them on a voluntary basis.” In August, 

1940, the selective-service bill was an urgent necessity, 

not for an aggressive foreign policy, but for defense. 

Once again the obstructionists in Congress com¬ 

pletely distorted the purpose of the bill and made 

dictatorship the principal issue of the debate. “Enact 

peacetime conscription and no longer will this be a 

,nger w 
free land,” Senator Wheeler said. “No l0ll 

citizen be able to say that he disagrees with a a 

mental proclamation or edict. Hushed whispM 

replace free speech. Secret meetings in dark pj ^ 

replace free assemblage. Labor and industry, mJ 

women, will be shackled by the chains they then3 

forged. If you pass this bill you slit the throat of 

last democracy still living; you accord to Hitler! 

greatest and cheapest victory.” 

“Totalitarian!” Senator Taft cried. “The H 

way,” Senator Capper said. “Military despot! 

added Senator Bulow. “Pass the conscription bill! 

dictatorship will soon be here.” “The fastening 0f 

yoke of militarism upon us,” Senator Nye assertel 

is totalitarianism.” 

“This bill imposes on our country the National 

cialism of Nazi Germany,” Fish announced. “It 

impose military dictatorship upon us,” said Repre 

Native Keefe. “Dictatorial and tyrannical,” was] 

cry of Dewey Short. “Inhuman, tyrannical, diet 

rial legislation.” “A major step toward dictators! 

said Mrs. Bolton. “This bill means military dicl 

ship and despotism,” said Representative Dondi 

“It assassinates our American ideals. Hitler mi 

ods!” said Representative Sweeney. According to j 

resentative Jonkman, the proponents of the bill 1 
“selling America into the slavery of dictatorship.”’ 

is just such a bill,” said Representative Ludlow,! 

would associate with the German Reichstag or' 

Mussolini-dominated Parliament.” 

A few congressmen came close to the “better-Hitj 

than-Blum” attitude of the trench Chamber of i<] 

“I do not fear any foreign power as much as I 

the concentration of power in the hands of a s 

individual” (Roosevelt), Representative Short 

“I consider New Deal leaders more dangerous t( 

United States than are the totalitarian leaders,” 

Representative Harness. Representative Barden 

gested that the President’s motive in asking foi 

passage of the bill was to establish his dictatoi 

before the 1940 election. 

Throughout the debate the obstructionists de 

that fascist aggression endangered America. “J; 

has its hands full in its own country,” said Ser 

Bulow. “I don’t believe we are in any emergen 

Senator Wheeler asserted. “The only emergency 

the minds of a few people who want to go to vs 

“We should not exaggerate the emergency,” Sen 

Taft argued. “Do we fear Hitler?” cried Fish. 

is preposterous—craven and cowardly.” Dewey S 

also denied any threat from Germany. “Evei 

Britain succumbs,” Short said in his speech, “do 

need this bill? I say no!” He was given a rising 

tion by the Republicans. 
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ats that they could save their political 

astained from voting while the Repub- 

l the bill. Fish then introduced an 

hich provided in effect that no men 

ed until after the November elections, 

it passed by 185 to 155. The members 

rever, that they were not named in a 

be bill was then passed by 263 to 145. 

l was inadequate. The army had not 

a limit upon the service of the draftees, 

iressure of Congress it was led to agree 

of one year. As a result it was neces- 

later, for the service of the selectees to 

- ■ 

cult year for the young soldiers. There 

2 hardships—inadequate food utensils, 

leated barracks, no transportation, poor 

lining, mud. Worst of all, they had little equipment 

th which to train. Many of them had enlisted in or- 

r to complete their year of training as quickly as 

ssible; they had opportunities and emotional ties in 

ilian life which made them long to return. 

Yet it was necessary to extend their service. Gen- 

al Marshall testified that two-thirds of the army 

mid be disrupted if the law were not changed. 

Following the hearings upon the original Selective 

rvice Act, a minority of the House Military Affairs 

immittee filed a report opposing it. The report was 

;ned by Reps. Dewey Short, L. C. Arends, Paul 

. Shafer, Thomas E. Martin, Charles E. Elston 

nd Forrest T. Harness. The report discussed the perils 

[ Fascist aggression and concluded that “the immi- 

Snce of these perils is pure assumption.” 

One year later the same minority group, joined by 

barles R. Clason, submitted a report against the 

pension of the draft. “The minority believes that the 

its do not warrant a declaration [of national emer- 

ncy] such as the President and General Marshall 

puld have us make.” The report stated, “We would 

istroy democracy here before we could extend it 

iroad. . . . To extend the service of selectees would 

kely be the prelude to another American expedition- 

y force.” The report condemned the administration 

P the General Staff and added, “Only Congress can 

:eP them in check.” It agreed that the failure to ex- 

!nd the service of selectees would cause disruption 

iut not of the whole organization.” The minority 

'as willing to give the President the power to extend 

le service of the National Guard provided Congress 

>uld at any time revoke this power. 

This attitude of obstruction was followed by the 

,nie small group in the House and Senate. The Presi- 

F could, by declaring a national emergency, have 

rpt the army intact without congressional sanction; 

he sought this sanction out of respect for demo- 

atlc processes. Yet maintaining that he should have 
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acted in order to relieve them of the responsibility, 

the obstructionists again raised the deliberate falsifica¬ 

tion of the dictatorship issue. Senator Nye called it 

“the power that made Hitler and Mussolini.” Senator 

Vandenberg spoke of “a needless expansion of execu¬ 

tive authority.” Senator O’Daniel, after praising at 

length the beauties of hillbilly music, called the bill 

“the path of the dictator.” “The democracy will cer¬ 

tainly die if pledges are not kept,” said Senator Brooks. 

“Authority to declare an undeclared war,” cried 

Representative Shafer. Representative Blackney de¬ 

nounced these “new and greater delegations of power 

to the President.” “A complete abdication by Con¬ 

gress,” said Representative Mott. 

During the debate, Japan moved into Indo-China and 

the new Japanese Prime Minister Tojo made his first 

warlike speeches. The resources of France were placed 

at Hitler’s disposal. In the Philippines, the Philippine 

army was fully mobilized and placed in readiness un¬ 

der General MacArthur. 

Yet the minority report stated that “The minority 

cannot agree that the national interest is imperiled 

more now than a year ago.” Senator Danaher spoke of 

the “alleged state of national peril.” “Oh, it is a dread¬ 

ful peril,” laughed Senator Johnson of California. 

“All the evidence points to a day-by-day lessening of 

the peril,” said Representative Shafer. “The war scare 

fails,” announced Clare Hoffman. “The bill is entirely 

unnecessary,” said Representative Woodruff. Repre¬ 

sentative Pheiffer scorned “perils to our national se¬ 

curity which have not been proved to exist,” and Ditter 

dismissed Marshall’s “dogmatic opinions.” 

All this two months before Pearl Harbor! Two 

months before Pearl Harbor the contribution of Mar¬ 

tin Dies to the debate was to urge ridding the govern¬ 

ment of “communists” such as Leon Henderson! Sen¬ 

ator Wheeler publicized letters from draftees who 

spoke of desertion and so extended them his protec¬ 

tion. The solution of Senator Wheeler and of at least 

one-half of the 202 congressmen who opposed the bill 

was to return to a volunteer army, an idea rejected 

a year before as entirely impracticable. Yet these men 

complained of American unreadiness. 

In the closing moments of the debate Representative 

Eliot of Massachusetts, with the support of more than 

fifty of the President’s followers, proposed an amend¬ 

ment which would not have damaged the army. But 

Representative Dirksen declared, “There will be no 

compromise.” “Do not be lured by this kind of bland¬ 

ishment,” Dirksen told the Republicans. “We are 

faced with a problem of resolving a principle.” 

The obstructionists spoke of their promises to the 

draftees, as if their promises were more important than 

America’s safety. They spoke of breaking the faith 

with a few young men; but what of keeping the faith 

with America? By a single vote in Congress, in a cru¬ 

cial hour, that faith was sustained. 
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The Lease-Lend Bill 
In the opening months of 1941, the future of the 

war, of American democracy and of freedom the 

world over were concentrated into a single issue in 

the lease-lend bill. In the three months in which the 

bill was debated in Congress, Yugoslavia resisted the 

Axis and was overwhelmed; Greece was finally forced 

to her knees j Britain suffered her most terrible losses 

in Crete. The isolationist group attempted to present 

the issue as one of war or peace. But the issue was 

resistance or surrender. 

The President faced this issue. “We are committed 

to the proposition that principles of morality and con¬ 

sideration for our security will never permit us to 

acquiesce in a peace dictated by aggressors and spon¬ 

sored by appeasers,” Mr. Roosevelt told Congress 

in his annual message. In sending the lease-lend bill 

to Congress early in January, he praised the resistance 

of the British people. “But,” the President added, “the 

time is near when they will not be able to pay in ready 

cash. We cannot, and we will not, tell them they must 

surrender merely because of present inability to pay for 

the weapons which we know they must have.” 

In January, 1941, the issue actually was: Would 

we allow Britain to be starved into capitulation to the 

Nazis because her means of buying weapons in the 

United States had been exhausted? By January Britain 

had paid the United States one and a third billion 

dollars for arms. She had financed six hundred mil¬ 

lion dollars’ worth of new factories—for us. She had 

contracted for one and a third billion dollars more of 

new supplies, to last about four months. She had no 

resources to contract for any more. “Lacking a formula 

by which Britain can buy supplies here, I think Britain 

will just have to stop fighting,” Secretary Morgenthau 

told a Senate hearing on January 28. 

In sixteen months of war Britain had beggared her 

resources in America for the privilege of holding the 

front lines of democracy. There was no glory in what 

we had done. We had enriched ourselves, had profi¬ 

teered from Britain’s plight. Would we now tell her 

that she must capitulate because we had no further 

interest in a war in which we were not paid at once, or 

would we place our resources behind her? Despite 

the President, Senator Wheeler and other obstruction¬ 

ists followed the line of ex-Colonel Lindbergh, de¬ 

claring openly in favor of “a negotiated peace.” A 

negotiated peace! What could Britain negotiate in 

January, 1941—helpless and lacking arms—before a 

triumphant, irresistible Germany? A Hitler-dictated 

peace, crippling democracy in England and leaving 

Hitler in command of all his ill gotten gains. 

To overcome Britain’s lack of resources, while avoid¬ 

ing the stigma of loans, with interest payments and war 

debts, the lease-lend bill provided that the government 

could authorize the manufacture of defense article! 

other governments whose resistance was vital to] 

defense, and lease or lend these supplies. In this j 

the bill heightened the efficiency of the expandiJ 

fense program by bringing all procurement under] 

government. But Britain’s need was too desperaJ 

be met by the slowly growing production of Arnel 

arms. The America Firster, John Cudahy, testified) 

only the transfer of 800,000 American army rifle] 

Britain, after Dunkirk, saved Britain from defeal 

was essential that more supplies from American J 

stocks be sent to Britain. The President in a truly d| 

cratic way sought congressional sanction for these ta 

fers in Section One of the lease-lend bill. 

When the bill was published, all the resources of] 

Nazis and the appeasers in America were brought 

bear upon it. America First held emergency meetir 

throughout the nation. The German-American Bij 

issued emergency instructions to its sympathizers. tfJ 

test against the Treason Bill HR-1776!” the mstt 

tions said; “Send your protest to your Senator 

Congressman or to Senator Burton K. Wheeler. Wn 

(The Congress of the United States has no ri^h 

surrender its power to the President.’ ” 

The minority of the House Foreign Affairs (I 

mittee, led by Fish, shared this approach to the 

“We cannot repeal bankruptcy and we cannot repj 

dictatorship,” the minority report said. “Under this 

we surrender our domestic way of life now.” \ 
sickening hypocrisy, the report stated, “We are all 

aid to Britain short of sacrificing our freedom.” It] 

posed to lend Britain two billion dollars, enough to 

on fighting ancUsuffering alone for five months. Lut 

Johnson of Texas exposed this sham. “It is like grant! 

a man who is sinking, money with which to buy a 

belt,” Johnson said. 

In the lease-lend bill the President sought incrl 

freedom of action to aid Britain. He did not ask 

substantially increased powers. An impartial legal ai 

thority, George Rublee, declared that “this mea| 

does not add to the powers the President already 

as Commander-in-Chief of the nation’s armed fore 

When, nevertheless, the charge of dictatorship 

made, Senator Austin, a Republican from Urm' 

and an outstanding jurist in the Senate, replied: 1 
attempt has been made to charge that the bill goeS: 

yond the constitutional limits of Congress, thaj 

creates power. Nonsense! Utter nonsense! There is! 

in this bill the least attempt to delegate a 

power 

Under Fish’s direction, fifty-eight of the sixty-eljj 

Representatives who spoke against the lease-lend 

in debate charged that it created a dictatorship, 

fought it principally upon these grounds. Fifty or j 
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■ were Republicans. Only three Republicans, James 

H (Rworth of New York, Charles L. Gifford of Massa- 

■ etts and Charles A. Plumley of Vermont, supported 

fte bill- 
i«This dictator-war-bankruptcy bill,” Fish shouted, 

l,t|llS s]ick device to further regiment America. . . . 

■his betrayal of the constitutional power! . . . Under 

ft o-uise of aiding democracies and fighting dictator- 

ftp "abroad it destroys democracy at home and sets up 

ftnerican dictatorship. . . . The passage of this bill 

ftuld be the death knell of Republican government and 

ftrtuaily the end of Congress. It will leave us with no 

lj0re authority than the German Reichstag. ... If 

|he bill passes, I predict that within six months we 

■pill have dictatorship comparable to the Nazis and 

I Communists.” 

I “Reichstag! Reichstag!” echoed Representatives Van 

randt and Knutson. “Members who vote for this bill 

[will be voting for . . . an American Reichstag,” Repre¬ 

sentative Ludlow cried. Representative Woodruff de¬ 

nounced “these sinister and suspicious demands for 

[dictatorship powers.” “It is portentous, forbidding! 

Frightful! Stupefying!” gasped Representative Jen¬ 

kins. “A proposal for setting up a dictatorship!” said 

[Representative Blackney. “A death blow for freedom,” 

Representative Barry of New York cried. Representa- 

[tive Peterson denounced “these unlimited and despotic 

Lowers.” “The complete abdication of Congress,” 

cried Representative Dondero. “Fascism for Amer¬ 

ica,” Representative Pheiffer declared. “These 

[powers make the President a dictator,” asserted Repre¬ 

sentative Ploeser. “The real germ of the bill,” said 

Representative Jenkins, “is the insatiable ambition of 

the President, backed by the moneyed influences 

■gainst whom Hitler Fas committed some special act 

which they resent.” “This bill is a war bill, a dictator¬ 

ship bill and a bankruptcy bill!” was the cry of 

Dewey Short. “It would raise up a Hitler in Amer¬ 

ica.” “It contains a complete pattern for military 

dictatorship in this country as powerful and arbitrary 

as any dictatorship anywhere in the world,” declared 

Representative Winter. “The most colossal bid for 

one-man power to be found in history,” said Repre¬ 

sentative Reed of New York. “I shall not abdicate 

in favor of Harry Hopkins, Madam Perkins or Barney 

Baruch,” cried Representative Jones of Ohio. These 

tendentious arguments were carried to their logical 

[absurdity by Representative Mundt, who declared, “If 

we pass this bill we would be turning back the pages 

°f freedom 700 years to the days of Magna Carta, 

ptl the advancement in human legislative freedom of 

Re past seven centuries would be discarded and we 

Nuld have to start all over again as they did in 1215.” 

■ In. the Senate the same distortion was used. “At the 

Foment this bill is passed,” Senator Nye asserted, 

: this body will have reduced itself to the impotence 

;°f another Reichstag.” “A leap toward dictatorship!” 
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cried Senator Brooks, comparing Roosevelt’s request 

for the bill to the enabling acts by which Plitler and 

Mussolini rose to power. “This bill is not only a war 

bill, it is a dictatorship bill!” declared Senator Cap¬ 

per. “Hitler himself had to go to the Reichstag to get 

his enabling act passed,” Senator Wheeler repeated. 

“It is in its very essence, setting up Hitlerism, fascism 

and dictatorship in America.” 

The “fascist dictatorship” of Franklin Roosevelt con¬ 

tinued to mail out these lying slanders in The Con¬ 

gressional Record, or as reprints, free of charge. 

The lease-lend bill was in no sense a war bill. It 

gave the President no power to move troops or ships 

into the belligerent zones. Yet to enflame the American 

people against the bill, the obstructionists cried that 

it would precipitate America’s entry into the war. 

A necessary part of the distortion of the obstruction¬ 

ists was to deny that Nazi Germany in any way threat¬ 

ened America. “The notion that we are next on the 

list is not only false but a deliberate invention of the 

British propaganda department,” said John T. Flynn, 

an America First official, on January 21. This line was 

widely followed in Congress. “The Hitler domination 

is bound to fall to pieces of its own weight,” asseverated 

Sen. Bennett Clark. Senator Brooks condemned the 

administration for “preaching fear.” “It is said that 

the Germans will establish a world of barter. Why can¬ 

not we barter as well as the Germans?” asked Senator 

Taft smugly. 

“We have much more to fear from the war-makers 

from within than from our enemies from without,” 

Fish declared, in opening the lease-lend debate in the 

House on February 3. “It is a pipe dream to talk about 

Hitler and Mussolini projecting an expedition against 

the United States,” said Representative Robsion. “No 

nation on earth has threatened to violate our safety.” 

“Harry Bridges and his kind who honeycomb the entire 

American defense program should cause America more 

worry than the fifth columnists in South America,” 

Representative Jonkman said. 

For the demagogues who could assert that anyone 

who spoke of the Hitler threat was “craven and cow¬ 

ardly,” while they were the true American patriots 

because they “knew that no one would dare to touch 

their beloved country,” it was no trouble to embrace 

the sympathy for Britain in the American people—in 

order to smother it. “I yield to no man in my sympathy 

for the gallant British people but . . .” each obstruc¬ 

tionist would begin. “Knowing as I do that my ancestors 

came from Britain three hundred years ago, neverthe¬ 

less . . they cried. “Proud as I am of the English 

blood that courses through my veins, still I say ...” 

was echoed again and again. They went on to smear and 

denounce Britain. They fought for the second time the 

wars of Somaliland, Nyassaland and Bechuanaland. 

They openly scorned Britain. “It is a dastardly thing 

to say that Britain is fighting our war,” cried Dewey 
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Short. There was a demand, which was led by Senator 

Lundeen and Representative Maas, that in payment 

for our supplies Britain give to America every posses¬ 

sion she held in this hemisphere and in the Northern 

Pacific, with the possible exception of Canada. 

After three days of violent debate, marked by the 

moderation and wisdom of only a few Republicans, the 

lease-lend bill was passed and sent to the Senate. There 

a filibuster was started against the bill in the hope that 

feeling would mount against it. When feeling mounted 

instead against the obstructionists, the Senate cut off 

debate upon the motion and considered amendments 

to the bill. A group of Senators who got on the right 

side on the final vote supported every weakening 

amendment which would have made the bill unwork- 

The Lease-Lend 
The lease-lend bill was fought in Congress on 

the issue of giving more power to the President. 

When the bill was passed, and the course of American 

foreign policy was set, it might have been expected 

that most of the opponents of the lease-lend bill would 

for the sake of national unity sustain the position that 

their country had taken. Even Ham Fish did this. 

Yet in the House of Representatives a small band of 

obstructionists remained, delaying, slandering their 

government, playing the Nazi game. 

It was altogether ridiculous to charge that the first 

lease-lend-appropriation bill involved a delegation of 

power to the President. The bill, which was introduced 

in March, 1941, merely executed the lease-lend policy 

of sending supplies to Britain and China. Yet once again 

the old and lying issue of dictatorship was dragged out. 

With a pseudo-pride of false martyrdom the obstruc¬ 

tionists announced that dictatorship had already come 

and would probably liquidate them for their gallant, 

foolhardy opposition. They pretended to see themselves 

almost as the underground forces of democracy within 

Germany or Italy, risking death for their people. 

“The President is now a dictator,” Representative 

Rich told the Congress. “He has you fellows by the 

neck and you must come out and talk turkey and vote 

like he wants you to or else he will purge you. You 

are in a pretty bad fix.” 

“I know full well the sacrifice that I shall make,” 

replied Representative Jones of Ohio in a heartrend¬ 

ing speech. “I would rather be tortured, be shot down 

on this spot, than do anything to harm the United 

States of America.” 

“You can take me out against a brick wall,” Rich 

added, “and I will say I will die for the red, white and 

blue before I permit a dictator in this country.” 

Representative Lambertson urged his fellow mar¬ 

tyrs to take heart. “The minority has abdicated in 

Ufi] 

able. They included Senators Brewster, Loch 

Nary, Burton and, to a lesser extent, Senators 

Byrd and Barbour. The most damaging of all \ J 

ments, introduced by Senator Byrd, was passed 
grel 

restricting the President’s action. 

“The chances of our defeating the bill grow bri J 
every day,” Nye said at the beginning of the Se 

debate. What if the bill had been defeated by the 

structionists? The Axis would have won its &re 

victory. The morale of the British and Chinese peoJ 

then at its lowest ebb, would have been shattered * 

tyrannical hold of National Socialism over all Eu 

would have been secured. America would have [ 

left alone, the last democracy in the world to face 

attack of an almost irresistible force. 

Appropriations 
Germany, Italy and Russia, but that is no reason 

we should surrender,” he cried. “We have a sw 

duty to protect America first!” With a climax of i 

sponsibility he added, “If there were no other real 

to whack this bill, it ought to be worth while to wh; 

it just to show that we can.” 

As usual the obstructionists utterly distorted 

meaning of the bill. To Smith of Ohio it was a 

“for dictatorship, war and national bankruptcy.” 

Miss Sumner it was “sinister . . . another artfully 

piece in a carefully planned pattern.” “Must we sal 

fice our liberty?” Hoffman asked, urging that 

President “get no money until we get cooperation 

breaking the labor unions. Dies also took this jj 

Representative Lambertson announced that Roosevi 

was “joyful almost to tears that he is going to 

great war President.” He added that “it was plat 

from the beginning not to have a declaration of w; 

“The only chance of this war’s ending soon,” Lamb 

son said, “is that Germany wins.” 

Some Representatives like Taber of New York suj 

ported the bill because “the die is cast.” Others, mi 

cautious, washed their hands of it and declared tl 

the responsibility was Roosevelt’s alone. These includi 

Representatives Wigglesworth and Ham Fish. 

In October, the second lease-lend appropriation 

presented to Congress. It called for six billion doll 

principally for food for Britain and for planes to 

Germany and guard Africa, in the direct interest 

our own safety. Yet once again the obstructionists d 

layed and distorted the bill. Two weeks before A2 

Harbor they denied that there was any peril. “I 3 
not worried about Hitler coming over here,” said ft 

resentative Engel. “The interest load in America 

more dangerous to our liberties than all the gunS, 

the Nazis,” Representative Burdick said. “I f"ear 1 

communists in America more than I fear Hitlfij 
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|<ch asserted. “No nation has threatened the peace or 

■ jty 0f our country,”* added Representative D011- 

ero “The greatest danger facing the United States 

ot attack by the Axis powers but the trend of so- 

‘ lism in high places within the administration.” 

There were the same attacks upon Britain. “Brit- 

•n never fights except to save her own skin,” said 

Representative Robsion. “I charge that the British are 

Lj]ty of colossal, deceitful misrepresentation of their 

'lemma,” shouted Representative Jones of Ohio, 

h esentative O’Connor accused the administration 

| «ad0ration for His Majesty’s Government.” 

There were also the attacks upon the Soviet govern¬ 

ed then fighting for its life. “You cannot tell much 

bout this Joe Stalin,” said O’Connor. “Remember, 
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all human monsters are yellow.” Ham Fish called 

lease-lend aid to Russia “a fraud and a contemptible 

sham.” Representative Knutson, in a speech echoed by 

many others, suggested that “Hitler and Stalin fight 

it out until they destroy each other.” “It is not too late 

to withdraw a foolish commitment,” Knutson added. 

And, of course, there were the charges of dictator¬ 

ship. “A measure to give the Chief Executive added 

dictatorial power!” Hoffman shouted. “Roosevelt and 

his henchmen have shown an insatiable appetite for 

power,” Miss Sumner said. “It is too much to believe 

that they will relinquish without a desperate struggle 

the absolutism which we put into their hands.” 

The “dictatorship” continued to mail out these wild 

and slanderous assertions free of charge. 

The Property-Requisition Bill 

hroughout 1941 armaments production in Amer¬ 

ica was slow in increasing. There was a widespread 

ivasion of priorities by manufacturers. Profiteering 

ealers refused to sell vital equipment to the govern- 

nent. Unscrupulous firms hoarded vast quantities of 

var materials, and, in the absence of price-fixing pow- 

rs, speculation and black markets developed even in 

he commodities on which ceilings had been placed. 

Lrms production lagged as industry after industry in- 

isted upon producing for commercial orders. 

On July 21 the property-requisition bill was sent to 

he Senate. The bill had not been drawn by the Presi- 

lent’s advisers, but by Undersecretary of War Pat¬ 

erson and John Lord O’Brian, Republican general 

:ounsel of the OPM. 

“There have been instances,” O’Brian wrote the 

Senate, “where contractors working on defense orders 

lave made every feasible effort to secure second-hand 

machine tools from dealers but have failed to secure 

them because the sellers were unwilling to part with 

them on any reasonable terms. Our machine-tool sec- 

ion has tried in vain to have some larger machine 

tools transferred from regular commercial use to de- 

ense use. . . . Requisitioning authority would enable us 

to put these big tools to work on the defense program.” 

| Bernard Baruch recommended sweeping comman¬ 

deering powers as the result of his First World War 

Pperience. But in the Military Affairs Committees of 

he House and the Senate the property-requisition bill 

rendered almost useless by emasculation of its 

powers. The bill which was reported required a find- 

lng that the need for requisitioning was imminent, that 

dl other means of obtaining the property had been 

exhausted, that plants could not be seized, that no other 

source of supply existed. No bill was ever more ringed 

With restrictions. 

Vet ain the obstructionist minority in Congress 

raised the same old cry of “dictatorship” in order to 

obstruct the defense program. The fact that the powers 

conferred by the bill were to be administered not by 

the President but by Undersecretary Patterson was 

entirely overlooked. “It smacks of Herr Hitler,” was 

the charge of Dewey Short of Missouri. “It places a 

stranglehold upon industry and labor. I am against 

giving the President this additional authority!” “It is 

sheer National Socialism, sheer unadulterated National 

Socialism!” Fish cried. “It is the surrender of Con¬ 

gress,” shouted Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois. “The 

lash of a dictator,” thundered Charles H. Elston of 
Ohio, who asserted that the President would use the 

power to seize “the last vestige of personal property 

owned by every citizen in the United States.” 

To Clare E. Hoffman of Michigan the bill repre¬ 

sented “the greedy grasping for absolute power of an 

ambitious dictator.” “He intends to stifle all opposi¬ 

tion,” Hoffman added of Roosevelt, “by shackling 

the public press. Like all greedy, ruthless dictators he 

wants to make his will supreme, absolute over every¬ 

one. ... It may be that he is humiliated because 

Bloody Joe, his comrade, has more power than he. 

Perhaps he wants to show Comrade Joe, who has 

caused the death of thousands of his people, that he, 

Roosevelt, has a like power over us here in America.” 

This is what the President had to endure. One hun¬ 

dred and thirty-six Representatives, almost every Re¬ 

publican in the House, supported Hoffman’s stand. Yet 

the majority of these men, and the Democrats who 

voted with them, had declared a few months earlier 

that they could not vote for the draft because it pro¬ 

posed to conscript men without conscripting property. 

Here was a straight vote—to aid the defense pro¬ 

gram, to place property under the same discipline as 

American youth, and 136 representatives opposed it, 

136 who hated Roosevelt more than, they hated Hitler. 
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Neutrality 
In October, 1941, the Axis was preparing to attack 

America. In Indo-China, Japan was completing 

the air bases from which she was to bomb Malaya 

and Burma; she was completing also the final arrange¬ 

ments for the good-will mission of Saburu Kurusu to 

Washington to arrange peace terms with the United 

States. In Russia the German army was crashing 

through the Soviet defenses, pressing upon Moscow, 

overwhelming the Ukraine and already storming the 

Crimea, the last stepping-stone to the Middle East and 

a probable Hitler victory. 

In the seas off Newfoundland and Brazil, American 

ships were being attacked. In October eight American 

ships were sunk. Four of them were flying the Amer¬ 

ican flag; only one of them was armed; not one was in 

a belligerent zone. The destroyers protecting them were 

also attacked—the Kearny, the Greer, the Reuben 

James, each with its heavy loss of life. 

There can be no doubt but that, in October, 1941, 

the President was still hoping that he might keep 

America out of war. The amendment of the Neutrality 

Act was not a measure to take America into the fight 

but to ensure the continuance of the policy of aiding the 

Allies and building our own strength, to which the 

government and the country were committed. 

In October, 1941, the Neutrality Act was crippling 

our defense and aid program. 

Under the restrictions of Section 2 of the act, Ameri¬ 

can ships carrying non-governmental cargoes were for¬ 

bidden to enter belligerent zones. Because Britain could 

not feed her people, let alone arm them, on her own 

diminishing merchant marine, sixty-two American ships 

were transferred to Panamanian registry. But Panama 

had no seamen to man these ships and the 9,000 foreign 

seamen in America provided a poor and unreliable re¬ 

serve. The entry of Russia into the war greatly in¬ 

creased the shipping shortage. Russia had almost no 

merchant marine, yet if Section 2 had remained in force 

it would have been necessary for the President, at some 

time, to have declared Murmansk and Archangel to be 

belligerent zones and so to have blockaded an ally 

through a law passed for our defense. At the same time 

stocks of chrome were accumulating in Turkey and cop¬ 

per and manganese were being held in the Near East be¬ 

cause American ships could not fetch them, badly as we 

needed them. “We are threatened in our whole defense 

program,” an OPM official said, “if we fail to preserve 

the freedom of the seas, which means the freedom to 

import our defense materials.” 

Yet our ships could not sail. Because of Section 2 

of the Neutrality Act, 7,000 of our force of 74,000 

trained seamen lost their jobs and left the sea to search 

for work elsewhere. Our merchant marine was less than 

one-sixth of the force which, according to the Shipping 

Board, was the minimum required for our ] 

The Maritime Commission was unable to train n ^ 

men because there were no ships on which th ^ 

allowed to sail. “Let us turn American ships 

British crews,” said Rep. John Jennings of Tenjfi 

“and let British sailors carry the gifts of the Am 1 

people into British ports.” But Britain was already S1 
of seamen: 41,000 had been killed or drowned. ** 

Section 6 of the Neutrality Act prohibited the ar; 

of merchant vessels. Yet unarmed they were hek 

“One of our greatest difficulties today,” Admiral L 

testified, “is to obtain proper crews for unarmed 

sels.” Panamanian ships could be armed. But Presil 

Arosemena of Panama was friendly to Adolf Hitleraj 

thought that they looked nicer unarmed. There 

nothing that we could do, short of reasserting our righj 

What would Congress do? “The opposition, and 

ticularly the Republican opposition,” wrote Wal 

Lippmann on October 7, “have gone as far as they! 

afford to go in obstructing American foreign policy.I 

The opposition may soon find itself in the posifi 

where, by being irreconcilably opposed to the nation] 

policy, the future of the party would become identifii 

with the defeat of the nation. The Republicans wJ 

be making a record on which they could reap a politic 

profit only if America were defeated and humiliated 

Yet this was precisely what the obstructionists^ 

Congress did. Their obstruction was expressed first 

attacks upon Britain and Russia, coupled with pleas 1 

Hitler’s new ally, Finland. “England has sought t 

carry on a successful war without doing very mul 

fighting,” Senator Clark of Missouri cried. Briti 

might well negotiate a separate peace with Hide] 

Clark added, as soon as America entered the wa 

Representative Sweeney of Ohio repeated this canar 

and went on to add: “This war is directed by 

Christian bankers.” Another Nazi rumor, about 

misuse by Britain of lease-lend funds, was spread in t 

debate by Senator Nye and a number of Representative 

Senator Wheeler asserted, in speaking of Britain’s r 

sistance, that “The hotheads took Britain into the w; 

when she was unprepared and nearly ruined En, 

land by doing so.” Rep. Dewey Short, who is alway 

good for a cheap Hugh, said, “Let us save Am 
ica and let God save the King.” At the same timj 

Wheeler praised the fight of “Christian, democrat! 

Finland.” 

The bill to amend the Neutrality Act could not a 

called a- war measure. “It is said that the opposition i 

Congress intend to treat the modification of the Nett 

trality Act as the equivalent of a declaration of war,! 

Walter Lippmann wrote. “They will do a great dis 

service to the nation ... for they will be forcing th 

country to choose between the paralysis and collaps| 

antfl 
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. foreign policy . . . and tremendous new entangle- 

entS in a vastly expanded war.” 

yet aoain, this was precisely what the obstructionists 

Coneyess did. “It is an authorization of war, de- 

jred or undeclared,” cried Senator Clark of Missouri. 

|will not vote for a declaration of war in disguise!” 

]erted Representative Guyer. “A declaration for a 

JUidential war,” repeated Ham Fish. The purpose of 

le bill, Fish added, was “simply and solely to cause 

I loss of American ships and men in sufficient numbers 

I inflame the passions and arouse the spirit of vengeance 

11 the American people who are overwhelmingly op- 

|sed to our entrance into the war.” 

Only a hypocritical mind could assert that the Presi- 

lnt was seeking increased powers when he asked the 

Tnoress to amend the Neutrality Act. At the time 

lie "bill was written, the President had full power 

|) arm American merchant ships and to send them into 

Jligerent zones, since their government-owned lease- 

|end cargoes were not subject to the Neutrality Act. 

Jie President was also free to use naval vessels in any 

manner necessary to serve American defense. He could 

have nullified the entire Neutrality Act on the reason¬ 

able grounds that it could no longer “promote the 

Icurity or preserve the peace of the United States.” 

iertainly if he had been a dictator he would not have 

jesitated to do any of these things. But the President 

Iquested Congress to amend the act because, as a great 

Imocrat, he always stressed the democratic process. 

Yet once more the obstructionists dragged in the 

Barge that the President sought dictator powers, and 

Eserted that it was the sacred duty of Congress to deny 

the President these powers. “If this be treason,” cried 

my of them, always with an appropriate melodrama¬ 

tic flourish, “then make the most of it!” “A reckless 

usurpation of power leading to totalitarian govern¬ 

ment,” Senator Clark of Missouri called the bill. “A 

long stride toward dictatorship, totalitarian government 

and revolution,” said Representative Tinkham. “A com¬ 

plete surrender of the legislative branch of the govern¬ 

ment to the executive branch,” cried Senator Nye. An 

act delegating “all power to one man, as the Germans 

pd Italians did,” said Representative Mundt. “The 

>ue is, shall we preserve democracy or go totalitarian,” 

fgued Representative Thill. “The wrecking of our 

iberty, the setting up of a dictator,” warned Represen¬ 

tative Rich. “We will wake up under a dictatorship,” 

pd Representative Coffee of Nebraska. Senator Whee- 

was not sure but he thought the dictatorship had 

'eady come. “Is totalitarianism the new world order?” 

heeler asked. “Has the American Congress followed 

11 the path of the German Reichstag? If we are at war, 

*Ve we followed the Hitleresque pattern? If we are 

Pat war, has not constitutional government ended?” 

^heeler’s answer was “Yes.” 

^to the debate were brought the same contradictions 

°n earlier occasions. First the argument that America 

was so ill prepared that she could not fight a war. Then 

the decrying of any danger whatever to America from 

the Axis forces and the assertion that anyone who for 

so much as a moment entertained such a shocking idea 

was a defeatist. But there also came into this debate 

a new note, one heard in the French Chamber of 

Deputies in the months before the French collapse. 

“I have reached a parting of the ways,” said 

Rep. Howard Smith of Virginia. The American 

government, he added, was controlled, not by the 

Constitution but “by a few' willful, power-drunken 

labor leaders”; it was a “labor government.” “We must 

learn,” Smith said, “to govern the unruly elements 

within our midst before we undertake to settle the 

affairs of a troubled world.” He refused to support 

the foreign policy of the government until it “quelled 

the labor insurrection with its violence and bloodshed.” 

This attack, initiated by Smith’s political master, Sena¬ 

tor Byrd, and followed up in the Senate by O’Daniel, 

was far more threatening to the government’s foreign 

policy than the rantings of Ham Fish. It found support 

in the House among men such as Representative Boren 

of Oklahoma, who asserted that Congress must “free 

American labor from Hitlers here before setting out 

to destroy Europe’s Hitlers.” The bill was saved only 

by a message from the President to the Congress 

promising a stronger labor policy. 

Of course the great body of Congress did not seek 

to distort the issue as did these few men. The debate 

in the House was perhaps the fairest and least vindic¬ 

tive of all debates on foreign policy. It was constantly 

raised in tone by Luther Johnson of Texas, by Repre¬ 

sentative Wadsworth and by the majority leader, John 

W. McCormack of Massachusetts. It was closed on an 

extremely high level by Representative Whittington 

of Mississippi, who said: “If liberty is lost by conquest 

it may be regained. If liberty is abandoned by indiffer¬ 

ence it can never be regained.” 

Yet our liberty and the liberty of our allies were al¬ 

most lost by indifference. In the final moments of the 

debate a letter from the President was read to the 

House. “In the British Empire, in China, and in Rus¬ 

sia, all of whom are fighting a defensive war,” the 

President wrote, “the effect of the failure of the Con¬ 

gress to repeal Sections 2 and 3 of the Neutrality Act 

would be definitely discouraging. ... It would weaken 

their positions from the point of view of food and 

munitions. It would cause rejoicing in the Axis nations. 

It would bolster aggressive steps and intentions in Ger¬ 

many and in the other aggressive nations. ... It would 

weaken our great effort to produce all we can, as rapidly 

as we can.” 

Twenty-two Republicans broke with the leadership 

of Joseph Martin to support their government. Fifty- 

seven Democrats broke with the President. By a major¬ 

ity of less than ten votes, on that day, Congress chose 

liberty. 
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The Closing Round 
December 5, 1941. The infamous plans of the 

Axis to attack America are completed. In Wash¬ 

ington the treacherous Kurusu delivers to Hull a 

plan for a compromise in Indo-China, in order to de¬ 

ceive the American government as to his nation’s real 

intentions. In the Pacific, a Japanese fleet of aircraft- 

carriers and warships sails for Hawaii, where more 

than two thousand Americans are unsuspectingly living 

in peace, not dreaming that they have but one more 

day to live. 
In America, The Chicago Tribune and The Wash¬ 

ington Times-Herald, in a last desperate attempt to 

mislead the American people, violate the espionage 

laws and publish the most secret strategic plans of our 

army and navy slipped to them by a traitor in the 

Navy Department. The document which they publish 

exposes to Japan our plans in the event of a Pacific war 

and tells Hitler what bases and weapons we have for 

an offensive against Germany. Both Hitler and Tojo, 

in declaring war upon the United States, are to cite 

this plan as a justification of their actions. 

And in Congress? An $8,000,000,000 military-ap¬ 

propriations bill is being discussed. It is being de¬ 

nounced because it is unnecessary, because there is no 

danger, because war is a terrible thing, because it gives 

too much power to Franklin Roosevelt. Eagerly the 

few obstructionists, in their speeches, seize upon The 

Chicago Tribune’s treachery as a new source to delay 

the military appropriations. The Times-Herald cries ex¬ 

ultantly, “War Plan Expose Rocks Capital. Perils Ap¬ 

propriation Bill. Congress in an Uproar. Tinkham 

dares Republic Betrayed.” 

“The secret is out,” cries Robsion of Kentucky 

shall vote to recommit this bill! It means bank nipri 
and the loss of our liberties and freedom.” 

Where have we heard that before? These few Repj 

sentatives do not remember. “I repeat,” Fish cries 

we finally destroy the German army we can only do 

thing, and that is to revive communism. If we crT 

Germany, Germany will go communistic. Europe w| 

be communistic. We will have revolution, chaos 

struction of our liberties, we may even lose our foil 

of government and have a dictator.” Dirksen insil 

upon striking from this huge appropriation the sail 

of David Lasser, an unimportant government employed 

on the utterly fallacious ground that he is a Communisti 

The House vote is taken, and on the evening of Da 

cember 5, fifty-six Representatives vote to recommitiu 

order to strike from the bill $500,000,000 in lease-lenl 

aid for China, Britain and Russia. Anderson, Andresej 

Coffee of Nebraska, Crawford, Day, Dewey, Dwon 

shak, Johns, Jones, Jonkman, Knutson, Lambertsoj 

O’Connor, Reed, Shanley, Smith, Winter, Wolcotf 

Woodruff, Youngdahl; the roll call betrays the samJ 

obstructionist group. When the motion is defeated, anl 

the vote upon the bill is taken, Crawford, Lambertsol 

Rich, Shanley and Miss Sumner vote against the fin 

military-appropriations bill. 

Thirty-six hours later, the Japanese dive bombers ard 

to hurtle down on Hawaii, killing, firing, destroying 

The Battle on the Home Front 
For the two and a half years of America’s awak¬ 

ening the small group of obstructionists fought 

against every step to place America’s resources against 

fascism, behind the embattled democracies. But our 

foreign policy was only one phase of our total mobili¬ 

zation. Here, on the home front, an equally vital phase 

was the mobilization of manpower, of resources, of 

morale, behind a united war effort. Here, too, the 

same group, driven by the same blind hatreds of preju¬ 

dice, using the same deception and distortion, fought 

every move to make the home front strong. 

If America were prepared to make a supreme effort 

in 1941, then that preparedness derived from the 

eight-year program of the President to abolish un¬ 

employment, waste, unbalance, poor housing, low 

standards and lack of democracy in America. Through¬ 

out these years a minority in Congress, thwarted each 

time when they took their case to the people, delayed 

and sabotaged the President’s program from within 

In 1941, having opposed the government’s foreign 

policy with all their strength, they turned and dej 

manded in the name of the defense effort that the 

peacetime programs of the government be destroyed 

Nothing was more important in America than 

morale. Hitler could have asked for no greater servj 

ice in America than that a minority would sow disjj 

sension among Americans and demoralize our labor 

force by making the war a time of destruction of all 

of labor’s rights. j 
On December 1, 1941, the obstructionists foughlj 

to a climax their offensive against American labor lej 

by a small group of Southern conservatives who hated 

labor more than they loved the liberty which de 

manded unity. They forced the issue as the amen 

ment of the Vinson labor-mediation bill, introduce^ 

by Representative Howard Smith of Virginia. 
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defy 

ce ,lfra;n the obstructionists played upon precisely 

fear of dictatorship which had been exploited 

/, f0reign-policy debates. “The issue is,” Repre- 

} ,fative Eugene Cox told the House, “whether or not 

. oreedy, brutal, power-lustful racketeers shall 

£ the government of the United States and imperil 

| safety of the nation. I say to you that if there is 

^ group in the United States . . . that can intimidate 

E Chief Executive or this Congress, then, by the 

J ing God, free America is gone, the Constitution, 

Bill of Rights is a mockery, and we have left only 

e carcass of that great dream of the signers of the 

ieclaration of Independence and the framers of the 

institution—free government. There is nothing to 

jght Hitler for, because then freedom is gone.” 

I Martin Dies reasserted these thoughts. He damned 

|ie CIO as “a coalition of communism and crimi- 

and added: “You may call it Hitlerism, 

Stalinism, totalitarianism or what have you; it is un- 

jnerican to force workingmen into the shackles of 

h,or bosses.” Representative Smith in turn declared 

jhat freedom would die if America did not at once 

larantee “the inalienable right” of the open shop. 

Three strikes were in progress, involving 1,700 men. 

representative of the OPM announced that this 

ras “a new low in strikes of defense significance.” 

et, in a typical speech, Representative Crawford de- 

lared, “I want something with teeth in it. ... As I 

:ad the Smith bill it has teeth in it. I think it has 

piigator teeth in it. I think it has teeth as long as the 

tan-eating claws that you get out at the Pacific, and 

hose are about the most terrible teeth I have ever 

sen.” In this spirit of sinking teeth deep into the 

tbor movement and thus risking a severe decline in 

productivity, the House passed the Smith bill. 

Just as in France the Chamber of Deputies used the 

lvasion of Poland to declare war, not on Germany but 

n the French people, so in America the war situation 

ras seized upon as an excuse for destroying the social 

rogram of the government. 

The first of the government programs to be de- 

royed by Congress was that for rural electrification, 

'robably no government plan had yielded as high 

irect returns on expenditures as the REA. At a time 

'hen farmers were being called upon to produce 

:cord crops, while manpower on the farms, the alter¬ 

ative to electrical energy, was being drafted for fac- 

>ry work and military training, its services provided 

ft important part of the war effort. 

Yet when the power lobby moved into Washington 

3 destroy the public-power movement in the name of 

L war, a majority of the Congress knuckled under. 

£Presentative Winter, friendly to the Kansas Power 

>d Light Company, led the battle against the REA 

ith the same old weapons. He accused it of oper- 

'ng “exactly in the manner of Adolf Hitler and of 

)seph Stalin. . . . The star-chamber method of dicta- 
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torship. . . . Dictatorial decree. . . . The sort of thing 

that stiffens the backs of those who oppose the war on 

the grounds that there is no sense in fighting Hitlerism 

abroad only to obtain Hitlerism at home.” 

“I am frank to admit,” Winter went on, “that those 

of us who are classified as anti-New Dealers have no 

rieht to demand that the President surrender to our 
O ... 

desires before we agree to follow his leadership in 

purely national-defense matters.” In return for its vote 

to defend America against actual Japanese attack, 

however, Congress did force the government to deny 

any copper whatever to the REA, irrespective of the 

nature of its power projects, and at a time when power 

utilities were getting substantial priorities. So the REA 

was murdered. 

A similar job was done by Congress upon the Farm 

Security Administration. The success of the food-for- 

victory program demanded greatly increased farm 

production, mainly from our small farmers. Five hun¬ 

dred thousand of these were dependent upon the FSA 

for credit, for materials, for vital personal services 

such as medical care. Yet Congress in March, 1942, 

cut the FSA to pieces in the name of the war effort. 

“In the name of our liberty and independence, our 

freedom, also of our boys in the trenches now at war,” 

cried Representative Rich, one of the most violent 

obstructionists in the fight against the selective-service 

army and the war for liberty, “vote some economy, or 

you will lose the war.” Led by Representative Dirk- 

sen, Crawford and Slater, and speaking in accordance 

with signals made by Ed O’Neal of the Farm Bureau 

Federation from the gallery of the House, Congress 

wrecked a large part of the FSA program. 

In the name of the war, too, free lunches for chil¬ 

dren were stricken from the NYA grants and nearly 

800,000 young boys and girds were sent home from 

schools and colleges for want of a few dollars. The 

Wages-and-Hours Administration was undermined by 

the dismissal of one-half of its inspector force, the CCC 

and the public-works program were demolished. Most 

of this dirty work was done, not in the open, on the 

floor of the House and Senate, but behind the walls 

of Senate and House committees. In particular Senator 

By rd, as chairman of the Joint Committee on Non- 

Essential Expenditures, fed out misleading informa¬ 

tion to discredit many government agencies before they 

appeared before the House Appropriations Commit¬ 

tee. This fight offered to the Southern conservatives, 

many of whom were compelled only by local senti¬ 

ment to support the government’s foreign policy, a 

chance to break with the administration and weaken it. 

Representative Cox, who cried in anger that “re¬ 

form clings like a leech,” and Representative Faddis, 

who referred to the social program as “champagne 

and caviar” and some members of the government as 

“starry-eyed, irresponsible, crusading Quislings,” were 

typical of this group. Today they are still at their pur- 
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suits: dividing America when we need to be united; 

smearing the government when we need confidence in 

our leadership; seizing upon every small irritant as a 

means of demoralizing a people when we need to keep 

one great issue, of victory over fascism, clearly before 

us. This deliberate weakening attack upon the home 

front is just as helpful to Hitler, just as dangeroJ 

the United Nations, as is sabotage of our war 0n FT 

abroad. The men who wage this fight, to whoml 

war against progress is the only real war of 0ur 

are as- threatening to our democracy as are the Ra' 

ton Fishes. 

Is It a Party Issue? 

President roosevelt has announced that he will 

not repeat the action of our last wartime President, 

Woodrow Wilson, in calling for the election to Con¬ 

gress of representatives of his own party. The Presi¬ 

dent’s attitude toward candidates for election will be 

determined by the record alone. 

But the record shows that the Republican Party has 

for the last three years made the issue of foreign policy 

a partisan issue, in which it fought the President on 

party lines. 

In our chart of the record of Congress on crucial 

debates, the Democrats show an extremely high aver¬ 

age. On foreign policy, only the Michigan and Iowa 

delegations show serious signs of disaffection. On the 

home front, while the Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, 

Louisiana, North Carolina, Missouri, Mississippi, 

South Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Texas dele¬ 

gations are divided, the underlying trend is progres¬ 

sive. 

In contrast, the Republican record is negative and 

bleak. Of the ten crucial foreign issues which we have 

chosen in the chart, the Republican votes for and 

against were 15 to 135 on the Guam appropriation; 

8 to 150 on the revision of the arms embargo; 20 to 

140 on the first revision of the Neutrality Act; 5 to 122 

on the military-appropriations vote of 1939; 52 to 112 

on the selective-service bill; 24 to 135 on the lease- 

lend bill; 21 to 133 on the extension of the draft; 

39 to 133 on the repeal of Section 6 of the Neutrality 

Act prohibiting the arming of ships; and 22 to 137 on 

the revision of Section 2 of the act prohibiting the 

travel of American ships in belligerent zones. Four- 

fifths of the opposition to the first and second lease- 

lend appropriations came from Republicans. Only 

individual Republicans of the delegations of California, 

New Jersey, New York and the New England states 

saved the Republican record from being one of com¬ 

plete obstruction. 

In a recent conference, Wendell L. Willkie suc¬ 

ceeded in persuading the Republican Party to adopt 

a resolution supporting the active participation of 

America in world reconstruction when the war is won. 

Yet even at this conference Senator Taft boasted that 

he had “pulled the teeth” from the resolution. Today 

despite his great popularity with the rank and file, it 

is probable that Willkie controls only a handful of 

Republicans in the House of Representatives. The 

publicans as a whole have shown no signs of repj 

ating the leadership which directed their fight ag; 

the government’s foreign policy. For this reason! 

muse examine not only the record of the past, but t] 

outcome in the future, if, as it hopes to do, the 

publican Party captures a majority of the House na 

November. 

In 1918, only a few weeks after his life’s phi 

ophy, and the sacrifices which he had called upj 

America to make, had culminated in the announcemj 

of the Fourteen Points, President Wilson lost 

Democratic majority in the House of Representativi 

Historians now see in that event the turning point 

Wilson’s career, and in the unsuccessful attempt: 

bring out of the sufferings of World War I a pe 

manent international structure for the maintenance 

peace. Using its powers of appropriation and inves 

gation, a hostile House fought a constant action agaii 

Wilson, sniping from behind. The leaders of the Hotj 

and of the Senate under Senator Lodge strongly I 

dorsed the League of Nations principle. Yet thi 

refused to accept the League when the test came, at 

although Harding "campaigned on an issue of suppoi 

ing the League, as President he restored the isolatiot 

ist tradition of America. That fact, fifteen years latei 

was instrumental in the collapse of the peace—whic 

Wilson had won. 

What would happen in 1942 if by a turnover) 

fifty seats the Republican Party won a majority inti 

House of Representatives? 

The Speaker of the House, incomparably the mq 

important member, would be Representative Josef 

Martin, the present minority leader. As chairman 0 

the Republican National Committee, Martin pickl 

Clarence Budington Kelland, a Roosevelt-hater anj 

labor-baiter, as his party’s publicity chief. Represent# 

five Martin’s record is worse than that of Ham Fislj 

He voted wrong on the Guam naval base, wronfc 01 

the repeal of the arms embargo, wrong on the revisiJ 

of the Neutrality Act, wrong on the airplane-appij 

priation bill, wrong on the lease-lend bill, wrong 4 

the second revision of the Neutrality Act. He vota 

wrong on every crucial issue of domestic mobile! 

tion, as we show in our chart. Martin is isolation! 

and reactionary to the core. 
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Republican majority in November would mean, 

change in the chairmanship of the House Com- 

John Taber, an outright reactionary, would 

j oVer the Appropriations Committee and use it to 

ttlier the drive against all leading liberals in the 

Ivernment. The chairman of the Banking and Cur- 

Incy 

of 

k 

Committee would be Jesse Wolcott, the leader 

the fight to emasculate the price bill. Allen Tread- 

would run the Ways and Means Committee, 

Lrking to tax the poor and ease the burden of the 

L The Foreign Affairs Committee, with control 

r Jease-lend aid and reconstruction, would fall into 

« outstretched arms of Ham Fish. To Fish would 

p also the Rules Committee, to become the burial 

■ound of all liberal measures. 

Quite clearly, if one branch of the government were 

>0 fall into the hands of these men while the oth£r 

Imained in the hands of the present administration, 

L result would be chaotic. The prosecution of the 

r effort, and consequently the safety of every one of 

f would suffer. 

But not only would the war be endangered. It may 

well be that the war will be over before 1944. In that 

event President Roosevelt will be faced with the 

equally hard task of making the peace. Once again, 

we must remember that as peacemaker Wilson was 

shamefully discredited by the 1918 elections only five 

weeks before he sailed for Versailles. He left with the 

harsh but true words of Theodore Roosevelt preceding 

him to Europe. “Our allies, our enemies and Mr. 

Wilson himself must know that Mr. Wilson has no 

authority whatever to speak for the American people 

at this time. His leadership has just been emphatically 

repudiated by them.” 

Unless the Republican leadership is decisively 

changed between now and November 5, we must re¬ 

member that a Republican House would take from the 

President his freedom as an executive and make of 

him something like a constitutional monarch, with few 

real powers. Even the best Republican candidates will 

carry this stigma upon them. For whatever personal 

commitments they are willing to undertake, their 

victories would make it easier for a party which has 

not accepted those commitments to gain power. 

The Verdict 
[n these pages we have presented the story of Amer- 

rica’s awakening. We have shown, by the record, 

|dw this awakening was achieved despite the attempt 

if a minority in Congress to hold back, to blind our 

leople. 

j Two main forces constituted this minority which has 

lught to keep from our people understanding of the 

pe great task we face—victory over the fascist dictator- 

bip which has challenged us. The first of these forces, 

sed upon the Republicans of the North and Middle 

!fest, believed that the one great war of our time 

Is the war upon progress and so resisted any reply 

1 the Nazi challenge because our resistance was led by 

[great force for progress in the White House. A sec- 

pd group of a few Southern reactionaries believed 

'so in the war against progress and while they sup¬ 

pled the government on grounds of party sought 

undermine the will to achieve unity on the home 

font which was also a vital part of our total war effort. 

[In the first of these groups a distinction must be 

pde between the ringleaders of the group and those 

for reasons of party or local sentiment acquiesced, 

le latter—there are perhaps one hundred and twenty 

them—represent in the main the group of small- 

[Wn lawyers, doctors, editors and merchants who have 

Nn up within a climate of opinion best reflected in 

F archaic columns of Westbrook Pegler, in which 

[e heroes and creators of social achievement are uni- 

paly the big-business men ; in which the underlying 

|0ups ought to express gratitude for the crumbs which 

are handed down to them as the lower in the banquet 

of life j in which that government which governs least 

continues to govern best; in which America can best 

serve its interests by seceding from the rest of the 

world. The image of himself which each of these men 

carries is an image identified with the heads of big cor¬ 

porations, which, we now know, have sought to fashion 

World economic policy through their cartel agreements 

with the Nazi industrialists. These men are the tools 

for schemers, and Martin is their perfect focus point. 

Joined to this group was the small band of North¬ 

western progressives who represented districts in which 

an isolationist vote expressed the majority will. These 

men’s recent records show a change of heart. Their 

consistent support of the government since Pearl Har¬ 

bor indicates that the deep sources of their votes are in 

the long run sound and healthy. 

The second leading group in the obstructionist mi¬ 

nority consists of a few Southern reactionaries who an¬ 

swer to only a small part of their constituents. They 

come from states with a system of one-party domina¬ 

tion in which the alternatives of available opposition 

are so severely limited that the most bitter reactionaries 

are fairly certain of their seats term after term. By rea¬ 

son of the principle of seniority they have managed 

to place themselves in the highly strategic position of 

committee leadership from which they hinder the 

administration in ways which the public never fully 

understands. In the absence of a Republican opposition 

this group would be strictly limited in its activities of 
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obstruction. With the Republicans, it is able to provide 

a working majority against the administration on any 

social issue. Votes upon power and labor measures 

are instances of this tactic, and the Dies Committee 

vote, in which 133 out of 185 Republicans supported 

an outstanding enemy of the administration, is an ex¬ 

ample of the way the Republicans are able to use re¬ 

actionary Democrats as a means of embarrassing and 

weakening the government. 

Today, with the support of the Republicans, these 

Southern reactionaries are using their power in three 

main ways. First, they are using congressional power 

of investigation, particularly through the Dies Com¬ 

mittee, to hound liberals in the administration and con¬ 

fuse the people on the question of exactly who it is 

that we are fighting. Second, they are using the halls 

of Congress as a sounding board for divisionist speeches. 

Third, they are using the congressional power over ap¬ 

propriations to maintain control over the administra¬ 

tive personnel. By attaching riders to appropriation 

bills denying funds to members of the government, 

they have misused their powers to dictate the policies 

of the executive. Thus they and the Republicans who 

support them have become a great bottleneck in Amer¬ 

ican democracy. These Southern leaders cannot in 

most c^ses undergo the fiery trial of democratic judg¬ 

ment upon their deeds until democracy is introduced 

in their constituencies. Yet it is necessary at all times 

to understand their obstructionist power. 

We would like at all times to be generous. We would 

begin by asserting, when we consider the guilt of men 

who resisted our foreign policy, that their resistance 

must be seen against the background of twenty years of 

opposition to war in America; years in which The New 

Republic formed a part of the opposition. We would 

readily add that many of the men who voted against 

each crucial step in our awakening now fully believe 

in the necessity of ruthless war upon the Axis until 

victory is achieved, and believe also that victory will 

be empty of meaning unless America accepts a con¬ 

tinuing responsibility for the peace. 

But to the minority of obstructionist leaders, Amer¬ 

ica cannot be generous, for they were not generous 

with democracy or truth. In the two and a half years 

of debate which we have analyzed, these few men never 

allowed the real issue, the victory or surrender of de¬ 

mocracy, to be placed before the American people. In¬ 

stead they exploited petty hatreds that America could 

no longer afford to kindle. They deliberately deceived 

the American people about the intentions of their gov¬ 

ernment, when unity demanded confidence in our 

leadership. They distorted the meaning of one historical 

necessity7—the strengthening of the executive in war¬ 

time—into a charge of dictatorship when there was no 

danger 

people 

passage 

of dictatorship whatsoever. When the American 
1 

saw that dictatorship did not result from the 

of the bills which Congress enacted, this minor- 

Bll 

ity deliberately spread the slanderous rumor that L 

administration was going to call off the 1942 electijj 

This same minority harried and hindered our acT 

long after the course of America’s future had bee 1 
cisively set. When they failed to create a cleav 

a§e 
tween farm and city, capital and labor, the people. 

their government, this minority of obstructionists turl 

to the despicable Nazi trick of asserting that it Wasj 

Jews who were leading America into war. 

These men committed many crimes against ourall 
but their fundamental crime they -committed agaF 

their own people. So deep was their hatred of R0J 

velt and progress that they were blinded to the J 

danger which threatened America, and so allied th| 

selves with it. Even today many of these men woJ 

like to see Hitler defeated but are determined 

conditions of Hitler’s defeat shall be the defeat} 

Russia, of England, of Roosevelt or of the New d| 

These men, even these, may claim that now they tJ 

have changed. But we are no longer deceived. On ] 

cember 7 it is true that they were temporarily silencJ 

“My country right or wrong,” The Chicago TribJ 

their champion, said. “My country right or wroil 

echoed the Bundist Deutsche Weckruf and BeobaJ 

ter. The Eighty-sixth Street Theatre in New Yd 

ceased showing “Sieg im Westen” and announci 

“closed for repairs.” The politics of the obstruction! 

were also “closed for repairs,” but the repairs did 1101 

take long. Today the obstructionists are back at thl 

old games, exploiting grievances, spreading rumol 

sowing doubts, enlarging upon defeats, attempting! 

turn every military defeat into a political defeat. W| 

the government locks up fascists outside of Congrd 

Representative Hoffman is free to announce that on: 

Commander-in-Chief is fighting to become a wor| 

dictator, and Representative Shafer is free to state t 

the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor can only be col 

pared in unexpectedness to the British attack upi 

Oran. Others, less honest, are working behind 

scenes, waiting until the heavy losses, the many hi 

ships which war must bring, will weaken the gove! 

ment. 

We repeat, with these men we cannot afford to 

generous. The past, the inscriptions upon the grl 

of the republics of Germany, France and Spain, tel 

us that generosity may be as dangerous as intoleraij 

The future demands of us that we be stern, for 1 
stakes have never been so high as today. 

On November 5 will come the trial which the I 

structionists declared would never be held because! 

were afraid. It is not we who are afraid today. The cl 

of the American people against the obstructionists 

will be placed on trial in November we have bii| 

presented. What the defense of those men wi 

we cannot and do not care to imagine. On the basis 

the record, the verdict of the people can only j 

Guilty. 
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No. P. Guam Naval Base. — In 1938 the Housejti 

out a navy appropriation of $1,000,000 intended fori 

improvements at Guam. In February, 1939? ^ strul 

a similar $5,000,000 provision by a vote of 205-16I 

Republicans for, 138 against). Wo.rk finally starji 

Guam in 1940. When the Japanese attacked, 1,30c! 

building mechanics fought shoulder to shoulder wil 

service men, while at the same time, in the Congress! 

had delayed fortification for two years, anti-labor coil 

men went into an orgy of labor baiting. 

No. 2. Repeal of Mandatory Arms Embargo. -01 

30, 1939, the House adopted the Vorys (Rep-> I 

amendment providing for a mandatory embargo 1 

export of arms and ammunition to belligerent state! 

made it impossible to ship necessary supplies to 9 
after her declaration of war on Germany. On this* 

61 Democrats voted for the embargo and 165 1 

while 150 Republicans voted for and only 8 again! 

effort to continue the embargo was defeated byl 

of 243-181 on November 2, 1939. It is this lattel r] 

which is given here. 
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Neutrality Revision.- On November 3, 1939, the 

a 244-171 vote, modified the neutrality law 

te - c'ntly to open the door to more specific aid to the 

[ j?ven at that late date, only 20 Republicans voted 

^ijjfjcation, and 140 voted to retain a law which was 

Ipletely unrealistic. 

4. Military Airplane Appropriation. - On June 22, 

an amendment to an army appropriation bill, cut¬ 

ty’ planes and $37,000,000 out of the bill, was 

Tfeited 217-15°- The amendment was offered only two 

Taths before the fall of Poland, at a time when Lindbergh 

others were claiming that Germany had such air su- 

Ijority as to make resistance futile. Only 5 Republicans 

JL against, and 122 for, the amendment. The 122 Wuo 

|ted against these 1,283 planes will probably be out de- 

Tncing the President this fall for his conduct of the war. 

I No. 5. The Conscription Bill.- By September 9, 1940, 

I voluntary enlistment system had broken down. The 

|e of conscription was the issue of both defense and de- 

iocracy. It is no more democratic, and no more possible, 

put military service on a voluntary basis than it is to 

[ake taxation voluntary. The conscription bill passed 263- 

t with 211 Democrats voting for and 33 against, while 

L Republicans voted for and 112 against. 

hlo. 6. The Lease-Lend Bill.- By 1941 it was clear 

Jiat if the war were to continue, the United States would 

live to become in fact the arsenal of democracy. Liberal 

.credit would have to be extended to the nations engaged 

the fight against Hitler. On February 6, 1941, the 

end-lease bill was passed by a vote of 260 to 165, the 

Jst important vote in recent years. It amounted to a 

Jclaration that our resources would back the United 

[ations when their own were exhausted. Twenty-four 

Republicans voted for the bill and 135 voted against. 

[AT 7. The First Lease-Lend Appropriations Bill. - 

luring the fight on the lease-lend bill itself, the opposition 

lised harried cries of dictatorship. After the bill was passed, 

[became a matter of national policy and the “dictator- 

lip' issue was not involved in voting for appropriations 

Ifider the terms of the bill. Consequently, except for a 

i) few stanch pacifists, opposition to lease-lend appro¬ 

bations was mere obstructionism or the reflection of a 

F-hard anti-British feeling. This first lease-lend appro¬ 

bations bill for $7,000,000,000 passed on March 19, 

[941, was opposed by only 55 Representatives, of whom 

|5 were Republicans. Since many of the most reactionary 

jolationists decided to vote for the appropriations, this one 

j°te by no means makes amends for previous or subsequent 

Fg. 

P. 8. Extension of the Draft. — On August 12, 

the House voted 203-202 to extend the period of 

|Vlce of draftees for eighteen months. This willingness 

jdisband the army, less than four months before Pearl 

Fbot, shows the complete lack of understanding, among 

T*f of our Representatives, of the nature of this war and 

70 3 

the consequences to our own people of fascist world con¬ 

trol. The Democratic vote was 182 for and 65 against, 

while 21 Republicans voted for and 133 against. 

No. g. Ban on Arming Ships. — The arming of ships had 

become necessary if we were to deliver lease-lend material 

to Britain. The bill repealing the ban was passed on Octo¬ 

ber 17, 1941, by 259-138, with 220 Democrats voting 

for and 21 against, while 39 Republicans voted for and 

113 against. 

No. 10. Lifting Belligerent Port and Combat-Zone 

Bans. — This modification had become necessary in the 

delivery of lease-lend material to the nations fighting fas¬ 

cism. Only three weeks before Pearl Harbor, it passed by 

■;h- narrow margin of 212-194, on November 13, 1941. 

One hundred and eighty-nine Democrats voted for the pro¬ 

posal, 53 against; 22 Republicans voted for ‘ and 137 

against. 

No. 11. The $#75,000,000 WPA Relief Bill.— The 

vote on this bill, January 13, 1939, is the most important 

one taken on the subject of unemployment relief. More than 

any other, it shows the attitude of Congress toward the 

one-third of the nation that is ill fed, ill clothed and ill 

housed. 

During the past eight years more than 8,000,000 people 

have been employed by the WPA. These workers, with 

their dependents, total more than 30,000',000 persons, or 

25 percent of our 1930 population. A large number of 

them today are in the armed services or are working in war 

industries. The salvaging of this large portion of our popu¬ 

lation by President Roosevelt’s relief program, despite the 

almost unanimous opposition of the reactionaries in Con¬ 

gress, is an important factor in our ability to prosecute 

a war program. 

The WPA appropriation was defeated by 137-226. 

A reconstruction of the vote showed that only three 

Republicans supported the bill. 

No. 12. The Self-Liquidating Public-Works Bill. — In 

1939 President Roosevelt advocated spending $3,000,000,- 

000 on self-liquidating public works. Various items were 

stricken from the bill, until only $1,615,000,000 re¬ 

mained. Then, on August 1, 1939, a coalition of Republi¬ 

cans and recalcitrant Democrats voted, 193-167, not to 

consider the measure at all. No Republicans voted for the 

bill, 146 against. 

No. 13. The NY A Appropriation Bill. — This bill, which 

passed by 221-157 on March 28, 1940 (with 28 Repub¬ 

licans voting for and 125 against), was a bill to increase 

the funds for the National Youth Administration. On the 

same day an almost identical vote was taken on the Civilian 

Conservation Corps. It is significant that the bitterness of the 

conservatives’ opposition to the administration’s youth pro¬ 

gram is second only to its opposition to labor. 

Altogether, the New Deal youth program since its in¬ 

ception has trained 3,000,000 young men in the CCC, and 

under tne NYA has helped 2,250,000 young people attend 

high school and college, at the same time giving another 
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2,250,000 other types of out-of-school training. During 

1942 the conservatives in Congress and the nation’s press 

made a concerted effort to destroy the CCC and the NYA. 

This was particularly significant because at the time three- 

fourths of the NYA’s efforts were devoted to training 

130,000 young people for war industries. Another 75,000 

were in private and vocational schools, and nearly 300,000 

in industry. But at the same time 1,700,000 young people 

were being given technical training in Germany, and 

3,000,000 a year had received such training during the 

years just before the war. 

0n An, No. 16. The Property-Seizure Bill. 

1941, this bill, passed by 240-133, gave 

power during the emergency to requisition militar 
'esident 1 

equipment or supplies needed for defense, includ 
v 0r J 

chin ery, tools and equipment for their 
h,'gi 

Hianufad 
Note: 52 Republicans voted for the conscription of 

men' 
while only 25 were willing to vote for the conscriptil 

property necessary for defense, even where the owner 

paid a fair price, with the right of appeal to a federal 
court 

No. 18. The Wolcott Amendment to the Price-ConM 

No. 14. The Food-Stamf Plan. — The roll call on May 

9, 1940, maintained the Federal Food Stamp Plan by a 

vote of 191 -173. Of the Republicans, 17 voted for the 

plan, 105 against. This vote is used here because it is more 

revealing than the votes on many of the larger appropria¬ 

tions designed to achieve farm parity. The stand of the 

Representatives on this measure is a comment on their at¬ 

titude both toward the farm problem and toward the un¬ 

employed. 

The Republican platforms of 1936 and. 1940 virtually 

endorsed the New Deal agricultural program, only promis¬ 

ing more competent administration. None the less, the roll 

calls in Congress have belied their good faith. On the first 

farm-parity-payment vote, on March 28, 1939’ 20 P-ePub_ 

licans voted for and 135 against. On the second vote, June 

22, 1939, 24 Republicans voted for and 129 against. On 

May 9, 1940, 23 Republicans voted for and 131 against 

an appropriation of $212,000,000 for farm-parity pay¬ 

ments. Republicans from the rural areas which are bene¬ 

fited vote for the New Deal farm program, while the 

others vote against it. It is strange that Republican farmers 

do not seem to be able to see through this duplicity. 

If the Democratic members had not voted four or five 

to one in favor of the administration’s farm program, the 

nation’s farm income could not have risen, as it did, fiom 

less than five billions in 1933 to nearly twelve in 1941. 

Bill. — The Wolcott amendment, which was defeatej 

210-189, on January 6, 1942, was intended to replace J 

Henderson as administrator by a five-man board, an| 

eliminate the licensing feature, the real teeth ir 

was an effort to emasculate a vitally necessary piece 0{ 

domestic war program. The vote on this amendment in! 

cates whether the members were willing to go along] 

the administration on the first requirements of an al| 

war program, or whether the game was to be “ 

usual.” 

■9 No. 19. The Dies Committee.- By March 11, 

when this vote came up, every member of Congressjkn 

that for more than three years Dies had conducted anl 

sponsible smear campaign against all liberals in the]! 

Deal, as a means of destroying what the President 

accomplished. So well had he succeeded that, accordil 

the FCC monitor service, he was “the man most frequer 

and approvingly quoted” on the Axis radio. Dies, whet 

or not a conscious fascist, has consistently played the fat 

game. The Axis needs the Dies Committee—we don’t 

Nos. 15 and 17. Labor.- These are the two most im¬ 

portant votes taken in Congress in recent years on funda¬ 

mental rights of labor. Number 15 is on the Smith 

amendments to the NLRA; number 17 is the vote on the 

Smith anti-labor bill. If passed, it would have set labor back 

many years. It would have frozen existing union-shop con¬ 

ditions and prevented any new contracts providing union 

security. It would have destroyed hard-won laws protecting 

labor, provided compulsory registration of labor unions and 

during mediation periods which might last up to ninety 

days, it would have prevented strikes, picketing and other 

important labor activities. It would have punished only- 

workers in unions, not employers. Workers would also 

have been deprived, if they failed to comply, no matter 

what the justice of their cause, of old-age pensions, unem¬ 

ployment compensation, WPA employment and all other 

relief. 
Workers fought these measures vigorously and took 

the position that any congressman who voted for them 

is an enemy. Practically all congressmen who supported 

these bills have a record of hostility1- to labor in regai d 

to other issues that have been before Congress in lecent 

No. 20. Power. -On March 27, 1942, Congressl 

vote of 117-202, killed appropriations for the Table! 

and Bull Shoals developments on the White River inj 

souri, although they had been urged by all the war agej 

including the Army and Navy Munitions Board, an j 

been approved in the Senate. Of the Republicans, 3 

for and 125 against, while 36 did not vote. Of the 11 

crats, 110 voted for and 77 against, with 75 not votj 

The power trust is stronger in Washington todayJT 

at any time since 1932. Members of Congress, even 0! 

issues, follow the dictates of' the power trust rath* 

requirements of national defense. According to Chi 

Leland Olds of the Federal Power Commission,! 

production wdl soon require annually more than all thsT 

tricity sold by central station electrical systems, boi 

lie and private, for all purposes in the country m ij 

This means that within a year there will be wid j 

rationing of power. Many non-defense factories vl 

closed down, for no other reason than a power short! 

When the New Deal came into office, five percl 

installed generating capacity was public. Today the ■ 

is 16 percent. The TVA last year generated 5>55 ’ I 

k.w.h., much of it now making aluminum for airplane* 

we might now be generating 13,200,000,000 k.wj 

the St. Lawrence project if the power trust’s inffuenJ 

notJdPed the measure in 1934- It’s Hear w^ere W j 

be today if the power trust had won out complete] 

and its stooges in Congress, fear increased capacity 

larly public capacity, more than they do a Hitler vie 
years. 
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Vo- 1. March 5/, IQ3Q- — Continue mandatory arms 

Fgo. Same issue as in House vote. At this time Poland 

l fallen and France and England were at war. 

1°• 2. October 27, 1939. — Passage of administration 

|trality bill. Same issue as in House vote. 

3. August 28, 1940. — Conscription law. Same is- 

psin House vote. 

Vo- 4. March 7, 1941. — Limit use of armed forces to 

Istern Hemisphere. This was merely an effort to pre- 

effective aid to Allied countries. 

No. 5. March 8, 1941. — The proposal of a loan of 

$2,000,000,000 as opposed to lease-lend. A wholly inade¬ 

quate substitution for lease-lend. 

No. 6. March 8, 1941. - Lease-lend bill. The most 

important vote on foreign policy. 

No. 7. May i$y 1941.- No transfer of Axis ships to 

Great Britain. Merely an effort to oppose the President’s 

foreign policies. 

No. 8. August 7, 1941- - An eighteen-month extension 

of military training. Same issue as in House vote. 

No. 9. November 7, 1941. -Keep belligerent port anB 

combat-zone bans. Same issue as in House vote. 

No. 10. November 7, 1941. ~ Neutrality Act Revision. 

Passed. 

No. 11. May 12, 1937. - The $112,000,000 appropria¬ 

tion for construction of Gilbertville Dam in the TVA. 

This is a straight vote for the TV A or against it. 

No. 12. July 22, 1937. - Motion to recommit the Presi¬ 

dent’s court bill. This vote furnished a clear indication of 

whether a member was for the President in his Supreme 

Court fight or against him. 

No. 13. August 4, 1937. ~ Amendment by Senator Byrd 

to housing bill, limiting cost to $4,000 per unit. Senator 

Warner said that this amendment would destroy his hous- 

ing bill by making it unworkable. With the housing short¬ 

age that has developed today, the attitude of Senators on 

adequate housing is particularly in point. 

No. 14. March 28, 1938. - Government reorganization 

bill. 

No. 13. January 27, 1939. — The $875,000,000 relief 

bill. Same proposal as in House vote on relief. 

No. 16. June 22, 1939. — Surtax on Incomes to start at 

$3,000 rather than $4,000. A minimal test of statesman¬ 

ship. Obviously people in the income bracket from $5,000 

to $10,000 should have paid higher income taxes in this 

period than they did. 

No. 17. July 28, 1939.- The President’s $3,000,000,- 

000 self-liquidating public-works bill was whittled down in 

the Senate by a series of amendments */hich eliminated 

$500,000,00.0 for toll roads, and the Wheeler amendment 

eliminating $350,000,000 which was to be loaned to rail¬ 

roads for the purpose of building equipment. In view of the 

present shortage of railroad equipment the vote on the 

Wheeler amendment is timely. 

No. 18. April 25, 1940. -Senate vote which sought to 

cut CCC appropriations by $25,000,000. 

No. 19. May 27, 1940. - Revised anti-labor-spy bill. 

Passed. 

No. 20. September 19, 1940. — To terminate further 

issue of tax-exempt securities. An illuminating vote. 
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The Obstructionists 
It is never easy to single out individuals for censure. 

For one reason, those who are picked have different 

failings, act upon different motives, and vary in their 

responsibility for obstructing our program of full mobi¬ 

lization. The men named cannot be regarded as con¬ 

stituting a single group, and great caution must be 

exercised in associating them with each other. V et 

these men, for various reasons, have formed the main 

bottlenecks in our program of the last two years. 

Hamilton fish, Republican, of Dutchess County, New 

York, is closer to the Nazis than any other man in 

Congress. Stemming from the time in August, 1939> 

when Fish talked to von Ribbentrop and afterwards 

announced that the Nazi claims were “just,” his hatred 

for the administration has led him beyond the extreme 

limits of reasonable democratic opposition. He has 

spoken at German Day meetings, in halls where Nazi 

flags were displayed and Nazi songs sung. He has con¬ 

tributed an article to Today’s Challenge, a Nazi propa¬ 

ganda magazine published by the Hitler agent, Dr. 

Frederick Auhagen. Fish’s opposition to America’s for¬ 

eign policy led him to become an intimate of the no¬ 

torious Nazi agent, George Sylvester Viereck, for whom 

he performed services in Congress. When these serv¬ 

ices, centering around the abuse of the congressional 

franking privilege for the distribution of Nazi propa¬ 

ganda, were exposed to a grand jury, Fish attempted 

to sacrifice his secretary, George Hill, in order to pro¬ 

tect himself. Fearing a long sentence, Hill turned 

state’s evidence and told of activities which Fish had 

sworn did not exist. Today the Republican Party, 

which so long followed Fish, no longer* cares to asso¬ 

ciate itself with him. Yet Fish is still campaigning: 

it is by no means certain that he will be defeated. 

by Flanders Hall, publishers financed by pres 

Dennett, whose Nazi activities are notorious. \\rd 

attacked on this score, Day arose on the floor 0f i 

House and announced that he had had the book 

printed at his own expense by Shaw, an American ni 

lisher. Visitors to the Shaw firms find mostly Flan* 

Hall books on display. 

Representative Day has sent out more Nazi pro, 

ganda under his frank than any other member 

Congress. On September 4, 1941, in Detroit, d 

spoke under the auspices of the Committee of Oi 

Million, the organization of the notorious Ama 

can fascist, Gerald L. K. Smith. On September 

Stephen Day offered his radio audience the follow! 

ultimatum: “We have presented to us a clear 

and it is this: Follow the Constitution or follow 

President. If you follow the Constitution, we can si 

out of war and keep faith with the American peo| 

If you follow the President you will be untrue to tj 

people and your oath of office.” 

choice 

the 

Stephen day, Republican, of Evanston, Illinois, has 

been a member of the House of Representatives only 

since 1940, but in that short time his actions have es¬ 

tablished him as a perfect Chicago Tribune Represen¬ 

tative. Day has consistently voted against all bills 

designed to strengthen our defense. Day’s speeches fol¬ 

low the propaganda line of the Axis 5 at times they 

sound as if they had just been picked up from the 

short-wave radio. Broadcasting on September 8, 1941, 

Day announced that “the threat of an invasion by 

Hitler of our own soil or any part of the Western 

Hemisphere has vanished into thin air.” In this same 

speech, Day took a crack at the administration: “Bear 

in mind, my friends, I am reading from the official 

book of the Communists in America and not from the 

New Deal program. Can you see any difference?” 

Day is the proud author of an anti-British book, 

“We Must Save the Republic,” originally published 

clare e. hoffman, Republican, of Allegan, Michig; 

was first elected to Congress in 1934* He belongs 

that small group in Congress which deserves to 

classified as almost conscious fascists. 

For the past few weeks Hoffman has been bus! 

occupied before a Grand Jury trying to explain awa; 

the 145,000 copies of his inflammatory speech “D01 

Haul Down the Stars and Stripes,” which were d 

uted by William Kullgren, editor of the pro-Na: 

Beacon Light, under Hoffman’s frank. Recently K| 

gren predicted that President Roosevelt would 

assassinated, and added: “If the people fail to act I 

satisfied that Divinity will.” 

The Hoffman record is almost 100-percent bad 

both foreign and domestic issues. Pearl Harbor did ncj 

get in the way of his rabid isolationism. In June 1 
1941, Clare Hoffman was suggesting that Preside! 

Roosevelt be impeached. On January 27, 194-. 

man was saying, “The Commander-in-Chief, of courr 

got us into this thing, when he himself had failed! 

prepare to meet it, and here we are.” On Februai 

6, 1942, Hoffman’s deep and consuming hatred oft! 

president spewed out: “ ‘Dust thou art; unto dustthl 

shalt return.’ Since his day, millions of people hai 

been born and all have died, and there is no reason! 

believe that Franklin Delano Roosevelt will not go 

way of all flesh.” 

paul shafer, Republican, of Battle Creek, Michigal 

since he came to Congress in 1937 has been trying ! 

ape Clare Hoffman. His record is almost identic! 

with Hoffman’s and, like Hoffman’s, his speeches aj 

full of venomous attacks upon our government an oj 
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■lies. In particular, attacks made by Shafer upon- 

■„ion Now and the British have followed closely, both 

■ tjiejr timing and in their spirit, similar attacks in 

Bcja[ Justice, Publicity, The Galilean and other maga- 

BLS which the government has suppressed as seditious. 

Ee too deserves to be classified with the almost con- 

Eous fascists in the Congress. 

■oWARD smith, Democrat, of Alexandria, Virginia, 

IaS bean kept in Congress since 1931 by the votes of 

■bout ten percent of the citizens of his poll-tax dis¬ 

trict. Smith has done as thorough a job of disrupting 

i,ul war morale by his incessant attacks on labor as 

Partin Dies has done by his methods. Smith’s voting 

Igcord shows not one vote in the interests of the poor 

Eian in his district. 

I In addition to a voting record reflecting black re- 

Igtion, Howard Smith has a personal record not 

■entirely free from blemishes. When the federal gov¬ 

ernment was planning the great Memorial Highway 

[from Washington to Mount Vernon, Howard Smith 

grabbed up land along the right of way and attempted 

[to sell it to the government at fancy prices. When the 

Par Department planned a huge new office building 

[across the river in Virginia, Smith, through some part- 

[ners, purchased a large tract of land on which they 

[have built flimsy houses which are being sold to gov¬ 

ernment workers at exorbitant profits. 

V Howard Smith is a prominent member of the Vir¬ 

ginia Milk Producers’ Association, an organization of 

[the big dairy farmers in the area, which controls 85 

[to 90 percent of the milk in the Washington area. 

[Through the Association, small dairy farmers are 

barred from selling in Washington by unduly restric- 

jtive license requirements and the Washington con¬ 

sumer also takes the rap in higher prices. 

[ From his strategic position on the Rules Commit¬ 

tee, Smith is able to be an effective bottleneck for 

progressive measures and a vigorous expediter of 

[all anti-labor legislation. As an obstructionist he is 

outstanding. „ 

pRiiN dies, Democrat, of Orange, Texas, who came 

to Congress in 1931, has been so clearly acting in the 

[best interests of the Axis governments that he is now 

F most frequently quoted American on Axis broad- 

psts sent to this hemisphere. A report of the Federal 

Communications Commission on Dies states: “Represen¬ 

tative Dies received as many favorable references in 

pis propaganda to this country as any living Ameri- 

Pn public figure. His opinions were quoted by the 

P's without criticism at any time.” 

Dies’s principal contributions to the war effort have 

Peen so to harass important government officials like 

r°n Henderson with ridiculous charges of subversive 

F'V'ties that they have had to stop essential war busi- 

ps in order to defend themselves. In addition, Dies 

has found time to sow discord and mistrust between us 

and our allies, particularly the Soviet Union. Recently 

Vice President Wallace declared that “doubts and 

anger which statements of Mr. Dies tend to arouse 

in the public mind might as well come from Goebbels 

himself as far as their practical effect is concerned.” 

william purnell lambertson, Republican, of Fair- 

view, Kansas, has been a member of the House since the 

year 1929. Starting out as a liberal, he became an ob¬ 

structionist on domestic issues and has made some of 

the wildest attacks upon the President of any member 

of Congress. Lambertson is one of the solid core of 

diehards who fought every act of foreign policy and 

distorted every issue. In the House on February 17, 

1942, of this year, these words of resignation can give 

his constituents little cheer: “I voted for the declara¬ 

tion of war. Nobody would have told me that I would 

on the sixth of December, but I did. We were maneu¬ 

vered into it.” 

harold knutson, Republican, of St. Cloud, Minne¬ 

sota, originally came in as a liberal. Now Knutson can 

always be counted on to do his best with a nasty tongue 

and a little mind to obstruct our victory drive. 

In March, 1941, Knutson said: “I am wondering if 

some of this feeling displayed against Hitler at the 

other end of the Avenue is not inspired by reason of 

the fact that Hitler has been crowding certain indi¬ 

viduals for front-page notice in the newspapers.” By 

October, 1941, “Indeed I am not sure that this admin¬ 

istration is not prepared to plunge the country into war 

before election if that becomes necessary for the success 

of the third term.” Pearl Harbor did not even slow 

him down. March 23, 1942*: “Will Americans gra¬ 

ciously bow down to all the totalitarian decrees which 

will restrict their sugar, their motor cars, their oil, their 

apparel, their way of life and their pocketbooks simply 

to satisfy the ambitions of those who understand victory 

to be the complete overthrow of their enemies?” 

eugene cox, Democrat, of Camilla, Georgia, has 

served nine terms, eighteen years in the House, and 

has a right to vie with Howard Smith for high rank 

as a labor-baiter. Cox is now under investigation by 

the Department of Justice for alleged violation of a 

federal statute which forbids a congressman to ac¬ 

cept money for especially representing a private 

client before an agency of the government-. Cox may 

be indicted for doing special favors for the Herald 

Broadcasting Company of Albany, Georgia. The FBI 

is interested in an exchange of checks for $2,500 be¬ 

tween Cox and the company in August, 1941. 

Gene Cox has consistently voted against the best in¬ 

terests of the little man, the poor man in his district, 

for eighteen years. But after all, it was the moderately 

well off who voted for him. It costs two dollars to vote 
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in poll-tax Georgia and a good many plain citizens 

have heretofore felt it wasn’t worth the trouble and 

the money—if they had it—to go down to the polls 

end say what they felt about Gene. It was only seven 

percent of his district’s voters who sent Cox back to the 

1 louse in 1942. 

Cox has consistently voted with the President on 

foreign-policy matters for the last two years, but in the 

cloakrooms he is said to have stated that he was vot¬ 

ing that way only because he had to stay within the 

folds of the Democratic Party in the South and that 

personally he agreed with the isolationist position. 

william b. barry, Democrat, of Queens County, New 

York, who came to the House in 1935, has been an 

ardent proponent of America First. He has consist¬ 

ently opposed practically all important foreign issues 

which have come before the House since 1939- At an 

America First rally in Queens during November, I94L 

Barry made this statement on foreign affairs: “We can 

rot only trade with Hitler, but can make a nice profit 

doing so.” On two occasions in November, 1941, Barry 

shared America First platforms with the convicted 

Nazi agent, Laura Ingalls. 

frank keefe, Republican, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, 

came to Congress in 1939, from a lucrative law prac¬ 

tice. His voting record is completely bad on foreign 

and domestic issues, even more so than that of other 

reactionary members of the Wisconsin delegation. 

Keefe has assumed the role of a principal apologist 

for the Dies Committee on the floor of the House. 

i.eland ford, Republican, of Santa Monica, Califor¬ 

nia, had been in the reftl-estate business for nineteen 

years before he came to Congress in 1934. Ford has 

got where he is today, in the opinion of astute California 

political observers, not so much on his owii ability as 

by trading on the possible chances for mistaken iden¬ 

tity among himself, Rep. Thomas Ford and John 

Anson Ford, both of whom are New Dealers. Leland 

Ford has taken advantage of the voters’ confusion on 

this score and has also traded on California’s per¬ 

nicious system of cross filings which permits him to 

file both as a Republican and as a Democrat, further 

adding to the confusion. 

Although Ford’s voting record looks comparatively 

reasonable, he has a great way of voting to recommit 

in the Blouse. 
Leland Ford was the leader in the attack on Mrs. 

Roosevelt and the Office of Civilian Defense. He is 

consistently anti-labor and anti-public power and public 

housing. Prejudice led him, in the OCD debate, to 

refer constantly to “Melvyn Douglas, alias Hessel- 

berg,” confirming the charge of Representative Engel 

that fia man need only be pro-labor and Jewish to 

fce damned on the floor of the House.” 
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Charles faddis, Democrat of Waynesburg, p, 

vania, came to Congress when the Democrats fir, 
ennsyfl 

u —vui’st jfc 

gained the state in 1934. Since soon after he cam * 

Washington his colleagues have seen him become 
eiiTieJ 

'iiora 
and more violent in his attacks on every humane® 

progressive measure. 

Faddis vies with Hoffman in venomous lan&urf 

He has supported the administration foreign p0j 

consistently, but has fought the administration on fa® 

labor and public-power measures. As chairman 0fl 

Military Affairs Subcommittee Faddis hired the nol 

rious Edmund Toland, former counsel of the Sr® 

anti-labor committee. He used his position to exon* 

ate big business from all failure in defense product* 

and to place all the blame on labor. On February® 

1942, Faddis revealed an innate prejudice when M 

praised “that matchless and heroic soldier General Mac- 

Arthur battling in the forests of the Philippines eve* 

day, every hour—yes even every minute—in danger'of; 

his life, to preserve the fate of the white race in the 

Orient.” 

everett dirksen, Republican, of Pekin, Illinois, has 

been a strong opponent of many vital foreign and do¬ 

mestic measures, in spite of the fact that he is one of the 

abler men in the House. He has voted consistently! 

against the President’s foreign policy, and has voted 

for the Smith bill and other anti-labor legislation. Dirkf 

sen has taken the part of the Farm Bureau Federation 

and the well-to-do farmer against the Farm SecunH 

Administration and has been a leader in opposing pul] 

lie power. 

jot 

dewey short, Republican, of Galena, Missouri, is one 

of the cleverest, most violent demagogues in the Hour 

His speeches denouncing each measure of resistance to 

the Nazi challenge have been wild, extravagant an! 

often cheap. As much as any man he has distorted thi 

issues before the American people and thg very vi® 

lence of his language has given him a following in 

Congress among weaker men. Not long before Pearl| 

Harbor, Short declared, “I am proud that I led tfl 

fight against the selective-service bill.” 

joshua leroy johns, Republican member from Appl® 

ton, Wisconsin, since 1938, is a political accident. In tM 

battle between the Democrats and the Progressives, 1 

Mr. Johns somehow got elected by a couple of tho* 

sand votes. Because he thinks it politically expedient, 

Mr. Johns has been an isolationist; in fact he went* 

far as to make speeches before America First grot* 

in Southern California during the summer of 194J 

Mr. Johns also feels that the President ;s really ® 

sponsible for Pearl Harbor, and remarks regretfu ■ 

“As you know, I was opposed to getting into this war 

but we talked ourselves in and we have to figH 

selves out” (The Congressional Record, Jan. 9, -r9d! 
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1933, Johns was president of the International 

■Lnians, who, plus the Republican Party, are re- 

K risible for his presence in the House today. For 

■any years Mr. Johns has been interested in a business 

Belonging to his first wife, known as the Algoma Ply- 

lo0d and Veneer Company. The employees of this 

■mpany were paid the munificent sum of ten cents an 

lour over a long period of time. In June of 1941, the 

IpL attempted to organize the plant, and met with 

IA resistance that the case finally came before the 

IjLRB> where the findings proved the management 

■uilty of unfair labor practices. Mr. Johns may well 

In(j that the home folks will have none of him, that 

I Wisconsin as well as in other parts of the country, 

lolitics of the isolation type are out for the duration. 

Lartin sweeney, Democrat, of Cleveland, Ohio, has 

Lived in the House since 1931. Sweeney has boasted 

L the fact that he is Father Coughlin’s man in Con- 

|ress. His violent anti-British statements both before 

Ind after Pearl Harbor have won him the nickname of 

[“the Big Bill Thompson” of Cleveland. 

I Sweeney’s voting record on domestic issues has been 

good with a few recent exceptions, as for instance his 

lecent vote with the power trust on the Table Rock 

|)am issue. On foreign affairs, he has been directly 

Ipposed to the President’s policies and has been a 

leader of the isolationists at every test. He introduced 

Charles Lindbergh at a Cleveland rally last fall and 

■pas an active America First worker and speaker. Last 

Lonth the voters of Cleveland defeated Sweeney two 

lo one in the Democratic mayoralty primary after a 

whirlwind campaign in which he spent most of his 

[energy attacking Roosevelt’s foreign policy and, on the 

[positive side, advocated bingo. 

[john rankin, Democrat, of Tupelo, Mississippi, has 

Been in the Congress continuously since 1921. Rankin 

ps supported the President’s foreign policy. His only 

pirn to praise is that he has been a real leader in the 

public-power fight. Aside from that, however, he is 

[opposed to all other progressive administration meas¬ 

ures. He is anti-alien, anti-Semitic and perhaps the 

Lost bitter anti-Negro individual in the Congress. 

Purl mundt, Republican, of Madison, South Dakota, 

mo came to Congress in 1939, has been extremely 

Live as an America First speaker, appearing on East¬ 

ern platforms with Ham Fish and others, as well as in 

p native Middle West. He was used especially as a 

speaker for rallies in German-American communities; 

I's pro-fascist tendencies have been quite clearly indi- 

pted in these public addresses. 

I Mundt characterized the Lease-Lend Act in this man- 

fer: UH. R. 1776 is a new declaration of independence, 

F> by and for the Executive. It is also a funeral dirge 

[0r an independent and effective Congress.” 

james van zandt, Republican, of Altoona, Pennsyl¬ 

vania, came to Congress in 1939, largely through his 

strength with the veterans’ organizations. His district 

is a large railroad center and traditionally companies 

like the Pennsylvania Railroad have a keen interest in 

the political affairs of the district. Van Zandt, who was 

trained in the Pennsylvania Railroad Apprentice School 

and later worked for the company, can be counted on 

to lobby for the railroads on the floor today. 

Van Zandt has been an important America Firster 

and at one such rally he permitted booing and hissing 

of the President and himself said that the President 

should be impeached. 

Joseph starnes, Democrat, of Guntersville, Alabama, 

has been in the Congress since 1934. National fame first 

came to him when, as a member of the Dies Committee, 

he sought to establish Christopher Marlowe as an 

American Communist. He subsequently exposed a 

National Labor Relations Board employee as a Com¬ 

munist by rc&son of the fact that he had visited Mexico 

and studied anthropology. Starnes has proved a con¬ 

scientious understudy to Martin Dies. Never has he 

questioned any action of his mentor. Never has he voted 

for the domestic legislation of the New Deal, except the 

TVA, which is so popular in his district that he dare not 

oppose it. Perhaps it is significant that the kind of 

anti-labor violence Starnes advocates occurs with star¬ 

tling regularity in his district, where vigilantes abound. 

thomas winter, Republican, of Girard, Kansas, came 

to Congress in 1938 and, contrary to custom among 

novice members, immediately began to speak out 

against public-power measures in a manner reminiscent 

of monopoly-interest spokesmen for years past. 

Winter’s voting record is bad on foreign as well as 

domestic issues, but his principal energy here has gone 

into hamstringing the Rural Electrification Adminis¬ 

tration, Bonneville and other public-power projects. 

harry coffee, Democrat, of Chadron, Nebraska, al¬ 

though he has been in the House only since 1939, is 

one of the House’s most conservative Democrats. He 

is bad on both foreign and domestic issues. He has been 

quoted in Nebraska papers as calling the President a 

dictator. 

Although Harry Coffee comes from the good cattle 

country of northwest Nebraska, he seems to have 

divorced himself from his constituents, their ideas and 

their way of living. 

j. parnell thomas, Republican, of Allendale, New 

Jersey, has a clear record as a reactionary isolationist. 

Thomas has been a rubber stamp to Dies on the Dies 

Committee. His chief claim to fame rests on his per¬ 

sistent efforts to impeach Frances Perkins. 

Thomas gave a rather full exposition of his views 
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on the state of the world at an American Defense 

Society luncheon in April, 1941, when he said that the 

only way to solve our problems is to get rid of Sidney 

Hillman and Frances Perkins. He described how he 

and Dies uncovered the Bund and Pelley, and went 

cn to identify communism as the real menace to Amer¬ 

ica, implying at the same time that the philosophy of 

the Communists and the New Deal are the same. 

James francis o’connor, Democrat, of Livingston, 

Montana, came to the House in 1935. During the last 

term, he has served principally as a stooge for Burton 

K. Wheeler. An active America Firster, O’Connor was 

a familiar sight on America First platforms through¬ 

out the country. He has been a bitter and sarcastic 

critic of the President and the administration. 

Frederick smith, Republican, of Marion, Ohio, a 

physician, was first elected in 1939. His isolationist 

position extends back to the last war, and his anti- 

New Deal position extends back to its beginning. 

Smith thinks of himself in the old Ohio Republican 

tradition of McKinley and the rest and holds what 

might be called a McKinley gold bias. He votes reg¬ 

ularly in the interest of the private-power companies 

and thus to the benefit of his friends in the Marion 

Reserve Power Company. He operates the Smith 

Clinic for male diseases, which is not looked upon 

without criticism by other members of the Ohio medi¬ 

cal profession. He finds time in the Congress to in¬ 

troduce numerous measures for the benefit of Dr. 

Tucker’s Asthma Specific, a patent medicine made in 

his district which has had difficulties because of the 

pure-food-and-drug laws. 

Senators 

c. wayland “curly” brooks, Republican Senator from 

Illinois since 1940, has found real buddies among the 

Ku Klux Klanners. On August 27, 1940, at Rockford, 

Illinois, Brooks spoke to a gathering of 60,000, sharing 

the platform and his prestige with Imperial Wizard 

•Colescott. Brooks would appear to be the Con¬ 

gress’ prize anomaly. Wounded seven times in the 

World War, decorated with the Croix de Guerre, the 

Distinguished Service Cross and the American Navy 

Cross, this war finds the Senator echoing the Nazi 

propaganda line. In his private war against the Presi¬ 

dent, Brooks has used every known device to discredit 

the government. His sarcasm at the National Republican 

Club well expresses his sentiment. “There is already a 

propaganda movement to offer the United States what 

was offered France, citizenship in the British Empire. 

We are being asked to join up and pay our back dues 

since 1776.” With the exception of the lease-lend- 

appropriations bills, Brooks has opposed all legislation 

designed to strengthen our defense. As a prominent 

America Firster, his pictures adorn their posters and 
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their literatue. He is the senatorial spokesm 

Robert McCormick’s Chicago Tribune. 

w. lee “pappy” o’daniel, Democrat, of Fort 
w, on 

Texas, left his job as Governor to fill out the terjl 

Senator Morris Sheppard in 1941. 

He announced as he got off the train in Washing* 

that his principal aim was to put through the same^W 

of anti-labor legislation he had foisted on tJ 

O’Daniel has met with a cold reception from® 

colleagues. “Pappy” has spent most of his timj 

Washington introducing anti-strike and other anti-1-* 

bills and making speeches on the evils of liquor. 

O’Daniel’s first vote on foreign policy after he cfl 

to the Senate followed the Nye-Wheeler isolatiorM 

leadership, but the protests from back home H 

forced him to reverse his votes if not his convict]* 

Arthur capper, Republican. The silver-haired gen* 

man from Topeka is now serving his sixth term in I 

Senate. In an issue of Social Justice, April 22, 19J 

we find the following tribute, “Senator Capper shifi 

politics in favor of sound statesmanship.” In Seri 

ner’s Commentator for Februarv of 1941. nppea® 

piece by Mr. Capper entitled “Time to Think Ameri¬ 

can.” “Whether we like it or not we should make up 

our minds that we have to live in the same world with 

Stalin, Mussolini and Hitler, or then successors. There 

is no reason why we should not have peaceful relations 

with the world, if we cease playing the role of interna¬ 

tional meddlesome Mattie and confine our activities to 

our own proper sphere.” 

In naming these twenty-three Representatives and 

three Senators, we have not the slightest intention of 

implying that they alone were the obstructionists Ir 

that others may be forgiven. A list of Representatives 

who thoroughly deserve to be beaten, would include 

also Representatives Andresen, Bennett, Bradley (of 

Michigan), Buck, Clevenger, Crawford, Dewey, Dis¬ 

ney, Hartley, Hobbs, Jenkins, Jonkman, Mott, Phela 

fer, Reed, Miss Sumner, Thill and Woodruff. Perhaps 

forty others have records at least as bad as these. In ra 

House, perhaps the most dangerous man of all, since 

he is one of the most powerful, is Joseph Mart* 

In every case, of course, no hard and fast rule can 

be laid down on the basis of the record alone. Finafl 

judgment can only be made between alternatives. Sfl 

a candidate for office as Gerald L. K. Smith, repu® 

to be the one-time holder of a membership card ni® 

ber 3223 in William Dudley Pelley’s Silver ShM 

and now contestant for the seat of Senator Prentl 

M. Brown of Michigan, is worse than any man n® 

in the House or Senate. On the other hand, it is of® 

easier for a new man to make a fresh start than fl 

men who were mistaken to admit their mistakes. 0® 

common-sense judgment in each case can decide. 
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g, HOFFMAN, Republican, of 
Michigan. He is one of the 

;ng leaders in Congress who 

uppress labor unions and insti- 
)talitarian administration, all in 

c of democracy. He is a simon- 

ationist whom Pearl Harbor did 

e and he has suggested that 

t’Roosevelt be impeached. On 

f 6th, 1942, Clare Hoffman’s 

jatred of the President brought 

is veiled warning: “‘Dust thou 
3 dust thou shalt return’ is as 

ay as when Adam first drew 
Since his day, millions of people 
n born and all have died, and 
no reason to believe that Frank- 
mo Roosevelt will not go the 

all flesh.” 

£§^pPrt, of 
pP^ias been 

members of 
K every humane 
|iich would work 
mmon man. He 
the Administra- 

m and 
ed the 

10,54 

his defeat 

CHARLES FADDIS, 
Waynesburg, Pennsy 
among the most 
Congress in, 
or prog^i 
for th< 
has consistently fc 
tion’s farm progrj 
public power 
notorious H. 
counsel to 
tary 

Out 
a shift of 

addis. 
makes 

STEPHEN DAY, Republican, Congress¬ 

man-at-large from Evanston, Illinois, 

has consistently voted against all bills 

designed to strengthen our defenses. 

Day’s actions have closely paralleled the 

propaganda line of the Axis and he has 

consistently attempted to impute to the 

Administration a Communist coloring. 

Day is a rabid anti-Britisher whose book, 

“We Must Save the Republic,” was 

published in this country by the Nazi 

publishing house, Flanders Hall. Out 

of 3,988,149 votes cast in 1940, a shift 

of 25,932 votes, or less than 1%, to 

Day’s distinguished opponent, Prof. T. 

V. Smith of the University of Chicago, 

would have defeated Day. He can be 

beaten in 1942! 

GOOD CANDIDATES IN DANGER! 

On this page and the inside front cover we have pre- 

ented eight examples of Congressmen who must be de- 

eated if we are to win the war and if that victory is to have 

meaning. Many other examples could have been selected. 

rou will find them in the charts given on pages 699 

hrough 705 of the attached complete analysis. But it 

nust not be forgotten that, in addition, there are many 

Congressmen who have successfully withstood the ob- 

tructionism of the willful minority, men whose records, 

is,indicated in our charts, prove them to be outstandingly 

orthright and courageous, men who must be sent back to 

Washington. Many of them face hard fights in the elec- 

ions ahead. We urge your full support, not only for these 

ttcumbents, but also for the many excellent candidates 

lot now in Congress but who should be there after the 

LELAMD FORD, Republican, of Santa 

Monica, California. He is one of the 
most consistently anti-Roosevelt, anti¬ 

liberal leaders in the House. He was the 
leader in the unspeakable attack on Mrs. 
Roosevelt and the Office of Civilian De¬ 
fense. While the majority of his con¬ 
stituents are pro-Administration, Ford 

has been the beneficiary of confusion of his 
surname with that of two other promi¬ 
nent California New Dealers. Ford, 
unopposed in 1940, having won both Re¬ 
publican and Democratic nominations, is 

being opposed in 1942 by Will Rogers, 

Jr. He can be defeated! 

November elections. 

r CAN6£ D£F£AT£D IMMQViMtOi 



TOMfAXD A m#U>'W/P£ WCTA 
FOR 0 E MOC RACY 

The Union for Democratic Action was founded in May, 1941, to give voice to the' 
American liberal democratic tradition in a time of crisis when the world was convulsed n 
“revolution against” all that America means. There were numerous organizations doing 3! 
rate job of awakening the American people to the menace of Hitlerism from without butJ 
was no organization which saw clearly and said strikingly that fascism had to be fought oa 
grounds—abroad and at home. 

Organizationally, the Union for Democratic Action has come to serve as a clearing ! 
and a crystallizing force for liberal progressive thought and action in America. The Un 
for Democratic Action has set down certain principles which it holds to be valid in these di 
and whose truth must be understood and acted upon if we are not to sink into a new dark a 
of fascism. They are:- 

1. Fascism as an external peril must be smashed by whatever political, economic 
military means are available to meet the new barbarians. 

2. Fascism as an internal danger can be overcome only by the defeat of fascism abro 
and by making the extension of democracy at home an integral part of the struggle.! 

3. Military victory without the accompaniment of a just peace and the abolition oft 
conditions of international anarchy which gave birth to fascism would only inv 
its return in more virulent form and would lead inevitably to a future of gigantic wars ai 
bloodshed. 

The Union for Democratic Action has established itself in the year past as the author! 
tive spokesman for American liberalism and now maintains offices in key cities throughout 
country. Its immediate task is the election of a CONGRESS FOR VICTORY and to that! 
it is devoting until November all its energies and resources. 

JA comw*5 FOR VICTORY 

Albert Sprague Coolidge, Treasurer 

Union for Democratic Action 

120 East 16th Street, New York, N. Y. 

I want to contribute $1,000 Q $500 Q $250 Q $100 O to your 

$50,000 Fund for the election of a CONGRESS FOR VICTORY. 

1 want to contribute $.as my share in this work. 

I am especially interested in the Congressional contest in the.District, 

..State, . 
(name or names of candidates) 

NAME . •• 

ADDRESS .... 

CITY . STATE . 

(Please make checks payable to Albert Sprague Coolidge, Treasurer) 

Printed by Stbinbbbg Pbkss. Imo., Morgan & Johnson Aves., Brooklyn, N. - 

.vs. 



The United Nations 
Dumbarton Oaks Proposals 

for a 

General International Organization 

To be the subject of 

THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE 

THERE SHOULD be established an international 

jrganization under the title of The United Nations, 

[he Charter of which should contain provisions nec¬ 

tary to give effect to the proposals which follow. 

Chapter I. Purposes 

I The purposes of the Organization should be. 

1. To maintain international peace and security; 

and to that end to take effective collective measures 

lor the prevention and removal of threats to the peace 

and the suppression of acts of aggression or other 

breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful 

neans adjustment or settlement of international dis¬ 

putes which may lead to a breach of the peace; 

2. To develop friendly relations among nations and 

to take other appropriate measures to strengthen uni¬ 

versal peace; 
3. To achieve international cooperation in the solu¬ 

tion of international economic, social and other hu¬ 

manitarian problems; and 
4. To afford a center for harmonizing the actions 

of nations in the achievement of these common ends. 

Chapter II. Principles 

In pursuit of the purposes mentioned in Chapter I 

the Organization and its members should act in ac¬ 

cordance with the following principles: 

1. The Organization is based on the principle of 

the sovereign equality of all peace-loving states. 

at San Francisco, April , Ig45 

2. All members of the Organization undertake, in 

order to ensure to all of them the rights and benefits 

resulting from membership in the Organization, to 

fulfill the obligations assumed by them in accordance 

with the Charter. 

3. All members of the Organization shall settle their 

disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that 

international peace and security are not endangered. 

4. All members of the Organization shall refrain 

in their international relations from the threat or use 

of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes 

of the Organization. 

5. All members of the Organization shall give every 

assistance to the Organization in any action under¬ 

taken by it in accordance with the provisions of the 

Charter. 

6. All members of the Organization shall refrain 

from giving assistance to any state against which 

preventive or enforcement action is being undertaken 

by the Organization. 

The Organization should ensure that states not 

members of the Organization act in accordance with 

these principles so far as may be necessary for the 

maintenance of international peace and security. 

Chapter III. Membership 

1. Membership of the Organization should be open 

to all peace-loving states. 

634784°—45 
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Chapter IV. Principal Organs 

1. The Organization should have as its principal 
organs: 

a. A General Assembly; 

b. A Security Council; 

c. An international court of justice; and 

d. A Secretariat. 

2. The Organization should have such subsidiary 

agencies as may be found necessary. 

Chapter V. The General Assembly 

Section A. Composition. All members of the 

Organization should be members of the General As¬ 

sembly and should have a number of representatives 

to be specified in the Charter. 

Section B. Functions and powers. 1. The 

General Assembly should have the right to consider 

the general principles of cooperation in the mainte¬ 

nance of international peace and security, including 

the principles governing disarmament and the regu¬ 

lation of armaments; to discuss any questions relating 

to the maintenance of international peace and secu¬ 

rity brought before it by any member or members of 

the Organization or by the Security Council; and to 

make recommendations with regard to any such prin¬ 

ciples or questions. Any such questions on which 

action is necessary should be referred to the Security 

Council by the General Assembly either before or 

after discussion. The General Assembly should not 

on its own initiative make recommendations on any 

matter relating to the maintenance of international 

peace and security which is being dealt with by the 

Security Council. 

2. The General Assembly should be empowered to 

admit new members to the Organization upon recom¬ 

mendation of the Security Council. 

3. The General Assembly should, upon recommen¬ 

dation of the Security Council, be empowered to sus¬ 

pend from the exercise of any rights or privileges of 

membership any member of the Organization against 

which preventive or enforcement action shall have 

been taken by the Security Council. The exercise of 

the rights and privileges thus suspended may be re¬ 

stored by decision of the Security Council. The Gen¬ 

eral Assembly should be empowered, upon recom¬ 

mendation of the Security Council, to expel from the 

Organization any member of the Organization which 

persistently violates the principles contained in the 

Charter. 

4. The General Assembly should elect the non¬ 

permanent members of the Security Council and the 

members of the Economic and Social Council pro¬ 

vided for in Chapter IX. It should be empowered 

to elect, upon recommendation of the Security Co J 

cil, the Secretary-General of the Organization ^'l 

should perform such functions in relation to the ele I 

tion of the judges of the international court of justice! 

as may be conferred upon it by the statute of the! 
court. 

5. The General Assembly should apportion the e 

penses among the members of the Organization and 

should be empowered to approve the budgets of th ] 
Organization. 

6. The General Assembly should initiate studies 

and make recommendations for the purpose of pro.] 

moting international cooperation in political, ecJi 

nomic and social fields and of adjusting situations ! 
likely to impair the general welfare. 

7. The General Assembly should make recommen] 

dations for the coordination of the policies of inter¬ 

national economic, social, and other specialize! 

agencies brought into relation with the Organization 

in accordance with agreements between such agencies 
and the Organization. 

8. The General Assembly should receive and con¬ 

sider annual and special reports from the Securitj i 

Council and reports from other bodies of the 
Organization. 

Section C. Voting. 1. Each member of the Or¬ 

ganization should have one vote in the General As¬ 
sembly. 

2. Important decisions of the General Assembly, 

including recommendations with respect to the 

maintenance of international peace and security; elec¬ 

tion of members of the Security Council; election of 

members of the Economic and Social Council; admisl 

sion of members, suspension of the exercise of the 

rights and privileges of members, and expulsion of 

members; and budgetary questions, should be made 

by a two-thirds majority of those present and voting.' 

On other questions, including the determination of 

additional categories of questions to be decided by a 

two-thirds majority, the decisions of the General As¬ 

sembly should be made by a simple majority vote. 

Section D. Procedure. 1. The General Assenw 

bly should meet in regular annual sessions and in such 

special sessions as occasion may require. 

2. The General Assembly should adopt its own rules 

of procedure and elect its President for each session. I 

3. The General Assembly should be empowered to 

set up such bodies and agencies as it may deem neces¬ 

sary for the performance of its functions. 

Chapter VI. The Security Council 

Section A. Composition. The Security Council I 

should consist of one representative of each of eleven 
members of the Organization. Representatives of 

• 2 • 



United States of America, the United Kingdom 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Union of 

Coviet Socialist Republics, the Republic ol China, 

j in due course, France, should have permanent 

eat’ The General Assembly should elect six states 

fill die non-permanent seats. These six states 

u0Uld be elected for a term of two years, three retir¬ 

ing each year. They should not be immediately eli¬ 

gible for reelection. In the first election of the non- 

“ermanent members three should be chosen by the 

jeneral Assembly for one-year terms and three for 

Wo-year terms. 

Section B. Principal functions and powers. 

1 In order to ensure prompt and effective action by 

the Organization, members of the Organization should 

by the Charter confer on the Security Council primary 

responsibility for the maintenance of international 

peace and security and should agree that in carrying 

out these duties under this responsibility it should act 

on their behalf. 
2. In discharging these duties the Security Council 

should act in accordance with the purposes and prin¬ 

ciples of the Organization. 

3. The specific powers conferred on the Security 

Council in order to carry out these duties are laid 

down in Chapter VIII. 

4. All members of the Organization should obli¬ 

gate themselves to accept the decisions of the Security 

Council and to carry them out in accordance with the 

provisions of the Charter. 

5. In order to promote the establishment and 

maintenance of international peace and security with 

the least diversion of the world’s human and eco¬ 

nomic resources for armaments, the Security Council, 

with the assistance of the Military Staff Committee 

referred to in Chapter VIII, Section B, paragraph 9, 

should have the responsibility for formulating plans 

for the establishment of a system of regulation of 

armaments for submission to the members of the 

Organization. 

{Here follows the text of Section C as proposed at 

the Crimea Conference:} 

Section C. Voting. 1. Each member of the 

Security Council should have one vote. 

2. Decisions of the Security Council on procedural 

matters should be made by an affirmative vote of 

seven members. 

3. Decisions of the Security Council on all other 

matters should be made by an affirmative vote of 

seven members including the concurring votes of the 

Permanent members; provided that, in decisions 

Under Chapter VIII, Section A, and under the 

second sentence of Paragraph 1 of Chapter VIII, 

Section C, a party to a dispute should abstain from 

voting. 
Section D. Procedure. 1. The Security Council 

should be so organized as to be able to function con¬ 

tinuously and each state member of the Secunty 

Council should be permanently represented at the 

headquarters of the Organization. It may hold 

meetings at such other places as in its judgment may 

best facilitate its work. There should be periodic 
meetings at which each state member of the Security 

Council could if it so desired be represented by a 

member of the government or some other special 

representative. 
2. The Security Council should be empowered to 

set up such bodies or agencies as it may deem neces¬ 

sary for the performance of its functions including 

regional subcommittees of the Military Staff Com¬ 

mittee. 
3. The Security Council should adopt its own rules 

of procedure, including the method of selecting its 

President. 
4. Any member of the Organization should partici¬ 

pate in the discussion of any question brought before 

the Security Council whenever the Security Council 

considers that the interests of that member of the 

Organization are specially affected. 
5. Any member of the Organization not having a 

seat on the Security Council and any state not a 

member of the Organization, if it is a party to a dis¬ 

pute under consideration by the Security Council, 

should be invited to participate in the discussion 

relating to the dispute. 

Chapter VII. An International Court of Justice 

1. There should be an international court of jus¬ 

tice which should constitute the principal judicial 

organ of the Organization. 
2. The court should be constituted and should 

function in accordance with a statute which should 

be annexed to and be a part of the Charter of the 

Organization. 
3. The statute of the court of international justice 

should be either (a) the Statute of the Permanent 

Court of International Justice, continued in force 

with such modifications as may be desirable or (b) a 

new statute in the preparation of which the Statute of 

the Permanent Court of International Justice should 

be used as a basis. 
4. All members of the Organization should ipso 

facto be parties to the statute of the international 

court of justice. 
5. Conditions under which states not members of 

the Organization may become parties to the statute 

of the international court of justice should be deter- 



THE UN 
AN ORGANIZATION FOR AND WORLD PROGRESS 

ENCOURAGES NATIONS TO COOPERATE 
S«ekj solutions to pressing politicol, economic, and social problems and 
helps nations to cooperate in solving them. 

PROMOTES PROSPERITY 
Helps nations work together for post-war reconstruction, increased trade, 
dependable money, and economic development. 

ADVANCES SOCIAL PROGRESS 
He|P? na1t?fn?fo r?i5e ^"dards of living, health, and education to achieve 
ci richer life for all. 

FOSTERS FREEDOMS 
Cultivates respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, to insure 
the free flow of knowledge essential to material and spiritual growth. 

COORDINATES INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES 
Assures coordination and cooperation among the international organiza¬ 
tions working on vital problems. 

INTERNATIONAL COURT 
^ OF JUSTICE 
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COMMISSION 

SOCIAL 

COMMISSION 

OTHER 

COMMISSIONS 
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INTERNATIONA! LABOR 

ORGANIZATION 

UNITED NATIONS FOOD AND 

$ AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION 

OTHER SOCIAL AND HUMANITARIAN AGENCIEsfj 

HEALTH—EDUCATION—CULTURAL 

INTERNATIONAL 0RGANIZATIO 
The Proposals were recommended to their governments by I 
representatives of the United States, Great Britain, 

SED AT DUMBARTON OAKS 
released on October 9,1944. They are offered for full 

biby the governments and peoplesof the United Nations. 

ADMITS NEW MEMBERS TO UNITED NATIONS MAKES PLANS TO CONTROL ARMAMENTS .-v.r.s.w iTiumuLixo IV UINIICU INAIMNO Pf)R fl^BllOhl rLAMJ IV wnmvL nixnuv-T'* 

Brings in new member nations and, if necessary in the interests of * c/ Y0w\i Elaborates plans for the regulation and limitation of armaments, 
peace, expels members or suspends their rights and privileges. 

INVESTIGATES DISPUTES BETWEEN NATIONS 

Finds out about differences or disputes between nations that might lead 
to international friction or cause a threat to the peace. 

SEEKS PEACEFUL SETTLEMENTS 
Urges nations to settle their disputes by peaceful means, including appeal 
to the International Court of Justice. 

DECIDES ON MEASURES TO KEEP THE PEACE 
Security Council decides what steps should be taken if a dispute continual 
and war is threatened. 

TAKES POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ACTION 
Cuts off trade, communication and diplomatic relations with nations 
threatening the peace. Member nations cooperate as requested. 

TAKES MILITARY ACTION 
As a last resort, uses armed contingents of United Nations to keep ot 
restore the peace. Military Staff Committee advises on best use of forces. 



mined in each case by the General Assembly upon 

recommendation of the Security Council. 

Chapter VIII. Arrangements for the Maintenance of 

International Peace and Security Including Pre¬ 

vention and Suppression of Aggression 

Section A. Pacific settlement of disputes. 1. 

The Security Council should be empowered to inves¬ 

tigate any dispute, or any situation which may lead 

to international friction or give rise to a dispute, in 

order to determine whether its continuance is likely 

to endanger the maintenance of international peace 
and security. 

2. Any state, whether member of the Organiza¬ 

tion or not, may bring any such dispute or situation 

to the attention of the General Assembly or of the 
Security Council. 

3. The parties to any dispute the continuance of 

which is likely to endanger the maintenance of inter¬ 

national peace and security should obligate them¬ 

selves, first of all, to seek a solution by negotiation, 

mediation, conciliation, arbitration or judicial settle¬ 

ment, or other peaceful means of their own choice. 

The Security Council should call upon the parties to 
settle their dispute by such means. 

4. If, nevertheless, parties to a dispute of the 

nature referred to in paragraph 3 above fail to settle 

it by the means indicated in that paragraph, they 

should obligate themselves to refer it to the Security 

Council. The Security Council should in each case 

decide whether or not the continuance of the par¬ 

ticular dispute is in fact likely to endanger the main¬ 

tenance of international peace and security, and, 

accordingly, whether the Security Council should 

deal with the dispute, and, if so, whether it should 

take action under paragraph 5. 

5. The Security Council should be empowered, at 

any stage of a dispute of the nature referred to in 

paragraph 3 above, to recommend appropriate pro¬ 

cedures or methods of adjustment. 

6. Justiciable disputes should normally be referred 

to the international court of justice. The Security 

Council should be empowered to refer to the court, 

for advice, legal questions connected with other 

dispute's. 

7. The provisions of paragraph 1 to 6 of Section A 

should not apply to situations or disputes arising out 

of matters which by international law are solely 

within the domestic jurisdiction of the state 

concerned. 

Section B. Determination of threats to the 

PEACE OR ACTS OF AGGRESSION AND ACTION WITH 

RESPECT thereto. 1. Should the Security Council 

deem that a failure to settle a dispute in accordance 

with procedures indicated in paragraph 3 of S 

A, or in accordance with its recommendations a 

under paragraph 5 of Section A, constitutes a thr 

to the maintenance of international peaCe 

security, it should take any measures necessary forftl 

maintenance of international peace and security* 

accordance with the purposes and principles of tji 
Organization. 

2. In general the Security Council should deterf 

mine the existence of any threat to the peace, bre 

of the peace or act of aggression and should nu_ 

recommendations or decide upon the measures toM 

taken to maintain or restore peace and security 

3. The Security Council should be empowered to! 

determine what diplomatic, economic, or othei 

measures not involving the use of armed force should 

be employed to give effect to its decisions, and to cl 

upon members of the Organization to apply SUch 

measures. Such measures may include complete or 

partial interruption of rail, sea, air, postal, tele- 

graphic, radio and other means of communication] 

and the severance of diplomatic and economic' 
relations. 

4. Should the Security Council consider such 

measures to be inadequate, it should be empowered to 

take such action by air, naval or land forces as may be 

necessary to maintain or restore international peace] 

and security. Such action may include demonstra¬ 

tions, blockade and other operations by air, sea or land 

forces of members of the Organization. 

5. In order that all members of the Organization 

should contribute to the maintenance of internal 

tional peace and security, they should undertake to 

make available to the Security Council, on its call and 

in accordance with a special agreement or agreements 

concluded among themselves, armed forces, facilities 

and assistance necessary for the purpose of maintain?! 

ing international peace and security. Such agree* 

ment or agreements should govern the numbers and 

types of forces and the nature of the facilities and 

assistance to be provided. The special agreement or 

agreements should be negotiated as soon as possible 

and should in each case be subject to approval by 

the Security Council and to ratification by the signal 

tory states in accordance with their constitutional 

processes. I 

6. In order to enable urgent military measures to 

be taken by the Organization there should be held 

immediately available by the members of the 

Organization national air force contingents for 

combined international enforcement action. Th® 

strength and degree of readiness of these contingent® 

and plans for their combined action should be deter-J 

mined by the Security Council with the assistance of 



I Military Staff Committee within the limits laid 

e in the special agreement or agreements referred 

jn paragraph 5 above. _ 

i The action required to carry out the decisions of 

Security Council for the maintenance of intema- 

16 j peace and security should be taken by all the 

embers of the Organization in cooperation or by 

i 0f them as the Security Council may determine. 

’. undertaking should be carried out by the mem- 

of the Organization by their own action and 

oUah action of the appropriate specialized organ¬ 

's and agencies of which they are members. 

8 Plans for the application of armed force should 

■ made by the Security Council with the assistance 

jthe Military Staff Committee referred to in para- 

aph 9 below. _ 
9 There should be established a Military Staff 

kmniittee the functions of which should be to advise 

Dd assist the Security Council on all questions relat- 

if to the Security Council’s military requirements 

(r the maintenance of international peace and 

brity, to the employment and command of forces 

[ced at its disposal, to the regulation of armaments, 

u to possible disarmament. It should be responsi¬ 

ve under the Security Council for the strategic 

Lction of any armed forces placed at the disposal 

[the Security Council. The Committee should be 

Losed of the Chiefs of Staff of the permanent 

[embers of the Security Council or their representa- 

fves. Any member of the Organization not perma- 

lently represented on the Committee should be 

[vited by the Committee to be associated with it 

[ken the efficient discharge of the Committee s 

pponsibilities requires that such a state should par- 

Icipate in its work. Questions of command of forces 

lould be worked out subsequently. 

10. The members of the Organization should join 

I affording mutual assistance in carrying out the 

■easures decided upon by the Security Council. 

I 11. Any state, whether a member of the Organiza- 

lon or not, which finds itself confronted with special 

jttonomic problems arising from the carrying out of 

pleasures which have been decided upon by the 

■Security Council should have the right to consult the 

Security Council in regard to a solution of those 

■problems. 

I Section C. Regional arrangements. 1. Noth¬ 

in in the Charter should preclude the existence of 

pgional arrangements or agencies for dealing with 

l#ich matters relating to the maintenance of inter¬ 

national peace and security as are appropriate for 

|egional action, provided such arrangements or 

l^ncies and their activities are consistent with the 

'oses and principles of the Organization. The 

Security Council should encourage settlement of local 

disputes through such regional arrangements or by 

such regional agencies, either on the initiative of the 

states concerned or by reference from the Security 

Council. 

2. The Security Council should, where appropri¬ 

ate, utilize such arrangements or agencies for enforce¬ 

ment action under its authority, but no enforcement 

action should be taken under regional arrangements 

or by regional agencies without the authorization of 

the Security Council. 

3. The Security Council should at all times be kept 

fully informed of activities undertaken or in contem¬ 

plation under regional arrangements or by regional ' 

agencies for the maintenance of international peace 

and security. 

Chapter IX. Arrangements for International 

Economic and Social Cooperation 

Section A. Purpose and relationships. 1. 

With a view to the creation of conditions of stability 

and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and 

friendly relations among nations, the Organization 

should facilitate solutions of international economic, 

social and other humanitarian problems and promote 

respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

Responsibility for the discharge of this function should 

be vested in the General Assembly and, under the 

authority of the General Assembly, in an Economic 

and Social Council. 

2. The various specialized economic, social and 

other organizations and agencies would have respon¬ 

sibilities in their respective fields as defined in their 

statutes. Each such organization or agency should 

be brought into relationship with the Organization on 

terms to be determined by agreement between the 

Economic and Social Council and the appropriate 

authorities of the specialized organization or agency, 

subject to approval by the General Assembly. 

Section B. Composition and voting. The Eco¬ 

nomic and Social Council should consist of repre¬ 

sentatives of eighteen members of the Organization. 

The states to be represented for this purpose should 

be elected by the General Assembly for terms of three 

years. Each such state should have one representa¬ 

tive, who should have one vote. Decisions of the 

Economic and Social Council should be taken by 

simple majority vote of those present and voting. 

Section C. Functions and powers of the eco¬ 

nomic and social council. 1. The Economic and 

Social Council should be empowered: 

a. to carry out, within the scope of its functions, recom¬ 

mendations of the General Assembly; 



b. to make recommendations, on its own initiative, with 

respect to international economic, social and other 

humanitarian matters; 

c. to receive and consider reports from the economic, 

social and other organizations or agencies brought into 

relationship with the Organization, and to coordinate 

their activities through consultations with, and recom¬ 

mendations to, such organizations or agencies; 

d. to examine the administrative budgets of such 

specialized organizations or agencies with a view to 

making recommendations to the organizations or 

agencies concerned; 

e. to enable the Secretary-General to provide informa¬ 

tion to the Security Council; 

f. to assist the Security Council upon its request; and 

g. to perform such other functions within the general 

scope of its competence as may be assigned to it by 

the General Assembly. 

Section D. Organization and procedure. 1. 

The Economic and Social Council should set up an 

economic commission, a social commission, and such 

other commissions as may be required. These com¬ 

missions should consist of experts. There should be 

a permanent staff which should constitute a part of 

the Secretariat of the Organization. 

2. The Economic and Social Council should make 

suitable arrangements for representatives of the 

specialized organizations or agencies to participate 

without vote in its deliberations and in those of the 

commissions established by it. 

3. The Economic and Social Council should adopt 

its own rules of procedure and the method of select¬ 

ing its President. 

Chapter X. The Secretariat 

1. There should be a Secretariat comprising a 

Secretary-General and such staff as may be required. 

The Secretary-General should be the chief adminis¬ 

trative officer of the Organization. He should be 

elected by the General Assembly, on recommenda¬ 

tion of the Security Council, for such term and under 

such conditions as are specified in the Charter. 

2. The Secretary-General should act in that 

capacity in all meetings of the General Assembly, of 

the Security Council, and of the Economic and Socj 
:ia 

Council and should make an annual report t m ... ^ 
General Assembly on the work of the Organiz a 

3. The Secretary-General should have the right"! 

bring to the attention of the Security Council Jj 
any 

matter which in his opinion may threaten mtej 
national peace and security. 

Chapter XI. Amendments 

Amendments should come into force for all mrl 

bers of the Organization, when they have 

adopted by a vote of two-thirds of the members J 

the General Assembly and ratified in accordance with 

their respective constitutional processes by the mem¬ 

bers of the Organization having permanent member] 

ship on the Security Council and by a majority of 

the other members of the Organization. 

Chapter XII. Transitional Arrangements I 
t *9 

1. Pending the coming into force of the special 

agreement or agreements referred to in Chapter VIII, 

Section B, paragraph 5, and in accordance with the 

provisions of paragraph 5 of the Four-Nation Declara- 

tion, signed at Moscow, October 30, 1943, the states 

parties to that Declaration should consult with one 

another and as occasion arises with other mcmS 

of the Organization with a view to such joint actior 

on behalf of the Organization as may be m cessai 

for the purpose of maintaining international peace 

and security. 

2. No provision of the Charter should preclude 

action taken or authorized in relation to enemy state 

as a result of the present war by the Governmel 

having responsibility for such action. 

Note 

In addition to the question of voting procedurejii 

the Security Council referred to in Chapter ■ 
several other questions are still under consideratior 

Washington, D. C. 

October 7, 1944 [Released October 9, 19441 

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: I9<5 
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They Say 

6mputsory Military Training 

't-Tto express my full agreement with the 

ts 0f the article written by Donald A. 

jnt1ffer in the Spring issue of The Key Re- 
m fVol. XI, No. 2] on compulsory mili- 

RTt,lining" I see that he, both as educator 

1 nlHier (anyone who has served his coun- 

Ste” war may well be proud of the 

' soldier”), approves of compulsory null- 

training. It is a sorry state of affairs, in- 

2]!^ young men, for the fabe of “college young *— c 
•eers and getting their degrees at the age of 

or 23 instead of at 24 or 25 are unwilling to 

vote 0ne year (or whatever period of training 

P) of their lives to the safety of their 

omeland and the safety of their own lives 

Laps ten or 15 years hence. (You will find 

L few of us who have served in this war are 

Lg any “beefing” because we lost out time 

[getting our Ph.D.’s.) 
ISparticularly to commend Dr. Stauffer 

pointing out that “lack of training - not 

opposite — was responsible for the duration 

this war. The next war - if there be one - 

av not afford us the years of preparation we 

d this time (the two and one-half years from 

■cember 1941 to June 1944), by an enemy 

ing heavily engaged at war with someone 

, We all know that it is much easier tor 

ichair military strategists and newspapei 

liplomatists” to dwell in the realm of fancy 

an it is to wrestle with the realities of every- 

y life. History has taught us that very fre- 

lently the scribes and “know-it-alls” who had 

iposed long-range military planning are latei 

t very ones to attack our responsible military 

iders for lack of “foresight” and “neglect of 

I have myself served in this war in Europe as 

n officer since the fall of 1942 and am now 

following through” in the military govern- 

nent phase for a while. I doubt whether any 

casonable person would accuse those of us who 

lave seen our fellow countrymen slaughtered in 

lattle and innocent populations subjected to 

tic ravages of war, of desiring war and mili- 

arism. Because of our variously bitter experi- 

pces, I know that all soldiers are devout, 

tacifists (i.e., want to see peace maintained) 

“id, as pacifists, are eager to see our country 

eptfrom having to fight another war. Military 

length only — the world being what it is and 

Pt what we’d like it to be — can give us the 

kt assurance of that. 

It is gratifying to see a man in the field of 

cholarship so fully aware of the crude realities 

I life. Unfortunately too few of his colleagues 

xPeriences extend beyond the classroom and 

e campus. 

Albert Norman, Captain, AUS 

Berlin, Germany 

Phi Beta Kappa and Segregated Education 

To the Editor: 
I have been interested in the proposal that 

Phi Beta Kappa chapters should no longer be 

established in schools that exclude Negroes 

[The Key Reporter, Vol. X, No. 4]. 
I grew up in Virginia, but for the past eight 

years have lived most of the time in northern 

college communities. I suppose I come as close 

as anyone can to understanding the viewpoint 

of both the average Southerner and the north¬ 

ern liberal. If I felt that this form of pressure 

would produce any good results — that it 

would open the doors of southern colleges and 

universities to Negroes — I would be all foi it. 

I am pretty certain, however, that the effects 

would be of another kind. Phi Beta Kappa is 

not powerful enough to alter the long-esta 

lished policy of separate schools in the South. 

Withdrawing the chapters would merely pro¬ 

vide the Talmadges and Bilbos with material 

for demagogic ranting against the Noith, an 

would make it that much harder for southern 

liberals like Governor Arnall of Georgia to ac¬ 

complish anything. And the barring of further 

chapters would remove an influence which, 

in a quiet way, does a great deal to counter¬ 

act the emotion-filled atmosphere of unreason 

and prejudice that prevails among too many 

Southerners. 
Inevitably someone will draw an analogy 

between southern racialism and nazi rational¬ 

ism. I admit that there are points of resem¬ 

blance, but I’d like to call attention to two 

things. In the first place, a policy of dramatic 

pinpricks directed against nazi Germany would 

have accomplished nothing. The only thing 

that could overcome nazi racialism was armed 

force, and the mistake of the democracies was 

waiting too long about going to war. In the 

second place, nazi racialism was a modern and 

dynamic development. It was on the march, 

and bade fair to conquer the world. Southern 

racialism is a heritage from the past — a very 

evil heritage, it is true, but it is not out to 

conquer the world. It is on the defensive. Im- 

provement in racial relations in the South may 

seem very slow, but it exists. Lynchings are 

much less frequent than 20 years ago, and more 

money is being spent on Negro education. In¬ 

formal cooperation between the races on a 

community level is more frequent than most 

people realize. I am not trying to paint any 

picture of utopia, but merely to suggest that 

a gradual amelioration is actually taking 

place. 
The southern liberal has a difficult time, be¬ 

cause his reactionary opponents are always 

ready to throw the Reconstruction period in 

his teeth. Sometimes northern liberals, in their 

zeal to aid their southern allies, provide the 

reactionaries with ammunition. I wish there 

were some way that northern liberals could 

help directly in the struggle for racial justice in 

the South, but I’m afraid the main battle must 

be fought by the men on the spot. 

I have never believed that racial prejudice is 

due solely to economic conditions, but it is 

obvious that an increased standard of living can 

help reduce racial tension in the South. The 

competition between the races will be less fierce, 

and more money will be available for educa¬ 

tion. Perhaps the most helpful thing Northern¬ 

ers can do is support any measure desired to 

raise the South’s standard of living, such as 

the TV A and the equalization of freight rates. 

Chad Walsh 
Beloit, Wisconsin 

To the Editor: 
With all due respect to Dr. Henry E. Gar¬ 

rett’s eminence in the academic world, I think 

that many reputable psychologists would take 

exception to his position on the question of 

racial differences in mental ability expressed 

in a recent letter to your journal LThe Key 

Reporter, Vol. XI, No. 3]. 
Dr. Garrett states that the most cogent argu¬ 

ment presented by advocates, as he calls them, 

of no race differences is that such differences as 

are found on mental tests, etc., can be, he says, 

“conceivably” attributed to differences in en¬ 

vironmental opportunity. 

It is my opinon that the weight of the ex¬ 

perimental evidence is that such differences as 

are found are most probably, and not only con¬ 

ceivably, due to environmental factors, for 

example, Army Alpha tests of recruits m the 

last war showed northern Negroes superior to 

southern whites, yet southern whites superior 

to southern Negroes. Here, certainly, environ¬ 

mental and not racial factors are operating, 

racial interpretation here would lead to con¬ 

tradictory conclusions. 
Other tests showed a definite improvement 

in the scores of southern Negro children who 

came to the North to go to school, directly 

related to the length of time they had lived in 

the northern environment. Insofar as we can 

ever be certain of anything in the social sci¬ 

ences, surely we can agree with Dr. Otto Kline- 

berg that “it seems highly probable, if not cer¬ 

tain, that with complete environmental equal¬ 

ity the present difference between Negroes and 

whites would entirely disappear” {Social Psy¬ 

chology, Henry Holt and Company, p. 301) 

As Dr. Klineberg points out (p. 302), there 

is no indication whatever of any genetic rela¬ 

tionship between race or physical type an 

level of intelligence. One test showed that 

medical differentiation of Negro and white 

brains is an impossible task. There seems no 

reason to doubt that such differences of per¬ 

formance on mental tests as are found between 

Negro and white groups are due solely to en¬ 

vironmental and cultural factors, and not to 

inherent racial difference in mental capacity or 

ability. 
Furthermore, the question of Negro-white 

difference in mental ability is highly relevant 

to the issue of educational discrimination, if 

merely for the reason that such supposed differ¬ 

ence is used by many persons, who do not share 

Dr. Garrett’s “policy of tolerance,” to justify 

discrimination. 
Intervention of Phi Beta Kappa in an effort 

to secure educational equality for the Negro in 

the South would not, if United States Army 

experience in this war is any criterion, produce 

the unfortunate effects that Dr. Garrett fore¬ 

sees. 
Close contact between Negro and white 

soldiers broke down previously existing race 

prejudice, an article in the November, 1945, 

issue of the Race Relation Bulletin of Fisk 

University, Nashville, Tennessee, points out. 

Army Research officers found that serving in a 

mixed company of Negro and white platoons 

improved feeling of the white officers and non- 

coms towards the Negro soldiers in 77 pei cent 

of the cases, with no replies indicating a less favor¬ 

able attitude. 
A cross section of white infantrymen showed 

that willingness to accept Negroes on an un¬ 

segregated basis varied directly with the 

amount of experience the troops interviewed 

(Continued on page 7) 
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The Yiddish Barrie 

The Old Country. By Sholom Alei- 

chem. New York: Crown Publishers. $3. 

Sholom Aleichem — the words, by 

the way, are not a name, but a greeting, 

the nom de plume of Solomon Rabino- 

witch — has been described as the Yid¬ 

dish Mark Twain, but the 27 stories in 

this volume, the first ©f his work to be 

translated into English, resemble less 

anything of Mark Twain’s 

By than the Auld Licht Idylls of 

Gerald W. J. M. Barrie. 
Johnson To be sure, Kasrilevka is 

not another Drumtochty, 

but a village in the CTkraine, and its 

idiom is Yiddish, not Scottish; but it, 

too, is a corner of the earth almost 

passed by and untouched by the hustle 

and bustle of the great world; it, too, is 

inhabited by “little people” whose reli¬ 

gion is not so much an obsession as the 

very warp and woof of their lives, and 

it, too, is seen through the kindly eyes 

of a native whom experience has taught 

to appreciate at once the absurdity and 

the astonishing strength of these people. 

Some of the Jewish stories bite deeper 

than anything in the Scottish book, but 

they are essentially of the same kind. 

“Modern Children, for example, is a 

different version of the wonderful tale 

of how T’nowhead’s Belle was wooed 

and won and lost again; and many of 

the pillars of the synagogue are remark¬ 

ably like the pillars of the kirk. 

All of which means, of course, that 

Sholom Aleichem has achieved the goal 

of every competent story-teller — he 

writes about humanity. The fact that 

his specimens happen to be Jews in the 

Ukraine is a detail; they might be Pres¬ 

byterians in Scotland, or Baptists in 

Missouri without changing anything 

more than their speech, their clothes and 

their stage-setting. In the essentials they 

are merely human beings usually 

foolish, usually feeble, usually ridicu¬ 

lous, but occasionally magnificent, like 

humanity everywhere. 

The translators, Julius and Frances 

Butwin, assert in a foreword that Sho¬ 

lom Aleichem’s full flavor is simply not 

to be transferred to another language 

because much of it depends upon the 

very spirit of his native tongue. One can 

easily believe it; but at least they have 

conveyed the idea that here is a highly 

Gerald W. Johnson, historian and formerly an edi¬ 
torial writer for the Baltimore Sun is now a free-lance 
newspaperman. He is the author of Roosevelt. Dictator or 
Democrat?, American Heroes and Hero-Worship, and 
An Honorable Titan, to be published in August by Harper 
and Brothers. 

individual genius, one whose laughter is 

all the more infectious for being mingled 

with tenderness and pity. Sentimental? 

Oh, extremely so; but such a story as 

“Hodel” is almost a perfect example of 

how to be highly sentimental without 

being mawkish. The assertion on the 

jacket that this is, if not the greatest, 

certainly the best loved of modern Jew¬ 

ish writers is a good deal more plausible 

than most publishers’ blurbs. 

Autumn 1946 

We Happy Few. By Helen Howe 
York: Simon and Schuster. $2.75. 

A humorous satire of a Ne 
lander and the circle 
rules. 

hit eva 

w Eni». 
over which she 

Russia on the Way. By Harrison Sal’ J 
bury. New York: Macmillan. $3.50, 1 

The former chief of the United PresJ 

Bureau in Russia analyzes the bases for 
Russo-American cooperation. 

The Scarlet Tree. By Sir Osbert Sit¬ 

well. Boston: Little, Brown. $3.50. 

Memoirs of a boyhood in Victorian 

and Edwardian England. 

Wind in the Olive Trees. By Abel 

Plenn. New York: Boni and Gaer. $3. 

Spain under Franco, told by the 

former chief of propaganda analysis, at¬ 

tached to the United States Embassy in 

Madrid. 

The Roots of American Loyalty. By 

Merle Curti. New York: Columbia Uni¬ 

versity Press. $3. 
American patriotism analyzed by a 

1943 Pulitzer Prize winner. 

The Wilson Era. By Josephus Daniels. 

Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 

Press. $4. 
The former secretary of the navy’s 

personal narrative of the closing years of 

Wilson’s life. 

Then and Now. By Somerset Maugham. 

New York: Doubleday. $2.50. 

A historical novel of the Italian 

Renaissance, featuring Machiavelli and 

Caesar Borgia as the leading characters. 

The American. By Howard Fast. New 

York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce. $3. 

The story of John Peter Altgeld, the 

governor of Illinois who pardoned the 

men held responsible for the Haymarket 

Riots. 

The Absolute Weapon. Edited by Ber¬ 

nard Brodie. New York: Harcourt, Brace. 

$2. 
A symposium on the military impor¬ 

tance of the atomic bomb, its political 

threat in international affairs, and 

measures for its control. 

Apes, Giants and Man. By Franz Wei 

denreich. Chicago: University of Chicap I 

Press. $2.50. 

Man’s evolution from his anthropoid! 

ancestors, written by a world-famous 

anthropologist who evaluates many the- 

ories of man’s past in the light of present! 
knowledge. 

Britannia Mews. By Margery Sharp. 

Boston: Little, Brown. $2.75. 

The author of Cluny Brown writes of an 

aristocrat who goes to live in a Victorian 

slum. 

China and America. By Foster Rhea 

Dulles. Princeton: Princeton University Press. 

$2.75. 

A history of Chinese-American eco¬ 

nomic and political relations 

Companions of the I eft Hand. By 
George Tabori. Boston Uughton Mifflin. 

$2.75. 

A novel of a mi . dle-aged Viennese 

playwright who reluctantly participates 

in a revolution in an Adriatic resort. 

Caribbean, Sea of the New World. 

By German Arciniegas. New York: Al¬ 

fred A. Knopf. $3.75. 
The Caribbean area treated as a 

locus of history. 

Midwest at Noon. By Graham Hutton. 

Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 

Analysis of the history of the midwest 

and the mores and the mentality of iti 

people. 

Last Chapter. By Ernie Pyle- h(M 

York: Henry Holt. $2.50. , 
The last of the war correspondents 

writings before his death on Ie Shimafl 

The Condemned Playground. 

Connolly. New York: Macmillan. $• | 

A collection of 37 literary and p °| 

sophical essays written by the ec*'tofB 

Horizon, the British literary magazifj| 

For One Sweet Grape. By ^te 

O’Brien. New York: Doubleday. 

A historical novel involving | 

II of Spain, his minister of state, 

Ana de Mendoza. 
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The Future Can Be Ours 
By WILLIAM AGAR 

AMERICAN opinion has undergone a marked 

change since Pearl Harbor ended the illusion that 

isolation and appeasement would keep us out of war. 

There will undoubtedly be isolationists in the future, 

but the average American is now convinced that 

peace cannot be retained by refusing to fight, by 

neutrality laws or even by scrapping arms as long as 

nations that desire to make war exist in the world. 

Twice in twenty-five years the impact of world events 

has forced us to arm and fight. America is deter¬ 

mined that this must not happen again. But how 

can it be avoided, what plan for the future should 

we accept? The war seems far away and unreal 

even today. Nevertheless there is a growing real¬ 

ization that difficult days lie ahead and some assur¬ 

ance is wanted that victory this time can be trans¬ 

formed into enduring peace. 

All this lies back of the general demand for a 

more complete statement of war aims. So far, so 

good. But those who demand to know exactly what 

we are fighting for and what sort of a future we 

face, must first learn why we are fighting. Our war 

aims spring full-formed out of the nature of the war 

itself. But they cannot be perceived except by those 

who understand why the war happened. Thus we 

face a gigantic task in self-education; one which 

must be carried on now, during the stress and strain 

of war. The difficulty of the undertaking is all the 

greater because much of the teaching of the past 

twenty-five years must be unlearned. But the task 

has to be accomplished if we really want peace in 

the future. It is not a job for government agencies. 

It is truly a job of self-education which citizens have 

to undertake for themselves, education whose results 

will determine their future thoughts and actions and 

consequently the course that their government will 

follow. 

Freedom House is founded on that belief. Its 

physical plant is a commodious building at 32 East 

51 Street, New York City. It was started by a group 

of citizens who desired to employ every means at 

their command to place the truth before their fel¬ 

lows. They do not believe that Americans are 

apathetic. They know our people want to fight and 

that those who cannot fight are desperately anxious 

to help their country in some other way. But the 

founders of Freedom House believe that many Amer¬ 

icans have misconstrued the nature of the war and 

the intentions of the enemy; that they regard our 

involvement in war as an unfortunate incident un¬ 

related to the general world situation. They do not 

know why we are in it. They do not realize that we 

can be attacked, or that we can lose. Few realize 

what losing would mean. As long as that is true, 

until we understand that our ultimate involvement 

was certain from the beginning, that we are as in¬ 

extricably a part of the world scene as is Germany 

herself, there remains the danger that we may make 

a premature peace and give the enemies of mankind 

the time they need to prepare for our total destruc¬ 

tion. We have no right to expect assurance that a 

better world will follow automatically when we are 

victorious. Rather we must realize that total victory 

is essential before we can have any world at all. 

The actions of our enemies are sufficient proof 

that Hitler spoke correctly when he said two worlds 

are opposed and only one can endure. With all its 

imperfections, in spite of its frequent derelictions 

of duty, our world adheres to fundamental truths. 

It admits the validity of certain rules derived from 

the Hebrew-Christian tradition, rules which the ma¬ 

jority respects and tries to live by. It recognizes the 

value of the individual. It places freedom at the 

top of the hierarchy of values because the denial of 

freedom negates all the others. No one pretends 

that our world has succeeded in living up to those 

ideals in full. But, steeped in sin as it is, our world 

has never lost sight of its goal. If Hitler’s world 

was the same kind of a world, if it believed in the 

same rules as we do but was just a little less inclined 

to live by them than we are, a compromise would 

be possible. But Hitler’s world is not in any sense 

a less honest, more self-seeking part of our own well- 

intentioned but weak and frequently disordered 

society. It has not abrogated the rules temporarily. 

It states very frankly that the rules are wrong. It 

regards freedom and democracy as illusions, kind¬ 

ness as another name for weakness, the brotherhood 

of man as a silly mistake. It claims total ownership 

of the body and soul of every individual and makes 

itself the supreme arbiter of right and wrong. It 

dazzles its people with a vision of future riches based 

on plunder from all the world and supported by the 

slave labor of lesser men everywhere. It recognizes 

no right but force. 

The Axis leaders understand that the "New 

Order” cannot endure, even if they succeed in im¬ 

posing it by force, as long as the fundamental sane- 
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tions for freedom and democracy remain alive in 

men’s hearts. So they devised their attack on society 

in such a way as to abolish those sanctions. Children 

are taken from home early in their lives and edu¬ 

cated in nazi methods without any opportunity to 

know God or to learn of the existence of a moral 

law. Adults are surrounded with regulations ren¬ 

dering the practice of religion increasingly difficult. 

Apostasy is made financially profitable. The nazis 

do not preach atheism. They are too wise for that. 

They offer a substitute for religion in the form of a 

new idolatry, state pantheism, so mingled with 

ancient German pagan myths as to make dissenters 

appear to betray the fatherland. They devise 

methods of torture for both Jews and Christians de¬ 

signed to degrade them physically and mentally and 

blot out every vestige of respect for human person¬ 

ality. That is the New Order, barbaric and cruel. 

America is the richest and most tempting morsel 

in the world which those war-makers set out to 

plunder. It is also the part most devoted to the ideal 

of liberty. Axis propaganda has long been at work 

on us seeking to turn Jew against Gentile, Prot¬ 

estant against Catholic, capital against labor with 

an insulting assurance that it could divide and con¬ 

quer us without shedding a drop of German blood 

in actual combat. Plans were also made to strangle 

us economically, occupy us if need be after we were 

weakened and make us an appendage of the Axis. 

Our enemies have been aware far longer than we 

have that the world of the future cannot be half 

free and half slave. They know they have to break 

us or give up their dream of world domination. We 

cannot compromise with them. 

What more do we require for a war aim? Why 

should we search for a new idea when we possess 

a vision that is eternally young? While still in the 

throes of birth, America proclaimed freedom and 

equality for all men. Of course, we never made it 

fully true even at home. Political democracy we 

have had, but never social or economic democracy. 

Now an implacable enemy declares that most men 

are destined to be slaves and that he intends to make 

them so. No compromise is possible. The time is 

at hand to redeem our promise or to give it up for 

good. 

Our world has shrunk. We, more than any other 

people, are responsible for the technological ad¬ 

vances which caused it to shrink. We had better 

accept the fact and act accordingly. As communica¬ 

tion became more rapid and the interchange of ideas 

more general, we gradually realized that science, art, 

literature, the results of progress in technology and, 

to a lesser degree, the fundamentals of religion and 

ethics are international. They belong to all men. 

But political thinking is still confined by natio 

boundaries and remains the handmaiden of narr 

economic policies. Selfish nationalism interfer^ 

with the understanding between peoples and D ^ 

vents the distribution of the earth’s produce to ma 

who need it. That is our challenge; the future caf 

be ours only if we raise our political thinking onto 

a high, international plane. The best interests 0f 

all men should be the touchstone of our futur 
policies. 

The present struggle has ignored national bound¬ 

aries to a large extent because it is a clash between 

elemental ideas just as truly as it is a clash of arms 

People who believe in part of the nazi creed are not 

all under the banner of the Axis. They exist in 

every country to confuse the issue. When the out¬ 

lines of the opposing forces are fuzzy, it is usually 

because of such men in the midst of the people 

fighting for freedom. The belief, for example, that 

men are equal and must be treated as equals is the 

foundation of our Western v/orld. Yet racial arro¬ 

gance is commonplace among us. Many, ostensibly 

on our side, despise all men with colored skins. 

Consequently, the people of India, Malaya, much of 

Africa and Latin America, as well as the Negroes 

in North America, are only half-heartedly on our 

side, and Burma chose the Japanese. It is not be¬ 

cause they like the Axis. It is because they have as 

yet no reason to trust us. They are tired of our 

promises. If we give them a reason to believe in us, 

if our world dares be true to itself, makes it clear 

that white imperialism is finished forever and that 

the myth of racial superiority is erased from its 

mind, those particular fuzzy edges will spring into 

sharp focus. The lines will be clearly drawn and 

people the world over will know who is fighting 

for what. Only that kind of brave thinking and 

unselfish action can save us. 

As it is, we are suffering the consequences of 

prolonged dishonesty. If we had remained true to 

our ideals, men would not have needed to question 

our values. Unfortunately, we have given lip ser¬ 

vice to ideals we did not believe it was expedient 

to practice—they were too disturbing to cautious and 

practical men. Then too, our world has done con¬ 

siderable plundering in its own right, misdeeds 

which it hid under the cloak of necessity or sancti¬ 

monious phrases such as "The White Man’s Bur¬ 

den.” Inevitably men questioned the intentions of 

such a society, became increasingly sceptical of its 

values, and finally began to look elsewhere for rights 

too long deferred. To make matters worse, secular¬ 

ization proceeded to the point where society ques¬ 

tioned its own spiritual foundations and left itself 

without an aim or a goal. Belief in man, his destiny, 
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j}js progress largely superseded belief in God. But, 

aS is always true, men went on asking "What 

destiny?” "Progress towards what?” The answer 

jhey received was the Total State. Man, forgetting 

God, summoned up Leviathan, the Apocalyptic Beast 

from the Abyss, the secular, absolute world order 

destined to destroy him unless he rejects it from the 

depths of his soul. 

The ordinary man knows little of philosophy or 

theology, yet he senses with unerring realism that 

the universe he lives in needs more than material 

sanctions to make enduring sense, and that man, 

when he worships his own reason has succumbed to 

the ultimate idolatry. He is not satisfied for more 

than brief periods with answers to the fundamental 

problems of life and being, of right and wrong, that 

begin and end with himself. History unfolds ac¬ 

cording to a logical plan. The logic of the present 

(in purely material terms) is that our civilization 

shall be destroyed, corrupted by the beast it created. 

But free men do not quail before such logic. They 

assert their freedom of choice and, to a large de¬ 

gree, mold the future. They know civilization is 

entering a period of change and that many errors of 

the past must be corrected. But they do not intend 

to let the enemy do the changing for them. The real 

defeatists are religious men who claim that we are 

too far gone to save ourselves, too sinful to recover; 

or determinists who conjure up dimly perceived his¬ 

toric cycles to prove that our course is run. Their 

intentions are not evil. They are wise and cautious. 

But they are tired of the struggle. So they ask us to 

commit suicide. We have only one answer to give 

them. We believe in ourselves and in the eternal 

value of freedom. We know that the democratic 

is the best way because it liberates man from bond¬ 

age to force and makes him responsible for his ac¬ 

tions. It is not the easy way. Its price is unending 

struggle. But it is worth every effort, every sacrifice. 

Fired by that certainty, we can commence to live it 

here and help open the gates of freedom to all who 

wish to share it. 

Freedom House is a place where all who believe 

in the democratic way can meet to discuss their prob¬ 

lems. It acknowledges no distinctions of race, creed 

or color. It exists in order to break down the 

barriers that keep men apart and to elevate political 

thinking above the horizon of narrow regionalism to 

the level from which it can see man as a whole. Its 

demands are few but fundamental; tolerance, belief 

in the inviolability of the individual and the brother¬ 

hood of all men, willingness to make every sacrifice 

required to win the fight for freedom. It believes 

that the cumulative impact of these ideas taken up 

by a sufficient number of people can determine the 

course of the future. 
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August 19, 1942 

Address 

fey 
Lieutenant Commander Herbert Agar 

To Members of Freedom House on the occasion of his 

departure for active duty with the U. S. Navy: 

I am not going to make any kind of a speech tonight. I want to ualk^to you, 

tell you some of our problems, some of the things we are doing, where I think we are 

at this moment and where I think we have a deep obligation to go. 

What is freedom House? I think you know because all of us here are parts of 

it. Together we have helped to make it a communal enterprise. Freedom House is a 

set of ideas, and it is a spirit. It is a set of dogmatic assertions aocut the nat¬ 

ure of man and man's relation to his fellow man. Without that there could be nothing. 

Those of us who have been making Freedom House have felt from the beginning 

only one thing, that there was a deep necessity of getting these ideas about the 

nature of man and his relations to his fellow man to the largest possible public. 

Xf we failed in that, we would fail in everything because, if we failed in that, 

this war would be as much of a bust as the last war was in terms of making a world 

which is fit for us to leave to our descendants. 

I have been trying to think about a way of putting very briefly, the essence 

of this idea, this point of view which we are struggling to dramatize, I have been 

searching for a word which would sink in deeper into our own hearts and minds so 

that we could carry it to larger and larger groups of our neighbors. I have con¬ 

cluded that the word, the only word--if there is one word that is at all adequate 

to the occasion—is the word "equality.” 

Of all the great words in the background of our national tradition, in the 

background of the traditions of all the free peoples in the modern world, that word 

"equality" is most often used. But of all the words, I think it is the lease often 

defined because it brings us up against such awkward problems. But unless we are 

vailing to face awkward problems at this time in human history and solve them, our 

o~rnj alternative is to lie down in the ditch and let the panzer divisions have their 

will with us. 

The very awkward problems that are raised by the word "equality" are that, 

if we intend to take it seriously, it will change the tone of our lives necessarily 

and forever. If we do not intend to take it seriously, we haven't any tradition to 

boast about, we haven't anything to fight for. If this is so why take the trouble 

to beat our enemies? It is a definitely dangerous word in that sense and I want to 

talk briefly about that dangerous word. 

I am sure that everybody who believes in the concept of equality will put it 

in his own different terms. I can only try to put it in mine. I don't think there 
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is an3r way of "bringing the word "equality" to life as anything except a politician’s 

tford, or a patriotic occasion word unless you can explain in what terms you mean 

cquality. There has to "be an equality in something. It is perfectly obvious that 

peoples’ physical equipment and peoples' intellectual equipment, as they are horn 

into this world, are not equal. 

It is perfectly obvious to those of us who believe in our Western civiliza¬ 

tion and our American tradition that there is some sense far more important than our 

physique or our intellectual quickness in which we are equal, and that that sense 

dominates the meaning of man's life. To put it in shorthand, to put it as briefly 

as possible, I would suggest that you can say we are equal in God. That is, we are 
equal in the sense that we are all representatives here of something which is far 

more important than any of us. 

I would say we can go on from that to say as Saint Exupery said in his book, 

that we are all ambassadors from God here on earth. I know no other way of making 

briefly clear what I mean by the necessity of changing the tone of our lives in 

order to live up to this tradition, than by saying that we are all ambassadors from 

the same God here on earth. 

As Saint Exupery wrote: "You do not maltreat and you do not condemn and you 

do not make fun of an ambassador." He may not be the particular person that you 

would have chosen to be the ambassador. He may come in a shape or a color or a size 

that you don't particularly admire, but if he is an ambassador, you respect him and 

if we can think of our neighbors as ambassadors here on earth, of God, or of the 

principle which makes for goodness and decency and a world which we can understand, 

a world in which there is clear good and evil, if we think of our neighboors in those 

terms, I think we can read definite meaning into this word "equality." 

If we do not read meaning into it, I don't think we are going to win the 

war, or if we do win the war, I do not think it is going to make a bean's worth of 
difference. Because this war is a world revolt caused by our failure to live up to 

our tradition. If we should win on the field of battle alone, the revolt will go 

right on. The revolt began long before the war and it will go on until our civil¬ 

ization is destroyed or until our civilization justifies itself by living up to a 

majority of its own requirements. 

I am not talking about a perfect world in which everybody always behaves 

perfectly. I am talking about the necessity, the minimum necessity, for survival. 

That is a world in which the majority of the oitizens live up to the majority of 

its demands. Without that, no civilization can long endure. 

The concept of equality, as I have tried to put it, is a concept which we 

in America certainly know a great deal about. I say, again to talk in shorthand— 

just mention the ideas of the American small town. In large parts of our country, 

over large periods of our history, if we put aside our own deepest sin, which is our 

sin toward the Negro, we have had a near approach to a society in which people 

treated their neighbors as genuine neighbors, in which there was a world where man 

was treated not according to the size of his income but because people had the 

feeling that men are men. 
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We have not got anywhere near doing that with the Negro. That doesn’t need 

, ■ more-than stating among us, because we of Freedom House have fought that parti¬ 

cular fight as hard as we could fight it, as well as we could fight it, and we all 

vn0wwhere we stand on it.. .What more is there for us to do as members of Freedom House? 

George Field and I went to Washington the other day and talked to Elmer 

rjavis. He promised us that he would put somebody in his office on the job Ox cull 

: ;o’ out ideas to pass on to us from among all the thousands of suggestions that go 

in every week to the OWI. A large majority of them are things that neither we nor 

tkey can do anything about. A tiny fraction of one per cent are probably things 

i,at the OWI itself can do something about. Another function will be jobs which 

tlioy think would be very good to do if some private organization can do them. 

Tlicse they will send to us. 

It is likely that with our resources we will only be able to touch a very 

£■.■3,11 fraction of the things sent to us. But, in that way, we will get a steady 

feeding into Freedom House of practical things to do, things that we may be able to 

Go to people with and say, "Help us do this; help us do that; how can we do this 

o.c?; how can we do that one? That, I think, is again a hopeful note. 

Then I want to suggest to you another kind of activity thao you may be able 

tc help us get into, namely the steady discussion of what we are going to do at the 

- d of this wsr, in these practical terms. Every member of Freedom House, I am 

o re, is entirely in sympathy with such statements of our public policy after the 

C.r is over as Hr. Roosevelt's dynamic and extraordinary report, his fifth report on 

L,rnd Lease, which commits our country to the most absolute participation in world 

-"fairs on the most high-minded grounds that we have ever been committed to in our 

history. But we have been committed to some pretty good things in the past, and we 

know what we did about them. All we did about them was to ditch them. 

How we are committed to something very good and very important, under two 

r:,in heads. It includes the thesis that we will never talk about cash when this 

Kr is over; that we are not going to commit the enormous crime of going to the 

Chinese and saying to the Chinese, "What is the cash value of the million Chinamen 

that were murdered by the scrap steel we sold to the Japanese in tne days vmen we 

vore playing a baby's game?" 

What is the cash value of these Chinamen over and against the amount of goods 

that we have been able to smuggle into China,? We are not going to play?- that game 

anywhere, ever, if we live up to the propositions which have been laid down by 

our Government'. 

In that same report, we are committed absolutely to creating a world economic 

system, which means a thorough-going revolution in ones habits. I want to ask you 

to consider this: It is all very well to say you believe in the four freedoms, and 

it is all very well to say you believe in Hr. Roosevelt's noble declarations in his 

fifth report on Lend Lease. What are you going to do about certain specific things? 
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Be very specific about it. How are you going to talk to your neighbors 

row are you going to act in your own lives when it comes time to say that all i 
ersatz industry that we are building up during the *ar has got to he scrappec *nen^ 

th9 war is over if we are going to have any kind of a world economic sys ' ' 
r:at arQ We going to do about the rubber in the South Pacific as compared wit a 

robber factories, the synthetic rubber factories that we are building in our own 

country? What are we going to do about the tariffs in our country 

Are we going to begin yipping as soon as the war is over about the Arnex±can 

standard of living and saying that the American standard of living will ?er ftreat 
jle face of the earth if we begin to treat our neighbors as we are supposed t.eat 

.yen according to the Declaration of Independence and the Gettysburg Address, and 

all the other fundamental documents in our national history? Are we going ngain 

accept the thesis that if you behave decently towards your neighbors, you will sud¬ 

denly find yourselves living on a bowl of rice and wearing a pair o co on r- • 
Or are we going to admit that the evidence of history is totally against that theory 

and that the actual story is that if we don't treat our neighbors well, if we den 

live up to the greatness of our civilization in terms of its moral affirmations 

then we will find ourselves living on a bowl of rioe and wearing co on Pan - x 

any—and we will find that because we will then necessarily revert to barbarism. 

We will then necessarily have a world in which the revolution oi c^i enemi 

gucceeds and does not fail. Well, how are we going to behave about these things. 

Fow are you going to behave about it in terms of your own factories, in terms of 

your own jobs, in terms of your own local newspapers, in terms of your own local 

clubs, in terms of what you say to your neighbor? 

ladies and gentlemen, there is no sense in winning this war, there is no 

sense in taking the trouble to win it unless we are willing to change our nab its oi 

life our habits of conduct, radically change them in directions which will mane it 

possible for us to live up to some of these things that we are now boasting about 

and talking about. 

There is something that Freedom House can do a great deal about. There is 

something that you all can do a great deal about in your private lives, in your 

daily relations with your neighbors, and there is something that you can al e P 

ns to do more and more about by producing for us ideas of how to get some of these 

perfectly simple, specific problems to a great many people. 

There is no sense in talking about a world economic system unless you aie 

willing to spend most of your time talking about what are we going to do with the 

rubber factories, what are we going to do with the shoe factories, hew much tan 

are we going to demand on this, that and the other thing, how are we going to be¬ 

have in specific detail. If we are not willing to talk about that, I don't see why 

we are taking all this trouble that we seem to be embarked upon. 

If we are willing to talk about that, then the winning of the war gives us 

the opportunity. This is the only thing that is ever worth winning a war for, the 

opportunity to make a good society. That is all you ever win when you win a war. 

You win the opportunity to make the institutions of the immediate future, if you 

are good people, the war was worth winning, no matter what the cost, because you can 
make good"institutions and bequeath to your descendants a respectable world. If you 
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?re 'bad. people, the war isn't worth winning, no matter how easy it may have been, 

because all you can leave is another bloody mess for your descendants to fight over. 

We must invent things together for our neighbors and ourselves to do. We 

pust invent ways of starting the practical discussion concerning how we are going to 

behave in the future. Otherwise, we will find ourselves in exactly the mess that 

ve have been trying to avoid, the mess that every member of Freedom House knows 

a’oout or he wouldn't be a member of Freedom House. 

We are going to find 1919 and 1920 repeated when this war comes to an end. 

faQ same old thing will happen again for exactly the same old reason. This won't be 

because men and women in this world do not want the best things; not Decause we 
haven't got a majority of the human race over the entire earth which if it is able 

to help itself and to get help from its neighbors, is willing to work hard and sac¬ 

rifice for good things; not because life is necessarily bad or helpless or fuoile or 

defeated, but because the good people don't take as much trouble as the bad people. 

They never have taken as much trouble as the bad people in any period of history 
that I know anything about, but that isn't any reason why that should always be true. 

There is no fate which determines that the good peonle have to be lazj and 

the bad people have to be active as rabbits. There is no possible reason why we 

shouldn't take the necessary trouble. If we do not take the necessary trouole, 

nothing is going to happen. 

I would like to suggest as a kind of slogan, one which should be far more 

interesting to the American people than "Remember Pearl Harbor," which by ohe way I 

think is a horrible slogan. It isn't more interesting, but it ought to be. It is 

this: "Remember the Nineteenth of November, 1919." That is something which every 

American ought to carry in his mind, in his heart, forever. And on every 19th of 

November, from now to the end of time, we ought to run our flags at half-mast, 

tecause every American who is killed or wounded or whose heart is broken in this war, 

will be suffering because of the 19th of November, 1919, when the Senate of the 

United States finally voted down all participation on the part of the United States 

in the future of the human race. 

Remember the 19th of November. What did we have on our side, we the decent 

people? We had the large majority of our American fellow citizens and we had the 

Government of the United States, the administration. What did we get? We didn't 

get anything. We got ruined and destroyed and we got what we have on our hands today. 

We were in the majority and the administration was on our side and it didn't make 

any difference, and the reason it didn't make any difference was that we, the major¬ 

ity, were amateurish, unable to get in touch with each other, unaware of how to take 

part in public life, spoiled children who had never realized that we have to work hard 

and work well if we are to have the privilege of a world fit for people to live in. 

We were the majority and it didn't do us any good. We are going to be the 

majority again at the end of this war, and it may not do us any good either. We are 

going to have the administration on our side at the end of this war, and it may not 

do us any good either. This isn't something that the Government can do for us. The 
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Government oouldn't do anything in 1918-1920 to save the world from ruin. There is 

n0 reason to think that the Government, with quotes around it, the "Government” in 

terms of the official administration can do anything when this war is over to sa.e 

us from the same horrible disaster that we permitted ourselves to engage in the 

last time. 

But we can do it, we, the oitizens of America, can do it! We can do it any 

time we want to! We are in the majority and we are right and there is nothing to 

keep us from succeeding except our own sloth! 

In conclusion, I'd like to ask just this one last question: If we don't do 

it, we, symbolized by the people here in this room, we and all people like us all 

over this" country, if we don't do it, who is going to do it? Suppose we get tired 

and discouraged and let Freedom House disappear off the face of the earth; suppose 

we gay that it is too much trouble in wartime, what then? Suppose we say that it 

isn't possible to give the neoessary amount of effort, or the necessaiy amount o- 
imagination—which is the most important thing, because this is an inventing job, an 

idea job more than anything else, what will happen? Suppose we say7, "I can't gi.e 

any of my spare time to it because I have to justify myself in my own conscience by 

giving all my time to a direct war effort—if we say these things, and if Freedom 
House disappears off the face of the earth, who is going to do the j ob that we can do? 

When this war is over, if we go ahead and work hard, we can na. e many run— 

dreds of thousands of people in this country who have been in direct contact with 

one another over a period of time, who have learned to trust one another's motives 

and one another's lives and one another's methods of operating. Those people can 

win any campaign. A few hundred thousand people who know where they stand and who 

their friends are and who know how to get in touch with each other and get together 

can win any political campaign and impose their own will because they have earned 

the right to impose their will. They have done the work. They have taken the 
trouble. They represent, as no Government can ever represent, the American pallie, 

because they and their families and their friends and their associates and the people 

whom they reaoh, make up the American public. 

If we do this we can give our enemies a run for their money this time! The 

last time they beat us with their left hands. It would be something at least to make 

them use both hands this time and it would be something still better to beat hell 

out of them--which we can do! 
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THE VOICE OF FREEDOM 
from 

Freedom House 
32 East 51st Street, N.Y.C. 

Broadcast on Station WMCA 
August 26, 1942 

by 
William Agar 

There are a number of things we Americans need to ^raightenout 

iLritifa-n £& fin-e. 

rarei?!eveJ WlXVltMU 

selves and for others everywhere on earth. 

I can hear a 
last time and see what 
last time and our side 
cause all of us lacked 
do better and we threw 

lot of people saying: "That's what we fought for 
- • it rot uo." It is exactly what we fought for 

wonT And we got exactly what we deserved be- 
the guts to carry through. We won a chance to 
the chance away. If we win this war that s all 

we ’ll win again--just a chance. The rest is up to us. 

It seems to horrify some when we say we are fighting for these 

same opportunities for Chinamen 

Brlnther3’d Rot 1 eVYou°cln'fforce freedom ok anyone. You can only do 
away with the gangsters who have captured him and him a c ance 

r Lr;ii^tarLrnft.srhpapp^w re is »•. 
Krao d °C t be free 

matter what form of government they choose provided the people do the 

choosing. People don't choose to befree from dom- 

to be fighting for them as well as for ourselves. 

t *!«, nnt afraid to admit we have ideals. We have fought in 
Let s not be, i Crusade--a crusade for the human race, 

crusades before, and this i consternation of some Ameri- 

know just what we mean by freedom^ ireeaom can^ ^ lalssez.faire, 

^hnethe°protecfionnof th: guilds removed, long ago plunged workers 

Copies of the 'Vol'oe~5f Freedom are available at 1<¥ each to cover the 

cost of handling and postage• 
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into economic slavery. It has left its ^^ktQP^VgSas0hehwishes*with- 
freedom can only mean the right o hand in making and which are 
in the fabric of laws which he has had a hand in * of the 
based on truth and justice--laws wnic up brothers and as equals 
individual because they recognize a±l thiniTfirm and stable or it 
under God. Freedom must be based on something iirm a always 
degenerates into license, civil strife, then tyranny 
consider the equal rights of others. 

But what do we mean by freedom Auxiliary Army Corp 
ica? A little while ago, in one o a r00m to be inducted, 
services, white and Negro girls^wer _ was ]_earned later that 
A sergeant came through and separ hpard'of such segregation. None 
only tlx of the white girls had ever heard of suon. s^o ^ that 

wanted it. They expectedto:r°°“ "ashno1 “ilian life, they were al- 
time on, though some had been ^iends^^ barracks, different tables 
lowed no more contacts. J? hey _ f whom? The white girls were 
at mess. Is that freedom? J enter the swimming pool while the 
forbidden under amy discipline to , keeD & man ln a ditch,’ 

Negro girls were there. «« “oj \ the ditch beside him.’ Re- 
the old saying goes, is to lie cow_ our own. These things 
strict anyone’s freedom and yo - whites. For we whites are the 
hurt the Negro but they corrupt criminal on is un-American, 
majority. We are responsible Such aiscrx ourselve3 beoause we can 

never&be 1 ieve^iYourselves SSlfS P-U it to go on. 

Here's another case. A group °^t^bebav®^1someWtoerican friend 
permitted to land on American soxl wlthout^havrn^^ ^ ^ ret^n 
post enormous bonds SuaranLeerng t e S A glorious triumph 
and without having armea guards accompany Aslatio ally. We are 

for equality, was it no . j uid be defeated our cause is pretty 
Willing to admit ^hbindin^ politicians will make lovely speeches 
nearly lost. Our spel. " ® « pv nfl □ the drop of a hat. But, 
about the glorious matter. They're yellow and we 
let them land here—that s a aiii their word of 
are white. But it's been done now. ™fa0^tfr Qf faot the word of 
honor and they returned to the ship^ ^ reneging on her own pledges 
honor of China was goo i Ohio ng was plundering 
after the last war. It wao f°°b America. Of course, 
our country. It,was S°od before there w * are ^ toerioanSf 
there are bad Chinamen, bad Negroes^ J We have got to learn 

btf "tSSi^ti^TtSe things they are fighting for 

today, not by their color or race. 

... inc-tice the brotherhood of men, all these 
Freedom, equality, Justice^ what they imp:Ly> Qr they mean 

mean something definite. The^ _ anything the Nazis are right and 
nothing at all. If ^^/^oever ?s strong°enough to capture it. 

Umt, ^en'we talk about these great ideals to understand 
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hat we can no longer blow both hot and cold ^ ^elxeve in them or 

(e don't. Inside o! oS present enemies! It<1 a world 
iroblem tfday?6 We win thie war, black, and white ^ fllow, an^^ 

* “ f^hgKssTf Vtoat we stand Tor is all 

that matters. 

R.,t ln this connection there is a serious problem that confronts 
u * ■■ , r cj j-p all our talk of freedom means anything* us. How about India? II all our wik kjx xx 9 But what did 

should we not demand that England free India at on • wa“ts at any 
*e say that freedom meant--a chaice to do j h o estiny according 
time? No. It means a chance to work ““on for others. What 
to a recognized code and with due consi crouchlng on its borders? 
chance has India with.the panzers P insist now that the 
I would put the question this way. chance to he free, while we 
nation which all alone preserved man® ch!£°®nd that nation throw 
in America were still cash ana United Nations in greater 

lose^Yfufwe^ustTot dohoYcause of a false notion of freedom. 

If a free India would fight at once with Britain and with the 

:edia°wouSldfresoret YcYTYYaYYs o^he^s to thefenemy 
haths another. Those who say we dare not call this, a peop ® 

mtil India is free are mixing It is true that a civil 
cf license to do anything--even Relieve that’s what they mean. So, 
„ar is a peoples war, but I don't after Cripps > de¬ 
le*’8 listen to an Indian leader. *f lndependence is an 
parture from India Gandhi id communal tangle. We will never 
impossibility till we nave parties think that in- 
solve the problem so long as either soiution of the tangle." Does 
dependence will or can come >rtttao,* any aolutlo^o^ ^ 0|n> o£ 

he believe that the japane j u«zi allies have solved 
course, in their own way-- e ® ond^the Polish problem. At another 
what they call the Je!!^dh^rgaid; "Anarchy is the only way. Someone 

srrSfS?s*s£.5“- - 

the horrors of anai chy ana ive India to the enemy and 
chaos and civil war when it , free? The problem is much more 
lessen the chances ali to be free? The^pr.Dbie^ milUon out. 

complicated than many Ameri i I' themselves from Hindu domina- 
casts have struggled for years ot charity, but 
tion. They want just at to.3 »!rlcan eg llstened to by the 

tSf &“iSS .nd ddher ».U .l».rlU..- 
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more people than live on the North American continent--are fearful of 
the Hindu majority. Gandhi does not always speak for the oppressed. 
His demands for freedom now are demands for anarchy at a time when 
anarchy will wreck our world. 

Britain has made many mistakes in India and we are all paying 
for them today. One mistake was that she never made a real promise 
to India before last spring. Ail the others were hedged about with 
ifs. But the promises are now made in the hearing of all the worl . 
There is no going back on them when the war is won. But they can 
never be redeemed if the war is lost. India has the same ngh o 
be free as the rest of us. She has waited long. We ask now not for 
more patience but for responsible thinking and wise leadership. There 
are many true democrats in India. They must work with the British to 
save their people. For Japan can destroy India much more rapiuly than 
British imperialism or even Hindu dictatorship. 

This thing we call freedom carried with it responsibilities as 
well as privileges--duties as well as rights. We knew that once. 
Then we fSrgot ft. So we are at war again. This time, after victory, 
let's remember it. Then we shall have a chance to remain free. 
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TWO OBSERVATIONS ON AMERICA AT WAR 

It is a privelege to talk within dr from FREEDOM HOUSE. This is a vital and 
creative center, - not yet a year aid. It is presided over by the inspiring and 
forward looking leader Herbert Agar. Associated here is a group of citizens uith 
widely differing backgrounds and interests. They are attempting to see and make 
known the larger, more imporyant non-military heeds of our country at war; to offer 
constructive suggestions and services; to apply the principles of this great democ¬ 
racy to their fullest realization for all its citizens; and to envision a cooperative 
world where permanent peace, justice, and the largest liberty will be made available 

to all peoples. 

This evening I would like to make two observations that have relationship to 
the maj*r events that are transpiring within our own nation and throughout the world 
in general. It is nearly a century and throe quatters since our nation was founded. 
The democratic principles adopted by the founding fathers have never been abrogated 
nor their values seriously contested* One could say they have been refined and 
extended with the passing of time* All the generations before us have possessed 
and enjoyed them and at times fought for their retention and their transmission t* 
their children. Yet it takes a world revolution, an universal clash of arms, the 
sacrifice of millions of human beings, amond whom will be many of our fellow citizens, 
for us to understand in gerneral and specifically what are the essential characteris¬ 
tics of a dem»cratic society. Until recently, even now to a large number were one to 
put the question - WHAT ARE THE DISTINGUISHING MARKS AND REQUIREMENTS OF FREEDOM? not 
only the confused, but contradictory answers would be received. The present genera¬ 
tion has come up through the schools of our country - all schools without exception - 
with a slight understanding, a superficial appreciation if any, if I may quote Walter 
Lippmann, of the very character of the society in which they live. It should hardly 
require a global holocaust totoach Americans the significance, the moaning, the neces¬ 
sity and the power of democracy. Not until millions are in slavery do we understand 
clearly and fully and by blackest contrast what it means to be a free people. Hence¬ 
forth the upcoming generations in this nation must be taught definitely, explicitly, 
comparatively, and convincingly the characteristics of liberty, the essential prin¬ 
ciples upon which freedom rests, the rights and the responsibilities of every citizen 
as an inheritor and guardian of this most precious and irreplaceable possession. In 
a recent survey made by the New York Times it was discovered that while american 
history was available in our colleges, only an insignificant percentage of students 
elected to take it. The hills far away were more green. Other subjects, even his¬ 
torical subjects, wore more attractive and presumably more valuable. Yet what values 
remain to you and to me economically, socially, politically, religiously, if we are 
not a free people. For the future in the field of education, primary, secondary, and 
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' #n higher levels, - no subject must be given greater insistence and more consistent 
attention than the stcry of the United States and what it means to be an amencan 

citizen and a democrat# 

The second observation I would make this evening has some relationship to the 
foregoing, but is of such an extraordinary character as to stand out sharply an 
strongly by itself. A rather surprising, certainly a disturbing statement wasma e 
in Washington as recently as two weeks ago by a distinguished churchman. , .as 
Archbishop Lucey of San Antonio, Texas, who is considered by many to be the most 
forthright, liberal minded member of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church m the 
United States. He was addressing a distinguished group of South Americans and 
their equally distinguished hosts who happen to be citizens of the United States. 
Together they form the Inter-American Seminar on Social Studies. The program and 
intinerary arranged during the few weeks that our friends from South America, ui 
be our guests, included visits to the larger cities of the country. From the tra¬ 
vel and’discussions they will have a cross section view and understanding of our 
social legislation, social accomplishments and activities, and the social needs of 
their neighbors of the northern hemisphere. As reported mthe public press the 
Archbishop said among other things that the Catholic editors throughout the country 
had led or misled their hundreds of thousands of catholic readers into the Isola- 
tionist camp. It is obvious if that statement is true, and many of us are convinced 

that it is. that the editorial policy of most of the editors of catholic publica¬ 
tions - weeklies and monthlies -, the ideas and attitudes of the editors ehemselves 
as expressed in their oditorials, the substance and tone of pertinent articles 
selected for publication, the interpretation of tremendous world happenings, help - 
to form and determine the thought of millions of citizens regarding their attitude, 
their reactions, their convictions about the current world revolution from the 
standpoint of an amorican citizen and a Catholic. Undoubtedly the conclusions of 

that large body of citizens would parallel and agree substantially wi ° 7' 
recent statement of an able catholic editor who writes "if I had my way we should 
still be following the contract implicit in the Monroe Doctrine ‘Let Europe keep out 

of America and America will keep out of Exirope.'And this despite the fact that 
Germany was on its way over fir quite a few years and Japan had already arrived. 

For editors of religious publications and millions of Christian peoples to 
accopt the isolationist arguments and position seems like an inexplicable contra¬ 
diction. For those editors and their catholic readers hold a very positive, con¬ 
sistent, logical, body of religious principles that are the very antithesis of any 
restricted or isolationist interpretation. For many of these accepted truths ex¬ 
plicitly and all by implication stress the fact of the existence of one creative 
power, accept without question the belief that all things emanate from the one 
eternal source of life. That man the highest expression of the creative act ack¬ 
nowledges this common origin and of course pays tribute to that power and personal¬ 

ity as the common Father of all mankind. And any random selection from the New . 
Testament not only clearly manifests Christ*s own attitude. His own spirit, but His 
many statements that evidence His abiding conviction in the reality of the Father¬ 
hood of God and the brotherhood of man. Certainly these principles were basic to 

Christ as they are fundamental in his teachings. And in the long history of 
Christianity, the measure of a man's fidelity to the religion of Christ would be 

the degree that ho expressed in word and in deed these realities of Fatherhood 
and brotherhood as applied to his follow men and to all mankind without regard 
race, creed or color. IIo one would allow that these universaland divine truths 
have been cancelled by the passage of time. If they were true, they are_ true, and 
time cannot stale then. Their is no evidence that they have either been revoked by 
divine mandate or the consent of mankind. So for religionists and Christians to 

interpret and apply these all inclusive beliefs as refering only to the United 
States and to those of american citizenship is a contradiction to explain which one 

is at a complete loss. 
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So when I know that millions are in slavery; compelled to endure forced labor 
in a strange land and under exacting and brutal taskmasters; when numberless people 
are withering in soul and in body in concentration camps; enduring physical and 
mental torture; transplanted in mass migrations; wenched from loved ones; despair¬ 
ing, and dying and being killed and slaughtered; - how can I fe#l that it is no con¬ 
cern of mine, - that the call for mercy is not intended for american ears, that 
there is no responsibility for me, since they are not americans, to offer some ray 
of hope during the years and hours of blackest trial, - no requirement that I try 
by every means to get help to ray suffering brothers and sisters in God. Where is 
my democracy that loves freedom for itself and wants it for all men; my humanity 
that makes me suffer when my brother is in want; my religion that cannot see a humar 
need and pass by. Can it be that our love for America is so intense that it shrinks 
our understanding of the meaning of democracy and prevents our applying the truths 
of God beyond the boundries of our native land. Thus a concept like the Monroe 
Doctrine has priority over the universal truths of religion and intense nationalism 
or traditional hatreds for other peoples,black out the brotherhood of man. 

Many of us Catholics have been ashamed, distressed and at times horrified by the 
witten and spoken word of most of our catholic editors and some of our catholic 
leaders in their attitude toward the conflict across the seas and at home. Those 
of our leaders who may have believed differently maintained a strange silence. It 
is as heartening as it is magnanimous, as quoted in yesterday papers, to have a 
gracious spirit like Father Gannon, president of Fordham University, disavow the 
Isolationist view which he formerly and ardently held. May we Catholics never be 
second in our love for America and all she means to us and to the world. But may 
we too remember that”whosoever hath the sustenance of this world, and beholdeth 
his brother in need, and shutteth up his heart from him, how doth the love of God 
abide in him -- let us not love with word, neither with tongue, but in deed and 
truth. 
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SEPTEMBER 15, 1942, OVER CBS NETWORK 

THE MORAL CHALLENGE OF POST-WAR PLANNING 

Do you believe--as a New York editorial put it--that thinking 
about the post-war world and post-war planning is solemn.guff by 
Professors on "How to cook your rabbit before you catch it"? Or do 
you agree with a Republican state platform in one of our Middle Western 
states, which I read last week, and which avoided all mention of post¬ 
war programs because the subject was declared to be premature until the 
war was over? Doesn't it seem strange that the same people who hold 
these views, refused to prepare for possible war until the war had 
come to us? And that these people have therefore apparently learned 
nothing from our recent experience about the need for preparedness, 
about the need for thinking through alternatives that may be open to 
us--or that may bo forced upon us? 

Our ovin history tells us that it is harder to prepare intelligent¬ 
ly for peace than for war. This is no academic theory but a simple 
summary of our tragic national experience after the last war. 

We managed to win the la st war but in spite of the fact that wo 
had a President and a majority in the Senate to back up our post-war 
plans of 1919, we lost the peace because a determined minority was 
better prepared for reaction and destruction than the majority which 
hadn't paid much attention to domestic po.litics while the war was being 
fought. 

It is a false picture of history to think of winning the war as 
one chapter, and of winning the peace as another, quite distinct and 
separate. History is a seamless web-~there are no separate and water¬ 
tight compartments of time. War and peace are interwoven from peace 
to war, and back again from war to peace. Our lend-lease legislation 
and our draft legislation-passed before we were attacked--made us a 
more formidable adversary when the attack finally came than we would 
have been if we had not developed our industries to support our later 
allies at an earlier stage, and had we made no preparations in advance. 
In the same way, the things we do now, while at war, will help to 
determine the framework of the post-war settlement that will follow 
our victory. 

The present grew out of the past--it cannot even be understood 
without studying the past. The future will grow out of the present-- 
and we can help to determine the future by the direction we give to 
the present. If we refuse to give thought to the future which may grow 
out of our prosent--either because of ulterior motives of a political 
sort or because of a thoroughly understandable pre-occupation with the 
immediate challenge of the enormous peril in which we find ourselves-- 
then we are really deciding in favor of another type of post-war plan¬ 
ning. That is to say: Wo are then in fact planning to leave the 





future to drift. Now drift has been tried in the past—and it has been 
found wanting. Drift has given us two world wars in twenty-five years. 
Drift will almost certainly repeat the pattern of the past--and a re¬ 
fusal to think about our long-run purposes is therefore really a pro¬ 
posal to have another world war when our present soldiers an sai or^ 
have sons old enough to be drafted. 

It is true it may be politically dangerous for so_rmg people to 
discuss their post-war ideas--which is one reason why they would like 
to so.; all^of us silent on the subject now. It is a. far more important 
truth that it will be political dynamite for our entire civilization to 
trust to drift, ignoring all past experience. 

fpV jhere is an understandable reluctance to open up a chapter of dis¬ 
cussion that is so full of sore memories of past disagreements and mis¬ 
takes. It is tempting to assume that the '-'government —who or whatever 
that may mean--is probably giving careful consideration to these things. 
The sober fact, however, is that the government, as a good democratic 
government, is extremely reluctant to 'nut its neck out too ax aiea 

o: 
its 
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clearly expressed public opinion, and, secondly, chat tne governmen 
isv far too busy with the process of streamlining our war effort. elf 

It is furthermore historically clear that the people who are good 
at waging a war, are not necessarily as good at preparing a peace. _ . 
Winston Churcill who speaks with considerable authority because of his 
vast experience in both wars and his participation in the last peace 
settlement, wrote after the last war that "tnose who can win a war 
well, can rarely make a good peace, and tnose who could make a good 
peace, would never have won the war. ti 

utopia 
My point is not that we should prepare blueprints now for the. 

to come. Far from it. The post-war world will not be utopian. 
I do not even believe that it will be very secure or_stable. The most 
we can buy with a victory is the right to have sane thing to say about 
the kind of a world we would like to see emerge in a period in which 
one world is dying and another is struggling to be born. If Hitler 

• t _x,")— a ■*- -S T -O t -r \xi If we win, the wins, that question will be answered by the 
victory will n)t give us our kind of world. It will merely give Uo 
opportunity--which we would not have in case of defeat —to work out 
our own destiny in a frank process of experimentation. It may well 
one of the most dangerous temptations >f the p? esent to picture the 
future in rosy and optimistic terms. Such wishful thinking may simply 
promote the type of disillusioned "morning after" sentiment when it 

an 

be 

becomes clear that winning the war is merely the first—even if essen- 
tial—step, and that winning the peace is not an easy road back to 
some familiar picture of the past but rather a challenging, difficult 
and morally exhausting process over the years that will follow the 
actual cessation _>f hostilities. 

rrru 
lilO strategy for winning the peace is not unlike the strategy for 

winning the war? It would be foolish for a general staff to prepare 
elans for just one kind of war. Whether the staff would ever be allowed 
to fight the war in that particular way, would depend on many factors, 
including the military skill and imagination of the enemy. A general 
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staff that is worth its salt will therefore make °a^^ions„ 
plans, painstaking in detail, anticipating all possible onom/ roacti 
f]r all the types of war that might conceivably arise. 

Peace planning should proceed in the same manner, v^h^ve8 
apparently very hard to swallow for some groups. Such groups my have 
their minds all set on one pet idea, and they may be impa^^t vi ith 
the idea of a careful study of alternative notions. iho romai 
that the cessation of hostilities may find us with a^set of facts that 
may make the originally attractive plan impossible, juo * . ^r 
start under circumstances that may make the theore ica Uhumatances-- 
tive plan for a military campaign obsolete. Under these circumsta 
if our efforts in preparation and our public education n,e o ' 

toted to a scheme that turned out to be inpractical--we would be es¬ 
pecially handicapped for a careful and thorougli participation 
alternative scheme. Ivon from the standpoint q, getting the pot ide„ 
translated into action, a preparation that considers alternatives 
might be desirable, for the very process 01 considering alternatives 
may increase the clarity of conviction with which the first idea will 

be pursued if it stands up well in comparison. 

Now these are not problems for Washington, for some public offic¬ 
ial who is likely to be swamped with the detail of his own immediate 
job, and who, not infrequently, is likely to be profoundly impressed 
with the wisdom of "leaving well enough alone" when he is urged to get 
people interested in something that is not immediately on the.agenda. 
In a dictatorship this would be a matter for the propaganda minis ry. ^ 
It would "cook up" the right idea, develop the radio and press angles, 
and then "enlighten" the people. The Nazis arid the Japanese are doing 
this now in behalf of their "New Order and Co-Prospenty sphere. 
Tn a free society this initiative and momentum should arise in toe dis¬ 
cussion of war objectives among the people themselves. The emergency 
conditions of recent years have given us a tendency to loan too much 
jn Washington. The best way to strengthen the old tradition of a spon¬ 
taneous and self-reliant public opinion--which is, of.course, the very 
core of the free and democratic society we are defending--!s to pre¬ 
serve the process of free discussion in these matters. 

Democracy is not first of all a matter of laws and governmental 
machinery. It is rather a matter of shared purpose, of a belief.in 
the same fundamental ideas about fair and unfair, good and bad--m 
hher words it is a matter of acceptance of the same values. The 

new responsibilities of a shrinking worid--a world of radio and air- 
p1anes--impose new burdens on our values. Our values have to grow, so 
to °peak They must carry a heavier load. They must bridge a wider 
app than*ever- before. And in a sense the trouble with much.of our dis¬ 
cussion and thought about the war and its aftermath is precisely that 
we ignore this moral challenge and place almost all our stress on the 
military and economic,yand teclinical aspects. It snould be clear to 
anyone that military and economic policies are simply methods achiev¬ 
ing certain purposes--they are not ends in themselves--and tnat these 
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purposos that are to be achieved, are really the heart of the natter. 
That is not only true at home, among ourselves. It is true abroad, 
in our relations with our allies--and in the effect of our policies 

upon our enemies. 

No one who remembers the influence of Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen 
Points inside Germany, can deny that such a clarification of war aims 
can have the”greatest possible military importance. Such on opportun¬ 
ity exists again this time--in some ways the ruthlessness of our 
enemies has Increased their vulnerability in the war of propagan a. 
It is also true, however, that our record last time--I mean the manner 
in which we refused to back up Woodrow Wilson when.the figuring ha 
cone to an end--has created a very great psychological handicap or 
our public spokesmen. People all over the world wonder vmether we will 
treat Mr. Roosevelt as we treated Mr. Wilson--and they are inclined to 
accept our pronouncements at a heavy discount ior this reason. • ^ . 
must convince the world, including our enemies, that we mean 1 

time, and that, our governmental statements are not likely to be dis¬ 
avowed by an unsympathetic or uninformed public opinion.. In otner 
words, even from the standpoint of their immediate political and mili¬ 
tary effectiveness, our post-war program must.have behind it a con¬ 
vincing measure of public endorsement, and this can.only arise a 
campaign of public discussion. We need such participation to develop 
the national purpose, to develop the moral ‘’growing points, if you 
please, and to clarify all possible alternatives. We need it salso to 
convince a world which remembers our performance last time, tnat there 
will not be another Harding administration. If and when.we win the 
war, we’ll probably win it by stages. There may be war.in the Far 
dost long after war may have ceased in Europe--and we will therefore, 
of necessity be improvising peace settlements while we are still waging 
the war elsewhere. These improvisations will be the crucial process. 
The"7- will set the pattern for the future. They will be based on suen 
ideas and plans as then prevail. They will be based on such public 
agencies and policies as then exist. It's up to us now to see that 
they are right. If history is a seamless web, the future will be 
mortgaged then and there. It will be mortgaged in one part of the 
world, as we continue to wage the fight in another. There won't be 
anv chance to re-weave the pattern in one place after we have finished 
the war in another. The pattern will be set In these day-to-day im¬ 
provisations which will have created their own roots, their own vested 
interests, their own loyalties. We'd better see to it that our.domes¬ 
tic political picture doesn't resemble the 1919 pattern of American 
politics too closely for the comfort of those who will have son's.of. 
dr.^ft aae in 1960. * In a democracy this is not a matter for specialists 
Thev may know about the methods of achieving a common purpose when that 
common purpose clearly exists. ±he clarification of our purpose and 
the p-rowth of public support behind it is a matter of the widest pos¬ 
sible participation. The chief role of the technician--such as the 
diplomat, the international lawyer and the economist--is the elabora¬ 
tion of the purpose once it has been democratically adopted. 
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Freedom House is an agency for Americans who believe in the process 
of free and Informed discussion during the war to preserve a free and 
democratic America during and after the war. Ho can on j c _ ' 
purpose if we give full recognition to the interdependence of a free 

America and a free world. 

Freedom House in Hew York City i an American answer to the sinis- 

ter Brown House in Munich that serves as a symbol and a borne £rth» 
Nazi movement. Just ns the Brown House is a symbol for tyranny „ - 
outsiders and for goose-stepping party membership among i 1 f’ 
Freedom House is a symbol of the ideal of a free America a free 

world. In the language of one of our radio programs, truoh is ® 
"secret weapon." Vie refuse to believe that a free_America has to stoop 
to Ivins propaganda as an answer and a defense aganio ilw f S P 
ganda of our enemies. we refuse to believe that we must work up a 
hatred for our enemies to build a world according to our luealo. ,.e 
arc firm in the belief that a war fought from deep>conviction anchored 
in truth and reason, is not mly a more promising yn^i° uc lon 0 T 
post-war reconstruction that will follow the war, ouo^also a va * 
will bo harder to meet with the traditional weapons oi#tne ixis. Goose¬ 
stopping, regimentation, propaganda, bloodlust and racial hatred ar 
Nazi wt apons--let us beware of a form of defeatism that -ce^rs u. thar 
wo can only win this war by adopting our enemy’s tactics and laeas. 
Let us beware, above all of the type of surface patriot who would, cur¬ 
tail all discussion of post-war plans during the war because it is 
supposed to create disunity. Such men overlook the new grip on a 
national conviction that comes with the clarification of our purposes. 
They may pose as realists but they are in fact advocates of war and 
post-war drift. This second world war is the bitter fruit of . Hie 
activity of the immediate predecessors of these supposed realists m 

the days of 
called irreconcilables. 

Woodrow Wilson"* s struggle with Senator Lodge and his so- 

Thero is no road bac] to isolation and * normalcy11 that is not a 

roi id back to a no the r wo rid.war, There is no road back to the pre-war 

status quo that is not a road back to the precise conditions out oi 
which the present war grow. To go back to "where we_came from, is ^o 
p-0 pack where the war gradually became inevitable. if a iree America 
is to be preserved in a free world, we shall therefore need a program 
that goes beyond the daydreaming of those follow citizens who are 

mo re 
"the 
America 

ly homesick for the past, he are not even interested in preserving 
American way of life" if that phrase means the preservation of 

it was in 1939——and if this is not what tne slogan means, 
scussion would be the distinction of 
ving or restoring from the things that 

as 
the only f ruit f ul s ub j e c t 

the things that are worth 

had bettor be forgotten a 

the pr e sen t. 

There i s a spurious 

gia for a p a s t, that neve 

spurious patriotism that gambles on the public nostal- 
It is similar to the symbolism of w a V f X O 
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Hitlor's Third Reich which in its very terminology calls up the memory 
of an idealized Teutonic history. Free non and women can live in the 
challenge of the present without these drugs of false history or se¬ 
lected facts. True conservatism in a time of unparalleled speed of 
social and scientific change, will stress the need for truth as the 
first weapon of freedom, and for continuous reconstruction in the light 
of emerging experienco--at home as well as abroad. 

Freedom House has no detailed program. It has no blueprints to 
offer for a post-war utopia. It is firmly dedicated to the method of 
free discussion, however. It is a heritage that comes to us from men 
of courage in the past who did not fear change and who are remembered 
in our history because they demanded change and were prepared to fight 
for it if there was no other way to ; achieve their ideals. 

me 
Peace is not established by winning the war. Winning the war 

ly clears the path. The construction of the new highway--the 
organization of the peaco--will depend upon our wisdom. rr~ 1 1 
that wisdom when the fighting stops. We can only achieve 
we clarify our purpose now. 

We shall need 
then if it 
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